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ABSTRACT
Three interrelated interpretive themes are explored in this dissertation
through reference to the Gibbs farmstead (40I<Nl24), a domestic site in north
Knox County, Tennessee, that was inhabited by four successive households of
the Gibbs family between circa 17 92 and 1913. The topics of rural economy,
material life, and temporal process guide inquiry in this study. World systems
theory is used to examine how aspects of the emerging global system influenced
daily life and household-level economic strategies among a rural family in
Southern Appalachia, considered to be an internal periphery within the world
system. Historical information indicates the Gibbs family participated within
the commercial economy for most of their occupation of the farm, and produced
agricultural surplus well above local, and in some instances, national-level
averages. Based on the practice of partible inheritance, in which resources are
equally �ivided between siblings, it appears the Gibbs family subscribed to the
concept of rural patrimony. This rural ideology emphasized long-term
maintenance of the lineal family, the homeplace, and transmission of the means
of production to successive generations. The idea of material life developed by
French social historians in the Annales School is used to explore how economic
strategies influenced the standard of living practiced by the Gibbs family.
Focusing upon the domestic landscape, architecture, and household items,
viii

consideration of material life reveals the presence of a strong folk orientation
among the Gibbs family that was also substantially influenced by larger trends
within national-level consumerism and popular culture. Folk elements are
indicated by log architecture and a prominent pork and redware foodways
complex. Concerning the topic of popular culture, in the area of domestic
architecture, the expansion and renovation episodes of the dwelling during the
middle 19th century appear to mirror the functional compartmentalization of
domestic space that occurred among most middle class farm residences in North
America. Likewise, assembled information indicates the Gibbs family actively
acquired expensive consumer items, such as pewter and transfer printed
tableware. In contrast, the use of expensive tableware was balanced by heavy
reliance upon redware, an inexpensive utilitarian ceramic, and modestly priced
painted tableware for everyday use. Regarding the topic of temporal process,
this study introduces a new method to historical archaeology called time
sequence analysis. This method allows detailed and fine-grained reconstruction
of the diachronic consumption dynamics associated with households in the past
In this study, specific artifact categories are quantitatively linked to successive,
multigenerational household cycles associated with the Gibbs family through
correlation analysis. Results of analysis indicate household cycles significantly
influenced material consumption in the areas of faunal resources, redware,
tableware, and clothing items.
ix
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VOLUME l

VOLUME l
THEORY AND CONTEXT

The following dissertation contains two volumes and 1 1 chapters. The
theory and interpretive contexts that provide the conceptual foundation for this
study are introduced in Volume 1 , which includes Chapters 1 through 5.
The research questions, data sources, and analytical methods implemented in the
dissertation are summarized in Chapter .
1 Attention then turns to interpretive
theory and previous research in Chapter 2. Southern Appalachia's role in the
19 th-century global economy, the archaeology of farmsteads and rural contexts,
and temporal theory provided by French social historians are central topics
discussed in this chapter. The family and property history associated with the
Nicholas Gibbs extended family is then presented in Chapter 3. Having
introduced the family and property history associated with the farmstead, the
previous site investigations conducted at the Gibbs houselot between 1987 and
1 996 are then summarized in Chapter4. The interpretive theme of rural
economy is then addressed in Chapter 5. The history of economic infrastructure
development in Knox County, diachronic trends in land ownership, the history
of agricultural production, and the identification of commercial and subsistence
producers are the main topics discussed in the last chapter of Volume 1.

1

CHAPTER l
INTRODUCTION

Southern Appalachia, like many regions in America, is shrouded in myth
and misconception among the public and scholars ( Raitz and Ulack 1984 :5 ,
143 - 146 ; Jones 1989 :xi-xiii). Within popular culture, the people of Appalachia
are stereotypically portrayed as both culture hero and anachronism ( Williams
1972 , 1976 ; Howell 1994 :13 1- 132). Consensus concerning residents of Southern
Appalachia, labeled yesterday's people, is likewise polarized among scholars,
past and present Paralleling public sentiment, the region has typically been
either romanticized or presented in a pejorative manner ( Walls and Billings
1977 :13 1- 132 ; Hsiung 1997). Between the 1870 s and 1940 s, numerous writers
discovered the "otherness" of Appalachia's residents ( Raine 1924 ; Sherman and
Henry 1933 ; Sheppard 193 5 ; Wilson 193 5 ; Campbell 1969 ; Eaton 1973 ; Miles
1975). Yesterday's people, according to early commentators, were strange and
peculiar, possessed distinctive, Elizabethan traditions, were staunch

individualists, fatalistic, sometimes violent, and often indolent (McNeil
1989 :1- 17).
The same time that the seemingly unique quality of Appalachian life was
being documented, other writers were addressing the poverty and
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underdevelopment prevalent in the nation's new problem region. Between the
1890s and the 1970s, geographic isolation (Frost 1899; Semple 1901; Bowman and
Haynes 1963; Rothblatt 1971; Berry 1973), genetic deficiency (Fiske 1897;
Estabrook 1926; Hirsch 1928; Caudill 1963), overpopulation (U. S. Department of
Agriculture 1935; Williams 1972) and cultural deficiency (Weller 1965; Loof 1971;
Polansky et al. 1972; Ball 1970, 1974) have been invoked to explain Appalachia's
legacy of uneven development Drawing upon historical materialism, since the
1970s, explanations from the Dependency School (Dix 1973; Malizia 1973; Lewis
and Knipe 1978) and world systems theory (Walls 1976, 1978; Walls and Billings
1977; Dunaway 1996) have increasingly emphasized the influence of
hierarchical, global and regionally-based economic relations in fostering
underdevelopment and pronounced material disparities in Appalachia.
Numerous studies over the last twenty years illustrate that historical
archaeology's most effective contributions toward enhanced understanding of
cultural groups in North America often pertain to topics that are either
inadequately documented or obscured by bias. These efforts, most: notably in
African-American (e.g., Singleton 1988, 1995; Orser 1988a; Orser and Holland
1984; Ferguson 1992; Singleton and Bograd 1995) and Native American studies
(e.g., Brenner 1988; Spector 1993) have resulted in a more balanced portrayal of
the past This balance or clarity is a central element of the multidisciplinary
based histories and interpretations crafted by archaeologists (Deagan 1982; Little
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1994; Orser and Fagan 1995 :5 7 -58). Through the dual information sources of
material culture and documents, a middle ground is often achieved in which the
past is not romanticized or sanitized.
In light of the bias that has been projected upon Appalachia, the purpose
of the following dissertation is to clarify, via archaeology, historical sources, and
a case study approach, the character of daily life in the region during the 19 th
century. This task is accomplished through reference to the Gibbs site
(40 I<N124), a middle class, family farmstead located in East Tennessee. In the
following study, I explore several interrelated interpretive themes associated
with the Gibbs farmstead and the surrounding region. These themes consist of
rural economy, material life, and the reconstruction of temporal process.
The Gibbs site, located in north Knox County, was a yeoman farmstead
operated for four generations by descendants of the Nicholas Gibbs family
between 1792 and 19 13 . The Gibbs site is one of the most intensively studied
family farms in East Tennessee and has been the subject of archaeological
investigations in the Deparbnent of Anthropology's historical archaeology
program since 1987 (Mathison 1987 ; Faulkner 1988 a, 1988 b, 1989 , 1 991 , 1 992 ;
Young 199 1 , 1994a, 1994b; Lev- Tov 1994; Groover 1994a, 1 994b, 1995a, 1995b,
1995 c, 1995d, 1995e, 1996 a, 1 996 b, 1 996c, 1996 d).
Rural economy and the relationship between material life and temporal
process at the household level are the main interpretive or theoretical
4

perspectives that guide inquiry in this dissertation. First, this study relies upon
aspects of world systems theory (W allerstein 1976 , 1980 ; So 1990 ; Baker 199 1 ;
Dunaway 1996) to explore the role of economy in the lives of the site residents.
The rural economy was undoubtedly one of the primary organizing elements for
the farm inhabitants. More specifically, assembled archival data clearly
demonstrate that among residents of the Gibbs farmstead between the late 18 th
and early 20 th centuries, agricultural production, aspects of the global economy,
and market forces fundamentally structured household activities, decision
making, consumption choices, and material life.
Reconstruction of past agricultural activities conducted by the Nicholas
Gibbs extended family reveals that they were surplus producers for the majority
of the family's tenure at the farm, yet identified trends do not explain why
successive households made the decision to participate in the market economy.
The reasons why specific households chose to participate or not participate in the
market economy and adopt capitalist- based production strategies is a point
much debated by rural historians (e. g. , Kulikoff 1992 .
) Interestingly, careful
consideration of rural studies and the case study offered by the Gibbs farmstead
clearly illustrates the larger reason why in this instance a specific farm family in
Southern Appalachia chose to engage in surplus production.
In addition to external market forces, this study demonstrates that rural
patrimony was a significant internal structuring element for the economic
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strategies implemented by the successive Gibbs households. Rural patrimony
(Salamon 1992) was an economic orientation and household philosophy
prevalent among many, but not all, farm families in North America until recent
years. This strategy stressed that the perpetual acquisition, maintenance, and
transmission of land and the means of production to succeeding generations
within the extended family was one of the most important of all long-term
household concerns and commitments among farm households. From this
perspective, "taking care of one's own," insuring the continuation of the lineal
family, maintaining the family homeplace, and passing the means of production
to immediate descendants, were regarded as a sacred trust and typically the
main reasons for commercially oriented or capitalist farm production among
those households that subscribed to this ideology. As a consequence of the
importance of this concept, methods are presented in this study that are useful
for expediently identifying through quantitative analysis of primary historical
records the presence and multigenerational persistence of rural patrimony.
In addition to rural economy and patrimony, the second interpretive
perspective considered in this dissertation examines the relationship between
material life, temporal process, and one of the basic social units of culture
change-the generation. The concept of material life used in this dissertation is
drawn directly from the ideas of French social historian Fernand Braudel (197 1,
197 4, 197 7 , 1981). Not unlike the idea of lifeways developed by prehistorians,
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material life as an interpretive tool considers all the aspects and minutia of
everyday, material culture that fundamentally influenced the life experiences of
individuals and households. In contrast to lifeways, however, the idea of
material life was formulated specifically in reference to development of the
modem world system between circa 1500 to the present Hence, the idea of
material life is specific to the historic period, rather than the concept of lifeways,
which is perhaps more applicable to prehistoric societies.
Although the rural economy substantially influenced the lives of farm
residents, it is assumed in this study that the economy in many instances
significantly structured but did not deterministically dictate elements of daily
life. Thus, it is argued that the site residents actively exercised agency.
Moreover, the basic analytical unit in which both agency and temporal process
occurred, was expressed materially, and is archaeologically accessible, is
considered to be the generation. In the area of historical archaeological site
interpretation, this study thus attempts to demonstrate that many of the
significant material events imprinted on the farm.stead's cultural landscape

between the late18 th and ensuing 20 th century-- the construction, razing, or
moving of outbuildings, shifts in building function, and the addition or deletion
of rooms in the log dwelling, directly corresponded to major generational or
ownership transitions and successions, such as the situation when a son or
daughter inherits a residence from their parents, when a new husband or wife
7

assumes residence in a dwelling, or a tenure shift occurs among residents.
Moreover, generational events are also potentially preserved in the written
record, particularly in the domain of economic strategies, such as the adoption of
new crops, agricultural technologies, and shifts in household manufactures.
Fortunately, generational events identified through diachronic comparison of
primary documents likewise often possess material correlates within the
domestic landscape.
In addition to the interpretive concept of generational events, a new and
interrelated method of analyzing artifact assemblages, called time sequence
analysis, is also introduced to historical archaeology in this dissertation. In this
study, time sequence analysis is the primary method used to delineate and
quantitatively reconstruct temporal process. As discussed more fully later, the
use of temporal process as an analytical tool, drawn from the Annales School of
social historians and the scholarship of Braudel ( 197 1 , 1974, 1977 , 198 1 ; Knapp
1992), combines the concepts of culture process familiar to anthropologists and
archaeologists with the idea of historical process familiar to historians and
humanists.
In summary, relevant general questions that guide inquiry in the
following dissertation consist of determining how the site residents were
articulated with the global economy. In addition, was a subsistence or primarily
commercial economic orientation present among the Gibbs family? How did
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economic strategies implemented by the Gibbs family structure or influence
material life at the farmstead? At the household level, can detailed temporal
processes at the generational level be identified through the landscape history
and material culture recovered from excavation?
To address these questions, inquiry relies upon multiple scales or levels of
analysis ( Orser 1 996). For example, moving from general to specific levels or
from macro to microregional scales, inquiry considers the role of Southern
Appalachia in the 1 9th-century world system, the development of capitalism at
the regional level, and specifically East Tennessee, the economic characteristics
of the Gibbs community, and the role of capitalism and commercial- level
production at the household level among four generations of the Gibbs family.
At the household level, particular emphasis is placed upon identifying
diachronic continuity and culture change, subsumed under the concept of
temporal process, in the realm of material culture.
The Gibbs farmstead as a research topic is relevant for several reasons.
First and perhaps most importantly, the Gibbs farm is historically typical yet
archaeologically atypical. Historically, yeoman, or family-operated farms,
represent the majority of rural residences during the 1 9th century in North
America and the South ( Friedlander 1 990 :104), yet are underrepresented within
historical archaeology at state and national levels. For example, in a recent
review of historical archaeology in Tennessee, Smith ( 1 996 :15) observes that
9

The majority of rural domestic components investigated are associated
with 'plantations' or comparable upper-class sites, usually in situations
where the main house still exists as a public or privately owned 'house
museum.'

This bias, oriented toward the study of elites or a very small segment of the
upper social strata in the past, is undoubtedly not unique to Tennessee and is
probably prevalent throughout much of the Southeast and North America in
general. Thus, archaeology that focuses upon the predominant site type during
the 1 9th century-- middle class, rural residences-is possibly underrepresented
within the discipline's formally published literature.
The Gibbs site is likewise significant archaeologically since the level of
documentary detail associated with the site is the exception rather than the rule.
Thus, the generational continuity associated with the farmstead that is accessible
via the documentary record offers a level of contextual depth and detail rarely
encountered in archaeological inquiry. The following section now turns to
detailed consideration of the previously presented research questions.

10

Research Questions, Data Sources, and Methods

The following research questions move from general to specific levels of
inquiry, encompassing the global economy, Southern Appalachia within this
context, East Tennessee's economic role in Southern Appalachia,.the Gibbs
community's location in the regional economy, and most importantly, how the
above factors influenced daily life at the Gibbs farm for four generations and
how these influences were or were not expressed via material culture and
household activities. Overall, this dissertation addresses three main interpretive
themes, consisting of rural economy, material life, and reconstructing temporal
process via archaeological and documentary data.
At a general level, the following research consists of a case study that
illustrates a multigenerational, rural household's articulation with the global
economy. This approach possesses an inherent diachronic perspective that
allows the potential identification of medium- term culture change or historical
process in the domains of economy and material life (Braudel 19 71, 19 74, 19 77,
198 1 ; Knapp 1992 ). Identification of the ways in which the Gibbs household was
involved in the larger world economy is significant for several reasons. Perhaps
most importantly, the Gibbs site offers the opportunity to critically assess and
reevaluate many of the previously mentioned stereotypes and pejorative
connotations typically associated with the people of Southern Appalachia. For
11

example, consideration of economic activities at the farmstead serve to
convincingly illustrate in miniature that Southern Appalachia was not a
backwater, isolated region, but on the contrary, its residents provided a
substantial proportion of the agricultural surplus and commodity resources that
fueled the 1 9th-century plantation economy in the South and eastern North
America in general. Moreover, the Gibbs site can potentially serve to erode the
myth of the subsistence farmer that is typically associated with the region
( Dunaway 1996), and is widely prevalent within historical archaeology, and
particularly the archaeology of rural contexts.
In order to identify how the farm residents were articulated with the
larger global economy, the specific economic activities conducted at the Gibbs
site are reconstructed. Global articulation is identified by two quantitative
measures, consisting of commercial- oriented production based on census
averages and surplus production defined by cliometric analysis. Market
oriented agriculture, denoted by above average production, is used as the
criteria to denote participation in the commercial economy and hence
articulation with the larger, global system. This task is accomplished through
detailed analysis of agricultural practices at the household, community, regional,
and national levels. Specifically, household and multilevel economic activities
are reconstructed through diachronic analysis of the U. S. Census of Agriculture.
As discussed in further detail below, participation in the commercial economy is
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also reconstructed through surplus estimation for specific years based on
cliometric techniques developed by Dunaway (1996 ).
To identify the intergenerational economic activities at the Gibbs site,
relevant data within primary documents are sequenced diachronically between
the Nicholas Gibbs, Daniel Gibbs, Rufus Gibbs, and John Gibbs households. In
addition to interhousehold comparisons, to generate a firm quantitative
interpretive context, comparisons between the Gibbs households and U. S.
Census of Agriculture data samples drawn from community, county, state,
regional, and national levels are also compared. The community-level data
samples were drawn at temporal intervals in order to construct time series plots.
Specifically, 120 total cases were assembled from the 185 0, 186 0, 1870, and 1880
U. S. Census of Agriculture manuscripts in District5 of Knox County. Thirty
cases were selected for each of the above four census years. Further, the cases
were selected from those entries surrounding the Gibbs family entries. It is
assumed this nonrandom sampling strategy would approximate the actual
farming community surrounding the Gibbs family. In tum, the county, state,
regional, and national agricultural data profiles that are compared to the Gibbs
and District 5 samples are based on average distributions abstracted from the
185 0, 186 0, 1870, 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1910 U. S. Census of Agriculture.
In addition to the U. S. Census of Agriculture, additional data sets secured
from temporally spaced samples of primary documents that are examined
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consist of tax records for District5 in Knox County, a 90-case sample of probate
inventories for Knox County, and a sample of Knox County newspaper ads that
is used to quantitatively track the development of consumerism at the county
level.
Agriculture census records are compared using U. S. Census of
Agriculture data and cliometric techniques refined by Dunaway (1996). These
analysis methods allow reconstruction of temporal processes associated with
successive households and specifically, cliometric techniques enable
identification of the amount of agricultural items produced and consumed by
each household in a given census year and the amount of agricultural surplus
that was available for commercial trade. The production of a significant
proportion of agricultural surplus, in combination with the presence of cash
crops, indicates articulation with the market economy and identifies the
economic orientation, such as subsistence or commercial practices, for specific
households. In turn, detailed comparison of the four successive Gibbs
households also allows the identification of culture change or continuity and
temporal process in the realm of agricultural activities during the 19th century.
Trends identified in the intergenerational agriculture analysis are
subsequently compared to a sample of farmsteads in Knox County. The sample
is composed of 120 households that are enumerated adjacent to the Daniel,
Rufus, and John Gibbs entries in the U. S. Census of Agriculture records for
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District5 in Knox County. A subsample of entries was obtained adjacent to the
Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households. It is assumed that households listed in
close proximity to the Gibbs entries were probably neighbors or residents of the
Gibbs community. U. S. Census of Agriculture data for temporal sequences
associated with Tennessee, the mid-South, and the nation are included in the
production analysis to provide a firm comparative foundation for agricultural
production at the Gibbs farm. Using cliometric analysis techniques (Dunaway
1996), the community-level sample also provides a detailed picture of general
agricultural trends within the larger rural community. This approach offers a
19th-century comparative baseline for the Gibbs households and helps to
determine if their economic strategies were typical or atypical of the larger,
surrounding community. The cliometric techniques are specifically designed to
estimate the amount of surplus produced for a given census year and in turn
determine whether a commercial or noncommercial production strategy was
implemented by a household.
In addition to agricultural production, analysis of primary documents
also considers material life by reconstructing the standard of living experienced
by successive Gibbs households and 19th-century Knox County residents. The
purpose of this exercise is to quantitatively determine the general standard of
living experienced by residents of the study area. A sample of newspaper
advertisements is first analyzed to identify general trends in consumerism
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within Knox County. Four newspaper issues were selected at 25 year increments
for a 100- year interval to provide a diachronic perspective on consumerism.
Following this exercise, the material culture enumerated in a 9()-case sample of
probate inventories is then examined. This analysis is conducted to determine if
a conservative and relatively austere folk orientation was present in the study
area or if Knox County residents were acquiring nonessential, luxury goods
associated with 19 th-century, national- level popular culture. This question is
considered by diachronically comparing the inventories associated with the
Gibbs family and comparing a 90 -case sample of probate inventories associated
with the temporal intervals of 1802 to 18 1 1 , 18 18 to 1823 , and 1849 to 1854.
Analysis techniques consist of methods utilized by Main ( 1982) and Groover
( 199 1 , 1992 a). This exercise provides a way of identifying the types of items
used in the Gibbs households that would not be identified archaeologically.
Analysis also allows diachronic reconstruction of the standard of living the site
residents experienced based upon the range of consumer goods listed in the
inventories. The county-level analysis likewise provides a baseline to compare
to the inventories associated with the Gibbs family and helps to determine if the
standard of living practiced by the residents of the Gibbs farm was typical or
atypical at the county level.
Following quantitative analysis of primary documents, inquiry then
considers material life and temporal process revealed through the archaeology of
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the Gibbs site. The interrelated themes of material life and temporal process are
addressed in this dissertation primarily through archaeological data. As
discussed previously, a large data set composed of probate inventories is also
analyzed to provide a baseline for reconstructing the standard of living in the
region. Based upon a synthesis of ideas drawn from the Annales School and
studies focusing on the history of the family, archaeological and documentary
analysis relies upon the concept of the generation as an analytical unit and
attempts to reconstruct a fine-grained, diachronically based portrait of material
culture and consumption at the site. This task is accomplished through
development of two new interpretive ideas in historical archaeology,
represented by the concept of generational events or imprints and an artifact
assemblage analysis method called time sequence analysis.
The concepts of generational events and imprints relies upon the premise
that each successive household, in some respects as an expression of authority
and control, or as a means of reinforcing "the right way of doing things,"
usually leaves an indelible and, fortunately, archaeologically accessible imprint
upon the immediate cultural landscape surrounding rural dwellings. Further,
generational imprints are considered to be influenced by both age grade and
gender lines or divisions. Archaeological analysis demonstrates that
generational imprints are potentially accessible via renovation episodes
associated with dwellings and outbuildings and general diachronic change
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revealed in the domestic landscape. Moreover, important or substantial
landscape events or junctures are seen to often correspond to significant family
transitions, such as the life events that transpire when a son or daughter assumes
control of a farm or residence from their parents.
Regarding the interpretive theme of reconstructing temporal process, the
method called time sequence analysis represents the most important
contribution of this study to historical archaeology. Time sequence analysis, the
central component of a new historical archaeology topic initially defined in this
dissertation as the study of temporal process or temporal dynamics, offers the
potential of providing a new and fresh avenue of artifact- based, data- driven
inquiry in the discipline. Building upon the initial analytical foundation
provided by functional analysis and mean ceramic dates, the new method
utilizes techniques common to basic time series distributions in statistics through
detailed artifact dating and temporal sorting of all proveniences or
archaeological contexts at a site. Over the past 20 years, historical archaeologists
have typically relied upon functional analysis that inadvertently compresses all
of the time that unfolded at a site into a single artifact distribution. In contrast,
time sequence analysis rectifies the atemporal and synchronic character inherent
in functional distributions, such as pattern recognition ( South 19 77; Orser 1 990 a).
This method provides a new perspective on a fundamental analysis technique
that in recent years has fallen into disuse among many historical archaeologists.
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More importantly, artifact disbibutions generated from time sequence
analysis are quantitatively linked to multigenerational household or family
cycles, allowing detailed, fine- grained reconstruction of consumption dynamics
through time and between successive households. This strategy renders
multiple or superimposed occupations, typically an interpretive obstacle in
historical archaeology, an analytical advantage. The strength of the statistical
relationship between household dynamics and consumption revealed within
different artifact categories is measured using time sequence analysis and
Spearman' s r correlation tests. The results. of times sequence analysis presented
in this dissertation indicate that, given optimum excavation and analysis
conditions in concert with relatively complete historical records, artifact
disbibutions and specific artifact categories can be linked directly to fluctuations
in successive family cycles. A battery of statistically significant correlation tests
is generated to illustrate the relevance of the method.
This dissertation concludes with a recapitulation of the study' s major
findings and offers recommendations for future research based on initial results
generated from exploring the themes of rural economy, material life, and
temporal process at the Gibbs farmstead. . Concerning rural economy and
material life, it is proposed that future research in farmstead archaeology should
be directed at defining fine- grained, regionally based models of ideal farmstead
types. Building upon concepts in agricultural geography, these ideal types
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should be defined through the criteria of crop regimes, labor arrangements, and
the corresponding material and landscape characteristics of specific agricultural
regions, such as the Cotton Belt, the Great Plains, or the Midwest Moreover,
this goal will best be realized in many situations through data sets containing
both statistically valid sample sizes of archaeological sites and archival samples
drawn from government acquired properties that possess detailed historical
documentation ( e.g., Cabak and Inkrot 1997 ; Cabak et al. 1998).
In addition to discussing the research importance and relevance of
regionally based agricultural models, this study also concludes by emphasizing
that time sequence analysis might be of interest and use to the historical
archaeological community. Acknowledging a basic truth of inquiry, the
usefulness and longevity of new ideas and ways of thinking about the past
through archaeology are often contingent upon replication and their
applicability to a wide range of contexts. Therefore, other historical
archaeologists that might be interested in the topic of temporal dynamics are
encouraged to consider including and evaluating these methods in their own
research. Determining the usefulness of these techniques requires that
colleagues apply the methods to other sites and assemblages. The main goals of
this research program would be directed at, in conjunction with constructing
diachronically based, regional models, identifying generational imprints at
additional locations and replicating time sequence analysis among a diverse
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collection of archaeological sites. A research effort of this extent could
potentially result in identification of household cycle types that are characteristic
of different contexts, time periods, settings, and situations.
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CHAPTER 2
INTERPRETIVE THEORY AND
PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Introduction

The following chapter presents the interpretive theory and previous
research that serves as the theoretical foundation for this study. Moving from
large to small or macro to micro scales of analysis, the first section in this chapter
discusses world systems theory and Appalachia's role in the 19 th-century global
system. Rather than being a backward region, world systems theory illustrates
that Southern Appalachia supplied a significant proportion of the resources and
foodstuffs that fueled the 19 th-century national economy, especially during the
antebellum period. The second section of this chapter, entitled "Farmstead
Archaeology," presents a summary of research findings associated with the
archaeology of rural contexts. This section also provides a discussion of the
research design for farmstead archaeology used in the present study.
The third and final section of this chapter, drawing upon the scholarship of the

Annales School of French social historians and Fernand Braudel, presents an
overview of the temporal theory used in this dissertation. Temporal theory,
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representing one of the main conbibutions of this dissertation to historical
archaeology, is used to reconstruct temporal process and interpret the diachronic
household dynamics associated with the Gibbs site. A discussion of household
cycles, generational imprints, and time sequence analysis-concepts developed in
this dissertation specifically for analysis of the archaeological record
encountered at the Gibbs site, is also presented in the third section of this
chapter.

Southern Appalachia in the 19th-Century World System

Between the late 18 th and early 20 th centuries, America experienced
extensive social change and technological transformation. Beginning as a small,
colonial appendage of Europe, the United States asserted political autonomy
during the Revolution at the close of the 18 th century and by the end of the 19 th
century emerged as a major economic and political entity ( Langer 1972).
Numerous scholars in the disciplines of historical archaeology (Leone 1 988, 1 995;
Orser 1 988a, 1 994, 1 996 ; Paynter 1 988; Falk 1 991), history (Hahn and Prude 1 985;
Kulikoff 1 992), and sociology (Wallerstein 1 974, 1 980 , 1 989 ; Dunaway 1 996)
emphasize America's development was inbinsically related to the emergence of
capitalism as a national and global organizing principle.
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Although the above scholars acknowledge the significance of capitalism
as a catalyst of social change, considerable debate surrounds the timing and
character of this transformation, particularly within rural settings ( e.g., Kulikoff
1992 ; Dunaway 1996). The following dissertation therefore employs a
multidisciplinary approach to explore the influence of capitalism upon a farm
family in Southern Appalachia during the 19 th century. Specifically, by using
converging lines of evidence drawn from preexisting studies, archaeological
data, and quantitative historical data preserved in primary documents, I
demonstrate that the residents of the Gibbs farmstead between circa 1792 and
19 13 , for the most part, were surplus producers, market- oriented, and hence
clearly articulated with the larger national and global economies. However, this
dissertation departs from many studies concerned with rural economy and the
penetration of capitalism during the 19 th century ( e.g., Kulikoff 1992 ; Dunaway
1996) in North America that argue for a strict either- or distinction between
capitalist and noncapitalist modes of production, polarized distinctions between
political and moral economies, and dichotomies based on subsistence and
surplus agricultural production at the household level. Rather, using a
diachronic perspective that focuses on medium- duration temporal process, the
Gibbs site as a case study effectively illustrates the complexity associated with
farm families in the South during the 19 th century. The case study presented in
this dissertation illustrates that the Gibbs family effectively mediated between
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capitalist economic strategies and earlier, folk- based, noncapitalist social forms
and household structures. Mediation between these strategies and household
structures by the Gibbs family is illustrated by the concepts of rural patrimony
and the intergenerational transfer of the means of production. Further, gathered
data illustrate that whether or not a household produced an agricultural surplus
for a given census year was often dependent upon the temporal location of the
household within the family life cycle and the age composition of labor
providers. Thus, results of this study suggest analytical categories based simply
on subsistence or surplus production among farm families should not be
regarded as static and unchanging attributes but rather fluctuated and shifted
from year to year depending upon numerous variables. As will be
demonstrated, many of the variables that influenced agricultural production in
turn also influenced household level consumption and are clearly discemable in
the archaeological record.

World Systems Theory

At a macrolevel spatial- analytical scale, the following dissertation
examines rural economy and specifically capitalism's influence upon an East
Tennessee farm family between the late 18 th and early 20 th centuries. This issue
is considered through reference to world systems theory (Wallerstein 1974, 1980 ,
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1989; Dunaway 1996) and methods developed in social history and sociology
(e.g. Braudel 197 1, 197 4, 197 7 , 1981; Fischer 1989; Kulikoff 1992; Dunaway 1996).
World systems theory, developed by sociologist Immanuel Wallerstein (1974,
1980, 1989), represents a fusion of neo-Marxist thought, French social theory
from the Annales School, and functionalism. This body of theory, grounded in
what Wallerstein considers to be the multidisciplinary field of historical social
science, is considered neo-Marxist since it places primacy upon exchange
relations as opposed to the means of production prominent in mainstream
Marxist theory (So 1990).
World systems theory maintains that the capitalist world economy is the
fundamental catalyst for global development within the modem era from circa
1500 to the present Expansion of the world economy commenced in Europe
during the 16 th century, has continued to the present, and the result is an
interconnected global system of commodity producers and consumers. The
world economy is a circular system driven by the accumulation of surplus and
reinvestment of capital. The primary social relationships in the world economy
exist between the owners of capital and means of production (composed of
individuals, groups, and companies or corporations), and the producers of
surplus value. This social relationship is characterized by the unequal exchange
of goods or services that are not of equivalent value. Unequal exchange results
in surplus accumulation among owners of production and a widening gap in the
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standard of living and quality of life between owners of production and the
world's proletariat or surplus producers (Emmanuel 197 2).
Within world systems theory the geographically based concepts of the
core, semi-periphery, and periphery are of particular relevance to the topic of
development in Southern Appalachia. The core, where extracted surplus value
is channeled, serves as the regulating nucleus of economic activity within the
world system (Wallerstein 197 4, 1980, 1989). Since the beginning of the 16 th
century, the location of the core has shifted to numerous political-economic
centers in Europe, such as the Netherlands in the 17 th century and Great Britain
during the 19th century. During a given instance in history, one hegemonic state
within the core typically dominates the interstate economic system. At the close
of World War II, the United States emerged as the core nation within the world
system and its position has steadily eroded during the last 20 years (Goldstein
1988).
The world economy periodically expands and contracts. These cycles,
called Kondratieff waves or K-waves, modulate on approximately SO-year
phases and are thought to significantly influence the economic prosperity of the
core. Economic stagnation and depression accompany K-wave downswings or
contractions. To counteract K-wave contractions and stimulate economic
upswing, core countries typically incorporate new geographic areas into the
global system. The surplus value extracted from these new regions serves to
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revive the core economy (Kondratieff 1979; W allerstein 1984). According to
advocates of world systems theory, this resuscitating process, called
incorporation, was the main impetus for settlement and colonization of the New
World by Europeans between the 16th and 19th centuries ( Hopkins and
Wallerstein 1987; So 1990).
Incorporation of new extractive areas by the core into the world economy
involves the establishment of nodal regions called the semi-periphery and
periphery. Incorporation of a new zone into the interstate system usually
involves a 50 to 75 year period. Typically containing core-like features, the semi
periphery serves as an interface between the core and periphery. The existence
of a well-developed infrastructure, such as transportation facilities and political
authority, characterizes the semi-periphery. In tum, the semi-periphery and
periphery serves as a market for consumption goods manufactured in the core
(Hopkins and W allerstein 1986, 1987).
The periphery is the frontier of the world system, the main locus of
resource extraction, and the area where fundamental societal restructuring
occurs. Successful appropriation of surplus value from the periphery is
dependent upon inexpensive labor, commodity production for the world
market, and establishment of political and social structures that conform to the
rules of the interstate system. Agriculture is the usual mode of commodity
production within the periphery followed by extractive industries such as
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mining and logging ( Hopkins and Wallerstein 1987 ; So 1 990). Several scholars
argue that Southern Appalachia has been an internal periphery in the United
States for much of the nation's history. Southern Appalachia's status as an
internal periphery within North America has likewise been advocated as the
main reason, in addition to over population and environmental degradation, for
the uneven development and poverty characteristic of the region ( e. g., Walls
1976 , 1978 ; Walls and Billings 1977 ; Salstrom 1991 ; Dunaway 1996).
The societal restructuring that occurs within the periphery, from an
anthropological perspective, is a significant consequence of incorporation.
Societal restructuring is accomplished through the imposition of cultural and
political dominance by core powers upon residents of the periphery. Cultural
hegemony occurs within the domains of language, religion, mores, and material
culture, particularly among non- Europeans ( Wolf 1982 ; McGuire 1992). Perhaps
most importantly, however, societal restructuring is achieved through the
"export of an ideology that structures the realms of perception of individuals to
legitimate the inherent inequalities of the world system" (Kentor1985:32 ). The
inherent inequalities of the world system are expressed in the concept of
polarization, which "refers to the increasing unevenness of development'' that
occurs between the core and the periphery "in terms of both well- being and
social structure" ( Hopkins and Wallerstein 1987 :773). For example, So notes that
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although the absolute wealth of 10-20 percent of the world's population
( mostly in the core zone) has risen considerably over the past 400 years,
the large majority of the world's population ( mostly in the peripheral
zones) are probably worse off than their ancestors were. Thus, the gap
between the rich and the poor has widened enormously over the past four
centuries (So 1990 :190).

As expected, incorporation is often met with resistance by original or
indigenous populations within the periphery. So ( 1990 :189) emphasizes that
"people everywhere offered resistance of varying efficacy, to the process of
incorporation because it was so unattractive a proposition in terms both of
immediate material interests and the cultural values of those being
incorporated." Several forms of resistance to incorporation are used by
populations in the periphery, represented by both passive and active forms. An
obvious example of active resistance is organized military action, such as the
American Revolution and organized labor movements (Amin et al. 1990).
However, coercive aspects of incorporation include military force on the part of
core nations, which typically possess military superiority to periphery coalitions,
such as the Native American wars on the Great Plains following the Civil War
( Hopkins and Wallerstein1987 :775). Passive and undoubtedly more pervasive
types of resistance within peripheries are illustrated by interrelated strategies,
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such as the obstinate maintenance of traditional culture, the perpetuation of
household autonomy, and the overt or subtle rejection of core ideologies.
Concerning Southern Appalachia and East Tennessee, during the 18th
century, these regions were originally subsumed within the southern
backcountry, which represented the second frontier in eastern North America.
The first southern frontier was the Atlantic coastal area settled by the Spanish
beginning in the second half of the 16th century, encompassing portions of
northern Florida and coastal Georgia. Permanent English settlements appeared
north of La Florida first in the Virginia colony of Jamestown along the
Chesapeake in 1607 and later in the 1670s along the South Carolina coast in a
narrow coastal strip between Beaufort and Charleston. Geographically, the
backcountry extended from approximately 100 miles west of the Atlantic Coast
to the trans-Appalachian interior. The backcountry included portions of
"southwestern Pennsylvania, the western parts of Maryland and Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Kentucky, and Tennessee" (Fischer 1989:634).
Settlement of the backcountry commenced during the first quarter of the 18th
century and the frontier era ended in circa 1820 as the economic and
transportation infrastructure stabilized. For the ensuing antebellum period, the
area comprising East Tennessee has often been included in the larger upland
South culture region defined by cultural geographers and historians (e.g.,
Owsley 1949; Kniffen 1965). Archaeologists have also used the upland South
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geographic concept as an interpretive tool (McCorvie 1987; Garrow et al. 1989;
McCorvie et al. 1989; Smith 1993; Groover 1993).
In this dissertation, Southern Appalachia, defined as comprising portions
of southwest Virginia, western North Carolina, northwestern South Carolina,
northern Georgia, northern Alabama, eastern Tennessee, southeastern Kentucky,
and portions of West Virginia, is selected as the geographically based,
macrolevel culture unit of study for several reasons. Most importantly,
Appalachia has existed as a perceived, emic category or distinct place among
residents of eastern North America since the 19th century. In other words, the
concept of Southern Appalachia as place, distinct from other culture areas, such
as the Chesapeake, the Lowcountry, or New England, possesses temporal depth
and emic meaning within American history and culture. Likewise, an
established body of scholarship has been devoted to the region since the late 19th
century, so a legacy of inquiry also exists for Appalachia (e.g., Raitz and Ulack
. 1984; Dunaway 1996). In contrast, the somewhat geographically amorphous and
vaguely defined upland South has only been in use as an analytical concept since
the middle 20th century among a minority group of cultural geographers and
architectural historians (e.g., Owsley 1949; Kniffen 1965). Based on these
concerns, Southern Appalachia is regarded to be a more analytically relevant
geographic and cultural unit
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Regarding colonial period lifeways and ethnic composition, Otto
emphasizes the southern backcountry was occupied by:

British and Germanic farmers from southwestern Pennsylvania who
migrated southward to settle among the sparse Native American
populations. They were joined by slaveholding and slaveless British
farmers from the coastal areas, and there evolved a syncretistic way of life
that drew upon British, Germanic, Native American, and African cultural
antecedents (Otto 1985 :185).

As Otto notes, the backcountry was composed of a broad spectrum of
cultural groups. Over half of the backcountry population originated from
Scotland, Ireland, and northern England. Germans were the largest non-English
speaking group in the backcountry, but represented only five percent of the
population in 1790 (Fischer 1989 :634-63 5).
According to Otto, the distinguishing characteristics of backcountry
settlers were:

a diffuse settlement pattern of scattered farmsteads and rural
neighborhoods, 'which allowed fewer persons to claim more territory';
commonly practiced techniques of horizontal log construction, which
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permitted rapid assembly of houses, churches, and courthouses; an easily
replicated economic, religious, and political infrastructure of crossroad
hamlets, independent churches, and courthouses; and a 'generalized
stockman- farmer-hunter economy' with a productive and adaptable food
and- feed complex' and an 'extreme adaptability with regard to their
commercial crop' ( Otto 1985 :186).

Beginning with Turner ( 189 3) the Southern frontier has been highly
romanticized within mainstream American history and popular culture. Two of
the more persistent and erroneous myths are the largely self- sufficient or
subsistence- level of frontier life and the egalitarian character of frontier society
( Dunaway 1996). Fischer ( 1989 :7 49) maintains that "inequality was greater in the
backcountry than in any other [nonslaveholding] region of the United States."
The backcountry class structure was composed of a large, landless stratum
composed of tenants and squatters that comprised a majority of the population, a
small, middle class of yeoman farmers, and a very small upper class composed

of wealthy, and often absentee, landowners that controlled the majority of land
and resources ( Fischer 1989 :7 48 ). By the last decade of the 18 th century, the
period when East Tennessee was experiencing sustained settlement, the top 10
percent of wealthholders in the Southern backcountry owned between 40 and 80
percent of the region's land. These patterns of wealth distribution and class
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structure persisted during the antebellum period in Southern Appalachia and
became extremely pronounced in East Tennessee. As Fischer notes, between the
late 1 8 th and mid- 19 th centuries, based on analysis of landholding in eight East
Tennessee counties, one- third to one- half of taxable white males were landless
( Fischer 1989 :751). Similar conclusions concerning wealthholding trends have
likewise been independently proposed by Baker ( 199 1) for East Tennessee and
more recently by Dunaway ( 1 996) for Southern Appalachia. As demonstrated in
later chapters, analysis of wealthholding measured through land and personal
property in the Gibbs community and Knox County supports these findings and
also indicates that the majority of resources was disproportionately concentrated
among a minority segment of the population during the 19 th century.
These trends suggest that rather than being an idyllic setting where rural
families could make a living through agriculture, life in Southern Appalachia
between the late 18 th and 19 th centuries for much of the population was
undoubtedly a struggle. Further, this struggle was not against nature in settling
new homes but rather was against the economic constraints of the system in
which households were embedded. Further, the rural inhabitants were probably
very much aware of the consequences of this situation. For the rural proletariat
or the landless majority, life unbdoubtedly centered around the day- to- day
necessities of food and shelter. The minority, yeoman middle class was
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undoubtedly concerned with maintaining their holdings, lest they join the ranks
of the majority.
The economic system in which frontier residents of Southern Appalachia
was embedded is the world system that persists to the present Between the 18 th
and early 20 th centuries, Europe was the core within the global system and the
main hegemonic state was Britain ( Goldstein 198 7). Frontier settlements along
the Atlantic Coast in the South served as the semi- periphery, and coastal cities
such as Charleston and Savannah were important nodal points within the semi
periphery's economic network. These centers possessed the bureaucratic and
technological infrastructure required to channel resources extracted from the
Southern hinterlands. Raw resources during the colonial and antebellum
periods, such as deerskins, naval stores, cotton, indigo, wool, and lumber, were
in turn sent to manufacturing centers in the semi- periphery and core regions
where the processing of inexpensive raw materials into expensive consumer
goods increased exponentially the value of export commodities during the
formative years of the Industrial Revolution in the 19 th century. Inexpensive
subsistence products raised within the southern periphery also fed a substantial
proportion of the enslaved labor on Southern plantations and the proletariat in
Northern industrial centers, in addition to populations in urban areas in Europe
during the first two- thirds of the 19 th century. Besides commercial agricultural
commodities, natural resources, and subsistence products, the inhabitants of
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Southern Appalachia also later provided cheap labor for new, industrial-level
extractive industries that appeared in the region, such as iron works, coal
mining, and timbering during the close of the 19th century (Dunaway 1996).
One of the main explanations for the uneven development characteristic
of the region is the lack of necessary capital and a manufacturing-processing
marketing infrastructure required to retain surplus value generated from the
natural and agricultural resources of the region. After being transported from
the region, natural resources and commercial commodities were processed and
in turn remarketed in the semi-periphery and periphery as manufactured goods
for a significant profit The absence of the manufacturing link in circular
commodity chains from raw resources to finished, marketable products is one of
the most widely identified reasons for underdevelopment in Southern
Appalachia (Dunaway 1996). Simply put, throughout much of its history the
region's unprocessed surplus value generated from agricultural products and
natural resources has been extracted and channeled to other areas of the nation
and Europe that possessed the required capital, manufacturing infrastructure,
industrial processing capabilities, and access to distribution networks. The
profits and surplus value generated from the processing of raw resources and
marketing of finished products in turn were retained in external areas and
basically removed or drained from the region (Dunaway 1996).
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Within Southern Appalachia, the 18 th-century backcountry and later 19 th
century upland South served as an internal periphery in North America ( Walls
1976 , 1978 ; Walls and Billings 19 77; Lewis 1984). A broad range of resources and
commodities were extracted from the periphery. The deerskin trade during the
18 th century was a leading export activity and severely disrupted Native
American groups, particularly the Cherokee ( Dunaway 1996). Exports produced
by grain and livestock farmers in East Tennessee during the ensuing 19 th century
focused principally upon com and pork. These commodities were exported in
record numbers during the antebellum era to feed enslaved plantation labor in
the lower South. During the second half of the 1 9th century, extractive industries
such as logging and mining were established in the region. Rather than
benefiting the area, in many respects these practices created a large, indebted
class of wage laborers. Extractive industries in many situations in tum
exacerbated the inequality and environmental degradation prevalent in East
Tennessee and Southern Appalachia in general ( Raitz and Ulack 1984; Baker
1991 ; Dunaway1996 ).
In summary, Southern Appalachia's and East Tennessee's medium- term
history and their role in the global system between the18 th and 20 th centuries
provide a foundation for considering how economic forces structured and
operated in the daily lives of rural residents. However, due to a microlevel scale
of analysis, historical archaeology is a particularly appropriate vehicle for
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understanding the actual lived experiences of people and households embedded
in this context World systems theory has experienced widespread application
among North American prehistoric archaeologists (Upham 1982; Plog et al. 1982;
Blanton and Feinmon 1984; Whitecotton and Pailes 1986; Kohl 1979, 1987, 1989;
Champion 1989; Dincauze and Hasenstab 1989) and likewise among historical
archaeologists (Lewis 1984; Green and Perlman 1985; Paynter 1981, 1985, 1988;
South 1988a; Falk 1991; Orser 1994, 1996; Andren 1997; Crowell 1997).
Prehistoric analyses using the world systems approach typically focus upon
prestige goods economies. As noted by McGuire (1992:79-80), however, the
world systems perspective is based on specific historical processes and
circumstances that commenced in the 15th century and continue to the present
The particular historical context addressed by the world systems approach
provides a contrast to evolutionary and generalized developmental models that
are viewed as applicable to all times and places. Hence, the use of world
systems theory within historical contexts, the period it was designed for, does
not create the problems inherent in its application to prehistoric situations.
Critics maintain the world systems perspective is theory laden yet lacks
empirical data to support proposed interpretations and conclusions.
Specifically, critics emphasize that detailed case studies, particularly at national
and local levels, are conspicuously absent within the literature (So 1990:226-227).
Moreover, emphasis upon the macrostructure of the world economy prevents an
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understanding of microstructure dynamics, or how capitalism as a structuring
element and catalyst of social and technological transformation influenced the
actual, everyday lives of individuals and households in the past The use of
world systems theory within historical archaeology is thus an appropriate
vehicle for addressing this perceived deficiency. Historical archaeologists
typically excavate sites composed of the material remains of households. These
data sets are firmly grounded in Braudel's concept of material life (Braudel 1974,
1977) and are often free of the biases inherent in historical, documentary sources.
Further, historical records usually do not exist for many of the periods and
segments of society of interest to historical archaeologists, social historians, and
sociologists. For early periods in specific areas, such as the frontier era in East
Tennessee from circa 1780 to 1820, beyond bare-bones archival data,
archaeological information often represents one of the primary information
sources pertaining to material life and living conditions. Due to these
considerations, it is argued that world systems theory is a particularly
appropriate model for interpreting the rural economy and material life
associated with sites previously occupied by farm families.
In order to operationalize or effectively link world systems theory to the
material and historical records associated with the Gibbs site, analysis focuses
upon the interrelated domains of rural economy and agricultural production, the
household standard of living preserved through documentary sources, and
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material life as revealed through archaeology. In Chapter 5 , a detailed
reconstruction of agricultural production history associated with the Gibbs farm
and surrounding community between circa 1850 and 1890 is presented. This
task is accomplished through analysis of U. S. Census of Agriculture records.
The primary goal of this exercise is to determine the rural economic strategies
implemented by the Gibbs family in relation to other farm households at the
district, county, regional, and national levels. Diachronic comparison of the
agricultural production history associated with the Gibbs farm serves to
illustrate medium- duration temporal process and whether or not commercial
agriculture and surplus production were pursued at the site. Analysis focuses
upon identification of commercial or market-oriented production by comparing
the Gibbs agricultural output to averages at multiple geographic scales. H the
production output in the Gibbs distributions exceed the averages in the
comparative data sets then this occurrence is considered indicative of
commercial- oriented or market- oriented production. In turn, commercial
oriented production relied upon linkages to the larger regional, national, and
global economies in order to make it a viable endeavor. Identification of
commercial agriculture at the Gibbs farm therefore clearly indicates articulation
with the larger regional and national economies or market system. In addition
to U.S. Census of Agriculture data, cliometric analysis techniques utilized by
Dunaway ( 1996) are also applied to production data associated with the Gibbs
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site to estimate the amount of agricultural surplus produced by the Gibbs family
for specific census years.
In addition to surplus production, a central element of the global system
is the development of a consumer culture of capitalism. Consumer culture
provides a necessary market for manufactured products. It is assumed that
commercial agricultural production at the Gibbs site would likewise have
encouraged consumer behavior among the former residents of the site. The
penetration of consumerism at the Gibbs site is thus addressed through detailed
analysis of estate inventories. The Gibbs probate inventori�s are compared to a
sample of inventories for Knox County dating to the first half of the 19th century
and approximately correspond to the temporal intervals of circa 1800, 1825, and
1850. Analysis of the Knox County inventory sample allows reconstruction of
the standard of living practiced by the average Knox County household. In tum,
inventory data associated with specific households from the Gibbs site are
compared to the Knox County inventory average to determine the extent of
consumerism and the standard of living exercised by succeeding generations of
the Gibbs family. The archaeological record is likewise contrasted to the
standard of living reconstructed from documentary sources to achieve enhanced
understanding of materia! life that would not be accessible through independent
reliance upon documentary or archaeological information sources. The
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discussion now turns to a review of previous insights gained from the historical
archaeology of rural contexts and farmsteads.

The Archaeology of Rural Contexts and Farmsteads

In this dissertation, farmstead archaeology is subsumed within the larger
topic of the historical archaeology of rural contexts ( Adams 1990). The historical
archaeology of the rural South, for example, is seen to include all of the
situations and settings that were fundamentally structured by agriculture and
extractive- manufacturing industries. The historical archaeology of the rural
South can be further subdivided into temporal periods and economic types, such
as agricultural production during the colonial ( ca. 1500 to 1790), antebellum
( 1790 to 1865), postbellum ( 1865 to 1900), and modem ( 1900 to 1950) periods.
Relevant economic or production forms associated with the rural South are
represented primarily by plantations, extractive- manufacturing industries, and
farms. Based on world systems theory, plantations, farms, and extractive
manufacturing industries are important infrastructure nodes in the periphery
and semi- periphery; the acquisition of surplus value from these economic types
is also an essential feature of incorporation ( Hopkins and Wallerstein 1987).
Borrowing from agricultural typologies or classification models developed in
agricultural geography ( e. g. , Anderson 1973 ; Tarrant 19 74; Symons 1979), a
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broadly conceived research design incorporating a thematic element (Smith
1990, 1996), can be further subdivided into production-functional subtypes, such
as rice plantations, tobacco plantations, and cotton plantations; iron works,
gristmills, and cotton mills; grain and livestock farms, and dairy farms, etc.
Starting from humble beginnings in the late 1960s and early 1970s (e.g.,
Ascher and Fairbanks 1971; Fairbanks 1972, 1984), the study of plantations and
enslaved African Americans has rapidly expanded into one of the most
productive and organized research areas in historical archaeology (Singleton
1988, 1995; Singleton and Bograd 1995). The reason for this information
florescence is mainly due to the fact that this topic is well suited for maximizing
the interpretive potential associated with the historical archaeology of
inadequately documented contexts (Deagan 1982; Little 1994). Through the
study of plantations, historical archaeology has achieved stature as a primary
information source associated with the topic of slavery, particularly in the
domain of material life and culture.
Living conditions, housing and spatial arrangements, foodways, artifact
patterning, and belief systems are frequently addressed issues in plantation
archaeology (Singleton 1988, 1995; Singleton and Bograd 1995). Studies focusing
upon architecture, diet, household items, and health have provided a very
detailed composite portrait of slavery. The sum total of previous studies suggest
that scholars discussing the topic should avoid pat or broad generalizations. The
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results generated from the efforts of archaeologists indicate there was not a
universal experience among enslaved African Americans in the domain of
material life but rather a wide range of individual experiences that were
dependent upon numerous variables and situations. Variables that undoubtedly
influenced the living conditions experienced by enslaved African Americans
consist of the economic position and ethnicity or nationality of planters, the
plantation production type and size, the use of nucleated or dispersed residence
patterns, and the occupational location of enslaved individuals within the
plantation hierarchy.
In addition to living conditions and the immediate domestic environment,
other prominent topics in plantation studies consist of power relations as
expressed through material culture and the built environment ( Orser 1988 a), the
participation of slaves in informal economies ( Adams and Boling 1989), the
construction of racism and racial identity ( Babson 1990), , the survival and
transformation of West African influenced cultural elements ( Ferguson 1992),
cultural interface and exchange between ethnic groups (Groover 1991, 1992 a,
1994c), and the transformation of African- influenced belief systems (Ferguson
1992 ; Stine et al. 1986).
New topics recently appearing on the information horizon in African
American archaeology during the middle to late 1990 s consist of studies
associated with empowerment, economic- social advancement among African
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Americans, and the development of community institutions during the
postbellum and modem periods in North America (e.g., Cabak et al. 1995 ;
Groover 1996 e; Baumann 1998). Other recent topics focus on participation
among the public and descendant groups in recovering and interpreting the
African-American past (Cabak et al. 1995 ; McDavid and Babson 1997), and
engendering African-American archaeology (Singleton and Bograd 1995 ; Cabak
and Young 1998). In East Tennessee, recent archaeological research focusing
upon plantations has addressed topics associated with spatial analysis of the
plantation houselot (Andrews 1992a, 1992b), the regional characteristics of
plantations in the middle South (Andrews and Young 1992), the diet and
subsistence practices of enslaved African Americans in East Tennessee (Young
1993) and the political economy that existed between master and slave
(McKelway 1992, 1994).
In addition to plantations, extractive-manufacturing sites represent
another prevalent production or economic form associated with rural contexts
(Adams 1990). Mining and logging camps, railroads, gristmills, saw mills, iron
works, pottery works, and brick works are relevant examples of extractive
manufacturing sites typically associated with the South's rural landscape.
Previous archaeological studies of extractive-manufacturing sites in East
Tennessee consist of research pertaining to railroads (Faulkner 1981a; Council
and Honerkamp 1984), iron works (Honerkamp 1987 ; Council et al. 1992;
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Benthall 1995), water mills ( Lautzenheiser 1986), brick works ( Guymon 1986 ;
Greene 1992), and pottery works ( Smith and Rogers 1979 ; Faulkner 198 1 b;
Meyers and Meyers 1995).
Ironically, although farmsteads represent the most prevalent type of rural
site in North America and the South ( Friedlander 1990), an organized and
conscious research effort, like the research impetus associated with plantation
and African- American archaeology, has yet to develop within this topic area.
The main reason for the lack of a unified research design in farmstead
archaeology is perhaps due to the fact that archaeologists have not recognized
the topic as a distinct research domain in historical archaeology. In combination
with this lack of identity or direction, the absence of an informal network
between researchers has likewise perhaps hindered the formalization of the
topic. In contrast, African- American archaeology has been galvanized by the
neglected topics of African- American history and culture in the South in
combination with the information potential that archaeology can bring to bear on
plantation studies.
Perhaps not unlike African- American contexts prior to the archaeological
study of plantations, over the past twenty years the material life and living
conditions of everyday farm families in North America have nonetheless become
clearer and more focused due to the collective efforts of historical archaeologists
( e. g. , Adams 1980 , 1990 ; Anderson and Joseph 1982 ; GBrien et al. 1982 ; Smith et
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al. 198 2; Gray 1983 ; Drucker et al. 1983 ; Carlson 1984; Adams and Smith 1985 ;
Stewart- Abernathy 1986 ; McCorvie 1987 ; O'Malley 1987 ; Jurney and Moir 1987 ;
Moir and Jurney 1987 ; Jurney et al. 1988 ; Resnik 1988 ; Holland 1990 ; Stine 1989 ,
1990 ; McCorvie et al. 1989 ; Orser 1990 b; Friedlander 1990 , 199 1 ; Holland 1990 ;
Wilson 1 990; Brooks and Crass 199 1 ; Joseph et al. 199 1 ; Earls et al. 1993 ; Mascia
1994, 1996 ; Crass and Brooks 1995 ; Ahlman 1996 ; Beedle 1996 :1 1 1 - 143 ; Cabak
and Inkrot 1997).
A recent bibliography complied by Peggy Beedle ( 1996 :1 1 1- 143) for the
State Historical Society of Wisconsin provides a relevant starting point for
considering the development of research topics and themes in farmstead
archaeology. Beedle's ( 1996) bibliography presents a sample of farmstead
studies drawn from conference papers, compliance reports, refereed and
nonrefereed journal articles, and books. The author divides the bibliography on
farmstead archaeology by geographic divisions, consisting of New England, the
Middle Atlantic, the South, the Midwest, the Plains, and Canada. Each
geographic section contains reference citations along with the abstracts for more

recent studies.
To diachronically identify prevalent research trends in farmstead
archaeology, quantitative analysis of the bibliography ( Beedle 1996) was
conducted with methods similar to those utilized by Smith ( 1996) in a recent
bibliography on historical archaeology in Tennessee. For analysis of Beedle's
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bibliography, the number of reports by region and temporal intervals was first
quantified. The distribution of research themes by category was likewise
tabulated. It is assumed that the bibliography is not a complete listing of all
farmstead studies in historical archaeology. However, since a large number of
farmstead archaeology references are listed in the bibliography (circa 170), it is
assumed that the document contains a valid and representative citation sample
for identifying general research trends associated with the topic.
Concerning the diachronic distribution of farmstead studies by region, the
results suggest that in North America's archaeological literature this research
topic was represented very sporadically in all geographic divisions during the
1970s (Figure 2.1). Paralleling the formalization of historical archaeology as a
recognized subdiscipline in anthropology, the first stirrings of farmstead
archaeology occurred between 1980 and 1984 with the Midwest and South
leading the nation in farmstead studies. Compared to the South and Midwest,
the Middle Atlantic region trailed by half in the number of historical
archaeology studies devoted to farmsteads. Unfortunately, New England, the
Plains, and Canada have been consistently underrepresented in farmstead
research between the 1980s to the present This trend could merely be the result
of sampling bias on the part of the bibliography compiler. Conversely, this
trend could also be real, suggesting, unfortunately, that the resources associated
with this topic are being destroyed without archaeological study.
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Between 1985 and 1 990, the number of farmstead studies tripled for the
Midwest and doubled for the South and the Middle Atlantic states from the
previous 1980 to 198 4 period. Also, the frequency order for the number of
studies during this period consists of the Midwest, the South, and the Middle
Atlantic. Again, this distribution may be due to sampling bias based on the
location of the compiler and her access to available reports. Conversely, the data
could be valid which would suggest that between 1980 and 1989 most farmstead
studies were conducted in the Midwest
Between 1 990 and 1995 , two significant events occurred, consisting of a
decline in the number of farmstead studies in the Midwest and a regional
convergence in the number or level of farmstead studies that was conducted
between the Midwest, South, and Middle Atlantic states. Thus, between 1 990
and 1995 , the number of rural studies declined from the 1985 to 1989 interval for
the Midwest, yet increased in the South and the Middle Atlantic states. Overall,
the number of studies by region approximately converged between 1990 and
1995.
These temporal and regional trends suggest that the past twenty years has
witnessed the birth (ca. 1980- 198 4), adolescence (ca. 1985- 1989), and subsequent
maturation or formalization (ca. 1 990- present) of farmstead studies, especially in
the Midwest, the South, and the Middle Atlantic states. The appearance of
thematic issues on farmstead archaeology in refereed journals (e.g., Orser 1990)
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and a bibliography on the subject (Beedle 1996) likewise indicate the mainstream
stature of the topic in historical archaeology.
In addition to temporal trends, consideration of the bibliography
compiled by Beedle (1996) also illustrates prevalent research topics typically
addressed in farmstead archaeology. Since a large number of abstracts was not
included in the bibliography, analysis of research themes by region or time
period was not conducted. Rather, the abstracts included in the bibliography
were tabulated by general topic. The most prevalent farmstead topics identified
from a sample of 51 abstracts by category (Figure 2.2) for the period from 1980 to
the present consist of landscape studies (41 percent, n=21), status studies (18
percent, n=9), and regional studies (8 percent, n=4). These three topics represent
circa two-thirds of the abstract sample.
Landscape studies at rural sites ( e.g. Adams 1990; Kelso and Most 1990;
King 1994; Yamin and Metheny 1996; Stine et al. 1997) consist of those
archaeological investigations that focus upon defining the land use,
domestic architecture, arrangement of outbuildings and fences, feature types, or
general site structure associated with a given farmstead. Landscape studies also
usually possess a diachronic aspect and researchers often attempt to define the
sequence of landscape events that transpired at a residence in relation to the
known occupational history of a residence.
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Status studies ( Orser 1988 b) typically address the material wealth held by
the residents of a site, variously defined as socioeconomic status, economic class,
or rural tenure class. Socioeconomic status as an analysis variable was used
widely during the 1980 s, whereas economic or tenure class as analysis variables
are more prevalent in the literature of the 1990 s ( e.g., Cabak and Inkrot 1997).
Research addressing economic class and status often involves intersite
comparison of assemblages between different occupation periods or households
and between assemblages from different sites.
Upland South studies ( e.g., McCorvie 1987 ; McCorvie et al. 1989 ; Smith
1993) were placed in the regional category. These studies, prevalent during the
1980 s and early to middle 1990 s, relied upon an interpretive model borrowed
from cultural geography. The model, very similar to the culture region concept
used by prehistoric cultural historians, mainly consists of a list of attributes or a
checklist assumed to represent a vaguely defined regional folk tradition
( Groover 1993). The remaining third of the abstract sample consists of secondary
research topics. These topics consist of reconstructing rural lifeways (n=3),
defining diet from faunal remains (n=3), assessing site significance (n=3),
examining ethnicity ( n=2), investigating consumerism ( n=2), exploring economic
development ( 1), and conducting artifact- studies ( n= l).
This brief review indicates that prominent research topics in farmstead
archaeology consist of landscape studies ( Adams 1990 ; Kelso and Most 1990 ;
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King 1994; Yamin and Metheny 1996 ; Stine et al. 1997), examining the variables
that influenced creation of site structure and the material record, such as
socioeconomic status, tenure class, race, gender, and ethnicity ( Drucker et al.
1983 ; Jurney and Moir 19 87 ; Moir and Jurney 1987 ; Jurney et al. 1988 ; Stine 1989 ,
1990 ; Joseph et al. 199 1 ; Earl et al. 1993 ; Mascia 1994, 1996), identifying the
effects of consumerism and market networks on rural households ( Stewart
Abernathy 1986 ; Brooks 1987), and defining the influence of consumer choice on
the material record ( Moratto 1994; Crass and Brooks 1995). Ascertaining the
influence of modernization and regional development on farms occupied during
the recent past are also current research themes addressed in the archaeology of
rural contexts ( e.g., Groover 1992 b; Groover and Cabak 1992 ; Ahlman 1996 ;
Ziesing 1996 ; Cabak and Inkrot 1997 ; Cabak et al. 1998) not included in Beedle's
( 1996) bibliography.
Research focusing on farmsteads and commercial rural sites in East
Tennessee has been conducted since the early 1980 s, in large part through the
efforts of Charles Faulkner and his graduate and undergraduate students in the
historical archaeology program at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville,
Depa�tment of Anthropology. Examples of previously conducted investigations
focusing on farmstead archaeology in East Tennessee can in large part be
subsumed under the research categories of landscape and regional studies
discussed previously. These studies consist of the investigation of the James
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White site ( Faulkner 1984), the Roddy House ( Faulkner 198 7), the Gibbs site
( Mathison 1987 ; Faulkner 1988 a, 1988 b, 1989 , 199 1 , 1992 ; Young 199 1 , 1994a,
1994b; Lev- Tov 1994; Groover 1994a, 1994b, 1995 a, 1995 b, 1995 c, 1995 d, 1995e,
1996 a, 1996 b, 1996 c, 1996 d), Ramsey House ( Roberts 1986 ; Young and Faulkner
1989 ; Faulkner 1994, 1995 ; Faulkner and Owens 1995 ; Coughlin 1996 ; Baumann
and Faulkner 1997), the Exchange Place ( Owens 1996 , 1997), farm sites in the
Watts Bar Reservoir area ( Ahlman 1996), and chemical analysis of farmsteads in
Knox County ( Myster 1994). Archaeological investigations of rural, commercial
sites have likewise been conducted in East Tennessee. Wilson ( 1989) conducted
excavations at the Carmichael Inn in Loudon County and Owens ( 1996 ,1997)
directed several seasons of excavations at the Exchange Place, a combination
stagecoach stop, store, and farm in Kingsport, Tennessee.
Concerning general trends identified from previous research, several key
studies in rural archaeology focusing upon the relationship between wealth or
the standard of living and material culture indicate that differences in living
conditions experienced by different tenure, racial, or ethnic groups were most
pronounced or visible in the area of the built environment and domestic
dwellings. In contrast, the archaeologically recovered portable material culture
used by different rural wealth or tenure groups often does not conform to pat or
simplistic generalizations. As demonstrated by several studies, lower wealth
groups often possessed a very similar range of archaeologically represented
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consumer goods in comparison to middle and upper wealth groups ( Orser 1988 ;
Stine 1989 , 1 990 ; Joseph et al. 1 991 ; Cabak and Inkrot 1 997). However, the
acquisition of new household technology, the use of national or popular, as
opposed to folk, architectural styles, and the adoption of mechanized farming
practices and equipment were typically restricted to affluent, rural households
( Cabak and Inkrot 1997).
The above research efforts illustrate that farmstead archaeology has
produced a substantial number of thorough studies, yet a unified research
design for the topic has yet to be formulated. The research design used in this
study, which is potentially applicable to much of North America, includes two
central elements. The first element consists of temporal divisions that allow
identification of diachronic change, such as the colonial ( ca. 1500 to 1790),
antebellum ( 1790 to 1865), postbellum ( 1865 to 1900), and modem ( 1900 to 1950)
periods. The second part of the research design, drawing from inquiry in
agricultural geography, is composed of geographically or regionally based
production- functional types.
Acknowledging the goals of reconstructing total or macrolevel history,
based on diachronic analysis of quantitative structure advocated by Braudel
( 197 1 , 1974, 1980 , 198 1) and Wallerstein ( 1974, 1980 , 1984, 1989), the proposed
research design for rural archaeology used in this study consists of
reconstructing the rural production history and wealth trends associated with a
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region and also investigating archaeologically the primary production- functional
form associated with a specific site. Unfortunately, census data of this type were
only collected beginning in 1850 , which excludes much of the colonial and
antebellum periods from consideration. Fortunately, however, tax, land, and
probate data exist for the pre- 1850 periods, allowing reconstruction of wealth
distribution and economic classes. In contrast to the frontier and antebellum
periods, the period after 1850 possesses abundant documentary data, especially
in the area of agricultural production. Having reconstructed quantitative context
via tax, land, probate inventory, and agricultural production data, the second
step in the research design is to investigate specific sites and compare them to
the regionally and quantitatively based context to determine how economic
activities at a particular site type compared to community, county, state,
regional, and national production averages.
Ideally, for a long- term research program, sites should be sampled
archaeologically that represent the entire gamut of households that resided in a
specific physiographic region, such as East Tennessee. Research should be
directed at reconstructing the complete diachronically based social- economic
class structure of a defined area. One of the most manageable and socially
meaningful units for this endeavor, as used in this study, consists of sampling
units within county tax districts, which probably approximate communities in
the ethnographic sense. In turn, all of the tax districts in a county could be
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sampled followed by eventual investigation of several counties in the same
physiographic region. This exercise would allow intracounty and intercounty
analyses for a given region. Also, several counties in different physiographic
regions, such as East, Middle, and West Tennessee, could likewise be
investigated in this manner which would eventually result in a statewide
synthesis of rural archaeological resources in Tennessee. Borrowing from
classification typologies prevalent in agricultural geography ( Anderson 1973 ;
Tarrant 1974; Symons 1979), the full range of rural production types could be
identified through primary documents, such as the agricultural census, and then
systematically sampled archaeologically. As stated previously, production types
characteristic of the Ridge and Valley Province during the 19 th century in East
Tennessee are represented by yeoman or family- operated farms of various sizes
that practiced mixed agriculture in addition to tenant farms, and a very small
minority of "plantations" or larger farms that relied on slave labor. A study of
this breadth, that attempts to systematically sample representative examples of
all segments of a rural population through time in a region has yet to be
envisioned or conducted in historical archaeology.
Relevant analysis variables that could be used for site selection consist of
wealth groups ( e. g., upper, middle, and lower wealth groups defined by
standard deviation intervals from economic sample averages based on
landholding or personal property), production- functional types of different
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acreage sizes and economic strategies ( e.g., plantations, subsistence and
commercial farmsteads, and extractive- manufacturing works), rural tenure types
( e.g., owner- operators, tenants, and slaves), different racial groups ( e. g.,
European Americans, African Americans, Native Americans, and multiracial
households) , and family- gender types ( e.g., nuclear, extended, and single
parent households) ( e.g., Dunaway I. P.) that existed between a defined temporal
interval or sub- interval ( e.g., the frontier period, 1780 to 1820 , or the antebellum
period, 1820 to 1865 , etc.).
In addition to the main organizational topics of production activities and
economic class or wealth distribution, any number of secondary research themes
could likewise be addressed in this research design. For example, relevant
secondary themes could address rural modernization ( Ahlman 1996 ; Cabak and
Inkrot 1997 ; Cabak et al. 1998), material differences between subsistence- level
and surplus producers ( Dunaway 1996), the penetration of consumerism among
rural families ( Friedlander 199 1), or differences in the built environment
between tenure groups (Orser 1988; Cabak and Inkrot 1997) in a study area.

As mentioned previously, a long- range goal of this research design is to
amass reliable data for specific physiographic regions. Detailed intraregional
studies could define economic and material characteristics for a specific area
among different economic classes and site types. Eventually, compatible
information could be assembled by different researchers that would allow
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comparison of different production- functional areas in the United States. For
example, if data were available, material comparisons based on archaeological
data could be conducted between grain and livestock farms in East Tennessee,
tobacco farms in Middle Tennessee, farms of the Cotton Belt in the lower South,
and wheat farms in the Great Plains. A research design of this breadth has the
potential of eventually producing a synthesis of rural archaeology for the entire
nation, or at least could address the major economic-production types prevalent
in North America. As a contributing author, I likewise have previously
proposed the implementation of a similar research design in a study of rural life
in the Aiken Plateau ( Cabak and lnkrot 1997 ; Cabak et al. 1998). A research
design of this nature is particularly relevant for creating a regional context and
placing sites in a broadly conceived analytical format in which variables related
to economic class, standard of living, rural production types, and the built
environment are quickly identified and controlled for.
Concerning the practical relevance of the ahove outlined research design,
a macrolevel approach that creates quantitatively based historic contexts is
especially applicable to interpreting and managing cultural resources within
specific regions. This geographic scale or situation, which at first consideration
might seem unrealistic or unmanageable, is typical of most public land reserves,
such as National Forests, military bases, and Federally created reservoirs, like
the reservoirs managed by the Tennessee Valley Authority in East Tennessee.
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The Gibbs site and the surrounding area thus presents a relevant example
or pilot study of this regionally based approach. Further, it is expected that
comparative data assembled in this study will be applicable or useful in guiding
future archaeological studies in Knox County and East Tennessee in general. For
example, the Gibbs site was occupied during the antebellum, postbellum, and
modem periods in East Tennessee. As discussed in more detail in the following
chapter, during this time interval, two main production- functional farmstead
types existed in East Tennessee, consisting of grain-livestock farms from circa
1790 to 1900 and dairy- tobacco farms from circa 1900 to the present ( Bonser and
Mantle 1945 a, 1945 b; Bonser et al. 1945). The site was primarily a grain-livestock
farm during the Gibbs family tenure at the residence, from approximately 1792
to 19 13. Having identified temporal and production trends at a given farmstead,
which are presented in Chapter 5 for the Gibbs site, then the next crucial step in
operationalizing the research design is to link temporal and economically based
trends to the built environment and archaeological record at a study site. This
topic is now addressed in the next section of this chapter.
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Temporal Theory:
Annales, Braudel, and Household Cycles

Time is but the stream I go a- fishing in.
Henry David Thoreau

Historical archaeology implicitly relies upon the interrelated concepts of
space, time, and form ( e.g., South 1972 ; Deetz 1977 :64). Much of archaeology is
ultimately concerned with "telling time" in the past and explaining why material
culture and societies change through time. Ironically, however, as outlined in a
recent book entitled Archaeology, Annales, and Ethnohistory ( Knapp 1992 a),
archaeologists often view time as nothing more than a reference point or element
of the natural and cultural world that is measured through relative or
chronometric dating techniques in order to provide periodic guideposts or
tern poral soundings for interpreting the past
In contrast to this traditional and incidental view of time, Knapp (1 992 b),
Smith ( 1992 ), and Fletcher (1992 ), in the introductory essays for the above cited
volume, stress that archaeologists could benefit from theory developed by the

Annales School of French social historians, and specifically, the work of Fernand
Braudel ( 197 1 , 1974 , 1977 , 198 1). The above authors, and particularly Smith
( 1992), also stress that archaeologists need to develop chronological theory that is
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specifically aimed at defining temporal phenomena and reconstructing temporal
processes and dynamics within the archaeological contexts they investigate.
Acknowledging the challenge issued by Knapp ( 1992 a) and his
colleagues, the term temporal process used in this study refers to a fusion of the
concepts of cultural process drawn from archaeology and historical process used
in the study of history among historians and other humanists ( e.g. McGuire
1992). Cultural process in archaeology typically refers to macrolevel, structural
change that substantially alters the trajectory of humankind, such as the
transition from hunting and gathering to agriculturally based economies
( Thomas 19 79). Moreover, the temporal scale used to identify culture process by
prehistorians is typically very large. In contrast, the temporal scale considered
by historical archaeologists is analogous to the blink of an eye when compared to
the time depth encountered in prehistory. Thus, the concept of �ulture process
familiar to prehistoric archaeologists, based solely on the grounds of macrolevel
temporal scale, is perhaps ill-suited or at the least extremely unwieldy for
interpretation in historical archaeology.
Whereas the concept of culture process is perhaps too cumbersome or
clumsy for historical archaeology, the idea of historical process used by
historians ( McGuire 1992) in many instances is too small. Historical
archaeologists can potentially address temporal intervals much greater than the
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time spans typically considered by historians, like the duration of a war, political
movement, or the tenure of a public figure such as a monarch or president
Because of the above considerations, analysis in this study relies upon the
concept of temporal process. This term refers to those cultural and historical
processes operating on both macrolevel and microlevel scales that influence the
trajectory and development of significant human achievements as well as the
everyday, mundane social history that has continuously unfolded in the lives of
individuals, households, and countless generations. By microlevel temporal
scale, I refer to the spans of time encompassing a lifetime or several generations,
such as a few centuries. Conversely, macrolevel temporal scale refers to
intervals of time comprising numerous centuries, thousands of years, or even
geologic time.
While initially wrestling with the research questions that would form the
foundation for this study, I was compelled to identify what I thought were the
most important aspects or qualities associated with the Gibbs site. My initial
response to this query was that the maintenance of the farm across four

generations stood out prominently as an important aspect of the site's history.
Also, from an emic perspective, this element of the farm's history was also
apparently very important to the site's former inhabitants among the Gibbs
family.
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Having identified what I perceived was a central feature of the site's
history, inquiry then turned to how I could create strong, and preferably
quantitative, links between the historical and archaeological records associated
with the Gibbs site. I was attracted to the idea of strong correspondence, in the
statistical sense, between the documentary and material records since little
emphasis had been placed on this topic in historical archaeology. Further,
quantitative analysis drawn from data sets composed of primary historical
documents and archaeological assemblages provide a reliable approximation of
the past that is not attainable through exclusive reliance on qualitative
information or creative speculation. It also became apparent, due to the
multigenerational character of the occupation sequence at the Gibbs site, that a
method of separating and analyzing artifact assemblages associated with
successive households would be necessary. Development of a reliable and
accurate, synchronically based analysis method, which is presently lacking in
historical archaeology, would be essential in order to explore materially and
quantitatively the temporal process that unfolded at the Gibbs site.
This quandary led to a synthesis or convergence of theoretical strands
consisting of macrolevel temporal theory formulated by Braudel ( 1980 ) and the
Annales School of Social historians and utilization of microscale temporal theory
drawn from research focusing upon family and household life cycles conducted
by rural sociologists and historians of the family ( e. g. , Greven 1 970 ; Hareven
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1974; Henretta 1978 ; Goody 1978 ; Conzen 1980 ; Gordon 1983 ; Colman 1984;
Conzen 1985 ; Salamon 1985 , 1992 ; Demos 1986 ; Harari 1989 ; Ulrich and Tuma
1 990; Hawes and Nybakken 1991 ; Vinovskis and McCall 1991 ; Strauss and Howe
1991 ; Craig 1993 ; Gross 1996). Further, I also developed new interpretive
concepts and methods specifically for this study via synthesis of extant theory
and methods in the social sciences and historical archaeology.
The new tools developed for archaeological interpretation in this
dissertation consist of a method of analyzing artifact assemblages and utilization
of the generation as an analytical unit for documenting and more fully
contextualizing landscape and architectural change. Borrowing from basic
statistics, the new method of assemblage analysis is called time sequence
analysis. Time sequence analysis presented in this study is fundamentally
identical to basic time series plots used in statistics. Although several
archaeological studies since the late 1970 s and continuing to the present ( e.g. ,
Lees and Kimery Lees 1979 ; LeeDecker et al. 1987 ; Cabak 199 1 ; Groover 199 1 ;
Cabak and Groover 1 993; Stine 1 996 ) have compared artifact assemblages and
subassemblages by relatively large diachronic intervals, the required means of
creating very smooth time series distributions based on fine- grained temporal
intervals has previously not been considered or developed to its full extent in
historical archaeology. Given optimum documentary, archaeological, and
excavation conditions, time sequence analysis, as discussed in detail in Chapter
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9 , allows detailed reconstruction of the material dynamics, consumption trends,
an<:f temporal processes associated with successive households.

Brandel and the Annales School

World systems theory discussed in the first section of this chapter
provides a relevant interpretive framework for exploring capitalism's structuring
influence upon rural households in East Tennessee and the Gibbs community
during the 19 th century. Whereas world systems theory serves to underscore the
underlying, macrolevel systemic processes that shaped economic development
in North America, the work of Braudel and the Annales School serves to place
these historical processes within a coherent temporal context Braudel proposed
that history unfolds through the machinations of three interrelated elements,
represented by short, medium, and long- term temporal processes, called
eventments, conjonctures, and the longue duree, respectively ( Braudel 197 1 , 1974,
19 77,1981 ).
Eventments correspond to short term processes and refer to the subject
matter usually studied by mainstream historians-the narrative events associated
with political actors and influential individuals in the past In contrast, medium
and long term processes fall within the realm of structural history. Medium
duration temporal processes or conjonctures are particularly relevant to historical
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archaeology.

Conjonctures correspond to cyclical phenomena such as economic

and demographic phases. In the study of conjonctures or medium-term process,
Braudel investigated what contemporary scholars refer to as quantitative or
serial history. Serial history focuses upon detailed, diachronic analysis of
quantitative data that allows "reconstruction of historical life through
measurable change in quantities of material" (Knapp 1992b:6). The history of
eras, regions, societies, ideologies and related worldviews are likewise elements
of medium-term temporal processes or history. The Gibbs farmstead, the subject
of this study, was occupied by the Gibbs family for approximately 120 years; the
site was also subsequently occupied by tenant households for approximately 70
years. This interval thus falls within the realm of medium-duration temporal
process.
Long-term temporal process or structures of the longue duree correspond
to the history of civilizations, cultures, and biological forms. These processes are
also analogous to the substantial environmental forces that have influenced
human development. The history of Western civilization or the thousands of
years of prehistory that unfolded in the New World prior to European
settlement are also examples of temporal intervals that fall within the domain of
the longue duree (Bintliff 1991:6; Knapp 1992).
In addition to temporal theory, the Annales School also provides a relevant
analytical tool through the idea of material life (Braudel 1974, 1977, 1981). As
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discussed in Braudel's ( 19 77:6 - 16) Afterthoughts on Material Civilization and

Capitalism, material life contains three domains particularly relevant to historical
archaeology, consisting of material culture, economy, and technology. In this
study of rural life in East Tennessee, it is implicitly assumed that the influences
of material culture, economic practices, and technology are intertwined and
create feedback in the sense of systems theory. When critical mass or significant
thresholds are reached in historical systems, particularly in the realm of
technology, then substantial structural change occurs.
Besides junctures based on systemic momentum or technological
advances, macrolevel ( as well as microlevel) structural change can also be set in
motion by specific historical events and seemingly random environmental
episodes. The extent of structural change can be gradual and imperceptible or
quick and profound. Changes in manufacturing processes during the Industrial
Revolution that influenced household practices, such as the adoption of new
ceramic types and foodways, represent gradual restructuring at the microlevel of
material life. Conversely, the abandonment and adoption of new crop regimes
due to market forces, political events such as wars, or environmental disasters,
like the potato famine in Ireland, illustrate the impact of macrolevel structural
change on individual households. Interestingly, as discussed more fully in later
chapters, a significant juncture at the Gibbs site was possibly precipitated by
macrolevel, economic structural change. Simply put, the farm was abandoned
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by the Gibbs family in 19 13 at approximately the same time that the transition
from grain and livestock production to dairy farming was occurring in the
region. It is unknown precisely why the farm was abandoned by the family, yet
this important transition in production forms, which would have required
surplus capital, an element of risk, different farm technology, and new
knowledge, may have contributed to this important household event.
Returning to the three primary domains of material life, Braudel ( 19 74,
19 77, 198 1) has investigated in diachronic detail via social history many of the
mundane yet fascinating aspects of everyday life that are prevalent staples of
inquiry in historical archaeology: diet, foodways, drink, the use of new and
exotic spices and foods, the development of table etiquette, trends in dress and
entertainment, the adoption of new household items, and changes in domestic
architecture through time. In addition to material culture, the second relevant
component of material life is represented by economy. Much of Braudel' s
scholarship has focused upon the development of the global, capitalist system
from circa150 0 to the present As a method of analysis, the macrolevel emphasis
upon economic process over a relatively substantial temporal interval prevalent
in Braudel's research is thus particularly relevant to reconstructing economic life
for rural contexts in East Tennessee. Finally, emphasis upon technology is also
an important aspect of material culture, since new inventions and developments
through time are constantly changing the character of everyday life. For
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example, as discussed more fully in Chapter 5 , development of the regional
infrastructure for a given study area is strongly linked to technological advances
in transportation and communication. Agricultural production and domestic life
are likewise significantly influenced by new technology.

Generational Analysis and Family Cycles

The interrelated concepts of medium- duration history and temporal
process developed by the Annales School provide a sound starting point for
reconstructing material life and the temporal dynamics that unfolded at the
Gibbs site. However, to assemble a framework that can serve to effectively
delineate interplay between temporal process and material life associated with
the farmstead that is useful for historical archaeology, then even finer- grained
analytical concepts and temporal scales are required. Analytically productive
and relevant scales of temporal resolution that intersect with material culture are
fortunately accessible in concepts developed in the historical study of the family

- particularly generational analysis and the study of household or family life
cycles.
Generational analysis and the study of family life cycles have received a
substantial amount of research attention, particularly among social historians
and rural sociologists focusing on the history and ethnography of the family
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( e. g. , Greven 1970 ; Hareven 1974; Henretta 1978 ; Goody 1978 ; Conzen 1980 , 1985 ;
Gordon 1983 ; Colman and Elbert 1984; Salamon 1985 , 1992 ; Demos 1986 ; Harari
1989 ; Ulrich and Tuma 1990 ; Hawes and Nybakken 199 1 ; Vinovskis and McCall
199 1 ; Strauss and Howe 199 1 ; Craig 1993 ; Gross 1996). These studies fall within
the larger topic area of family history in the fields of history and sociology. To
better understand generational analysis and family cycles a brief review of
research topics in family history that are relevant to the Gibbs study is now
presented.
Within the research area of the history of the family, several primary
topics have been addressed by scholars since the 1950 s when Annales researchers
in France conducted the first quantitatively oriented efforts. Primary topics that
have formed the basis of family history studies that are pertinent to the Gibbs
study consist of demography, the family life cycle, life events, life course
analysis, generational analysis, and the loci of family authority ( Gordon 1983 ;
Demos 1986 ; Harari and Vinovskis 1989 ; Hawes and Nybakken 199 1 ; Vinovskis
and McCall1991 .
) The latter five topics mentioned above fall in the division of
structural dynamics of the family (Demos 1986 ).
Studies focusing on family demography commenced in the 1950 s with the
Annales School in France, diffused to the Cambridge Group in England, then
subsequently became prevalent in North America during the 1960 s and continue
today. These studies look at the demographic, diachronically constructed
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contour of family life in the modern period. Demographic studies have
identified a stable mean of 5 to 6 persons per family since the post- medieval
period to the onset of the Industrial Revolution, then a gradual decline in
household size. Results also indicate the nuclear, rather than extended family,
has been the norm since the beginning of the modern period. Other variables
considered by family demographers consist of the age of marriage, frequency of
remarriage, rates of fertility, and rates of mortality. In North America, family
demographers have concluded that between the 17 th and 19 th centuries most
people were married by their middle to late 20 s, the average life span was 70 ,
and most couples had many children ( e. g. 8 to 10) because of high infant
mortality rates ( Gordon 1983 ; Demos 1986 ; Harari and Vinovskis 1989 ; Hawes
and Nybakken 199 1 ; Vinovskis and McCall 199 1). .
In addition to demography, many researchers have been concerned with
the structural dynamics of the family ( e. g., Hareven 1974; Michael 1983 ; Demos
1986 ; Harari and Vinovskis 1989 ; Mayer and Tuma 1990 ; Hawes and Nybakken
1991 ; Vinovskis, and McCall 1991). General subtopics addressing the structural
dynamics of the family that are relevant to the Gibbs study consist of the family
life cycle, life events, life course analysis, generational analysis, and the loci of
authority in the family.
Almost all studies concerned with the history of the family emphasize the
importance of household cycles for understanding the inherent dynamics of
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family life ( Vinovskis and McCall 199 1). Particularly relevant to historical
archaeology, family cycle research stresses the use .of a diachronic approach, or
what is referred to as longitudinal data, as opposed to synchronic, cross
sectional case studies, to reconstitute family dynamics in history ( Hareven 1974).
One of the main goals of family cycle research has been to identify the definitive
family cycle model. Not unlike pattern recognition in historical archaeology
( South 1977), early researchers assumed the family cycle conformed to one or no
more than a few ideal types or pat, universal models. As a consequence of this
unfounded assumption, defining the most accurate ideal family cycle model
became a growth industry in the 1970 s and 1980 s, with some elaborate models
possessing as many as twenty phases or stages ( Harari and Vinovskis 1989 ;
Hawes and Nybakken 199 l;Vinovskis and McCall 199 1). Interestingly,
coinciding with the beginning of family cycle research, Hareven ( 1974) stressed
that there is probably not a universally applicable model for family cycles but
rather they undoubtedly conform to particular historically and socially defined
situations. As subsequently discussed in detail, analysis of the Gibbs family
relies upon a tripartite family cycle model developed by Goody ( 1974). This
model is based on a simple frequency curve that plots family household size
through time. Seemingly simplistic, this model nonetheless, under optimum
conditions, offers substantial analytical power for interpreting artifact
assemblages in historical archaeology.
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Due to the proliferation of family cycle models and lack of consensus,
many scholars subsequently became disinterested in the topic and shifted
attention to life event and life course analysis ( Vinovskis and McCall 199 1). Life
event and life course analysis tracks the diachronic experiences of individuals,
rather than households, and focuses upon major transitions, such as leaving the
parental home, marital formation and dissolution, births of children, job entry
and exit, movement from one locale to another, retirement, and death ( Harrari
and Vinovskis 1989). The two main objectives of life course research, according
to Ulrich and Tuma ( 1990), consist of explaining events in a conceptual
framework and understanding the social processes that set life courses in
motion. For investigation of the Gibbs site, life events and transitions, especially
household succession, are seen to potentially possess significant material
importance for interpreting changes within the domestic landscape, built
environment, and material record.
Generational studies, another subtopic subsumed in the larger subject of
structural dynamics of the family, commenced in the19 60 s and1970 s (Vinovskis
and McCall 199 1). One of the most influential early generational studies was
Greven's ( 1970) analysis of Andover, Massachusetts between the 17 th and18 th
centuries. In this work, Greven analyzed in detail the genealogy of 28 families
over four generations. The purpose of the exercise was to reconstruct
demographic history and patterns of inheritance in the community. Greven's
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research determined that the first generation maintained patriarchal control over
sons by withholding transmission of land until later in life. Interestingly, by the
third generation, sons were circumventing parental control to establish
independence. By the fourth generation, the sons in Andover married younger,
established independence sooner, and left the community in larger numbers
than previous generations. More recently, Strauss and Howe ( 199 1) have
presented a detailed analysis of generations based on the concept of cohort
generations. Discussed in more detail later, these authors argue that each cohort
generation has substantially influenced the trajectory and character of specific
intervals or periods in American history. The main importance of generational
analysis for the Gibbs study is that the generation provides a temporally
meaningful unit of inquiry for examining family dynamics and material life at
sites occupied over relatively large intervals of time during the historic period.
Another relevant topic associated with the structural dynamics of the
family that could potentially have archaeological implications is household
authority and control (Demos 1986). This topic, which is particularly central to
studies of the rural family, emphasizes the complex interplay between parental
control over resources and the conflicting tensions associated with labor,
inheritance, and household succession among adult children. Paralleling
generational studies and life event analysis, archaeological implications
associated with household control are profound, and could produce substantial
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correlates in the domestic landscape and material record, such as the
construction and razing of outbuildings, renovations to dwellings, and
diachronic shifts in middens and refuse disposal practices.
In addition to the general prevalence of the above six topics in studies
focusing on the history of the family, these subjects have also received
considerable attention in research associated with farm families, both past and
present Fortunately for the Gibbs study, the collective conclusions from these
previous rural studies offer something approaching a contextual "Rosetta Stone''
or key that seems very appropriate for interpreting the household philosophy,
dynamics, rural economy, and material record associated with the Gibbs family
during the 19 th century. These results suggest that a circular set of intertwined
goals existed on some, but not all, family farms, and these goals were inextricably
linked to the convergence of family ideology, the family life cycle, generational
and life events, and the loci of household authority.
Simply put, on some farms, such as the Gibbs site, a hierarchical set of
priorities or structuring principles existed that guided the mundane, day-to-day
operation of agriculture, yet also charted the course and overall purpose of the
farm across large intervals of time and multiple generations. This set of rural
priorities, documented both historically and ethnographically, and assembled
from the conclusions of several studies ( e. g. , Greven 1970 ; Hareven 1974;
Henretta 1978 ; Conzen 1980 , 1985 ; Gordon 1983 ; Colman and Elbert 19 84;
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Conzen 1985 ; Salamon 1985 , 199 2; Craig 1993 ; Gross 1996) embodies a four- part
schema composed of ideology and pabimony, the family cycle, generational
events, and household control.
Ideology, as used in the Gibbs study, refers to household strategies and
philosophies that fundamentally structured the long- term economic production
behavior of the farm family over several generations. As concluded by
researchers conducting both historical research ( e.g., Henretta 1978 ; Conzen
1985 ; Kulikoff 1992; Gross 1996) and ethnographic studies of extant farm families
( Salamon1992; Colman 1984), ideal types of economic production behavior
among farm owners can be divided into two distinct categories. Based upon the
efforts of Salamon ( 1992) and Kulikoff ( 199 2), these two ideal types are referred
to in this study as yeomen and entrepreneurs.
The ideology of yeoman farm families stressed conservative, risk
avoidance economic behavior, and valued, above all other material gains,
maintenance of the farm over successive generations. This strategy placed
primacy on viewing the land as a sacred trust and "taking care of one's own," or
providing pabimony in the form of land to children in the family when they
matured. This philosophy, placing extreme importance on land and the
household ownership and control of the rural means of production, is atbibuted
to the European peasant heritage of many rural people in North America
( Henretta 1978 ; Conzen 1985 ; Gross 1996). Although yeoman families were
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conservative, however, it does not necessarily mean they were not acquisitive,
profit-oriented, and did not produce agricultural surplus. Rather, the main
structuring element among yeomen was long-term planning based on
reinvestment of profits back into production to provide patrimony or assistance
to successive generations in starting their own households and to preserve and
sustain the lineal family and farm.
In contrast, as an ideal type, entrepreneur farmers represent the opposite
of yeoman farmers. They were not conservative, did not avoid production risk,
were not ultimately concerned with providing patrimony for all or any of their
children, did not consistently reinvest profits back into production, were largely
concerned with short term gains and quick profit, and also viewed their land as
merely a commodity devoid of any ideological or sentimental connotations.
( Salamon 1 992). Although it is tempting to draw a further distinction between
these two ideal production-economic types and define yeomen as noncapitalist
and entrepreneurs as capitalist, in the present study they are both considered to
be profoundly enmeshed in the capitalist system and hence are both regarded to
be capitalist producers ( e.g. , Kulikoff 1 992 ; Dunaway 1 996). The main
distinction between the two, however, is differences in motivation and long- term
priorities for producing agricultural surplus and profit
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To operationalize these two interrelated concepts, the presence and
persistence of the yeomen ideology is identified at a given archaeological site by
the intergenerational maintenance of the farm as indicated in historical records.
As discussed more fully later, in the absence of complete historical records,
identification of multiple household cycles through the material record
associated with rural sites could also be potentially indicative of a yeoman
economic strategy. In contrast, farms that were not operated for more than a
generation yet nonetheless possessed potential heirs within the family are
-possibly indicative of agricultural operations maintained by entrepreneurs.
Another distinguishing contrast between these two economic types is that
yeoman farmsteads, through time, typically diminish in size as acreage is
equally divided and subdivided among successive family generations.
Conversely, entrepreneur farms, requiring substantial capital investment, can in
turn become quite large as they consolidate and "buy out'' the surrounding
farms and the land of their neighbors. Further, land that is consolidated by
entrepreneurs is often obtained from other entrepreneurs that lose their holdings
by overexpanding and subsequently losing the means of production through
forfeiture and bankruptcy to investors such as rural banks and creditors,
particularly during the modern period ( Salamon 1 992).
The above-discussed contrasting ideologies are seen to profoundly
structure the long-term economic- production activities of farms operated by
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yeomen and entrepreneurs. In addition to ideology and patrimony, the family
life cycle also significantly influences rural households. In the longitudinal
study of Andover, Massachusetts, Phillip Greven (1970:17), for example,
appropriately notes that family and generational cycles set the tempo or
"fundamental rhythms of life in agricultural communities." As documented by
previous historical and ethnographic research, the spheres of daily life that
household cycles influenced the most on family farms consist of labor,
production, and the eventual division of resources (Greven 1970; Henretta 1978;
Conzen 1980, 1985; Colman and Elbert 1984; Gross 1996). In addition to labor,
production, and eventual resource division emphasized in the above research,
archaeological study of the Gibbs site also demonstrates the family cycle
profoundly influenced material consumption.
Labor, production, and the eventual division of resources are intertwined
on family-operated farms and these elements are typically dependent upon the
life cycle of the family (Conzen 1980, 1985; Colman and Elbert 1984). As Conzen
(1980) notes in an essay on historical approaches to the study of rural
communities, the maximum production capacity on farms usually coincided
with the point within the family cycle when the maximum number of mature
offspring were providing labor. Moreover, among yeoman farmers, this
collective family effort was often directed at producing surplus and providing
profits that were in turn reinvested into land for the children's future. From this
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perspective, division of resources represented by rewards or financial
compensation for the labor of sons and daughters in a farm family were often
delayed until the early adult years or even later until the death of parents.
Further, the reward for several years of farm labor often consisted of inheritance
in the form of land transfers or gifts of land and financial assistance from parents
in the form of subsidies to help mature sons and daughters start their own
households ( Salamon 1 992). Conversely, the possibility of not receiving this type
of assistance from parents was also a strong form of control or social sanction
wielded by parents in farm families. Extant information therefore indicates
agricultural labor, production, and the eventual division of resources were
dependent upon the family cycle. As illustrated in Chapter 9 , the study of the
Gibbs farmstead likewise demonstrates, as one might expect, that material
consumption was substantially influenced by household cycles on family
operated farms.
In addition to the family life cycle, life events, seen as major punctuations,
junctures, or moments in the family cycle, also figure prominently in the history
of individual farmsteads ( Gould and Elbert 19 84; Salamon 1 992 ; Gross 1 996). As
Gross notes ( 1 996 :193), one of the most profound life events for rural families
was household succession in which a son or daughter assumed control of the
farm and the parents retired. As discussed later, life events, such as the start of a
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new household or household succession, could potentially produce observable
correlates in the archaeological record.
The last element of the rural family that could potentially structure the
archaeological record is household authority. Closely influencing the
archaeological interpretive concept of generational imprints, household control
is divided between simple control and complex control ( Colman and Elbert
1984). Simple control refers to informal incentives and sanctions that the heads
of households in farm families implement to maintain authority over and
appropriate labor from their progeny. It is assumed that simple control likewise
was used to guide the mundane, day- to- day operation of the family farm during
the 19 th century. In contrast, complex control, which is here mentioned but not
utilized as an interpretive concept in this study, refers to more elaborate forms of
authority typically associated with modem, complex farms and large capital
operations ( Colman and Elbert 1984). The usefulness of the concept of simple
control for archaeological interpretation is that in this study the domestic
landscape and built environment are viewed as a canvas upon which each
generation materially expresses household authority or the "right way of doing
things." Immediately prior to or shortly after relinquishment of authority
during household succession, it is postulated that sons or daughters inheriting a
farmstead, as a means of expressing and exerting their own authority, autonomy
and independence, often commence altering and restructuring the previous
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domestic landscape through subtle and often not- so- subtle landscape and
architectural events. This idea, which essentially is a hypothesis, is evaluated
through the material history associated with the Gibbs site.

Linking Interpretive Theory to the Material Record

The preceding sections of this chapter presented an overview of the
theory and previous research that forms the basis of historical and archaeological
interpretation at the Gibbs site. The following section discusses how these
concepts are subsequently linked to the material record at the site. Generational
imprints and household cycles are the main theoretical concepts used to
interpret the archaeology of the Gibbs farmstead.
From a materialist perspective emphasizing temporal process and culture
change, the generation is both a primary source of cultural continuity and
change and an appropriate analytical tool for identifying in manageable and
meaningful increments the movement and influence of ternporal process. The
generation is thus a primary unit that can potentially be used to define or
establish standard or regular intervals of time. In tum, several generations, not
unlike rungs on a ladder or beads on a string, can be used to effectively track
through quantitative methods the unfolding of medium- duration temporal
process and its influence upon material life across successive households.
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Several definitions of the generation exist among the public and scholars.
In typical usage, a generation refers to the temporal distance between the birth of
parents and the birth of their children. In a recent and thorough study of
American history based on generational analysis, Strauss and Howe ( 199 1 :433 43 7) propose that two important analytical distinctions should be made
concerning the generation concept. Strauss and Howe ( 199 1 :433 -43 7) distinguish
between family generations and cohort generations. The family generation, as
mentioned in the above definition, is based on a family line consisting of parents
and offspring. The defining criteria for a family generation is biological
relatedness and the temporal distance between the birth of parents and their
children.
In contrast to a family generation, a cohort generation consists of a
biologically unrelated subset in the population that was born at approximately
the same time, endured the same collective and defining life experiences ( e.g.,
the Great Depression, World War Il, the Vietnam War), and share the same ·
temporally specific types of popular culture (e.g., music and dress) that are often
reference points for group identification. In pop culture today, cohort
generations are typically identified by catch- phrase labels referring to their
temporally bracketed period of birth, such as Boomers ( post World War Il to
mid- 1960 s) and Generation Xers ( the late 1960 s to the present) .
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Fortunately for the study of the Gibbs site, Strauss and Howe ( 199 1 :435436 ) emphasize that "the family generation is important when we want to
examine the link between a specific group of parents and all of their children."
Thus, the generation as an analytical unit used in this study refers
predominantly to the family generation, considered to represent a familial line of
biologically related individuals comprising one or more successive generations.
Regarding artifact assemblage analysis, time sequence analysis is based on
diachronically reconstructing the material consumption that occurred within one
or several households and then statistically linking this record back to family life
cycles. Interestingly, due to the questions they are interested in that focus
mainly on the diachronic, collective influence of cohort generations, Strauss and
Howe ( 199 1 ) de- emphasize the usefulness of the family generation in social
research. However, the example of the Gibbs site illustrates that the family
generation is an appropriate and very useful concept for understanding in
diachronic detail the temporal process and material dynamics associated with
families and multigenerational households.
In addition to time sequence analysis, the idea of generational imprints,
used to study change in the landscape and the built environment at the Gibbs
site, is based on a combination of the family generation and to a lesser extent the
distinctiveness of cohort generations, which cross-cut the family generation. At
a farmstead, for instance, the convergence of the family generation and cohort
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generation is illustrated by a son that adopts, despite the reservations of his
retired father, new technology, crops, or other production methods that deviate
from his father's schema of sound agricultural methods. The same conflicting,
intergenerational ideas on the right way of doing things, as discussed later,
could also influence the material record and domestic landscape.
Returning to the general significance of the generation, within our own
time, the influence, distinctiveness, and unmistakable differences between
successive generations, whether familial or cohort, are impossible to dismiss or
ignore. Influenced to a large extent by popular culture, an almost infinite
spectrum of characteristics serve to define separate generations, such as dress
styles, values, slang, music tastes, economic attitudes, recreation activities,
political ideas, and religious beliefs. Each generation, it seems, attempts to
define itself uniquely and separately from prior age groups. This social behavior
is perhaps not unlike the psychological process of individuation characteristic of
individuals wherein a sense of self- identity is created Gung 19 64). Similarly, in
the case of generational cohorts, a sense of group identity is molded via shared
popular culture and material culture, such as music and dress (Strauss and
Ho�e 1 991).
If the same individuating behavior typical of generations in our own time
operated in the recent past, which seems reasonable to assume, then rural
domestic sites with multigenerational components and successive occupations
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undoubtedly contain the preserved and superimposed remnants of each
generation or household within the archaeological record. Defined as
generational imprints in the present study, it is argued that these patterns of
long- term site use can potentially leave clearly discernable remains in the extant
built environment, the domestic landscape, and in the archaeological record.
Acknowledging the role of agency and volition within domestic life,
generational imprints are not seen as random residues or haphazard collections
of all the culturally and functionally based transforms that occurred at a site.
Rather, moving beyond mere functional considerations, generational imprints
are viewed as constituting, in most situations, deliberate and intentional material
statements of household authority and control. Put another way, generational
imprints are one of the archaeologically accessible, material means through
which senior members of rural households (consisting mainly of fathers and
mothers, but also including grandfathers and grandmothers) asserted agency
and maintained individual authority and decision- making prerogatives.
Also, it is postulated that once an imprint is established on a domestic
landscape by a household elder during the early years of the family, then this
imprint subsequently "crystallizes" and it is unlikely that the imprint can be
modified at a later time by junior members of the family without incurring
resistance from the parents. Among rural folk cultures, this behavior translates
into the well- known condition of a senior household member being "set in their
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ways." Further, it is also argued that some elements of imprints, such as
renovations or additions to dwellings, often correspond to major generational
events, seen as emotionally significant household transitions or life events that
transpired at a residence. In tum, generational and associated material site
events also often correspond or are analogous to major junctures within the
family life cycle, such as marriages, births, family fissioning, and the eventual
deaths of senior household members.
Examples of architectural features and archaeological deposits at rural
residences potentially influenced by generational imprints consist of the
appearance, size, spatial orientation, and public-private aspect of the dwelling.
The locations and changing functions of outbuildings, in addition to the location
of paths, gates, fences, roads, gardens, orchards, fields, pastures, animal pens,
wood lots, activity areas, material storage areas, refuse disposal features, and
middens are likewise potentially influenced by generational imprints. Within
the household, the retention of old and adoption of new types of portable
material culture, household technology, or foodways are likewise seen to possess

generational influence.
The main method of reconstructing generational imprints is very
straightforward and involves first reconstructing a fine-grained chronology of
the household or occupational history associated with a residence, identifying
archaeologically the observable sequence of site events that transpired during
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the occupational history, and then sequentially linking archaeological events to
specific households. The same method could also be used to link generational
sequences to shifts in middens and the use of specific types of portable material
culture, such as changes in the use of utilitarian and refined ceramics.
The concept of generational imprints as a tool for archaeological
interpretation is based primarily on landscape archaeology (Adams 1990; Kelso
and Most 1990; King 1994; Yamin and Metheny 1996; Stine et al. 1997) combined
with ideas drawn from diachronic, historical studies of the family and
generational sequences (e.g., Greven 1970; Henretta 1978; Strauss and Howe
1991). A main goal of landscape archaeology is to reconstruct the general
appearance of the domestic landscape and identify the sequence of changes that
transpired in the built environment at a particular site. Examples of
archaeological studies conducted in East Tennessee that contain a landscape
approach consist of research conducted at the Roddy House (Faulkner 1987), the
Gibbs site (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1991, 199 2), the Ramsey House
(Baumann and Faulkner 1997; Ahlman 1998), and the Exchange Place (Owens
1997). After defining fine-grained landscape history at a site, the last step in
reconstructing generational imprints is to link observed landscape events to
specific households, and if possible, to try and define correspondences between
landscape events and generational events within the family cycle.
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Development of the concept of generational imprints is also particularly
influenced by excavation conducted at the Van Sweringen site in St Mary's City,
Maryland ( King and Miller 1987). This site was inhabited by two successive
generations of the van Sweringen family between 1665 and the 1740 s. The first
generation was associated with Garret van Sweringen ( ca. 1677 to 1698) and the
second successive household was headed by his son, Joseph van Swerigen ( ca.
1698 to 1723). Between 1723 and the 1740 s the site was also occupied by Joseph's
widow and then tenants for a short period.
What is significant about the van Sweringen example is the change that
transpired in refuse disposal practices and the use of the domestic landscape
between the Garret and Joseph van Sweringen occupations. During Garret's
tenure at the site, the dwelling was a lodging house for members of the
Maryland Provincial Court and General Assembly. King and Miller ( 1987) argue
that the rear house lot contained an arbor that was well maintained and used for
entertaining. Moreover, household debris was deposited in public spaces
outside the house lot and the interior lot itself was kept relatively clean. In
contrast, during the Joseph van Sweringen occupation, the arbor in the inner
yard became a general work area and the locus of refuse disposal. King and
Miller ( 1987) also propose that the front of the house shifted from being private
space to the formal or public aspect of the dwelling.
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This example clearly and succinctly illustrates the intergenerational
change and landscape reorganization that probably occurred at many domestic
sites inhabited by successive, related generations or unrelated, sequential
occupations. Accepting that each household often leaves a distinctive stamp or
imprint upon the cultural landscape, then domestic landscape change associated
with household succession is probably the norm rather than the exception. Also,
interpretation of such situations can either emphasize that the reorganization of
domestic space is relatively random and haphazard or, conversely, in large part
is based on agency and active decision-making among the site's former
inhabitants.
Perhaps partially influenced by an individual's personal outlook,
historical social scientists often adopt an interpretive stance emphasizing either
cohesion or conflict within social situations of the past, ranging from the
interactions among nations, economic classes, ethnic and racial groups, or
between spouses, gender-based groups, and among senior and junior members
of rural households (Parrillo1 990 ; Turner 1 996 .
) Based on the results of
historical and ethnographic J1Ural research (e. g., Henretta1978 ; Colman and
Gould19 84; Salamon1 992 ), within this study it is argued that household
conflict, when present in rural contexts, was often generational and was due to
discord between senior and junior members of the family. Moreover, this often
subtle form of conflict is seen to usually center upon the tension and conflicting
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emotions generated by both the maintenance and inevitable relinquishment of
household control by parents to their adult offspring. Further, this tension also
was probably associated with decisions concerning the rural means of
production, appropriation of family labor, and agricultural production decisions
within the household. The relinquishment of household authority could also be
a lengthy process in which control passed from one spouse to the next, such as
from husband to wife, and then eventually to a son or daughter. This situation
occurred several times at the Gibbs farmstead and involved the passing of
authority between gender lines ( e.g., from husband to wife) and then
intergenerationally from mother to son.
Among rural families, the intergenerational relinquishment and adoption
of household authority, it is argued, was often symbolized or formally
acknowledged through material and landscape events preserved within the built
environment and archaeological record, such as the addition of new rooms to a
dwelling or extensive renovations shortly before or after generational junctures
or transitions. Likewise, generational events are also potentially evident in
correspondences between those known periods when junior family members
assumed household authority and when the subsequent restructuring of
economic activities, agricultural practices, or crop regimes occurred, as indicated
in extant primary records.
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In addition to sons or daughters eventually assuming household
authority, the introduction of new members into the family from the larger,
outside community is another source of household restructuring that might
potentially pro_duce material and economic correlates that are identifiable in
information records. The introduction of a new wife or husband into the
extended household and the ensuing tension between the new spouse and their
mother- in-law or father- in-law over household authority, decision- making, and
economic practices, is another relevant example of potential sources for
household restructuring that might produce observable changes in the
archaeological record, the built environment, or economic changes preserved in
the documentary record.
The above discussion illustrates that the generation as an analytical tool
contains a broad spectrum of productive, interpretive possibilities. The
generation represents the potential catalyst or source for material restructuring
in the household that corresponds to major family events. Major junctures in the
life course of multigenerational households may likewise often translate into
significant material and site events in the archaeological record, the domestic
landscape, and the built environment. Perhaps more importantly, when
combined with the crucial element of time, the family or household cycle as an
analytical tool provides the actual source of quantitative, temporally, and
materially based movement within households.
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In contrast to generational events, the family cycle is regarded as the
perpetual engine or catalyst for day-to-day motion or movement within the
household. Using a pond as an analogy of households, the household cycle is
comparable to a continuous breeze that is constantly creating ripples and
motion, or microevents, on the pond's surface; conversely, generational events
correspond to a large stone being tossed into the pond that causes substantial
waves and disrupts the pond's equilibrium. This disruption can in turn translate
into major site events.
Concerning family cycles, much of human life is cyclical or based on
repetitive oscillations through time. In the area of human biology, for instance,
brain waves, the heartbeat, sleep patterns, and childbirth exhibit cyclical
patterns. In the natural world, the seasons of the year repeat the same phases in
their annual round. Also, economic historians have defined macrolevel phases,
called long waves, that substantially influence the world economy depending
upon upswings and downswings in their cyclical patterns ( Kondratieff 1979 ;
Wallerstein19 84). Fortunately for archaeologists, households likewise exhibit
cyclical behavior that in turn produces quantifiable and detectable correlates in
the material record.
Based upon ideas developed by Goody ( 1978), the family cycle model
used in this study divides the life cycle of the household into three simple yet
analytically useful divisions, consisting of expansion ( young), fission ( mature),
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and replacement ( old). Acknowledging the temporal aspect inherent to family
cycles, these divisions can also be referred to interchangeably as early, middle,
and late phases in the household cycle. The early or expansion phase, as the
name implies, refers to situations that contain greater levels of positive
household growth than negative household growth, indicated by the periodic
addition of new children to the family. The residential pattern used by the
family during the reproductive phase of family growth can be either nuclear or
extended, containing only the young, nuclear family or also senior or elderly
members of the family. The defining criteria of this period for the family life
cycle, however, is the presence of young children and positive household
growth.
In contrast to the early phase, the mature or middle phase of the family
life cycle contains several interrelated defining criteria. In the area of age
composition, the middle phase contains predominantly young to maturing
adults ( circa 15 years of age or older) and adolescents among the parents'
progeny. In addition to a more mature age composition, the first instances of
family fissioning followed by sustained negative household growth occur
during the latter part of the family cycle's middle phase. During this period, the
parents in the household are no longer producing children and the reduction of
family size commences when senior children in the family begin leaving home
and establishing their own families. This event, representing a critical juncture
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in the family cycle, thus sets family fissioning and sustained negative household
growth in motion.
The final period of the family life cycle, replacement, consists of the late
or old phase. The single defining criteria for this phase is the absence of
quantitative movement in the area of family fissioning. Put another way, the
family reaches the late phase when most or all of the children have left home
and started their own households. The exception to this criteria is the
undoubtedly prevalent situation in rural settings where a married son or
daughter with their own family assumes household authority in the homeplace,
operates the farm, and takes care of their elderly parents. In this situation, the
early and late phases of the family cycle converge, thus providing temporal
closure, generational continuity, and the circular quality to the idea of family
cycles. At the Gibbs site, for example, the youngest sons inherited the farm in
three successive generations and cared for their parents during their senior
years.
The family life cycle is very well suited for archaeological analysis since it
possesses quantitative and temporal characteristics. Put another way, the family
cycle is measurable and hence can potentially be reconstructed via primary
documents. Concerning the quantitative characteristics of the household cycle,
by measuring a time line on an x- axis and plotting household size diachronically
on a y- axis, then a normal or ideal family cycle conforms to a bell shaped curve.
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Further, since larger families mature over longer· periods, then the height and
width of the curve corresponds to the size and temporal duration of the family
cycle. Family cycles with tall and wide curves thus represent large families that
matured over a long period whereas cycles with short and narrow curves
correspond to small families that matured over shorter periods. Based on data
provided by the Nicholas Gibbs extended family, for example, a typical family
of five possesses a cycle of circa thirty years from the birth of the first child to the
end of household fissioning. A family of ten, in contrast, exhibits a life cycle of
approximately sixty years from first birth to maturation of the last child.
Further, households composed of a husband and wife without children would
not possess any vertical, quantitative- temporal movement and graphically this
situation would consist of a flat horizontal line across an interval of time.
Returning to the early, middle, and late divisions of the family cycle, the
early phase, comprising the left half of the curve and representing an upswing
phase, begins in the left trough and ascends to the top ( Figure 2 3. ). The mature
or middle cycle is located in the right half of the curve and consists of a
downswing phase. Family fissioning occurs when the curve peaks and starts to
descend or decrease. Finally, the late phase of the family cycle occurs when the
graph line reaches the lower trough on the right half of the curve. H an extended
family is present at this point, an upswing cycle will begin again, coinciding
with the birth of new children in a son or daughter's family. This situation
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occurred twice at the Gibbs farm. Conversely, if an extended family is not
present, the graph line representing the original parents will eventually become
flat and return to zero upon their deaths.
The usefulness of the family cycle for interpretation in archaeology, as
illustrated in subsequent chapters, is that it provides a fine- grained baseline or
reference point for reconstructing temporal process and consumption dynamics
in the domain of material life. More specifically, the primary catalysts or
dynamic elements responsible for movement or motion in households, based on
analysis results of quantitative data, are clearly time itself and the family or
household cycle. This motion or source of dynamic movement in households is
based on the interrelated variables of time, household size, and material'
consumption.
As demonstrated statistically in Chapters 9 and 10 , if the family cycles for
•

successive households are reconstructed from extant primary documents, then
artifact assemblages and specific classes and subclasses of artifacts, through the
method of time sequence analysis developed in this dissertation, can be linked to
household cycles. As a qualifying note, however, linking artifact assemblages
and specific artifact classes to household cycles is very much dependent upon
optimum stratigraphic conditions, very meticulous, fine- grained excavation
methods, and a complete or very nearly complete record of the household's
demographic history through time. If complete or nearly complete household
10 1

demography is not available, then at the minimum, the temporal dynamics and
distributions associated with the artifact assemblage can nonetheless be
reconstructed, which by itself offers a substantial amount of interpretive
potential.
Interestingly, material life and consumption, as preserved in
archaeological deposits, apparently cycles and pulses in synchrony with time
and household phases. Thus, some, but not all, archaeological deposits
potentially contain a preserved, direct, and unambiguous record of the process,
motion, and dynamic associated with the life course of past households. This
relationship, which seems obvious and expected, has been indirectly assumed by
Smith ( 1992 :29-3 1) in reference to household archaeology for prehistoric
contexts. Also, a few historical archaeologists ( e.g., LeeDecker et al. 1987 ; Klein
and LeeDecker 199 1) have noted the probable influence of the household cycle
on archaeological deposits. However, in both of these examples, a "Rosetta
Stone" or reliable method of reconstructing, translating, and interpreting the
fine- grained temporal dynamics associated with material consumption in the
archaeological record has not been previously developed.
The use of the family cycle as an analytical tool thus indicates that under
optimum situations and ideal conditions material dynamics can be linked to
household phases. This analysis method is most useful when extant historic
data allows diachronic reconstruction of household size, thus providing a
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comparative baseline or crucial, temporal reference point However, time
sequence analysis may also be useful for inadequately documented contexts that
contain stratigraphic integrity, such as slave and tenant sites. As discussed later
in Chapter 1 1 , by drawing upon middle range theory ( Binford 198 1 ; Leone and
Potter 1988) and working from known to unknown archaeological contexts, the
family cycles and household occupation sequences for inadequately documented
situations can possibly be reconstructed or estimated solely through
archaeological data. This is one of the analysis method's many potential uses.
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CHAPTER 3
HISTORIC CONTEXTS:
THE NICHOLAS GIBBS FAMILY

Introduction

Enhanced understanding in historical archaeology is gained through
effectively crafting composite, interpretive narratives from both qualitative and
quantitative contexts. Typically, research that considers all relevant sources,
creates interplay between historical and archaeological data sets, and searches
for congruence and ambiguity between multiple levels and types of information
represents some of the more interesting and effective studies in historical
archaeology ( Leone 1988 ; Little 1 994; Orser 1996). Ideally, this strategy results
in the creation of new knowledge and greater understanding or clarification of a
topic, context, or archaeological situation. The resulting new information often
exceeds insights that can be gained through independent reliance upon either
historical texts by themselves or information recovered through archaeology.
Rural economy, material life, and temporal process at the Gibbs site, a19 th
century, family- operated farm located in Southern Appalachia, are the
overarching research themes addressed in this dissertation. To explore these
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interrelated themes, a multilevel interpretive approach is implemented in the
remainder of this study. In Chapters3 through 1 1 , information is presented in
increasing detail and sequentially in a layered or cumulative manner.
Representing a point of departure, the following chapter presents a
historical summary of some of the central historical contexts considered in this
dissertation. In the first part of Chapter3 , a biographical sketch of Nicholas
Gibbs before he settled in Knox County is presented. The topics of ethnicity,
immigration, and the cultural practices that Nicholas Gibbs might have brought
to Knox County are discussed. Specifically, the agricultural practices,
architectural traditions, and standard of living typical of southwestern Germany,
the Pennsylvania- German area of the Middle Atlantic region and central North
Carolina are addressed.
Attention then turns to the household history of the Gibbs family between
circa 1790 and 19 13 . Particular emphasis is placed upon reconstructing the
multigenerational household cycles present among the Gibbs family that resided
at the farmstead. In the household section of this chapter, the property history
during the post- Gibbs family occupation of the site between 19 13 to the present
is also briefly summarized. The historical information that provides the
foundation for reconstructing household cycles and generational events is also
presented at the conclusion of Chapter3.
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The Nicholas Gibbs Family and Property

The following section introduces the historical context for the Gibbs
family and property associated with the farmstead. This section is divided into a
discussion of the Nicholas Gibbs house, a relatively detailed overview of
Nicholas Gibbs' biographical history prior to settling in Knox County, and a
summary of the four major Gibbs family occupation episodes associated with the
site, consisting of the Nicholas, Daniel, Rufus, and John Gibbs households. A
brief summary of the site history during the tenant period at the farmstead
between 19 13 and 1986 is also presented. The Gibbs house property under the
present ownership by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society ( NGHS) is also
briefly discussed. This section concludes with a reconstruction of
multigenerational household cycles and generational events for the Gibbs
families that resided at the farmstead. The household cycles and generational
events are reconstructed through historical data introduced in this chapter.

The Nicholas Gibbs House

In the late 1990 s, Knoxville, Tennessee, located approximately in the
center of East Tennessee's Ridge and Valley Province, is a major metropolitan
area with a population of approximately 200 ,000 people. Travelling northeast
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from Knoxville on Tazewell Pike, the urban landscape slowly gives way to the
countryside that is intermittently punctuated with convenience stores and
subdivisions sporting new homes with two-car garages and satellite TV
antennas. Every few miles, a farmstead appears on the rural horizon in this
section of the county, in some ways clinging tenaciously to its hold on the
landscape and looking more like an anachronism than the once- dominant
lifeway practiced by the majority of families in the region. Most of the farms are
of the modern variety, containing houses of recent vintage. The work areas on
these farms likewise usually possess silos and barns constructed from corrugated
metal and concrete. Occasionally, however, the countryside in Knox County and
East Tennessee in general still shelters a farmstead that has weather- worn,
wooden outbuildings and a dwelling constructed in a long- forgotten vernacular
style of little interest to land developers, politicians, private landowners, and
most of the general public. Fortunately, however, there are notable exceptions to
this general lack of appreciation for things old in Knox County.
Continuing north on Tazewell Pike from Knoxville, a motorist on a
summer, Saturday drive turns right onto Emory Road at Harbison Crossroads
and spots a Tennessee historical marker on the left side of the road a short
distance from the four-way intersection ( Figure3.1). Stopping to look at the
marker, the driver notices the following inscription ( Tennessee Historical
Commission 1958 :66):
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Figure 3.1. Location of the Gibbs Site (40KN124) in Knox County,
Tennessee.
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1 E 41 -Nicholas Gibbs
Born in Germany in 1733 , he served in the French and Indian War, later in the
Revolution. He took up a homestead of 450 acres here in 1792 and built the log
cabin, which stands about Y2 mile east. A member of Knox County's first court,
he died in 18 17 , and is buried on the hill SO yards north.

Proceeding the half- mile from the marker and turning left onto a gravel
driveway, the driver immediately sees a very old, yet well- maintained log house
surrounded by trees on a slight knoll, located a short distance from Emory Road
( Figure3.2 and Plate3.1).
Having witnessed the past 200 years, the Nicholas Gibbs house on the
cusp of the 2 1 st century is a quiet, contemplative place. Visitors to the home on a
summer weekend might at first be distracted by the nearby sounds of
lawnmowers, children playing, and dogs barking in the adjacent subdivision,
sited on land once farmed by the Gibbs family. After walking in the house's rear
yard for a few minutes, absorbed in rustic architecture from another era, then the
sounds of the present recede and visitors might notice the subtle numen
typically evoked by old homeplaces - the unmistakable, often somber
atmosphere of lives lived and past days gone by.
Between 1792 and 197 1 , the Nicholas Gibbs house and surrounding farm
were the property of five generations of the Gibbs family, consisting of Nicholas
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Gibbs, Daniel Gibbs, Rufus Gibbs, John Gibbs, and Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown. The
first three of these five individuals, Nicholas, Daniel, and Rufus Gibbs, resided
in the house throughout their lives, raised families, and operated the farmstead
in succession between 1792 and 1905 . The last Gibbs household to live on the
farm, the John Gibbs family, resided in the dwelling and operated the farm
between 1905 and 19 13 . Between 19 13 and 1955 , the farm was the property of
John Gibbs. Upon the death of John Gibbs, ownership of the homeplace passed
to Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown, daughter of John Gibbs. Mrs. Brown retained the
property between 1955 and 197 1 . Between 19 13 and 197 1 , the log house was
rented to tenants and the adjacent land was farmed separately. In 197 1 , Mrs.
Brown sold the property to an individual outside of the Gibbs family. For a
short period between 197 1 and 1986 , the homeplace was transferred between a
series of different owners. Since 1986 , the log house has been owned and
maintained by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society, a group of Gibbs family
descendants. The log house is preserved as a community museum and is open
to the public on a limited basis by appointment (Irwin 197 3; Neal 1986 ; Brown
1987 ; Mathison 1987 ; McClung Collection [MC] N.D.).
In the late 1 990 s, the Gibbs house is sited on a 4.75- acre tract of land
comprising the core of the former Nicholas Gibbs farmstead ( Figure3 .3). The
original, one- and- a- half story log house constructed by Nicholas Gibbs in 179 1
or 1792 is located on a knoll above Beaver Creek. The creek is located
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approximately 1 50 yards north of the house and Emory Road runs east to
west approximately 25 yards immediately south of the log residence. The front
of the house faces Emory Road. In the house's rear lot, the inner yard is flat On
the perimeter of the inner lot, the yard slopes abruptly, decreasing in elevation
to a large field that is bordered by Beaver Creek. The original springhouse used
by the Gibbs family was formerly located in the northwest corner of the field
adjacent to Beaver Creek. In the inner rear yard of the house lot, the topography
of the site would have encouraged a naturally bounded, quadrangular work
area. A gravel driveway is located adjacent to the dwelling on the east side of
the lot At the end of the driveway stands a log shed that, although moved
several times on the property, is original to the farm. A wooden rail fence also
surrounds the perimeter of the tract The Gibbs house is maintained by a
caretaker that lives in a neatly kept mobile home on the property. The
caretaker's residence is located in the outer yard, on the north slope of the lot

From the Palatinate to Pennsylvania, 1733-1760s

A biographical history of Nicholas Gibbs for the period between ca. 1733
and 1792 is now presented in two parts. This time interval encompasses the first
two- thirds of his life, from his birth in the Palatinate of southwestern Germany
to his eventual migration to Knox County, Tennessee in 1792 from Orange
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County, North Carolina. Information for the biographical sketch is drawn
primarily from genealogical sources ( e. g. , Strassburger 1966 :6 26 ; Hansard and
Seeley 1973 :13 ; Irwin 1973 ; Graves and McDonald 1976 ; Smith and Smith 1976 ;
Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society 1977 ; Neal 1986 ; Housley 1996 ; Stark 1997 ; MC
n. d.). In addition to a short biographical history, this subsection also presents a
general overview of the 18 th -century cultural context that Gibbs matured in
during the first 20 years of his life in Germany. The later collective migration
movement from Germany to eastern North America that Nicholas Gibbs
participated in as a young adult is also discussed, in addition to the communities
that he resided in before settling in East Tennessee.
Interestingly, as presented in Irwin ( 1973 :19 -20), much of the early,
known history concerning Nicholas Gibbs, such as his birthplace and activities
before settling in Knox County, is based on a letter to George W. Gibbs from
William Gibbs McAdoo in 1846 , both of whom were Nicholas Gibbs
descendants. George W. Gibbs apparently made a previous inquiry to his
relative William Gibbs McAdoo about the Gibbs family history. William Gibbs
McAdoo replies in his letter that Daniel Gibbs, the youngest son of Nicholas
Gibbs who inherited the Knox County homeplace in1817 , possessed a
manuscript written predominantly in German interspersed with English.
William Gibbs McAdoo borrowed the manuscript from Daniel Gibbs and had it
translated into English in1 846. According to McAdoo, the manuscript, written
1 15

by Nicholas Gibbs, contains a record of his birth and his children's birthdates.
The Gibbs manuscript indicated that the location of Nicholas Gibbs' birthplace
was the Baden region of southwestern Germany. The letter also stated that in
his later years Nicholas Gibbs often spoke of his childhood on the Rhine River.
Subsequent genealogical versions of the Nicholas Gibbs family history appear to
be based in large part on information attributed to the Gibbs manuscript
mentioned in the 1846 McAdoo letter.
Thus, according to family tradition, the Gibbs family was originally from
England, and in approximately 1649 migrated to the Rhine River Valley in
Germany. The family left England due to religious and political instability
typical of the 17 th century, and especially the turmoil associated with the
execution of Charles I by Oliver Cromwell and the Roundheads. More
specifically, it is believed that the Gibbs family in England was Protestant and
migrated to a politically stable and hospitable Protestant area in Germany ( Irwin
1973 :8). A search of the surname Gibbs via genealogical resources on the
Internet indicates the Gibbs surname is prevalent in England.
Nicholas Gibbs, named after his father, was born in the village of
Wallruth, near the town of Krumbach, Duchy of Baden, in southwestern
Germany. Most sources cite September 29 , 1733 as his birthdate ( Irwin 1973 :4;
Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society 1977 ; Housley 1996 ; Stark 1997). However,
there is some inconsistency or uncertainty among Gibbs family genealogists
1 16

concerning the precise date of birth ( e.g. Irwin 1973 :4 , 16 ). For example, the
Gibbs outline ( MC n.d.), a genealogy manuscript on file in the McOung
Collection, Lawson McGhee Library, in Knoxville, lists Nicholas Gibbs' birthdate
as being between ca. 1733 to 173 5. For consistency, in this study 1733 is regarded
as the general year of his birth. Nicholas had two brothers, Peter and Abraham,
and two sisters, Mary and Catherine. Peter died in Germany during the early
years of Nicholas Gibbs' s life and his other brother, Abraham, migrated to
Maryland a few years before Nicholas left Europe ( Irwin 1973 ; MC n.d.).
Baden is a subregion in the Palatinate of southwestern Germany, located
in the general area adjacent to the Rhine River. The contemporary state of
Baden- Wiirttemberg extends from Mannheim and Heidelberg in the north,
located at the fork of the Rhine and Neckar rivers, to Switzerland where the
Rhine River shifts from a south to north orientation and flows west The east
boundary of Baden- Wiirttemberg is formed by the state of Bavaria ( Figure3.4).
Technically, the term Palatinate refers to Pfalz, an 18 th-century German state
located to the northwest of the present- day state of Baden- Wiirttemberg. More
specifically, in an 1898 history of the Pennsylvania Germans, Beidelman
( 1969 :15) stated that,
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The Palatinate was formerly an independent state of Germany, and
consisted of two separate territorial divisions, respectively called the
Upper, or Bavarian Palatinate, and the Lower, or Rhine Palatinate. The
Bavarian Palatinate now forms the northern part of the kingdom of
Bavaria. The Lower or Rhine Palatinate was situated on both sides of the
Rhine, bounded by Wiirttemberg and Baden on the east; Baden and
Lorraine on the south; Alasce and Lorraine on the west It extended as far
north as the cities of Treves and Mainz.

This geographic description indicates that Nicholas Gibbs was originally a
resident of the Rhine Palatinate during the 18 th century. Based on the date of his
arrival in Philadelphia in 17 54, it is assumed that Nicholas Gibbs lived in this
part of Europe until he was 2 1 (Strassburger 1 %6:630 ; Irwin 1973 :1 6).
To better understand the cultural background that Nicholas Gibbs
brought to the Gibbs site from Europe, a brief review of the social history and
culture associated with the German Palatinate in the 18th century is now
presented. Perhaps most importantly, it should be emphasized that
southwestern Germany, and most of Europe for that matter, was not
characterized by neatly subdivided, regionally based culture units. Rather, the
area was a cultural melting pot, in large part created and intermixed through
centuries of political and military conflict, population movements and
1 19

migrations, and culture contact For example, Fogleman (1996), in Hopeful

Journeys: German Immigration, Settlement, and Political Culture in Colonial America,
1 71 7-1 775, emphasizes that, rather than containing a homogeneous and easily
defined culture, southwest Germany, on the contrary, was composed of an
ethnic, religious, and political mosaic. Concerning this point, Fogleman states
that, "Thousands of Swiss immigrants and some French Huguenots helped
repopulate the area after the heavy demographic losses of the seventeenth
century'' from wars (Fogleman 1996:41). Likewise, Swank emphasizes, in a
detailed study of Pennsylvania German art and craft traditions, that "There was
not a unified German culture in Pennsylvania or in Germany'' and that "German
immigrants shared no single group identity before arrival on American soil"
(Swank 1983:x, 4). Interestingly, the Gibbs family itself is a very appropriate
example of the population movements and cultural mixing characteristic of
Europe. As stated previously, Nicholas Gibbs' family moved from England in
the middle 1600s to Germany. Moreover, the cultural diversity characteristic of
Europe and Germany was subsequently reestablished in America. As Rippley
notes,

the Germans in America had virtually nothing in common but a language.
Geographically they came as Palatines, Salzburgers, Wiirttembergers, and
Hanoverians. Religiously, they were Mennonites, Dunkers, Lutherans,
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Calvanists, and a few Catholics. Politically, they worried only about their
local and private affairs (Rippley 1976:30-31).

As a consequence of the cultural mosaic that characterized southwestern
Germany and most of Europe, in this dissertation substantial emphasis will not
be placed upon materially identifying specific German ethnic traits that were
potentially reestablished at the Gibbs site. Moreover, it is the opinion of the
author that historical archaeologists often confuse or conflate geographic
political boundaries, such as England, France, Germany, etc., with larger
geographically based culture regions, such as western Europe. Hence, it is
assumed that, despite linguistic differences, most of western Europe shared
much of the same cultural practices, especially in regards to material life and
rural economy. These similarities became even more pronounced in the New
World. For example, many of the material traits potentially identified at
different archaeological sites inhabited by German, Dutch, Spanish, French, or
English colonists in most situations likely represent more of a pan-European (or
North American?) cultural complex than ethnically specific characteristics.
Further, due to adaptive pressures, in most situations it is very difficult to
archaeologically link specific material traits to particular ethnic or geo-political
groups with any certainty. This problem of origins is compounded by the fact
that a new American culture was created in North America. As a consequence,
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in the South, a region that possessed a diverse range of nationalities, many
material characteristics were shared by settlers, such as log architecture, a mixed,
grain and livestock economy, and the use of both imported and locally
manufactured household goods. As an example of the complexity associated
with identifying ethnicity, if the ethnicity of a site's former residents is not
known from historic documents, then in most situations it is very difficult to
accurately identify the resident's nationality or ethnicity.
Due to these considerations, in many situations archaeologically it is
perhaps more analytically productive to merely think about "European" or
"American" cultural traits and not attempt to link practices or characteristics
back to specific geo-political regions. Further, archaeologically it is probably
much more productive (and interesting) to document how new settlers became
"North Americans" in the material sense rather than how they retained and
preserved their prior European culture. This strategy, emphasizing cultural
change rather than continuity, is proposed for this study since realistically it
appears that colonists in most situations did not stubbornly hold on to all of their

"cultural baggage," but rather, in order to survive, new settlers quickly and
selectively learned what worked best in North America. Concerning German
Americans, Fogleman (1996 :11) perhaps puts it best by stating that new
immigrants to America learned " . . . that by maintaining some of their old ways
and creating new ones they could succeed." Thus, it is assumed in this study
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that some, but not all, German material and nonmaterial cultural elements were
reestablished at the Gibbs farmstead. However, it is also assumed that
archaeologically identifying the extent of these ethnic influences is problematic
at best. Further, researchers searching for ethnic markers often neglect the
interpretive problem presented by multiethnic households. A typical yet seldom
acknowledged pitfall among archaeological studies focusing on ethnicity is to
overemphasize the ethnic contributions of the male head of the household and
overlook the potential cultural contributions from the female partner in the
household, the person usually responsible for the general, daily operation of the
domicile. In many situations during the colonial period, wives were not always
the same ethnicity, nationality, ( or even race) as the husband. Thus, as an
example of the multi.ethnic character of most American families, many frontier
households could have possessed a German husband and an English wife, or a
Scots- Irish husband and a Cherokee wife, which would presumably have
substantial influence upon the persistence or visibility of materially based ethnic
traits.
Based on the above issues, this study will therefore not attempt to
attribute all material characteristics present at the Gibbs site to a German origin
or heritage. However, since it is assumed that some ethnically based traits
would have persisted, practices that appear to possibly represent strong
continuity with European culture will be noted and discussed. Further, to fully
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interpret the Gibbs farmstead, richly documented analogs associated with areas
inhabited by German Americans, such as southeast Pennsylvania, will be
referred to in this study. Although undue analytical emphasis will not be
expended in materially identifying German- American ethnic markers, obvious
ethnic or cultural correspondences between known historic trends and details
apparent within primary historical information or archaeological data associated
with the Gibbs family, and especially Nicholas Gibbs, will be discussed. Put
another way, establishing ethnicity via the material record is often very
uncertain and tenuous at best; conversely, the historic record, in some situations,
clearly suggests that Nicholas Gibbs during his early years in America followed
the same migration paths, chose to reside among other settlers from Germany,
and endured the same experiences typical of many German immigrants. For
example, as discussed later, for approximately the first 40 years of his life in
America, Gibbs apparently resided in German communities, married a third
generation German- American woman, and migrated in a kin- based group to
East Tennessee with other predominantly German families. These topics will be
addressed again in a subsequent part of this chapter.
Returning to the topics of social history and culture in the 1 8th -century
Palatinate, like most of Europe during the early modem period, German society
in the 18 th century was based on a late medieval feudal system composed of
distinct social classes that verged upon a caste system. This class system, from
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top to bottom, was composed of the elected emperor ( the Kaiser), a group of
nobles with hereditary rights to land ( nobles of the realm), a minor nobility ( free
lords or barons), a group of citizens of free towns and cities ( burghers and
craftspersons), and serfs or peasants located at the bottom of the system. The
peasants, composed of all persons engaged in agriculture, consisted of two
classes, the freemen, and the serfs. Within this feudal system, the nobles exerted
authority over land and other resources in individual territories or districts.
Conversely, serfs typically provided rents and services to the lords and they
owned little if any property. They were basically a type of rural proletariat
alienated from the means of production. As might be expected, this labor
system eventually began to erode during the 18 th century. The freeing of the
serfs from the feudal system commenced in Germany during the late 18 th century
and was in large part complete by the middle 19 th century. In addition to the
above class system based on the control of the means of production, the Baden
region of Germany was also divided along religious lines. In the 18 th century,
the Baden- Durlach region was Lutheran and the Baden- Baden area was Catholic
(Smith and Smith 1976 :104- 1 15 ).
Fogleman ( 1996 3: 7 , 41 ) notes that within Germany's 18 th -century class
system, "Much of the population in the southwest, including many who would
emigrate to North America, were peasants living in villages or towns" that
practiced subsistence- level agriculture. Roeber ( 1993 ), in Palatines, Liberty, and
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Property: German Lutherans in Colonial British America, states that in the villages
and towns there were three main types of residential forms among the rural
populace in the Palatinate, consisting of linear, dispersed, and nucleated
residential types. The linear residential form, common to the Baden region and
most of the Rhineland, consisted of streets lined with houselots arranged in
narrow, linear rows. The residents maintained orchards, vegetable gardens,
fields, meadows, and wood lots on strips of land in the back of the houselots. As
the name implies, the dispersed residential type was composed of houses
clustered in a village arrangement but dwellings were sited independently near
the best soils and water. The village in turn was surrounded by orchards,
gardens, and fields. Lastly, the nucleated settlement type consisted of a tightly
clustered arrangement of approximately ten residences located in a village or
hamlet Interestingly, through time the custom of partible inheritance practiced
by many rural Germans, in which land was equally divided and subdivided
among male heirs in a family, created a patchwork of holdings and tracts during
the18th and1 9th centuries (Roeber 1 993:146 .
) Partible inheritance was
transplanted by Germans to North America and encouraged the same
characteristic, patchwork imprint upon the cultural landscape.
Concerning agriculture in the 18 th-century Palatinate, Jordan, in a study of
German immigrants to Texas during the 1 9th century, states that "In most of
Germany, farming was characterized by emphasis on small grains, improved
12 6

pasture, and manure-producing livestock" Gordan 1966 3: 3). Prevalent grains
and vegetables raised by German farmers consist of wheat, barley, rye, oats, and
potatoes. As mentioned previously, most German farms also possessed a
vegetable garden and orchard. Cattle, dairy cows, swine, and sheep were the
prevalent types of livestock utilized by German farmers. In addition to meat
provided by cattle, swine, and sheep, dairy cows also were an important source
of milk, butter, and cheese, food staples that figured prominently in German and
European rural diet According to Jordan (1966 3: 3 -3 5), swine and cattle were
more prevalent in northern Germany and less so in the south where sheep
predominated. In addition to livestock, grain crops, and vegetables, German
farm families also relied on chickens; ducks and geese were consumed to a lesser
extent Wild game was not used by German farm families. Few peasants
hunted since wild game was only found in the woodlands controlled by German
nobility. Oxen and sometimes dairy cow were used as draft animals, and most
German farmers did not own their own horses, which were expensive farm
animals (Jordan1966 :33- 35).
Paralleling observation noted by Jordan (1966 ), Jones (1 992 :5-8 ), in a more
recent study of Palatine immigrants to Savannah, Georgia during the colonial
era, states that,
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The terrain and soil of the Palatinate are very similar to those of
southeastern Pennsylvania and western Maryland, a fact that explains the
attraction of those regions for eighteenth-century emigrants from the
Palatinate. The flat valleys and gently rolling limestone hills of the
Palatinate, now devoted almost exclusively to vineyards, were formerly
planted largely in grain.

Regarding the importance of livestock� Jones notes that American author Mark
Twain observed in the Black Forest of the Baden region during the 19 th century
that rural people placed great emphasis on raising livestock and that "a man's
social standing could be measured by the size of the manure pile in front of his
house" Gones 1992 :5-8). In summary, the descriptions provided by Jordan ( 1966)
and Jones ( 1992) suggest that grain and livestock were the main products raised
on the typical German farm. German farms also usually contained a garden,
orchard, and sometimes a vineyard. Again, it should be remembered that this
rural economic complex was not exclusive to German farms but was prevalent
throughout much of Europe ( e.g., Blum 1982 ; Hibbert 1987 ; Pounds 1994).
Like most of Europe, Germany possessed a diverse variety of material
traditions during the 18 th century. Two archaeologically relevant material
domains of German culture consist of architecture and ceramic traditions.
German domestic architecture during the 18 th century consisted of both well128

developed timber and stone technologies. Timber- framed and horizontal log
construction styles are two of the main wooden vernacular dwelling types used
by German households. Both of these construction types were transplanted in
North America from Europe. In addition to timber- framed and wooden log
dwellings, stone dwellings were also a prevalent construction technique that was
reestablished in America, particularly in the Pennsylvania- German area of
southeast Pennsylvania ( Long 1972 ; Swank 1983 :20 -34 ; McAlester and McAlester
1984:8 2).
In addition to vernacular dwellings, ceramic traditions were also an
important aspect of German folk culture reestablished in North America.
In Europe, German potters produced both lead glazed earthenware and
stoneware pottery during the 18 th century ( Crossley 1990). These wares were
also manufactured in America by German immigrants and in some regions
substantially influenced the American folk pottery tradition ( Smith and Rogers
1979 ; Schwind 1983 ; Baldwin 1993 ; Comstock 1994). As discussed in Chapter 10 ,
archaeological data indicate lead- glazed earthenware, or redware, was a
substantial component of the foodways complex associated with the Gibbs
family.
The class structure, rural economy, and archaeologically relevant material
culture associated with Germany during the 18 th-century were briefly considered
in the preceding section. It is assumed that some of these characteristics were
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possibly part of the cultural background or repertoire familiar to Nicholas Gibbs
from his early years in Baden. Discussion now turns to the immigration
movement that Nicholas Gibbs participated in during his journey to America in
the mid- 18 th century. Migration scholars typically differentiate between "old"
and "new'' cultural groups that immigrated to America. For example, Parrillo
( 1990) categorizes the Spanish, French, British, German, Scots-Irish and enslaved
Africans that journeyed to North America between the 16 th and 18 th centuries as
representing the old or first wave of New World immigrants. Later groups that
came to the New World between the 1 9th and 20 th centuries, such as northern and
eastern Europeans and Asians, represent a later or more recent vintage of
immigrants to North America.
Nicholas Gibbs was a member of the older or initial group of Old World
immigrants that traveled to America during the 18 th century. Moreover, Gibbs
represents one example or individual case study drawn from the larger
immigration movement from Germany that has received considerable research
attention from historians and other migration scholars (e.g., Jordan19 6 6 ; Faust
1969 ; Wust 1969 ; Billigmeier 1974; Rippley 1976 ; van Ravenswaay 1977 ; Fromm
1987 ; Kamphoefner 1987 ; Luebke 1990 ; Jones 1992 ; Haberlein 1993; Roeber 1987 ,
1993; Fogleman 1996). In a recent, thorough study of German migration,
Fogleman ( 1996) defines three distinct phases of emigration to the New World
between the late 17 th and 18 th centuries among Germans immigrants. These
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phases occurred between approximately 16 83 to 17 09, from 17 09 to 17 14, and
from 17 17 to 17 75 . The first wave consisted of religious exiles, the second phase
was motivated by an agricultural disaster, and the third phase of emigrants left
Germany mainly due to overpopulation and land scarcity.
Like Nicholas Gibbs' birthdate, his date of arrival in America is not
entirely clear from historical records. Irwin, in a genealogical sketch entitled
"Gibbs Family History," (Irwin 197 3:4) places Gibbs' date of arrival in America
at 17 47 . The information source for this date is not given. In the same
genealogical magazine, a different genealogical sketch entitled "Notes on the
Gibbs Family History," written by an unnamed author, offers a different arrival
date (Irwin 197 3:6 , 16). The "Notes on the Gibbs Family History'' sketch points
out that a Nicholas Gips is listed in the manifest of the immigrant ship Phoenix.
The Phoenix manifest is located in Stassburger's Pennsylvania German Pioneers, a
publication of the Pennsylvania German Society. The entry indicates that a
"Nicholas Gips" departed from Rotterdam aboard the Phoenix and arrived in the
port of Philadelphia in 1754 (Strassburger 1966:626). Interestingly, Rippley
(197 6 :29), notes that due to the lack of ports in Germany, it was typical for
immigrants to travel down the Rhine to Holland and depart from Rotterdam.
"Gips," as listed in Strassburger' s Phoenix manifest, is probably a spelling
error and refers to Nicholas Gibbs. It is perhaps significant that among the
Frederick County, Maryland public records for Nicholas Gibbs' brother,
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Abraham, the family name is not only spelled "Gips," but also "Gebbs" ( MC
n.d.). The variety of surname spellings for Gibbs thus does not diminish the
credibility of these sources, yet merely illustrates the range of spellings typically
used for surnames in the 18 th century by public officials. Surname spelling
discrepancy is a troublesome yet prevalent occurrence frequently encountered
by individuals that conduct research with primary records. Based on extant
information then, Nicholas Gibbs apparently arrived in America between 1747
and 1754. For consistency, this study assumes that Nicholas Gibbs was the
individual listed in the 1754 Phoenix manifest ( Strassburger 1966 :6 26).
The period of Nicholas Gibbs' migration during the middle 18 th century
places him within the third wave of Fogleman's German migration phases
between 17 17 and 1775. The third migration phase is the main focus of Hapeful
Journeys ( Fogleman 1996). Fogleman notes that the majority of German

immigrants during this migration period were compelled to leave their native
country by two interrelated catalysts, consisting of demographic pressure and
land scarcity. Demographic pressures had been operating on cyclically based
phases in Europe since the 1 1 th century. Approximately 80 ,000 immigrants left
Germany during the 17 17 to 1775 period. As might be expected, escalating
population pressures likewise exacerbated the problem of land scarcity.
Interestingly, those areas in Germany that practiced partible inheritance in
which parent's farmland was equally divided among male sons experienced the
13 2

largest out- migration. Although partible inheritance is beneficial to earlier
generations in a family, as population infilling occurs in a specific area, later
generations were usually left with increasingly smaller tracts of land that in
many cases could not support a family farm ( Fogleman 1996 :2 5).
According to family tradition and extant information, upon arriving in
Philadelphia aboard the Phoenix in 1754, Nicholas Gibbs resided in the Middle
Atlantic region, particularly Philadelphia and Maryland, for a ten-year interval
between approximately 1754 and 1764 ( Irwin 1973 ; Housley 1996 ; Stark 1997 ;
MC n.d.). The length of his residence in the Middle Atlantic between circa 1754
and 1764 is based primarily on the arrival date of the Phoenix and the date of his
marriage in North Carolina to Mary Efland in 1764 ( Strassburger 1966 :6 26 ;
Housley 1996 ; Stark 1997). After arriving in Philadelphia in 1754, the name
Nicholas Gips again appears in the historical record, this time on a
Northhampton County, Pennsylvania muster roll of men enlisted for service in
Captain John Nicholas Weatherholt's Company during the French and Indian
War. Nicholas Gips enlisted on September1 , 1757 (Irwin1973:1 6 ). According to
information provided in the 1846 McAdoo letter (Irwin 1973 :19 -20), following
the French and Indian War, Nicholas Gibbs resided with his brother Abraham's
family in Frederickstown, Maryland during the early 1760 s. By the middle
1760 s, Nicholas Gibbs was residing in Orange County, North Carolina, located
in the center of the state in the vicinity of Chapel Hill ( Irwin 1973). The arrival of
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Gibbs in Orange County, North Carolina is based on his well- documented date
of marriage to Mary Efland in 1764 and a court record in 1768 for a land transfer
of600 acres from Henry McCullock to Nicholas Gibbs ( Housley 1996 ; Stark 1997 ;
MC n.d.) ( Figure3 .5).
The early activities of Nicholas Gibbs between his arrival in America and
later marriage in North Carolina to Mary Efland in 1764, although admittedly
sketchy, nevertheless appear to be very consistent with the geographic
movements of many German immigrants during Foglemans' ( 1996) third
immigration phase between 17 17 to 177 5. For example, Nicholas Gibbs' journey
to America represents an example of chain migration, practiced by many
European immigrants. In chain migration, family members migrate in
successive waves or episodes, rather than as an entire extended family group.
The reasoning behind this strategy is that an initial settler in a family migrates
first, establishes a residence, and then serves as a host for later family members
when they migrate, thus making the transition from the Old to the New World
much less challenging and threatening. In the Gibbs situation, Abraham Gibbs
migrated first and later served as a destination point for Nicholas Gibbs, who
resided with his brother for several years following the French and Indian War
( Irwin 1973).
In addition to chain migration, the communities that Nicholas Gibbs
chose to reside in during his early years in colonial America are consistent with
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Figure 3.5. Migration Route of Nicholas Gibbs, 1754-1792.

destinations that were typically selected by many German immigrants.
Historians and migration scholars ( e. g., Fromm 1987 ; Fogleman 1996 :6 -1 1) note
that there were several principal locations or hearth areas of German settlement
in colonial America. Acknowledging the importance of the Pennsylvania hearth
region, this area of German settlement and the external regions it influenced
through population movements is called "Greater Pennsylvania" by cultural
geographer Carl Bridenbaugh ( Fogleman 1996 :8). Greater Pennsylvania
consisted of a north-to-south oriented corridor of settlement along the eastern
border of New York state, a northeast- to-southwest oriented swath of settlement
extending from the New Jersey-Philadelphia-Maryland area to the middle
portion of the Valley of Virginia ( Lemon 1972 ; Mitchell 1977), and a settlement
cluster in the central North Carolina Piedmont around the Moravian area of
Wachovia ( Merrens 1964). German settlements were also located in South
Carolina and Georgia, in present- day Columbia ( the Dutch Fork area),
Charleston, in New Windsor near Augusta, and in the Salzburger settlement in
New Ebenezer near Savannah Oones 1 992) (Figure3.6 .
) Interestingly, before
moving to East Tennessee, Nicholas Gibbs resided in southeastern Pennsylvania,
western Maryland, and the North Carolina Piedmont All of these places were
primary German settlement locations during the colonial period. As discussed
shortly, southeastern Pennsylvania and western Maryland during the colonial
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period were also hearth regions for the Pennsylvania Dutch or Pennsylvania
Germans.
The northeast- to- southeast diagonal of German settlement followed the
inland topography of the eastern seaboard states. The Valley of Virginia, which
is both part of the larger Great Valley of the Appalachian- Allegheny Mountain
system and is also an upper extension of the Ridge and Valley Province of East
Tennessee ( Fenneman 1938), served as a natural migration corridor for European
immigrants moving into Southern Appalachia from colonial sea port towns in
the Middle Atlantic and Northeast regions. Specifically, the Great Wagon Road,
beginning in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and terminating in Mecklenberg
County, North Carolina near Charlotte, traversed much of the Great Valley from
south central Pennsylvania and north central Maryland through the Virginia
Valley into the North Carolina Piedmont and the Ridge and Valley Province of
East Tennessee ( Fromm 1987 ; Fogleman 1996). It is not unlikely that Nicholas
Gibbs traveled along the Great Wagon Road from Frederickstown, Maryland to
Orange County, North Carolina in the early17 6 0 s.
Before turning to the Gibbs family history in North Carolina, it is relevant
to briefly consider the settlement patterns, rural economy, and material culture
characteristic of the German- American communities in the Middle Atlantic that
Nicholas Gibbs resided in for approximately a decade before moving to North
Carolina. Interestingly, Nicholas Gibbs appears to have lived in the general
13 8

vicinity of Northhampton County, Pennsylvania and Frederick County,
Maryland before settling in North Carolina ( Irwin 1973). These locations
correspond to the core or hearth area of the Pennsylvania- German region
defined by historians and folklorists. The Pennsylvania- German core area is
located in the southeast comer of Pennsylvania and secondary settlement areas
extend into adjacent parts of western Pennsylvania, western Maryland, and New
Jersey ( Weaver 1993 ; Fogleman 1996 :8 0-86).
The Pennsylvania- German core area, encompassing the counties of Berks,
Bucks, Chester, Lancaster, Northhampton, Philadelphia, and York, in 1760
contained around 50 ,0 00 German immigrants and these individuals comprised
the largest ethnic group in the region ( Figure3 .7). Further, Fogleman notes that,

Lancaster, Northhampton, and especially Berks, were so heavily
populated with German- speaking people that they were essentially
German counties. In 1790 , 72 percent of the white population of Lancaster
County was ethnic German, while Northhampton County was 63 percent
German ( Fogleman 1996 :8 1).

Using an Index of Dissimilarity for measuring demographically the extent of
ethnic segregation based on surname analysis and location of residence,
Fogleman ( 1996 :8 1-83) ascertained that southeastern Pennsylvania in 1790 was
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indeed composed of distinct ethnic enclaves, with Germans representing the
group with the highest index measure of segregation. The author concludes that
the desire to reside among German- speaking peoples and neighbors was a
crucial variable in shaping settlement patterns among German immigrants, and
surpassed other settlement concerns such as population pressures, land
availability, and location to markets. Southeastern Pennsylvania was not unique
in fostering the presence of ethnic enclaves during the colonial period. Similar
ethnically based communities were likewise present in western Maryland, such
as the Fredericks County vicinity, and possessed even higher levels of German
segregation than Pennsylvania. Other regions of "Greater Pennsylvania" that
contained German enclaves during the 18 th century consisted of New York, New
Jersey, the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, and the Carolina Piedmont
(Fogleman 1996 :8 2-83).
The diachronic extent of cultural restructuring experienced by Germans
that resided in ethnically- based enclaves, such as the Pennsylvania Germans, is
an important consideration not addressed by Fogleman but nevertheless is very
important to this study of the Gibbs family. Simply put, how did Germans
become German Americans and eventually, merely Americans? Swank (1983 :45), in a discussion of migration among the Pennsylvania Germans, notes that
settlers, faced with a "maelstrom of opportunities" and choices, typically
resorted to one of three options for navigating their cultural path in North
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America. These options consisted of total assimilation, rejection, and
acculturation. Total assimilation involved abandoning German culture and
adopting English practices. Cultural rejection of the host society, usually
implemented by religious groups such as the Moravians, Mennonites, and
Amish, consists of stubbornly and consciously maintaining strongly bounded,
insular communities to insure the survival of ethnic and religious traditions.
The last option noted by Swank is controlled acculturation, in which German
immigrant households consciously filtered and carefully selected the new
cultural elements that they adopted.
In addition to cultural assimilation, rejection, and acculturation, Parrillo
( 1990) emphasizes in the book, Strangers to These Shores: Race and Ethnic Relations

in the United States, that there was not a single or universal emigrant experience
in America, but rather, numerous immigration experiences. For example,
cultural groups can implement a wide range of strategies to coexist in previously
established communities, such as conscious assimilation, the maintenance of a
dual public- private cultural identity, and the creation of new positions not
present in society, such as cultural brokers. Individuals and groups can also
create autonomous segments, yet still remain a part of the larger society. Groups
can also secede from a new society, enter a different culture, or create their own
powerbase and control the larger society ( Parrillo 1990 :520).
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Ethnohistoric studies serve to clarify the particulars of cultural
restructuring that occurred among many immigrant households in North
America. For example, a study that focused upon 1 9th-century German
Americans in Texas Oordan 19 66) and another research effort that examined the
Ulster Scots- Irish in the 18 th-century Valley of Virginia ( Hofstra 1 990) both
identified similar diachronic processes of cultural change that are relevant to the
Nicholas Gibbs example.
In general, the economy was one of the main spheres of daily life that
typically cross-cut ethnic lines in 18 th- and 1 9th-century America and served to
initiate cultural interface between immigrant enclaves. Specifically for rural
contexts at the household level, agriculture was perhaps one of the strongest
domains that encouraged cultural remodeling. As documented by Jordan
( 19 66), a cultural geographer, the agricultural environment and market forces in
tandem typically exerted a one- two punch that significantly influenced the rural
economy practiced by immigrants. Jordan concludes that, in addition to the
constraints imposed by the natural environment pertaining to crop selection, the
most substantial cultural influence exerted upon immigrant agriculture was the
fundamental decision of whether or not to participate competitively in the
production of market goods. Once the decision was made to participate in
commercial markets, then the cultural and economic pressures to C(?nform
agriculturally, as dictated by market forces, were profound. When immigrants
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decided to become commercial producers, then the agricultural regimes they
practiced quickly became indistinguishable from their seasoned American
neighbors Oordan 1966). In a later synthesis of studies examining the long-term
influence of ethnicity on American agriculture, Swierenga ( 1980) endorses the
same conclusions previously reached by Jordan ( 1966).
Concerning the maintenance of ethnically distinctive cultural practices,
such as native languages and religion, Hofstra ( 1990) conducted a longitudinal,
multigenerational study of 18 th-century Ulster Scots- Irish in the Shenandoah
Valley. Hofstra determined that culture change at the household level is
typically generationally based. This conclusion has significant ramifications for
historical archaeology and suggests that much of the cultural restructuring that
we so painstakingly search for is in fact derived from generational succession.
In Hofstra's study of the Scots- Irish in Virginia, the first generation of
immigrants typically maintained traditional cultural practices. By the second
generation, perceptible culture change had commenced and by the third
generation, due to increasing penetration of commercialism, substantial cultural
restructuring had occurred.
The relevance of this digression to the Gibbs farmstead is that, like first
generation immigrants documented in other studies ( e.g., Jordan 1996 ; Hofstra
1990), Nicholas Gibbs, as indicted by his migration movements, apparently
chose to maintain his ethnic identity by residing in communities composed
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predominantly of German- speakers. However, by the second and third
generations of the Gibbs family tenure at the farmstead, corresponding to the
Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households, significant cultural restructuring had
probably occurred to the extent that overall the family was indistinguishable
from their other American neighbors in the surrounding community.
Returning to the discussion of the Pennsylvania Germans, what were
some of the economic and material characteristics that distinguished them from
their non- German neighbors that might have in tum been maintained by
Nicholas Gibbs and reestablished at the Gibbs farmstead in Knox County?
Regarding agriculture, Klees ( 1958 :19 1-20 1) presents a detailed summary of
farming practices characteristic of Pennsylvania Germans. According to Klees,
these families were II dirt farmers" in the sense that the household was the basic
source of labor for working the farm. Everyone in the household ( including the
wife and children) often labored in the fields during the planting and harvesting
seasons. As a consequence, a great deal of cultural value was placed on hard
work. Likewise, the farm was viewed as a sacred trust to be maintained and
passed along to future generations. Klees contrasts the II dirt farmer'' or yeoman
work ethic or ideology to gentlemen farmers and planters that did not work
their own land but profited from the labor of tenants and enslaved African
Americans. As documented in different geographic locations, such as the
Pennsylvania area ( Klees 1958) and in the South, such as the New Ebenezer
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settlement along the Savannah River (Jones 1992), most German- American
communities during the colonial period, on moral and religious grounds,
rejected the use of slave labor. However, during the later antebellum period in
the South, the adoption of the slave system became prevalent among second and
third generation German- American households Gones 1992).
As discussed previously, the agricultural practices in the 18 th-century
Palatinate focused on general farming and livestock. The ideal Palatinate farm
grew wheat, rye, oats, barley, buckwheat, potatoes, hemp, and flax, contained an
orchard and vineyard, and raised cows, pigs, and poultry. In the Pennsylvania
German area, this suite of farm products was slightly modified. In contrast to
nucleated villages, the typical rural settlement consisted of dispersed farms that
were usually 300 to 400 acres in size. Grapes were not grown by Pennsylvania
Germans due to climate but the overall German grain and livestock economy
was replicated. Wheat was the main cash crop grown on Pennsylvania- German
farms. It was sown in September, cut in early July, and the sheaves were stored
in the barn and threshed with wooden flails by hand in the winter (Borie 1986).
Pennsylvania German wheat was marketed at premium prices in New England
and among the plantations of the Caribbean. In addition to wheat, barley, oats,
buckwheat, and rye were also important grain crops. Livestock typical of
Pennsylvania German farms consisted of beef cattle, milk cows, hogs, sheep, and
poultry, including ducks, geese, and chickens. Potatoes, hay, hemp, flax, fruits
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from an orchard, and honey from bee hives rounded out the core grain-livestock
assemblage of products associated with Pennsylvania German farms. Com,
mainly fed to livestock, squash, pumpkins, sweet potatoes, lima beans, and
tobacco were New World farm items that were added to the preexisting
Palatinate agricultural complex (Klees 1958:191-201).
The range of structures typically included in the Pennsylvania-German
farm lot consisted of the dwelling, barn, summer kitchen, bakehouse,
springhouse, smokehouse, washhouse, woodshed, privy, wagon shed, chicken
house, comcrib, pig sty, tool shed, and pump house, with a worm fence
surrounding the lot (Klees 1958). In addition to this general inventory of
dwellings, spatially the typical Pennsylvania-German farm contained a domestic
compound, a barnyard, an orchard, meadows, a stream and spring, crop fields,
and a woodlot, all of which were separated by stone or wooden fences. The
farm was spatially divided into two areas designated the inner yard and outer
yard. The inner yard, containing the domestic complex, was associated with
domestic tasks and household maintenance. The outer yard contained the
barnyard and was the locus of agricultural activities (Klees 1958).
The inner yard or domestic area was usually the domain of the housewife
and daughters; the outer yard was the activity area of the male spouse and sons.
However, it should also be emphasized that, based on the descriptions of
numerous period observers, the gender-based division of labor in Pennsylvania-
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German households was much more fluid than among the English. Simply put,
German wives and daughters often participated in many farm tasks considered
to be "men's work" by non- German observers ( Parsons 1976 :223). This scrap of
information suggests that pat generalizations concerning gender-based activity
areas on German- American farm lots should not be advanced without caution.
Returning to the spatial arrangement of the Pennsylvania-German farm
lot, the farmhouse formed the nucleus of the inner yard. Possible outbuildings
located in the inner lot consist of the springhouse, summer kitchen, bakeoven,
root cellar, distillery, smokehouse, woodshed, privy, washhouse, pump or well
house, butcherhouse, cold frames, and hotbeds. Typical outbuildings located in
the outer rear lot are represented by the hay barn, wagon shed, tool shed, pig
sty, chicken house, sheepfold, corncrib, lime kiln, milkhouse, and tobacco shed
( Long 1972 :7 -22). Although this complex is typical of Pennsylvania-German
farms, it should likewise be emphasized that functionally, this same inventory
and arrangement of outbuildings were probably common to most prosperous
farmsteads during the 18th and 19th centuries regardless

of ethnicity.

Besides rural economy and the agricultural landscape, the topics of
domestic architecture, standard of living, and the foodways complex typical of
Pennsylvania Germans are material characteristics relevant to the archaeological
study of the Nicholas Gibbs farmstead. Swank ( 1983) conducted a detailed
multicounty architectural study of Pennsylvania-German dwellings based on the
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United States Direct Tax of 1798. The following information categories were
enumerated in the Direct Tax: u occupant, owner, number of dwelling houses,
outbuildings, and appurtenances; dimensions; building material; number of
stories, windows, and lights; and evaluation" (Swank 1983:23). Swank
concludes that in the rural townships in the Pennsylvania-German area, log
housing and log barns predominated. Interestingly, most German housing (55
to 65 percent) was the one-story, or one-and-one-half story log house. Moreover,
the majority of these dwellings possessed a three-room floor plan with a loft and
a cellar. The loft in the one-and-one-half story dwelling was usually used as a
garret for storage or for sleeping. Besides log houses, to a lesser extent
Pennsylvania Germans also resided in dwellings of stone, wooden frame
construction, brick, and houses of mixed construction styles. Swank emphasizes
that stone, brick, and English academic architectural styles, such as Georgian
and Adam, were usually exclusively restricted to the rural gentry. Likewise, log
architecture persisted among the rural majority until the 1840s (Swank 1983:2034, 43).
Regarding the rural standard of living and domestic furnishings among
the Pennsylvania Germans, Swank (1983:35-60) conducted inventory analysis of
approximately 100 probate records from Berks and Lancaster counties between
1730 to 1830. Paralleling the conclusions advanced by other scholars
investigating the standard of living among rural groups during the colonial and
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antebellum periods ( e.g., Main 1982 ; Hom 1988 ; Friedlander 1991), Swank
determined that, particularly during the colonial period, the homes of
Pennsylvania Germans, regardless of economic class, were usually sparsely
furnished. Like their less fortunate neighbors, middle class as well as
prosperous German farmers often lived plainly or austerely. This finding
parallels the frugal or economically conservative disposition typically attributed
to rural German Americans and explains their simple furnishings ( e.g., Stoudt
1973 :99, 103 ; Farrior 1976 :42 ; Parsons 1976 :2 25 ; Rippley 1976 :3 0 ; Swank 1983 :47).
Further, among most farm families in the past, economic differences were often
not expressed through portable material culture but often through land
ownership and the visible quality or spatial extent of the farmstead ( Swank
1983 :47 ; Friedlander 1 991).
Returning briefly to the interpretive theme of rural patrimony, Swank
emphasizes that the Pennsylvania-German community consisted predominantly
of extended kin groups in which the prosperous often helped the less fortunate
in their families. Concerning multigenerational maintenance of rural holdings,
the author also notes that typically among many families "names and land were
passed on in an unbroken stream for generations" ( Swank 1983 :48). From this
perspective, some, but not all, rural Pennsylvania Germans lived modestly and
invested their wealth in land and the means of production. Accumulated wealth
was also usually transmitted intergenerationally rather than used to purchase
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luxury, consumer goods. This trend was often different, however, among urban
German Americans that lived with the English. These German Americans were
usually more materially oriented and influenced by popular culture to a greater
extent than their rural counterparts ( Swank 1983 :45- 50).
Perhaps most importantly for the topics of standard of living and material
conditions, Swank ( 1983 :50) emphasizes that economics often transcended
ethnicity. Simply put, if a family prospered, regardless of whether they were
German, English, or Scots- Irish, then they were more likely to adopt elements of
popular culture and acquire consumer goods as part of their domestic
furnishings, foodways, and personal items. Swank ( 1983 :5 1) also maintains that,
although there were a few lavishly appointed household inventories by the
middle 18 th century, prevalent consumerism did not penetrate the Pennsylvania
German area until the 1820 s. This generalization is probably applicable to much
of eastern North America. Clocks, expensive beds, and wooden wardrobes or
clothespresses were prestige or nonessential items that were popular among
wealthy and middling Pennsylvania Germans. These items often comprised a
substantial proportion of the monetary value enumerated in probate inventories.
In addition to these household goods, diversity in furniture items, along with the
listing in inventories of bedding, kitchen ware and tea ware, in addition to the
presence of books, lighting equipment, and decorative furnishings, such as
portraits, paintings, mirrors, and rugs, all speak of a standard of living not
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typically practiced by the rural majority during the 18th and early 19th centuries.
In general, consumerism developed first among the upper urban classes and
diffused to the larger population between the 18th and 19th centuries (Swank
1983).
In contrast to some Pennsylvania-German estates that contained a diverse
range of luxury items, the estate of Abraham Herr, one of the most wealthy men
in Lancaster County, illustrates the minimalist, "less is more" rural mentality
typical of many of the austere or more conservative varieties of Pennsylvania
German households. Upon his death in 1824, Herr's estate, not including real
estate, was valued at $52,557. Of this total, household furnishings comprised a
paltry .3 percent of the estate or $180. Agricultural items, including livestock
and tools, represented $900 or 2 percent of the estate total. Interestingly, most of
Herr's wealth was invested in bonds registered in the names of family members
(Swank 1983:48-49).
The economic strategy of Abraham Herr aptly illustrates the materially
conservative lifestyle that was apparently prevalent among many prosperous
rural households during the 18th and 19th centuries. Further, the Herr example
also seriously calls into question the sometimes uncritically adopted assumption
that archaeologically recovered material culture denotes a simplistic and direct
correspondence between economic class and material conditions. Simply put,
wealthy households often chose to furnish their homes very sparsely or with
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cheap furnishings and other inexpensive consumer goods, whereas less
prosperous households, perhaps aspiring to achieve or emulate a perceived class
standard of material conditions, often lived beyond their means materially. As a
cautionary note, this situation demonstrates that the standard of living and
material conditions reconstructed or speculatively inferred through "intuitive
hunches" from archaeological data based on the mere presence or absence of
assumed prestige items, such as porcelain, should be compared to information
obtained from a suite of primary documents, including probate inventories, tax
records, and land holdings, to arrive at an accurate and multidimensional
interpretation of material strategies implemented by a rural household, rather
than relying strictly upon "kitchen cupboard" sociology ( e.g., Miller 1980 ;
Spencer- Wood 198 7).
In addition to the standard of living practiced by rural Pennsylvania
Germans during Nicholas Gibbs' tenure in the region, the foodways that were
characteristic of this area are likewise relevant to the archaeology of the Gibbs
site. Pennsylvania German foodways provide a potential analogy for culinary
practices that might have been reestablished at the Gibbs farmstead in modified
form, particularly during the earlier occupation of the site. The following
discussion first presents a summary of the actual food staples and dishes that
were typically consumed by German Americans. The types of food storage and
preservation technologies used by Pennsylvania Germans are then briefly
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considered. Once again, it should be emphasized that many of these practices
were not unique to the Pennsylvania Germ.ans but were probably present in
modified form among most residents of eastern North America.
One way to approach the topic of Pennsylvania Germ.an foodways is to
start with the main food groups typical of their diet The main food groups were
grains, fruit and vegetables, dairy products, and meats. Breads were baked from
the grains of wheat, rye, barley, and corn. Fruits from orchards were often
incorporated into main meals and also made into desserts. The vegetables and
greens from kitchen gardens were also used widely in the Pennsylvania Germ.an
diet Dairy products, especially cheese and butter, were important dietary
staples. Lastly, meats, especially pork, and to a much lesser extent, beef, mutton,
poultry, and wild game, figured prominently in Pennsylvania-German
foodways (Schneider 1971; Yoder 1971; Robacker 1973; Stoudt 1973; Gehris 1985;
Barrick 1987; Weaver 1993).
The above food groups were prepared in many distinctive ways by the
Pennsylvania Germans. The main form of food preparation, before the
widespread adoption of the iron kitchen stove, focused upon meals prepared
over the hearth. Further, given the peasant origin of most immigrants to North
America between the colonial and antebellum periods, Germ.an-American
foodways often consisted of, as Weaver (1993:1) puts it, "old peasant dishes'' that
usually focused on one-pot meals prepared in kettles over the open fire. Thus,
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flour- based soups and stews were prevalent dishes. Gerhris states that stews
were made of wild game, beef, and mutton. Potato, vegetable, chicken, cabbage,
beans, and flour or rivvel were popular soups ( Gehris 1985 3: 6). In addition to
soups and stews, additional grain- based dishes consisted of com- meal mush,
breads, noodles, dumplings, pies, cakes, and other desserts. During the warmer
months, bread was often cooked in a bake oven located in the house lot Schnitz
( an apple- based food), salads from the kitchen garden, desserts, and sauerkraut
were prominent dishes incorporating fruits and vegetables. The "hot salad," in
which a heated and seasoned, fat- based dressing is poured on a salad of garden
greens and potherbs, was a distinctive Pennsylvania- German dish. Likewise,
sauerkraut made from fermented cabbage and served with pork was also a
typical Pennsylvania- German meal ( Schneider 197 1 ; Yoder 197 1 ; Robacker 1973 ;
Stoudt 1973 ; Gehris 1985 ; Barrick 1987 ; Weaver 1993).
Meat was a very important part of the Pennsylvania- German foodways
complex. As Weaver ( 1993 :13 1) emphasizes, "pig was king of the Pennsylvania
Dutch Farm" and was the preferred meat of the Pennsylvania Germans ( Fegley
1987 :277). This sentiment is also expressed by Robacker. In an entire chapter
devoted to pork, Robacker emphasizes that rural Pennsylvania;.German
households typically used "everything except the squeal" ( Robacker 1973 :180).
Butchering was conducted twice a year during the winter months beginning in
November. Butcherings drew large gatherings and possessed a festive or
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holiday atmosphere since neighbors usually exchanged labor and helped each
other with the work. The butchering was followed by a hearty meal.
After the animal was butchered, it was divided into portions for specific
purposes. The front, hindquarters, and sides were smoked, the loins and ribs
were used fresh for chops and roasts, and the larger scraps were used for
sausage and a suite of meat by- product dishes (Gehris 1985 :42). Thus, among
the Pennsylvania Germans, butchered hogs usually produced chops, roasts,
hams, ribs, sausages and several interrelated butchering by- product or tripe
based- dishes, such as scrapple (prepared from scraps), liver or pot pudding,
hog's head cheese (prepared from brains), and souse or pig's feet jelly (Schneider
197 1 ; Yoder 197 1 ; Robacker 1973 ; Gehris 1985 ; Barrick 1987 ; Weaver 1993). In
contrast to pork, an everyday meat, beef, mutton, venison, and poultry were
consumed less frequently. These meat groups were often reserved for holidays
or other special occasions (Weaver 1993 :13 1).
With the exception of faunal remains, most of the distinctive foodways
complex associated with Pennsylvania Germans would probably exhibit very
low archaeological visibility or accessibility. Therefore, the types of food storage
and preservation technologies that these households used are perhaps even more
important archaeologically than the actual food preparation and consumption
methods practiced by the Pennsylvania Germans. Put another way, it is
expected that food storage and preservation technologies, expressed
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archaeologically through features and distinctive artifact assemblages, probably
possess a much greater extent of material visibility than specific food
preparation and consumption practices, with the exception of faunal materials.
Dry storage, dehydration, cold storage, pickling, sealing, and smoking
were the main types of food preservation and storage techniques used by the
Pennsylvania Germans ( Schneider 197 1 ; Yoder 197 1 ; Robacker 1973 ; Stoudt 1973 ;
Gehris 1985 ; Barrick 1987 ; Weaver 1993). Dry storage and dehydration would
not usually possess archaeological correlates, whereas cold storage, pickling,
sealing, and smoking would potentially generate archaeologically identifiable
material indicators, including functionally specific outbuildings, storage
features, and specific types of ceramic containers.
Grains were often saved through simple dry storage. For dry storage,
bags of grain such as wheat or corn were placed in a dry, environmentally stable
location, such as a granary. Grains were often stored in the attics of dwellings.
Gehris estimates that around 220 pounds of grain were usually stored annually
to sustain each family member (Gehris198 5:44).
Fruits, vegetables, and herbs were also often preserved through simple
dehydration. Food items were dried by hanging in a moisture- free location,
such as the rafters of a kitchen or in an attic. Gehris ( 1985 :41) notes that
dehydration was also accomplished through the use of a dry house. Dry houses
were small outbuildings with a small hearth and shelves inside and air vents on
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the side of the building. The dry house was specifically designed to dehydrate
foodstuffs.
Perishable food items, such as milk, cheese, and fresh meats, were usually
preserved through cold storage. The springhouse and the cold cellar were the
two main types of outbuildings or architectural features associated with cold
storage. The springhouse was often constructed next to a spring or creek. Water
would run through a trough or basin in the floor of the springhouse and ceramic
storage containers were placed in the cooling trou&h to keep the contents from
spoiling. Crocks, jars, milk pans, and jugs are ceramic vessel forms that were
used in the springhouse ( Ternes 1967 ; Long 1972).
The cold cellar was usually located beneath the floor of the main
dwelling, or in a separate outbuilding such as a detached kitchen or
smokehouse. Storage pits or "ground silos" were also sometimes merely placed
in the yard near the dwelling and covered with wooden boards ( Ternes 1967).
Fruits, vegetables, and especially root crops were stored in the cold cellar.
Potatoes, beets, turnips, carrots, onions, pumpkins, winter squash, and apples
are examples of the fruits and vegetables placed in cold cellars. In addition to
the above staples, not unlike the springhouse, earthenware and stoneware
storage vessels, typically crocks ( defined in this study as straight walled vessels
about a foot in height without a shoulder or constricted neck around a wide
vessel opening), or ceramic jars ( ovoid walled vessels about a foot in height with
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a shoulder or constricted neck around a narrow vessel opening) were often
placed in the cold cellar. A wide range of foodstuffs in the dairy and meat
categories was kept in crocks in the cold cellar. Milk and butter stored in crocks
and milk pots, in addition to crocks containing sauerkraut ( or fermented
cabbage), sausages, liver or pot pudding, scrapple, lard, and meat in a salt- brine
solution that was soaked prior to smoking, were the types of food items typically
placed in cold storage cellars by Pennsylvania Germans. Interestingly, in
addition to root crops and earthenware crocks, jars, and pans filled with various
foodstuffs, recently smoked pork was also often placed in the cold cellar
between30 to 60 days in order to cure ( Schneider 197 1 ; Robacker 1973 ; Stoudt
1973 ; Gehris 1985 ; Fegley 1987 ; Barrick 1987).
Pickling and sealing were also effective methods of food preservation
used by the Pennsylvania Germans. Pickling involved placing a vegetable or
meat in a crock containing a mixture of salt, vinegar, and water. The mixture
was then placed in the cold cellar for an interval of time and allowed to ferment.
Cabbage for sauerkraut, eggs, beets, green tomatoes, peppers, and pig's feet are
examples of food items that were pickled ( Schneider 197 1 ; Robacker 1973 ; Stoudt
1973 ; Gehris 1985 ). In addition to pickling, foodstuffs, especially meat items
such as sausage links, were preserved by sealing. Sealing involved layering
fried sausage links in an earthenware crock, and then pouring hot, rendered fat
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over the meat and the vessel's opening to create an airtight seal ( Schneider
197 1 :20 ; Gerhris 1985 :42).
Finally, like many farm families in North America, smoking was a
prevalent way of preserving meat among the Pennsylvania Germans. Smoking
meat involved four basic steps consisting of butchering, smoking, and two
episodes of curing before and after smoking. From the butchered pig, the front,
hindquarters, and sides were set aside for smoking and allowed to air cool for 24
to 36 hours. Before smoking, the portions were either brine or dry cured. As
stated previously, brine curing involved immersing meat portions in ceramic
crocks filled with a salt- brine solution. The solution was periodically poured off
and replenished with fresh salt- brine. The crocks were usually stored in the cold
cellar. Dry salt curing consisted of kneading salt into the cuts and storing them
in a wooden container and adding more salt every 10 days or so. Both brine and
salt curing required about six to eight weeks to complete the process. After the
first cure, the cuts were smoked in the smokehouse for about a week.
Smokehouses were typically small, square outbuildings of wooden frame,
log, or stone construction. The dimensions of smokehouses were often in the
range of 36 to 48 square feet of floor space and 10 to 12 feet in height The fire
for smoking was kindled merely on the floor, in a subsurface firepit in the center
of the floor, or in a corner hearth ( Figure3.8). The smokehouse also often
contained salting shelves, boxes, or troughs on the walls and meat hooks
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Figure 3.8. Sketch of Smokehouses Showing Internal Features (Ternes 1967).

hanging from the rafters. After cuts of meat were smoked for about a week, they
were cured again by being wrapped in muslin cloth and placed in the cold cellar
for two to three months ( Ternes 1967 ; Gehris 1985 :43 -44).
In addition to the early history of Nicholas Gibbs, the farm lot, domestic
architecture, standard of living, and foodways typical of Pennsylvania Germans
and their farmsteads were emphasized in the preceding section. The purpose of
this discussion was to present an overview of archaeologically relevant cultural
practices that might have been familiar to Gibbs during his ten- year residence in
the area between the middle 1750 s and early 1760 s. These practices in turn may
have been later reestablished at the Gibbs farmstead in Knox County. Before
turning to the history of the Nicholas Gibbs family in Knox County, however,
the period of Nicholas Gibbs' residence in Orange County, North Carolina, is
now briefly summarized.

The Nicholas Gibbs Household in North Carolina, 17 608-17 91

After residing with his brother Abraham's family in Frederickstown,
Maryland for several years during the early 1760 s, Nicholas Gibbs left the
Pennsylvania German area in the Middle Atlantic region and traveled south,
presumably along the Great Wagon Road, to Orange County, North Carolina
( Irwin 1973 ; MC n.d.). Nicholas Gibbs resided in Orange County for 30 years or
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approximately the second third of his life. During this time he married Mary
Efland and helped raise a family of 13 children. He was also active as a public
servant in Orange County and served in the Revolutionary War in the North
Carolina Militia ( Irwin 1973). In addition to these activities, he also operated a
farm. Between the end of 179 1 and the beginning of 1792 , Nicholas Gibbs and
his family moved to East Tennessee and settled upon a tract of land next to
Beaver Creek in Hawkins County, North Carolina, which would eventually
become a part of Knox County, Tennessee.
In the following summary of Nicholas Gibbs' biographical history during
his residence in North Carolina, a brief description of the colony· is presented.
Attention then turns to his marriage to Mary Efland, their family history in
North Carolina, and Gibbs' public activities as indicated through extant
government records. This section concludes with a discussion of the neighbors
that Gibbs resided among and possibly migrated with to Knox County.
Orange County is located in the Piedmont physiographic province of
north central North Carolina (Figure3.9 .) Hillsborough is the county seat and
Chapel Hill is the largest city in the county. Orange County was created in 1752
from Johnston, Bladen, and Granville counties. Settlement of the Orange County
vicinity first started in the 1740 s; by the 1750 s, the stream of settlement, mostly
from Pennsylvania, was substantial, and by the late 1760 s, Orange possessed the
largest population of any county in North Carolina. Later, during
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the 18 th and 19 th centuries, the county was subdivided and the surrounding
second and third generation splinter counties of Chatham ( 1770), Caswell ( 177 1),
Guilford ( 177 1), Wake ( 177 1), Randolph ( 177 9), Rockingham ( 1785), Person
( 179 1), Alamance ( 1849), and Durham ( 188 1) were formed. Orange County has
retained its current boundaries since 188 1 ( Lefler and Wager 1953).
Originally inhabited by Siouan- speaking Native Americans during the
early historic period, Orange County was later settled by English, Scots- Irish,
German, and Africans. By 1 790 , shortly before Nicholas Gibbs moved to East
Tennessee, the European population of North Carolina consisted of English (53
percent) Welsh ( 6 percent) Scots- Irish ( 16 percent) Scottish (8 percent), Irish (9
percent) , German (5 percent), Dutch (.4 percent), French (3 percent) , and
Swedish settlers (.3 percent) ( Purvis 1984:98). Thus, Gibbs moved from a
predominantly German immigrant area in the Middle Atlantic, Pennsylvania
German vicinity to an overwhelmingly English settlement region. It is assumed
that these demographic trends would have possibly influenced the cultural
character of the Nicholas Gibbs family.
Concerning rural economy, Merrens ( 1964:63) emphasizes that the
"cheapness and ease with which land could be acquired in North Carolina" was
one of the main incentives that encouraged settlement of the colony. Like most
of the colonies where family farms predominated, general mixed farming
focusing on grains and livestock was the most prevalent type of agriculture in
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North Carolina. Com, wheat, tobacco, beef, pork, tallow, lard, butter, and
cheese were the main agricultural commodities produced in the colony for both
home consumption and commercial use by farmers. A substantial naval stores
industry, focusing on pitch and tar ( which served as the origin for the moniker
"tarheels") also flourished in the colony of North Carolina, especially on the
coast North Carolina colonial plantations also produced indigo and rice
( Merrens 1964 :108- 14 1).
Nicholas Gibbs was residing in Orange County by 1764 when he married
Mary Efland. Interestingly, genealogy information provided ·by Housely ( 1996)
and Stark ( 1997) indicates the Efland family ( also spelled Eveland or Ephland)
originated from Germany, suggesting that Gibbs married within his own ethnic
group. He likewise married a German- American wife whose family had resided
in the Delaware Valley near where he had lived during the previous decade.
Mary's grandfather, David Efland, was born in Germany in about 1690 and was
a resident of Amwell Township, Hunterdon County, New Jersey by 17 16.
Hunterdon County is in the core area of the Pennsylvania German region.
Hunterdon is located on the east side of the Delaware River immediately
southeast of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, a Moravian community. David Efland,
who died in 176 1 , was a farmer and owned a large tract of land in what is now
Flemington, New Jersey. There were seven children in the David and Mary
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Efland family Gohn, Peter, Frederick, Margaretta, Magdalene, Catherine, and
Mary) ( Housely 1996 ; Stark 1997).
Peter Efland, Mary Gibbs' father, was born in Hunterdon County in 17 18
and married a woman named Catherine whose maiden name is unknown; by
the 1750 s, they were residing in Orange County, North Carolina. They had
seven children named Mary, Catherine, Elizabeth, Sarah, David, Phyllis, and
John. The family of Peter and Catherine Efland lived in Orange County near the
site of the Battle of Alamance, south of Burlington. Peter Efland died in Orange
County in 1793 , shortly after Nicholas and Mary Efland Gibbs left the
community with their family. The genealogy entry for Peter Efland provided by
Housely ( 1996) states that in addition to Nicholas Gibbs, Sebastian Graves and
Joseph Sharp also married the daughters of Peter Efland. Like Nicholas Gibbs,
Graves and Sharp were also German speakers, since Housely ( 1996) states that,
apparently based on the survival of primary documents, these men "often wrote
in German script" As discussed later, members of the extended families that
two of Mary Efland' s sisters married into, as well as some of the German
spouses that married two of Gibbs' daughters, possibly migrated as a group
with the Nicholas Gibbs family ( Irwin 1973 ; Graves and McDonald 1976 ;
Housely 1996 ; Stark 1997 ; MC n.d.).
Shortly after their marriage in 1764, Nicholas and Mary Gibbs started a
family. In total, they had 13 children in North Carolina between 1765 and 1786.
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Their children, by date of birth, were named Elizabeth ( 1765), Mary ( 1766),
Sophia ( 1767), Sarah ( 1768), Nicholas, Jr. , ( 1769), John ( 1 770), Silphenia ( 1 771),
Catherine ( 1 772), Jacob ( 1 773), David ( 1 774), George Washington ( 1 776), Barbara
( 1 778), and Daniel ( 1786) ( Irwin 1973 ; Housely 1996 ; Stark 1997).
Concerning spouses, the three elder daughters of Nicholas and Mary
Gibbs that matured in North Carolina, Elizabeth, Mary, and Sarah, married
husbands from German families in Orange County. Elizabeth and Mary in turn
started families in Orange County before their parents moved to East Tennessee.
The remaining 1 1 Gibbs children started families in Knox County during the
1790 s and the first decade of the 19 th century. Extant information thus implicitly
suggests the entire family may have migrated to Knox County. Mary married
Henry Albright in 1784, Sarah married Conrad Sharp in 1785 , Elizabeth married
John Snodderly in circa 1786 , and Catherine married John Holmes, presumably
an Englishman or Scots-Irish, in 179 1 , shortly before the Nicholas Gibbs family
moved. Due to age grade, the remaining children of Nicholas and Mary Gibbs
married later in East Tennessee. John married Ann Howard in1797 , David
married Sarah Tillman in 1797 , Barbara married Beriah May in 1804, Daniel
married Sallie Sharp in circa 1807 , George Washington married Lee Ann Dibrell
in 18 10 , Jacob married Huldah Reed, date unknown, Nicholas, Jr. , married Sarah
Doyle, date unknown, Sophia married Boneybeard, date unknown, and
Silphenia married Jesse Martin, date unknown ( Irwin 1 973).
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The spouse selection indicated by the above information suggests that
Nicholas Gibbs' children, especially Elizabeth, Mary, and Sarah, selected
German husbands while in North Carolina. Some members of the Snodderly,
Albright, and Sharp families likewise migrated to East Tennessee. Conversely,
those children raised in Tennessee, due to the region's ethnic demographics,
appear to have married predominantly English spouses, which potentially
would have substantially influenced the maintenance of ethnic traditions, and
specifically, German cultural practices among the descendants of Nicholas
Gibbs.
The first public land record for Nicholas Gibbs in Orange County occurs
in 1768 for a deed of 600 acres from Henry E. McCullock ( Gibbs outline n. d.).
Later, in 1 778 , Nicholas Gibbs and Jacob Albright registered a land entry for300
acres on Rock Creek. Apparently, the two men divided the tract and were
neighbors, since extant tax records indicate Gibbs was paying taxes in 1785 ,
1787 , and 1788 for what appears to be the same 150 - acre subdivided tract on
Rock Creek. In1791 , shortly before moving to East Tennessee, the deed for the
150 - acre Rock Creek tract was transferred from Nicholas Gibbs to Obed Greene.
This information, especially the later tax records, indicates that the original
Nicholas Gibbs homeplace was probably located in St. Asaph District on Rock
Creek, a branch of Stinking Creek Quarter, on the waters of the Great Alamance
River. During the second half of the 18 th century, this area was located in
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western Orange County; today the Stinking Creek area containing the Gibbs
homeplace is near the community of Graham in Alamance County. Alamance
County was formed from a portion of Orange County in 1849 ( Lefler and Wager
1953 ; MC n.d.). During Nicholas Gibbs' residence on the Rock Creek tract, it is
assumed he operated a farm similar to the farmstead later established in Knox
County. Unfortunately, there are no surviving records pertaining to his
agricultural activities during this period of his life. Like most of his neighbors,
he probably practiced general mixed farming and raised both grain crops and
livestock.
In addition to raising a family and operating a farm, Nicholas Gibbs was
also active as a public servant and patriot in Orange County. During the
Revolutionary War, as stipulated by two resolutions passed in the Orange
County Court of Common Pleas in 1777 and 1778 , all merchants and free males
16 years or older were required to take an Oath of Allegiance and Abjuration or
Affirmation. The oath was designed to acknowledge loyalty to the new
American government. If residents refused, their property was confiscated and
they were expelled from the region. During this period, the court appointed
district tax assessors to inventory and tax the property of all county residents.
Nicholas Gibbs was appointed St. Asaph District Tax Assessor by the court in
1 778 and 1779. He resumed this role in 1782. Between 1780 and 178 1 there is a
two- year interval in which Nicholas Gibbs is absent from the public record,
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strongly suggesting he was no longer residing in the county but was probably
serving in the North Carolina Militia during the remainder of the Revolutionary
War. Gibbs also fought in the Battle of Kings Mountain, according to family
tradition ( Neal 1986 ; MC n.d.) .
Upon his return from serving in the Revolutionary War in 1782 , Gibbs
again appears in public records, when he served as an estate executor with Jacob
Albright for the William Bolton estate and the Isaac Sharpe estate. He served on
juries in 1782 , 1783 , 1786 , and 1789 . Gibbs also sat on a committee of road
overseers with John Graves, John Albright, Joseph Albright, and Aaron Sharpe
in 1786 and 1787 . They were appointed to lay out and maintain a road from
Allamance Ford at Barnet Troxdale's residence to Honeycutt Hill ( MC n.d.) .
The final episode of Nicholas Gibbs' public service career in Orange
County occurred in 179 1 when he was nominated and sat on the bench as Justice
of the Peace for two court sessions in May and August By the end· of the year,
however, his nomination to Justice of the Peace was not accepted by the North
Carolina Assembly. In tum, by October, Nicholas Gibbs had transferred the
deed to the Rock Creek homeplace to Obed Greene and it is assumed the family
moved from the area sometime between October 179 1 and March 1792 . The
earliest public record for Gibbs in Hawkins County, North Carolina ( which was
later renamed Knox County, Tennessee) is dated March6 , 1792 . The record is a
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deed for 450 acres on Beaver Creek, the site of the Knox County homeplace, that
was transferred from John Crawford to Nicholas Gibbs ( MC n.d.).
Interestingly, the unknown author of the Gibbs outline ( MC n.d.)
speculates in a side note that the main reason for the family's migration from
North Carolina to Tennessee was because Nicholas Gibbs was passed over for
the Orange County Justice of the Peace nomination by the North Carolina
Assembly. Although he certainly may have been disappointed, the move to
Knox County is perhaps more fully understood through reference to the larger
context of frontier families, inheritance, patrimony, and settlement infilling.
Further, since the journey from North Carolina appears to have been an example
of either group or chain migration, it is unlikely that one minor political
disappointment would have triggered such a response. More likely, the decision
to settle in East Tennessee, which probably included approximately 20 people or
more in the actual migration group, was probably something that had been
carefully planned and discussed by the entire family ( and other members of the
community) for several months if not years.
The decision to move to East Tennessee and the circumstances, although
admittedly sketchy, reveals much about Nicholas Gibbs, his priorities, his family
network, and the surrounding community that he resided in. Foremost,
Nicholas Gibbs was apparently a product of the colonial frontier. Although this
description at first sounds overly romantic or melodramatic, in reality the
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characterization seems accurate. The concept of life course analysis combined
with the idea of the frontier as a phase and location of settlement are appropriate
analytical perspectives that help emphasize this point
Regarding life course trends, Nicholas Gibbs' life can be divided into
three periods, consisting of 1) birth and early adulthood in Germany followed
by migration to the Middle Atlantic colonies; 2) marriage and middle adulthood
in North Carolina; and3) his senior years and eventual retirement in East
Tennessee. Regarding the influence of the frontier as a phase and location of
settlement, Nicholas Gibbs came of age on the frontier in the French and Indian
War during the 1750 s in Pennsylvania and Maryland; he subsequently moved to
the North Carolina frontier during the 1760 s and later fought in the
Revolutionary War; and lastly, when his sons and daughters had matured and
were ready to start their own families (a life transition that requires surplus land
for farm families), Gibbs subsequently moved again, this time to the edge of the
late 18 th-century trans- Appalachian frontier in East Tennessee. Apparently,
Nicholas Gibbs chose to follow and reside on the edge of the frontier throughout
his life. Life experiences must have taught Gibbs that the edge of settlement
held unique economic and political opportunities not available in previously
established areas along the Atlantic Rim.
Simply put, Nicholas Gibbs probably moved to East Tennessee because of
the combined factors of partible inheritance, his family's point of maturation
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within the family life cycle, and the lure of inexpensive lands and open
opportunities or niches available in unsettled regions. Concerning inheritance
customs, from extant public and family records it is apparent that Gibbs
practiced parti.ble inheritance in which his sons received approximately equal
gifts of land ( MC n.d.) . Also, the proceeds from his estate auction were divided
equally among his seven daughters and a trust provision or life estate was
provided for Mary, his widow ( Knox County Archives (KCA] 18 1 0a, 18 1 0b).
Hence, at the age of 58 in 179 1 , when his family was approaching the
point of fissioning, Nicholas Gibbs was probably contemplating a way to
economically provide an inheritance for his children and at the same ti.me seek
out a new place on the frontier to settle during the remainder of his days.
Interestingly, as mentioned previously, partible inheritance was practiced
widely in Germany. One problem with the custom is the eventual settlement
infilling that occurs, usually within two to four generations, in which land tracts
are intergenerationally subdivided to ·the point of not being large enough to
sustain family farms. As a consequence, families can no longer equally
distribute resources after several generations and individuals often have to
migrate to seek new opportunities and resources ( Fogleman 1 996). This
situation possibly happened to Gibbs in Germany as a young adult, which might
explain his determination in dividing resources among his children. Like many
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individuals of his time, mobility in search of material opportunity was possibly a
prominent theme during Nicholas Gibbs' life.
Besides the factors of frontier infilling and inheritance customs that
possibly encouraged Gibbs' migration from Orange to Knox County, in a
detailed study of Orange County by Robert Kenzer ( 1987), the author notes that
family networks prominently structured the character of life and priorities in
this part of North Carolina during the 18 th and 1 9th centuries. Rather than
containing communities composed largely of strangers like our own time,
Orange County in the 18 th century was interconnected in a dendritic manner by
extensive kinship networks. As Kenzer ( 1987 :1) notes, "The history of Orange
County, North Carolina, is a history not of individuals but of families." In the
case of Nicholas Gibbs, these kin and ethnic group networks appear to have
figured in prominently during his residence in Orange County and also were
important when he later decided to move west to Knox County.
Ethnicity apparently continued to structure Nicholas Gibbs' life during
his residence in North Carolina. Although Germans represented a minor
proportion of the overall population, German enclaves were prevalent in the
central part of the North Carolina colony. For example, Wachovia, a Moravian
satellite settlement that was established by religious groups originally from the
Moravian town of Bethlehem in Pennsylvania, was located 60 miles immediately
west of Orange County. Within Orange County, the western portion, as Lefler
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and Wager ( 1953) emphasize, was inhabited by Germans from Pennsylvania.
The authors likewise state that "By 1773 , there were so many Germans in
western Orange that .
J F. D. Smythe, an English traveler, experienced difficulty
in finding anyone who understood his language in some areas west of
Hillsborough" ( Lefler and Wager 1953). Pat Bailey, a member of the Alamance
History Commission and a descendant of the Nicholas Gibbs and Henry
Albright families, likewise states, based on her own research, that German
continued to be the primary language in some of the older homes until the 1840 s
( Pat Bailey 1998 , pers. comm.) . Although there appear to have been several
ethnic enclaves in Orange County, Kenzer ( 1987 :1-3) also emphasizes that overall
during the colonial period there was not the extent of ethnic segregation and
clustering characteristic of other settlement areas, such as the Pennsylvania
German region.
Interestingly, however, Rock Creek and St Asaph District were located in
western Orange County, suggesting Nicholas Gibbs chose to reside among
Germans. He also chose a German- American wife and conducted business and
land transactions with German associates and neighbors. For example, Gibbs'
neighbors were the Eflands ( his wife's family), the Albrights, the Sharps, the
Graves, and the Lamberts, all of whom were German-Americans. Further, the
Gibbs, Efland, Graves, Sharpe, Snodderly, and Albright families were related by
marriage ( Irwin 1973 ; Housely 1996 ; Stark 1997 ; MC n. d.). Some of these
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families also attended the Stoner Church near Graham ( Pat Bailey 1998 , pers.
comm.).
Likewise, when Gibbs traveled to East Tennessee, he was apparently
accompanied by members of these families, or they traveled to the area a short
time later, suggesting the journey represents either an example of group or chain
migration, or both. This interpretation is based on the history of Union County,
Tennessee, and specifically the events affiliated with the establishment of
Sharp's Station or Fort in the 1790 s near present- day Andersonville. Graves and
McDonald state that

The founders of Sharp's Station were Henry Sharp, his immediate family
and their German and Scotch- Irish neighbors from Orange County, North
Carolina, and the German settlements in Montgomery County, Virginia.
There were families named Stooksbury, Graves, Gibbs, Hinds, Albright,
Tillman, Faust, Loy, Snodderly, Stiner, Shoffner, and Keck ( Graves and
McDonald 197 6 1: 1 6 .)

Interestingly, sons of the Albright, Snodderly, and Sharp families married three
of Gibbs's elder daughters in North Carolina. Likewise, on the180 6 tax roll for
Captain John Reynolds Company in Knox County ( MC180 6), the Faust, Graves,
and Hinds families were enumerated on the list, along with the Nicholas Gibbs
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family and several of his adult sons, indicating these households continued to
reside in the same tax district or community after migrating to the Beaver Creek
area in Knox County. Other members of the Gibbs family, such as Nicholas's
eldest son John, appear to have resided in Union County near Andersonville, in
the original community near Sharp's Station ( MC n.d.; Neal 1986)
Although it is not entirely clear from historical records, it appears that
most of Nicholas Gibbs immediate family traveled to Knox County. For
example, all of his children are mentioned in his will ( KCA 18 10 a). In addition,
Neal ( 1986) states that nine of the younger children journeyed to Knoxville.
Extant information, although incomplete, suggests that most if not all of the
children probably migrated to Knoxville with their parents. This assumption is
supported by the virtual absence of the surname Gibbs during the 19 th century in
Orange and Alamance counties, North Carolina, as indicated by a genealogy
search conducted on the Internet.
Thus, Nicholas Gibbs's decision to settle in Knox County, far from being
the impulsive result of a political slight, more accurately was probably based
upon his previous experiences as a frontiersman, the life cycle phase of his
family, and the shared desires of his German- American neighbors and relatives
to find inexpensive, thinly settled land that was needed for their children to start
their own households and farms. Discussion now turns to the history of the
Nicholas Gibbs family in Knox County, Tennessee.
1 78

The Nicholas Gibbs Household in Knox County, 1792-1817

To introduce interpretive contexts and concepts that will be referred to
later, the preceding sections provided a relatively detailed summary of Nicholas
Gibbs's biographical history and the cultural situations he possibly experienced
before settling in Knox County. In contrast, the remaining sections of this
chapter present a brief overview of the Gibbs family history in Knox County
between circa

1792 and 1913.

Since later chapters of this study focus in detail

upon agricultural activities and material culture associated with the Gibbs
farmstead in Knox County during the 19th century, the present portion of
Chapter 3 only provides a short, introductory summary of each household's
history. The time interval between 1792 and

1817 encompasses the initial

settlement of the Gibbs family in the county and the death of Nicholas Gibbs in

1817.

Nicholas Gibbs' s career as a public servant, his acquisition of land in the

area, and the subsequent division of resources among his family are discussed in
this section.
As stated previously, the entire Nicholas Gibbs family or several members
were in the north Knox County area by the early spring of 1792, based on a deed
that conveyed 450 acres on Beaver Creek in Hawkins County from John
Crawford to Nicholas Gibbs for 200 pounds in March (MC n.d.). Knox County
was later formed from Hawkins County. This deed was presumably for the land
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tract that contained the original homeplace in Knox County on Beaver Creek.
After establishing a residence and farm, Nicholas Gibbs resumed his career as a
public servant by 1795 . On July 27 , 1795 , Gibbs was appointed Justice of the
Peace by William Blount, Governor of the Territory South of the Ohio River. A
year later, the state of Tennessee was created from a portion of this territory.
Nicholas Gibbs maintained his role as Justice of the Peace until 1799 , after which
he appears to have resigned from the post since there are no other records of his
activities in this capacity. Other public activities that Gibbs participated in
consist of serving as the estate executor for John Bond in 1795 . He was also
guardian for the orphans of John Bond between 1795 and 1805 . Gibbs was also
executor for the estate of Peter Graves and John Kearns in 1799 and 180 1 ,
respectively ( MC n.d.).
Nicholas Gibbs must have realized from experience that the frontier
offered opportunities not available in previously settled areas. One of these
opportunities was inexpensive land that was a necessity for new or young farm
families. Upon his arrival in East Tennessee, Gibbs immediately began amassing
a significant amount of acreage in 1792 and especially in 1796. By 1796 , he
owned1 ,300 acres of land, consisting of450 acres on Beaver Creek purchased in
1792 and an additional 850 acres acquired in 1796 located on Beaver and Flat
Creeks. Table 3.1 presents a summary of these acquisitions. The land tracts
appear to have been either adjoining or in the same general vicinity as the home180

Table 3.1. Summary of Relevant Property Transactions for the Gibbs Site and Family, 1792-1900.

�
�

Transaction
Date

Grantor

Grantee

John Crawford

Nicholas Gibbs

179 2

North Carolina

Nicholas Gibbs

1796

Henry Marshall
Nicholas Gibbs

Nicholas Gibbs
Jacob Gibbs

1796
179 8

Nicholas Gibbs

David Gibbs

179 8

Nicholas Gibbs

John Gibbs

179 8

Nicholas Gibbs

Nicholas Gibbs, Jr. 1 805

Nicholas Gibbs
Daniel Gibbs

Daniel Gibbs
Rufus Gibbs

1 810
1 850

Rufus Gibbs

John Gibbs

1900

Tract

Source

450 Acres,
Beaver Creek
100 Acres,
Beaver Creek
750 Acres
150 Acres,
Beaver Creek
150 Acres,
Flat Creek
150 Acres,
Beaver Creek
160 Acres,
Flat Creek
280 Acres
145 Acres,
Beaver Creek
5 8 Acres,
Beaver Creek

MC n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA n.d.
KCA 1 850 ,
1 860
KCA 1900 ,
n.d.

place ( KCA n. d. ; MC n. d.).
From a general historical perspective, the property history of the Gibbs
family is important, yet not absolutely central to an archaeological study.
However, the family property history is reviewed here in depth because it is
very relevant to the topic of family cycles. In subsequent chapters, fluctuations
in land ownership are linked quantitatively to the Gibbs family cycles that are
reconstructed from historical records. Artifact distributions generated from the
archaeological record are also statistically linked to household cycles associated
with the Gibbs. Specifically, the division of resources that commenced shortly
after settling in Knox County among the male heirs of the family in 1798 and that
continued until 18 10 is a primary indicator of family fissioning, particularly
among the adult males who would have provided most of the strenuous labor
necessary for settling and establishing a new farm on the frontier. Considering
Nicholas Gibbs's advanced age of 59 in 179 1 , assistance from younger adult
family memhers in settling on the East Tennessee frontier was undoubtedly
essential. Put more pointedly, an underlying incentive or labor arrangement for
sons on farms, that often continued past the stage of young adulthood, was the
future expectation of financial assistance from their parents in starting their own
farms. Years of uncompensated labor by a· couple's progeny were thus
eventually exchanged for financial help later in life when they became adults.
Nicholas Gibbs apparently conformed to this practice.
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After amassing 1 ,3 00 acres of land by 17 %, two years later Gibbs
conveyed equal portions of his holdings to three of his sons, Jacob, David, and
John, in 1798. Based on dates provided by Stark ( 1997), which incidentally do
not totally parallel birth dates provided by Irwin ( 1973), their approximate ages
were John, 28 , Jacob 25 , and David, 24. Each of these three sons acquired 150
acres and each tract was valued at $200. John and Jacob's tracts were located on
Beaver Creek and David's tract was located on Flat Creek ( KCA n. d.). Since the
sons of Nicholas Gibbs in 18 17 were only bequeathed $1.00 each in Gibbs' s will
( KCA 18 10 b; MC n. d.), it is assumed that the land tracts that Gibbs conveyed to
his sons were deeds of gifts made while he was still living, in lieu of an
inheritance. Likewise, in the deed conveying the farm from Nicholas to Daniel
Gibbs, no monetary sums are mentioned indicating a land purchase, but rather,
Nicholas states that he gave the farm to Daniel "for the natural love and affection
that he hath for his son" ( KCA 18 10 a). As Faulkner notes for a different context
and property, this expression was a standard 19 th-century legal phrase used in
wills and deeds denoting the conveyance of land and property as gifts among
relatives ( Faulkner 1986).
It is also perhaps significant that five of the recorded land transfers to his
sons appear to have occurred when they were in their middle to late 20 s,
suggesting the age when Gibbs thought it was appropriate to pass on the
necessary land and help his sons to start their own farms. In addition to the
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three property transfers in 1798, Nicholas Gibbs, Jr. acquired 160 acres on Flat
Creek in 1805 from his father and Daniel Gibbs inherited the homeplace,
comprising 280 acres, in 1810, when he was 24 (KCA 1810a, 1810b, n.d.; MC
n.d.).
Besides his sons, as mentioned previously, Gibbs also made a provision
for his widow Mary in his will which stated that after his debts were paid and
his daughters received their inheritance, the remaining property from the estate
was to be used for her maintenance during the remainder of her life. It is
assumed that the discrepancy between the amount of acreage given to Daniel
and his other brothers from their father was a consequence of the trust provision
in the will for Mary (KCA 1810a, 1810b, n.d.; MC n.d.).
Interestingly, a land transfer from Nicholas Gibbs to his son George
Washington Gibbs was not recorded in Knox County, suggesting that the
transaction was somehow omitted from the public record. As individuals
conducting research with primary documents know, the documentary record is
incomplete and all public transactions were not consistently recorded; hence,
omissions of records or transactions are a frequent occurrence. This is
apparently the case with George Washington Gibbs, since later he was recorded
as the owner of 212 acres on Flat Creek that was conveyed to Thomas Karnes in
1839 (MC n.d.; KCA 1810b, n.d.). As stated previously, Nicholas Gibbs
originally owned land on Beaver and Flat creeks near the homeplace. The tract
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that George W. Gibbs owned on Flat Creek was probably part of the original Flat
Creek tract owned by his father.
In addition to the above real estate conveyances to Gibbs's sons, his will,
drafted in May of 18 10 , stipulates that the proceeds from the sale of his portable
goods in his estate should be divided among his seven daughters ( KCA 18 10 b).
The estate total was circa $176 dollars, which divided among his daughters
would amount to approximately $25 dollars each ( KCA 18 17 a, 18 1 7b). Although
this figure seems disproportionately small compared to the approximately $200
in land conveyed to his sons before his death, it should be emphasized that
daughters among rural families during the 18 th and 1 9th centuries typically
received a bride's dowry from their fathers upon their marriage. This custom,
which was likewise very important and prevalent among German immigrants
( Swank 1983), would not usually generate a surviving public record.
Returning to the interpretive concepts of patrimony and the
intergenerational maintenance of family- operated farms, the legal stipulations
made by Nicholas Gibbs during the waning years of his life for the future
operation of the farmstead clearly embody these practices. As stated above, in
18 10 the tract was conveyed to Daniel Gibbs "for natural love and affection"
( KCA 18 10 a:70 -7 1). However, this conveyance also clearly provided for the care
of Nicholas Gibbs' s wife Mary; moreover, although the property was owned by
Daniel, the actual control of the farm and residence seems to have been vested in
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Mary until her death. For example, as stated in the text, the purpose of the deed
was to "Vest all the Land Belonging to the said Nicholas Gibbs senior home
plantation in the said Daniel Gibbs," clearly indicating Daniel inherited the
Nicholas Gibbs farmstead. However, further in the document, Gibbs qualifies
this statement by emphasizing that upon his demise, the tract of land is intended
for "the use and benefit and behalf of Mary Gibbs wife to said Nicholas for and
during her natural life -remainder to the use and benefit and behalf of said
Daniel Gibbs his heirs forever'' ( KCA 18 10 a:70-7 1). Thus, the instructions given
to Daniel Gibbs by Nicholas Gibbs in 18 10 , seven years before his death, insured
that Mary Gibbs would retain legal control of the property from the age of 72
until her death in 1833 at the sturdy age of 88. However, the sale of family land
formerly held by Nicholas Gibbs would be guided by John Gibbs, executor of
the estate. Nicholas Gibbs then requested that control of the farm, upon the
death of his wife, would pass to Daniel Gibbs and subsequently to Daniel's
heirs.
These significant legal requests defined by Nicholas Gibbs were typical
during the 18 th and 19 th centuries. The purpose of the stipulations, which
incidentally were prevalent among German inheritance customs ( Roeber
1993 :150 - 15 1), was to provide a life estate or trust provision for the surviving
spouse in addition to insuring an inheritance for the son or daughter that cared
for the surviving parent ( Effland et al. 1993). Also, the request that the tract
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should be passed to the heirs of Daniel Gibbs further insured that the land and
farm remained in the family and could not be sold within the life of Daniel
Gibbs and his children, or two generations beyond Nicholas Gibbs.
Interestingly, the Gibbs farmstead was passed down successively through
the youngest son during the four generations it was operated as a farm by the
family. Not uncommon throughout Europe, this practice, called

Minaratsuccessionrecht in Germany, was prevalent in the Alpine or heavily
wooded areas such as the Black Forest of the Baden region or the Upper
Palatinate in Bavaria ( Roeber 1993 :150). Also called ultimogeniture, which
contrasts to primogeniture, or inheritance of all resources by the eldest son, the
practice of bequeathing the family place to the youngest son offered two dual
benefits. First, the custom allowed elder siblings to leave the household at an
early age and start their own families. The practice was also convenient because
succession typically occurred when the youngest son reached maturity at the
same time when his parents were ready to retire, hence providing an heir to the
farm and a younger individual to provide and care for the parents during their
later years ( Henretta 1978 :2 7). An added benefit of partible inheritance, in
which resources were divided equally, is that it encouraged cooperation and
family cohesion.
In summary, seemingly lifeless and static primary records pertaining to
the final third of Nicholas Gibbs's life in Knox County reveal much about rural
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priorities and family cycles among an extended frontier household in East
Tennessee. Specifically, Gibbs's will and property transfers suggest he practiced
partible inheritance and adhered to the concept of rural patrimony. Likewise,
the timing of the family's move to Knox County appears to have been
significantly influenced by its location within the family cycle, as indicated by
the fissioning that commenced among his three elder sons six years after the
family settled in Knox County. This trend parallels observations emphasized by
Greven ( 1970 :2 65), who states that, ironically, to eventually find permanence,
many rural families in America during the 18 th and 19 th centuries often had to
first become mobile and move to secure new or open resources. Discussion now
turns to the Daniel Gibbs household in Knox County.

The Daniel Gibbs Household, 1817-1852

Rural patrimony practiced within households and across generations is a
concept that many immigrants like Nicholas Gibbs attempted to maintain and
socially reproduce during the 18 th century in the American colonies. Gibbs was
apparently successful in instilling this custom in his children, as indicated by the
Daniel Gibbs household. However, this example also illustrates that the
concepts of rural patrimony and the intergenerational maintenance of rural
holdings were often modified out of necessity by the second and third
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generation descendants of settler farm families during the ensuing 19 th century.
Overall, however, these customs appear to have been sustained among the Gibbs
family during the 19 th century and even into the middle 20 th century.
Daniel Gibbs was born in Orange County, North Carolina on May 20 ,
1786 , presumably at the Rock Creek home of his parents, Nicholas and Mary
Gibbs. At the age of five, his family moved to East Tennessee and established a
farm on Beaver Creek in what would later become Knox County, Tennessee.
Around 1807 , at the age of 2 1 , Daniel Gibbs married Sarah Sharp; the Sharps
were friends of the family and possibly made the trek from North Carolina to
Tennessee with the Gibbs. Senior members of the Sharp family were originally
from Germany, like Nicholas Gibbs, Daniel's father ( MC n.d.).
In 1808 , a year after their marriage, Daniel and Sarah Gibbs had their first
child�illi�followed by George ( 18 1 1), Lucinda ( 18 12), John ( 1827), Carroll
( 1828), Rufus ( 1829), Louisa ( 1830), Martha ( 1835), Elizabeth, Caroline, and Mary
( birth dates unknown). Two of their children, Nicholas and Mary, died during
childhood (Irwin1973 .
) In181 0 , Nicholas Gibbs transferred the ownership of
the family farm on Beaver Creek to Daniel when he was 24. However, actual
legal ownership would take effect only after the death of Nicholas and Mary,
Daniel's father and mother. In 18 17 , Nicholas Gibbs died and most of the full
responsibility for the operation of the farm probably passed to Daniel Gibbs,
who lived at the homeplace with his wife, children, and mother ( KCA 18 10 a,
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18 10 b). In 1833 , at the age of 88 , Mary Gibbs, Daniel's mother, died. In turn,
Daniel Gibbs inherited full ownership of the farm in 1833 at the age of 47 ( KCA
18 10 a, 18 10 b; Irwin 1973 ; MC n.d.).
Concerning the demographic history of the household, extant records
combined with conservative estimates allow reconstruction of a reliable
approximation of the family cycle. Unfortunately, the Daniel and Sarah Gibbs
household was omitted from the 18 10 and 1820 population censuses, which is a
frequent occurrence. However, by extrapolating from known birth dates of their
children, the extended family in 18 10 , at a minimum, consisted of six people:
Nicholas Gibbs, Mary Gibbs, Daniel Gibbs, Sarah Gibbs, and their children,
George and Lucinda. It is assumed the remainder of Daniel Gibbs older siblings
had left the Beaver Creek farm and started their own households by 18 10 .
Likewise, in 1820 , a minimum of five people resided at the home place,
consisting of Mary Gibbs ( Daniel's mother), Daniel Gibbs, Sarah, ( Daniel's wife),
and their children, George and Lucinda. Again, the birthdates for five of their
children are unknown, which makes the18 2 0 household composition a
minimum estimate. Ten years later, based on the census enumeration, 12 people
lived at the home place on Beaver Creek in 1830 ( Sistler 1969). Nine people
resided at the farm in 1840 and by 1850 the household size had declined to six
people Oackson et al. 1976 ; United States Bureau of the Census [USBC] 1840 ;
Sistler and Sistler 1975 9: ). Extant information therefore suggests that the family
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cycle for the Daniel and Sarah Gibbs household started in 1808 and peaked in
circa 1830 . The family began to fission during the 1840 s and a decade later in the
1850 s household succession was occurring.
Daniel Gibbs died in 1852 at the age of 66. Like his father Nicholas,
Daniel willed the farm and residence to his youngest son, Rufus. In his will,
Daniel states that, "Secondly my son Rufus M. Gibbs is to have all that portion of
my land lying North of Emory Road whereon I now live" (KCA 1852 a:194).
Through a living estate or trust provision, Daniel also stipulated that Rufus
should provide and care for Rufus's mother, Sarah:

.. . my wife Sarah Gibbs is to have her full use and possession of so much
of the land as may be necessary for her maintenance during her natural
life time but it is said Rufus M. Gibbs should provide for her sufficiency
for her support and a comfortable living agreeable to her situation (KCA
1852 a:194).

Daniel Gibbs, in continuing to practice partible inheritance like his father,
was apparently very concerned that upon his death his resources were equally
divided among his children. However, he was also faced with the contradictory
dilemma of potentially subdividing his land to the point that it would no longer
be viable for farming. Judiciously, Daniel willed his land to Carroll and Rufus.
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In 1850 , Daniel Gibbs owned 275 acres ( KCA 1850). Although the amount of
acreage willed to his sons is not stated, in 1860 , Carroll Gibbs paid taxes on 197
acres and Rufus was taxed for 145 acres ( KCA 1860). This information suggests
that Carroll, who was six years older than Daniel, had probably previously
started a household and owned a tract of circa 67 acres before his inheritance.
Concerning Carroll's inheritance, Daniel requested that Carroll should pay his
siblings Louisa, Elizabeth, George, and Lucinda $33.33 each over a three year
period for a total of $100 each. The same situation was stipulated to Rufus, who
was requested by his father to pay William, Martha, and John $100 each over a
three year period. Apparently, Carroll and Rufus's siblings had previously
started their own households and were given cash for their inheritance.
Daniel Gibbs perhaps realized some of the problems that arise when land
holdings are divided equally through partible inheritance. By only transferring
land to two of his sons and cash to the rest of his children, Daniel Gibbs may
have been trying to prevent subdividing the family's land to the extent that the
holdings were no longer viable as family farms. Put another way, if Daniel
Gibbs had divided his 275 acres that he held in 1850 ( KCA 1850) equally among
his 10 children, then they would have received circa 28 acres each which would
have effectively splintered the family farm to the point of not being viable to
operate. In addition to the stipulation of payments to be made by Carroll and
Rufus to their brothers and sisters, Daniel also requested that any remaining
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personal property and livestock not required by Sarah should be sold and the
proceeds divided among all his children except Carroll and Rufus, to
presumably make the balance of the inheritance equal among his children ( KCA
1852 a).

The Rufus Gibbs Household, 1852-1905

Rufus M. Gibbs, the son of Daniel and Sarah Gibbs, was born in 1829 at
the family residence on Beaver Creek in north Knox County. In 18 52 , at the age
of 23 , Rufus inherited the family farm from his father, who died the same year.
After his father's death, Rufus lived with his mother Sarah in the log house
through the 1850 s. Unfortunately, after his father's death, the family history for
a30- year interval between circa 1852 and 1880 is sketchy and incomplete for the
Rufus Gibbs household. The household was omitted from the 1860 and 1870
population censuses, which was not uncommon. However, extant tax records
indicate the amount of land that Rufus owned declined from 145 to 1 25 acres
between 1860 and 187 1 (KCA 1860 , 187 1). Fortunately, the family is included in
the 1880 census (USBC 1880 a), which allows reconstruction of the family cycle
through reverse interpolation.
The household estimate derived from the 1880 census ( USBC 1880 a)
indicates that Rufus Gibbs and his mother Sarah were the only occupants of the
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Beaver Creek residence in 186 0. In about 186 1, Rufus married a woman named
Louisa, surname unknown. A year later they had their first child, Joseph; in
186 6 their second child, James, was born. In 1870, the household was composed
of five people, consisting of Sarah, Rufus, his wife Louisa, and Joseph and James.
A decade later in 1880, the family consisted of six people: Sarah, age 90, Rufus
and Louisa, and their children Joseph, age 18, James, age 14, and John, age5 ,
born in 1875 (USBC 1880a).
Although the 1890 census was destroyed and is not available for research,
the subsequent census indicates the family was in midstream of the fissioning
process by 1900 (USBC 1900). Between 1880 and 1900, Sarah, Rufus's mother,
had died in her 90s or early 100s. Rufus's wife, Louisa, also died during this
interval. In addition, Rufus's eldest son, Joseph, apparently had left the home
place and started his own household. Likewise, James, the middle son, also
married in about 1894 and his family, composed of his wife Martha (age 24) and
children, Jesse (age5 ), Bessie (age 3), and Mossie (age 1), resided at the farm
with Rufus Gibbs. In addition to the extended family of Rufus Gibbs, Seth
Williams, presumably a farm hand, age 55 , was also living in the household in
1900. The household size in 1900 was seven (USBC 1900). It is interesting that
by 1900, a second, extended household had peaked at the farm during the last
years of the Rufus Gibbs household. The extended household was associated
with the new family of Rufus's son, James.
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Rufus's youngest son, John, also started a family during this period. He
married Etta, surname unknown, in 1897 and had two children, Danny and
Hazel, in 1898 and 1899, respectively. Their youngest child, Ethel, was born in
1903 (USBC 19 10). John Gibbs is listed as a renter rather than homeowner in the
1900 population census (USBC 1900). Interestingly, as discussed later in the
section focusing on the farm's landscape history, Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown, the
youngest daughter of John Gibbs, recalled that a small log cabin, which she
called "the little house," was located immediately north of the original home
place (Brown 1987). The John Gibbs family possibly lived in the little house in
1900 before Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown was born.
Between 1900 and 1905 , several important events occurred within the
Rufus Gibbs extended family. On August 23 , 1900 , Rufus conveyed a portion of
his farm containing 58 acres and the dwelling to John Gibbs, his youngest son,
who was presumably residing on the farm in the little house (KCA 1900 , n.d.).
On the same day in a different deed, Rufus conveyed48 acres to his middle son
James. As stated above, James had been previously residing in the log house
with his young family and father, Rufus (KCA n.d.). In addition to James and
John, Rufus had presumably provided for his eldest son Joseph earlier, before
his death. In 1900 , Joseph was3 8 years old. In the deed to John, Rufus stated
that the farm would become John's property upon his death (KCA 1900). Rufus
M. Gibbs died five years later in 1905 (Brown 1987 ; Mathison 1987) and John L.
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Gibbs then inherited the farm at the age of30. In summary, although the
historical record is somewhat sketchy for the latter part of the Rufus Gibbs
household, extant information nevertheless suggests that rural pabimony, and
particularly the intergenerational maintenance and transfer of the family home
place and farmstead, a precedent originally established by Nicholas Gibbs,
continued to be a priority and household- level organizing principle for his
grandson Rufus.

The John Gibbs Household, 1905-1913

John L. Gibbs was born in 1875 at the family farmstead on Beaver Creek.
The youngest of three children, his parents were Rufus and Louisa Gibbs. His
older siblings were Joseph, born in 1862 and James born in 1866 ( USBC 1880 a).
In 1897 , he married Etta ( surname unknown) and they subsequently had three
children, William D. or Danny, Hazel, and Ethel in 1898 , 1899 , and 1903 ,
respectively (USBC 1900 , 19 10 ; Brown 1987 ; Mathison 1987 ). Between 1897 and
1905 , the John Gibbs family may have resided in the "little house" on the family
farm. John Gibbs probably helped work the farm with his father Rufus and
brother James during this period. In 1900 , Rufus conveyed through a deed a
little over half of his land and his log home to John. In 1905 , Rufus died and
John Gibbs inherited the farm. When the census was enumerated in 19 10 , the
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household contained five people. The family farmed 58 acres and lived in the ·
log house originally constructed by Nicholas Gibbs ( KCA 1900 ; USBC 1900 ,
19 10).
Based on an interview with Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown in 1987 , John's
daughter, several important landscape events occurred during the operation of
the farm by John Gibbs ( Brown 1987). John Gibbs moved the original log
smokehouse, presumably built by Nicholas Gibbs, from the north central rear
house lot to the northeast corner of the inner lot John Gibbs then constructed a
new frame smokehouse near the original location of the log smokehouse. The
log smokehouse was then used as a storage- utility shed. By 1986 , when the
NGHS acquired the property, the frame smokehouse had been razed. In 1986 ,
the log smokehouse that had been converted to a shed was moved by the NGHS
to its current location at the end of the lot's gravel driveway.
According to Mrs. Brown, when she was 10 years old, John Gibbs decided
that he did not want to devote his life to farming and the family subsequently
moved to town in1913 (Brown198 7). As discussed more fully in Chapter5, the
time period that John Gibbs chose to change careers is perhaps significant
because it represents a major juncture between the end of general, mixed
farming in East Tennessee ( the type of farming that was practiced by the Gibbs
family throughout the 19 th century) and the appearance of capital- based, dairy
and tobacco farming in the region ( Bonser and Mantle 1945 a, 1945 b). As a
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farmer, John Gibbs may have not possessed the means or inclination to gamble
with new crops, livestock, and production methods, which sometimes was
financially risky.
The family moved to Fountain City a few miles south of the Gibbs farm
( Figure3.10). Originally a satellite suburb of Knoxville, Fountain Head, later
renamed Fountain City, attracted an affluent clientele from Knoxville and
elsewhere during the summer vacation season in the early 20 th century when
resorts, especially mineral spas, were becoming fashionable. As Patton notes, in
1890 a steam railroad began operating between Knoxville and Fountain City.
The railroad was "instrumental in the transformation of Fountain Head from
primarily a farming community to a popular resort'' ( Patton 1976 :17).
In 19 15 , John Gibbs was a driver for Hill and West and the family resided on
Jackson Avenue in Fountain City. In 1920 , he was a grocery clerk for William
Reed and Son, grocers. By 1930 , he owned his own grocery store that was
operated from the family's residence on Jackson Avenue. The residence and
business were located in a wooden, frame structure that contained an
automobile garage ( Figure3.1 1) ( Knoxville City Directory 19 15 :236 , 1920 :53 5 ,
6 13 , 1930 :227 , 963 ; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 19 17 :1 12).
Throughout his life until his death in 1955 , John Gibbs retained
ownership of the Gibbs homeplace on Beaver Creek. He rented the house to
tenants and the 58 acres of remaining farm land were rented and worked
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Figure 3.10. Location of Fountain City, a Suburb of Knoxville
(Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 1917).
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Figure 3.11. Sanborn Fire Insurance Map Showing Residence of John
Gibbs on Jackson Avenue, 1917 (Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps 1917).
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separately by farm families in the surrounding community (Brown 1987). When
John Gibbs died, as in previous generations, the tract conveyed to him from his
father Rufus was subsequently divided among his children. The land
comprising the original family farm was subdivided into three subtracts and
conveyed by deed to his middle daughter Hazel, to his youngest daughter Ethel
(wife of Raymond Brown), and to Theodore D. Gibbs and Juanita Gibbs
Thompson, the children of Danny Gibbs. Danny Gibbs died in 1955 and his
children received the eastern portion of the tract Hazel was deeded the central
portion, and Ethel received the western portion of the farm property (Knox
County Register of Deeds 1955a, 1955b, 1955c). The eastern potion that Mrs.
Ethel Gibbs Brown inherited from her father contained the log dwelling
constructed by Nicholas Gibbs in 1792, her great-great-great grandfather.
Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown, a fifth generation, direct descendant of Nicholas
Gibbs, was immensely helpful in the archaeological research effort at the site.
She vividly recalled many details about rural life during her childhood and the
domestic landscape at the Gibbs house during the 20th century. She was
interviewed in 1987 by Marie Mathison, an anthropology student, during the
first season of site excavation. In addition to the interview, Mrs. Brown also
drafted a very detailed and accurate memory map of the house lot and a floor
plan of the house. These sketches proved invaluable in interpreting the
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landscape history, architecture, and archaeology associated with the house lot
and dwelling (Brown 1987; Mathison 1987).

The Tenant Period, 1913-1986

The tenant period of site occupation spans the interval between 1913 and
1986, from the time the John Gibbs family moved from the farm to Fountain
City, to the acquisition of the property by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society
in 1986. Unfortunately, little specific information is known about the identity or
activities of the families that lived in the Gibbs house after 1913. Hence, most of
the occupation sequence is unknown, other than the identity of two households.
Between 1927 and 1933, Glen Jessie resided with his family at the house
(Faulkner 1991:3). About 30 years later, Mr. Fred Bunch moved into the house in
September 1959 (Brown 1987). In addition to these two households, an unknown
family also operated a "canning factory" at the dwelling, presumably during the
first half of the 20th century (Charles Faulkner 1998, pers. comm.). It is assumed
the purpose of the "factory" was canning fruits and vegetables as a service or for
resale. There were apparently many failed canning attempts, resulting in a very
large amount of broken and discarded glass canning jars on the site. A by
product of this activity was a substantial and very analytically distracting
deposit of canning jar glass in the upper, most recent levels of the rear yard
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excavation units. As discussed later, these glass jar deposits overwhelm the
artifact distribution for the 20 th century.
Important events that transpired during the tenant period, as mentioned
previously, were the transfer of the property containing the house from John
Gibbs to his daughter Ethel in 1955 , the renovation of the house in 1959 , the brief
passing of the house to a sequence of different owners outside of the Gibbs
family between the 1970 s and middle 1980 s, and the eventual transfer of the
house to the stewardship of the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society in 1986 .
Four years after inheriting the log house from her father, Ethel Gibbs had
two dilapidated, wooden frame additions on the east and north sides of the
house removed from the log core of the house. Mrs. Brown recalls that
newspaper used as wallpaper, a typical practice, was encountered during the
razing of the additions. The newspaper possessed a date of 1850 , strongly
indicating the additions were constructed in 1850 or earlier, probably by Daniel
Gibbs. The house was then modernized with electricity after the additions were
replaced in 1959 (Mathison 1987 ). The topic of house additions and renovations
is more fully addressed in Chapter 6 .
Tenants continued to reside at the house until 197 1 , when Mrs. Brown
eventually sold the4 .7 5 acre tract containing the log dwelling to L. V. Knight
and his wife Dorothy. The tract containing the house then subsequently passed
from the Knights to M. D. and C. B. Miller in 197 1 , from the Millers to K. F. and
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E. D. Smith in 1977, from the Smiths to A. C. and B. G. Barker in 1978, and from
the Barkers to Phyllis L. Hays in 1980. In 1986, the property containing the log
house was purchased from Phyllis L. Hays by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical
Society (NGHS). The Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society has retained ownership
of the 4.75 acre tract encompassing the house since 1986 (Knox County Register
of Deeds [KCRD] 1971a, 1971b, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1986).

The Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society, 1986-Present

The Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society is an informal consortium of
individuals, most of whom share the common bond of being descendants of the
Nicholas Gibbs family. The group purchased the 4.75 acre tract containing the
Gibbs house from Phyllis L. Hays for $50,000 as part of its Tennessee
Homecoming 1986 heritage project (KCRD 1986; Neal 1986). The main focus of
the society is a genealogy information network that exchanges family history
among Gibbs descendants. In the past, the society has produced newsletters,
bulletins, and genealogy literature (e.g., Irwin 1973; NGHS 1977). Interestingly,
there are now several World Wide Web genealogy sites on the Internet that
contain entries for the Nicholas Gibbs family (e.g., Housely 1996; Stark 1997).
Many of the NGHS inembers that were instrumental in preserving the Gibbs
house, such as Joe Longmire and Leonard Wolfenbarger, reside in the
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surrounding Gibbs and Corryton communities in north Knox County. Since
1986, the society has also hosted a homecoming and family reunion. Held each
year for a weekend during the summer, usually in June, the event draws
descendants from many parts of the nation to the Nicholas Gibbs house (Neal
1986).

Household Cycles for the Gibbs Family, 1764-1913

Rural economy, material life, and temporal process are the primary
interpretive themes addressed in this dissertation. In Chapters 5 through 10,
rural economy is examined principally via archival records, material life is
reconstructed through archaeological information, and temporal process is
examined through both archaeological and historical data. The new assemblage
analysis technique called time sequence analysis developed in this study is the
main vehicle used to archaeologically reconstruct temporal process at the
household level. Results strongly indicate that time itself and household or
family cycles are two critical elements that influence material dynamics and
consumption within families. These variables in tum significantly structure the
quantitative composition of the archaeological record at domestic sites.
As a consequence of the importance of time and the family cycle as
analysis variables, these two elements are now defined or operationalized for the
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Gibbs family. The preceding review of the Gibbs family history, especially the
household composition and succession episodes, provides a sound basis for
quantitatively reconstructing occupation episodes and family cycles. Using the
length of occupation as an analysis variable, the total assemblage from the Gibbs
site is divided into subassemblages that temporally correspond to each of the
occupation sequences at the site. Subdividing the recovered assemblage by
households allows fine grained comparison of interhousehold material culture.
In addition to occupational length, the family cycle is perhaps an even
more crucial element of assemblage analysis, particularly for time sequence
analysis. Specifically, fluctuations in artifact distributions are quantitatively
linked to the multigenerational family cycles for the Gibbs house. In tum, a
battery of statistically significant correlation models using household cycles and
artifact distributions from different recovery contexts are generated using the
new method. These results indicate that the family cycle is probably one of the
strongest variables that influences consumption and material dynamics within
households. In addition, the results suggest that under optimum circumstances,
household cycles can possibly be reconstructed or estimated from some sites
based solely on archaeological data.
The occupation sequence by duration for the Gibbs site is presented in
Figure3.12. This distribution indicates the tenant period, including the NGHS
period, comprises the longest occupation episode at the site, consisting of 85
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years. Although the material from the 20 tb_century tenant period is included in
the assemblage analysis, the tenant period at the site is not considered in detail
and is regarded to be peripheral or inconsequential to the main research goals of
this study, which focus upon the 19 th-century Gibbs family. The Gibbs sequence,
ranked by episode duration, consists of Rufus Gibbs, 53 years, Daniel Gibbs, 3 5
years, Nicholas Gibbs 25 years, and John Gibbs, 8 years. The topic of occupation
sequences for the Gibbs family is addressed again in Chapters 6 through 10
using archaeological data.
The multigenerational family cycles for the successive Gibbs households
are reconstructed using the previously reviewed archival information. The
entire family cycle between 17 64 and 19 13 is presented in Figure3 .13. This
interval encompasses the period from the marriage of Nicholas and Mary Gibbs
in 17 64 to the year when the John Gibbs family moved from the Gibbs farm to
Fountain City. The graph presented in Figure3.13 indicates that two large
househo�d cycles, corresponding to the Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs families, were
followed by two smaller household cycles associated with the Rufus Gibbs
extended households. This distinctive distribution will be referred to again in
subsequent chapters.
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Summary of Generational and Site Events, 1792-Present

Besides time sequence analysis, temporal process as it relates to landscape
history at the Gibbs site is also investigated through the concepts of generational
events and imprints. As discussed previously, it is proposed that landscape
events at rural residences, such as the razing, moving, and renovation of
dwellings and outbuildings, are not haphazard or random occurrences, but
rather often correspond to significant junctures or transitions within households,
and especially major life events like household succession. Several generational
and site events in turn are seen to form a generational imprint, composed of all
of the landscape events associated with a specific household or occupation
interval. This section thus presents a landscape chronology or generational
event sequence that is drawn from the previously reviewed historic sources. The
landscape chronology is seen as a layered sequence of site events that forms the
overall landscape history preserved in the archaeological record. In order to
more fully reconstruct the landscape history of the site and also evaluate the
usefulness of generational events and imprints as interpretive concepts, the
historical and archaeological data sets are subsequently compared. The purpose
of the comparison is to identify correspondences between generational events
and landscape or site events that are defined archaeologically. Comparison of
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the two data sets is also designed to identify archaeologically defined landscape
events that are not known from historic sources and add these events to the
composite landscape chronology or event sequence. The chronology of
generational events is presented in Table 3.2 Since the two landscape data sets
are compared in Chapter 6, interpretation of the landscape event chronology
drawn from historic sources is not discussed in this section.
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Table 3.2. Chronology of Generational and Architectural-Landscape Events at
the Gibbs Site, 1792 to Present, Based on Historic Sources.

Generational Events

Date

Architectural
Landsc:ape Events

Date

Migration to Knox County
from North Carolina

17911792

Log house and outbuildings
in lot are constructed

17911792

1817

Unknown

Succession: Mary to Daniel

1833

Unknown

Succession: Daniel to
Sarah and Rufus

1852

East pen and north ell
added to log house

Succession: Sarah to Rufus

18801900

Unknown

Succession: Rufus to John

1905

Succession: John to Ethel

1955

Transfer: Ethel to Various
owners

1971

Unknown

Transfer: P. L. Hays to NGHS

1986

Log smokehouse moved to
present location, springhouse
foundation razed, caretaker's
mobile home moved to lot

Succession: Nicholas to
Mary and Daniel

Log smokehouse moved,
1913
frame smokehouse
constructed
East pen and north ell razed,
new rooms, electricity, added
to dwelling
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CHAPTER4
THE GIBBS SITE:
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS

Introduction

The following chapter presents a summary of previous archaeological

investigations conducted at the Nicholas Gibbs site. Perhaps the most

intensively studied rural domestic site in East Tennessee, excavations were

conducted at the Nicholas Gibbs house between 1987 and 1996 by students with

the historical archaeology program, Deparbnent of Anthropology, University of

Tennessee, Knoxville, under the direction of Charles Faulkner, Professor of

Anthropology. The main results of each fieldwork episode conducted at the site
are summarized in the following sections by year. A discussion of artifacts and
features as they relate to questions proposed for dissertation research is not
presented in Chapter 4. Rather, this information is presented in detail in

Chapters 6, 8, 9, and 10. The following excavation summary was abstracted from

preliminary excavation reports and articles from site investigations written in

1987, 1988, and 1989 (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1991, 1992). The excavation
summary was also abstracted from two other main sources, consisting of the
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original field records for the 1990, 1991, and 1996 site testing projects and the
artifact inventory for the site.

Research Design and Field Methods

Archaeological research at the Gibbs house was initiated in 1987 by an
invitation from the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society (NGHS) to conduct
excavations at the site. As discussed previously, the Nicholas Gibbs Historical
Society is composed mainly of Gibbs family descendants whose common bond is
the history and genealogy associated with Nicholas Gibbs. The society has
maintained the Gibbs house and the acreage surrounding the houselot as a
community museum since 1986. Joe Longmire, a Nicholas Gibbs descendant and
lifelong resident of the surrounding community, was particularly influential in
encouraging the multi-year, archaeological research effort at the site.
The research design originally implemented at the Gibbs site in 1987 by
Charles Faulkner focused on two main questions, consisting of reconstructing the
farmlot's landscape history, particularly the period associated with Nicholas
Gibbs, and defining the material culture associated with frontier-era, German
American households in East Tennessee. Concerning landscape history, the
Gibbs house is one of only a very few surviving rural houselots and dwellings
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associated with original settlers in Knox County (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b, 1989,
1991, 1992).
Specifically, in 1987, at the request of the Nicholas Gibbs Historical
Society, a multi-year excavation program was initiated to identify the previous
locations of outbuildings in the inner house lot that were associated with the
Nicholas Gibbs occupation of the residence. The society hoped to reconstruct the
early outbuildings at a future date. To aid in reconstructing the immediate
domestic landscape and identifying the locations of previous outbuildings, in
1987 Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown, the great-great-great granddaughter of Nicholas
Gibbs, was interviewed by anthropology student Marie Mathison (Brown 1987;
Mathison 1987). The interview with Mrs. Brown was conducted in conjunction
with site excavation. In addition to providing important family history about the
farmstead's built environment ·and domestic architecture, Mrs. Brown also
sketched a detailed memory map of the houselot as it appeared in the first
decades of the 20th century during her childhood. Mrs. Brown's recollections and
the memory map have been instrumental in interpreting the landscape history of
the site.
To locate the remains of previous outbuildings, during the multi-year
investigations at the site, five blocks of units were excavated along the west and
north perimeter of the houselot in a west to east, clockwise direction (Figure 4.1).
The locations of the block excavations were selected due to information
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provided by Mrs. Brown. Excavation loci, designated Areas A, B, C, and D,
were also selected based on visible topographic features in the rear house lot that
appeared to be likely locations for structural remains associated with
outbuildings. Area B, located in the western portion of the rear houselot, was
selected first for archaeological testing. Subsequently in 1988, Area C, in the lot's
upper northwest comer, was archaeologically sampled. Area D, located along
the north edge of the rear yard, was excavated in 1989, 1990, and 1991 (Figure
4.1).
The excavation strategy implemented in 1987 resulted in the discovery of
the original smokehouse's location in 1989. Further, this effort produced
substantial rewards. The most significant feature encountered archaeologically
at the Gibbs site was a large pit cellar associated with the farm's original
smokehouse. The pit cellar contained a veritable time capsule related to material
consumption at the site, particularly subsistence practices, between circa 1790
and 1850. During the following year in 1990, the pit cellar associated with the
smokehouse was fully excavated. In 1991, excavations were again resumed in
Area D to locate the surrounding structural remains associated with the
smokehouse that stood over the pit cellar. Unfortunately, the foundation stones
for the smokehouse had apparently been removed when the building was
moved. Five years later, in 1996, the most recent episode of site investigations
was conducted at the Gibbs house. This field effort consisted of the excavation of
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three additional test units in April and a systematic site survey conducted
between the end of June and the beginning of July.
In addition to landscape history, in 1987 the Nicholas Gibbs site also
offered the first opportunity to study the material culture associated with an
early German-American household in Knox County. As discussed previously,
Nicholas Gibbs emigrated from Germany to Philadelphia in 1754. He later
served as a public official in Orange County, North Carolina and Knox County.
Hence, Gibbs was literate in both German (his native language) and English
throughout his life. As Faulkner (1988b:1-2) notes, German settlers were a
minority in East Tennessee where the frontier landscape was populated by a
majority of English and Scots-hish households. Further, insular German
religious communities, like those in Pennsylvania or among the Moravians of
Wachovia in the North Carolina Piedmont, never existed in East Tennessee.
However, despite the absence of German enclaves in the Ridge and Valley
Province, it was expected in 1987 that excavations at the Gibbs site would shed
light on the material culture associated with frontier-era, German-American
households in the region (Faulkner 1988a).
The same, consistent field methods were used throughout the multi-year
archaeological investigations at the Gibbs site between 1987 and 1996. In April
1987, the site was mapped and gridded. Two iron datum stakes were established
at the site near the northwest corner of the house. The principal datum from
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which all measurements were taken was designated Datum 1 (1000North1000East). This datum was assigned an arbitrary vertical elevation of 1000 feet
(304.8 meters). Datum 1 was located 13 feet north of Datum 2. Datum 2
(987North-1000East) was located immediately adjacent to the northwest comer of
the log house. The site excavation grid was aligned with the orientation of the
house that is two degrees east of north. The standard unit of measurement at the
site was the English system using an engineer's scale. The standard dimension
of all excavation units was 3-x-3 feet Unit levels were excavated in tenths of feet
The standard excavation level depth was .20 feet Likewise, vertical elevation
measurements were taken with a surveyor's stadia for each level and were
measured in tenths of feet All units were excavated to sterile subsoil. Soil was
removed by trowel from the units and screened through Y,-inch wire mesh
hardware doth. Recovered artifacts were bagged separately by unit, level, and
when encountered, by feature. Flotation samples were also taken when deemed
appropriate. When discemable cultural zones or strata were encountered, such
as in sheet midden and features, then arbitrary .20' levels were still maintained
within specific cultural zones. For example, using this system, a cultural zone in
a cellar distinguished by a dark brown, loamy soil that extends from .20' to .80'
below ground surface would be excavated in three .20' arbitrary levels within the
specific zone. As discussed later, this method, focusing on very small, arbitrary
excavation levels, proyides fine-grained, spatial-temporal separation of deposits,
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and is crucial for conducting time series analysis. Excavation units, although

assigned formal grid coordinates, were also numbered sequentially for recording

simplicity, such as Unit 1, Unit 2, and Unit 3, etc. The same numerical

sequencing system was likewise used for features (Feature 1, Feature 2, etc.) and

field specimen numbers (FS 1: Unit 1, Level 1, etc.). All artifacts from the site
were washed, labeled, and cataloged. Artifact identification and analysis,

beginning with the 1987 field season (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b), relied upon the

functional classification system developed by South (1977). Consequently,

South's functional typology, for consistency, is likewise used as an analytical

starting point in this later synthesis of the historical archaeology conducted at the

Gibbs site.

1987 Site Excavations: Areas Band C
The first episode of intensive testing at the Gibbs site was conducted in

1987 between April 25 and July 18 (Faulkner 1988a). As mentioned previously,
during this initial effort, the site was mapped and gridded. An intuitive,

informal survey of the site was also conducted at this time and several likely

locations of previous outbuildings were noted. These locations were _designated
Areas A, B, C, and D (Figure 4.1). Area A is a circular depression located

adjacent to the northwest corner of the house and is probably a cistern or well.
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Area B is a large depression on the west slope of the houselot that exhibited
limestone fragments visible on the ground surface. Area C is a deeply deposited,
"over-the-bank" midden located on the northwest slope above Area B. Area D,
the location of a 20th..century smokehouse described by Mrs. Brown, was located
immediately east of Area C.
A total of 11 test units was excavated in 1987 (Figure 4.2). A control unit
(Unit 1) was excavated in the center of the yard in an effort t9 locate an
undisturbed example of soils, stratigraphy, and cultural deposits associated with
the site. Unit 2 was excavated in Area C, the location of the over-the-bank
midden. The basal levels in this excellently stratified unit produced late 18th..
century material associated with the Nicholas Gibbs household. Units 3 through
11 were excavated in Area B, the location that contained limestone fragments
visible on the ground surface. This area was subsequently identified as an
erosional gully that had also served as a locus of intense refuse disposal between
the late 18th to early 20th centuries. The limestone fragments were not structural
features. Rather, the limestone debris had apparently been discarded from
construction and razing episodes associated with the house or outbuildings in
the inner houselol
Eight features were encountered during excavations in Area B, consisting
of a limestone concentration (Feature 1), six postholes (Features 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and
8), and a shallow basin (Feature 7) that was probably associated with the
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Unit 7

erosional gully. The postholes ranged in morphology from small and large

squares to rectangular and round postholes. These features were probably

associated with several fences present at the site between the 19th and 20th

centuries.

Besides the encountered features, excavation in Area B produced a large

sample of the material culture used by the site residents between circa 1792 and

the recent past A total of 3,755 artifacts was recovered in 1987. The artifact

distribution by functional category consists of Kitchen Group items, 70 percent

and Architectural Group artifacts, 20 percent The remaining 10 percent of the

1987 assemblage is distributed among the other six artifact groups, consisting of

Furniture Group, 1.3 percent, Arms Group, .2 percent, Clothing Group, 1.7

percent, Personal Group .10 percent, Tobacco Pipe Group, not represented, and
Activities Group, 6.9 percent The artifact functional distribution is consistent
with assemblages typically encountered at domestic sites, as indicated by the
overwhelming predominance of Kitchen Group artifacts associated with

foodways. The domestic character of the site was also confirmed by a relatively
abundant quantity of bone recovered in good condition. Fauna} resources used

by the site residents consist of pig, chicken, cow, deer, rabbit, squirrel, and

woodchuck. Interestingly, fragments of pig bones dominated the 1987 faunal
assemblage.
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Perhaps the most significant and unexpected aspect of site investigations

conducted in 1987 was the very large amount of red.ware recovered from the
Gibbs house. The 1987 red.ware sample comprised 37 percent (n=305) of the

ceramic assemblage. As discussed in more detail later, this distribution is the

largest proportion of red.ware yet documented on any domestic site in East

Tennessee or Knox County. In combination with the large proportion of pig

remains, the prominent red.ware and pork foodways complex identified in 1987

was perhaps a portent of future significant discoveries at the site.
1988 Site Excavations: Area C

Between April 9 and July 29, 1988, the second episode of site testing was

conducted at the Gibbs house (Faulkner 1989). Excavations were conducted in

Area C, the northwest corner of the inner houselot. As in 1987, the excavation

effort in 1988 was aimed at locating the remains of outbuildings associated with

the Nicholas �ibbs site occupation and defining the general character of material
culture used by the German-American household. A total of 13, 3-x-3 foot units,
designated Units 12 through 24, was excavated in 1988 (Figures 4.1 and 4.3).

Although structural remains associated with early outbuildings were not

located, four features were encountered in Area C during 1988, designated

Features 9, 10, 11, and 12. These features were 2 postholes (one round posthole,
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Feature 9; and one rectangular posthole, Feature 10), a 20th_century refuse pit
(Feature 11) that was not entirely excavated, and a limestone concentration

(Feature 12) of indeterminate function.

Concerning artifacts, 2,839 items were recovered from site investigations

in 1988. The artifacts are associated with the duration of site occupation,

between circa 1792 and 1971. Placed in South's (1977) functional typology, the
artifact distribution for the 1988 assemblage consists of Kitchen Group, 72.4

percent, Architecture Group, 16.5 percent, Furniture Group, .8 percent, Arms

Group, .4 percent, Clothing Group, 1.3 percent, Personal Group, .4 percent, and
Activities Group, 8.2 percent Compared to the 1987 assemblage, the 1988

assemblage is basically identical and reflects the domestic function of the site.

Interestingly, redware again represents a majority of the ceramics from the site,

comprising 52 percent (n=410) of the ceramic assemblage.
1989 Site Excavations: Area D

In 1989, excavations resumed at the Gibbs site between July 25 and

November 11, 1989 (Faulkner 1991). During the third episode of site

investigation, Area D, located in the upper north area of the rear house lot, was
intensively tested (Figures 4.1 and 4.4). A block composed of fifteen units was

excavated in Area D and the units were sequentially designated Units 25 through
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39. Area D was selected for excavation since it was the location of the 20th..
century frame smokehouse constructed by John Gibbs between 1905 and 1913.
Initial coring in 1987 had also encountered several large obstructions presumed
to be limestone footers for a previous outbuilding.
A total of 3,756 artifacts was recovered from excavation in 1989. By
functional group the distribution consists of Kitchen Group, 46.9 percent
(n= l,763), Architecture Group, 31.9 percent (n=l,197), Furniture Group, 1.7
percent (n=64), Arms Group, .2 percent (n= 7), Clothing Group, 7.8 percent
(n=293), Personal Group, .3 percent (n=12), Tobacco Group, .08 percent (n=3),
and Activities Group, 11.1 percent (n=417).
Twelve features, designated Features 13 through 24, were encountered in
Area D. The features consist of two limestone footers associated with the 20th..
century, frame smokehouse constructed by John Gibbs (Features 13 and 14), five
fence postholes (Features 15, 18, 19, 22, 24), the rock filled edge of the original
smokehouse pit cellar constructed by Nicholas Gibbs (Feature 16) in Unit 26, an
ash deposit (Feature 17), a 19th-century gravel path-walkway dating between ca.
1820 and the last quarter of the 19th century (Feature 20), a puppy burial (Feature
21), and a 20th..century disturbance of indeterminate function (Feature 23)
associated with the 20th..century smokehouse.
The most significant features encountered during excavation of Area D in
1989 consist of Features 20, 19, and 24 associated with the gravel path and
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Feature 16, the pit cellar associated with the original smokehouse. Feature 20
was a buried gravel path traversing the rear yard in a southeast to northwest
diagonal that presumably originally led to the springhouse adjacent to Beaver
Creek. The gravel was composed of relatively large limestone fragments,
probably generated from construction of the house's foundation. Features 19
and 24 were gateposts associated with a gated fence located on the gravel path at
the edge of the house lot Interestingly, Mrs. Brown had previously mentioned
the existence of the gate leading to the spring _in 1987. However, she made no
mention of the gravel path, indicating it had been obscured by humus before the
first decade of the 20th century when Mrs. Brown lived at the Gibbs house.
The significance of Feature 16, however, later eclipsed the importance of
the gravel path and gate, which alone provided relevant information about the
landscape history of the site. Feature 16 would prove to be the most important
discovery at the site. As later temporal analysis in this study reveals, Feature 16,
the pit cellar associated with the original smokehouse, was in use between circa
1790 and the 1850s. The deposits from the feature and the midden that covered it
contain a detailed and uncontaminated or pristine artifact sequence that closely
parallels the household cycles associated with the Nicholas, Daniel, and Rufus
Gibbs households. The pit cellar was the subsequent focus of excavation in 1990.
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1990 Site Excavations: Area D

The fourth episode of site investigation at the Gibbs site was conducted
between June 2 and September 26, 1990. In 1990, Feature 16, the pit cellar
associated with the houselot' s original log smokehouse, was excavated in Area
D. A total of eight units was excavated, designated Units 40 through 47. The
units formed a square excavation block around Feature 16 (Figures 4.1 and 4.5).
In addition to the eight new units excavated in Area D, the backfill from Unit 26,
the unit in which Feature 16 was originally identified in 1989, was removed first
during the 1990 excavations of Area D. Deviating from usual excavation
methods at the site, Units 46 and 47, located on the east edge of Feature 16, were
1.5-x-3 feet in size. The long axes of the units were oriented north-south. The
east half of each unit was not excavated. Besides Feature 16, Feature 25, a late
posthole, was also encountered during excavation of the pit cellar associated
with the smokehouse.
The feature fill of the pit cellar was excavated in .20' arbitrary levels and
profile baulks were maintained within all of the units. The pit cellar measured 6
feet east-west by 7 feet north-south in size. The depth of the feature was
approximately 2 feet below ground s1:1rface (Figures 4.6, 4.7; Plate 4.1). The
feature fill consisted of densely concentrated wood ash, bone fragments, and
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Plate 4.1. Feature 16, the Smokehouse Pit Cellar.

redware ceramic sherds in addition to a much smaller proportion of industrially
manufactured ceramics and nonfoodways items. The feature fill exhibited a
cone-like, talus depositional slope in the center of the cellar. The morphology of
the talus cone in the center of the feature is consistent with depositional
characteristics that would be expected from material being deposited from a
central trap door in the smokehouse floor over a long period of time. The most
prominent aspect of the feature is the pork-redware foodways complex denoted
by the recovered artifacts. The foodways complex from the cellar is a magnified
version of the subsistence practices defined via the sheet midden surrounding
the rear lot of the house.
As discussed in more detail in Chapter 10, the artifact assemblage from
the pit cellar is dominated by large amounts of both lead glazed earthenware, or
redware ceramics, and pig elements. These items are consistent with the
outbuilding's function as a smokehouse, as indicated by information provided
by Mrs. Brown. Likewise, the artifact assemblage and pit cellar parallels 19th
century foodways, and particularly the processing and storage of meat products
and meat by-products within a cold cellar. Feature chronology generated from
time sequence analysis indicates the pit cellar was in use between circa 1800 and
1850. It is assumed the pit cellar itself was used originally for food storage and
through time, beginning in the 1820s, was also used extensively as a location of
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refuse disposal for animal butchering. Specifically, in addition to its original

function as a storage cellar, the pit cellar was also a receptacle for debris from

livestock butchering and general household refuse. Concerning the recovered
artifacts, by functional groups, the distribution consists of Kitchen Group, 56

percent (n=535), Architectural Group, 25 percent (n=239), Furniture Group, 3
percent (n=25), Arms Group, 1 percent (n=9), Oothing Group, 13 percent

(n=123), Personal Group, 1 percent (n=9), and Activities Group, 1 percent (n= l3).
1991 Site Excavations: Area D
Between May 22 and October 26, 1991, Area D was again the location of

site excavations in the rear yard of the Gibbs house. The purpose of testing in

1991 was to locate structural remains associated with the smokehouse that stood
over Feature 16, the pit cellar. Twenty-two units were excavated in 1991
surrounding the vicinity of the pit cellar. The excavation squares were

sequentially designated Units 48 through 69. In 1991, 15 features were recorded
and assigned feature numbers 26 through 40 (Figures 4.1 and 4.8).

Unfortunately, excavation revealed that the structural remains associated

with the log smokehouse had either been removed when the building was

moved by John Gibbs between 1905 and 1913, or the smokehouse originally
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possessed very insubstantial, impermanent structural supports. For instance, the
structural supports for some outbuildings (and early dwellings) consisted of
merely a wooden sill placed on the surface of the ground (Carson et al. 1988).
However, since the log smokehouse that stood over Feature 16 was probably
constructed in the 1790s, and hence had survived for approximately 100 years,
then it seems unlikely that the outbuilding would have possessed only a ground
sill. A groundsill presumably would have decayed and not survived for a
century. Rather, the substantial amount of limestone debris and rocks present in
the upper fill of the pit cellar probably represents the remains of the
outbuilding's limestone piers. When John Gibbs moved the outbuilding, it
appears the pit cellar hole was filled and partially capped with the dismantled
limestone piers.
The features encountered in Area D during 1991 consist of one possible
limestone footer (Feature 26), a rock alignment (Feature 31), six postholes
(Features 28, 30, 33, 34, 37, and 39), one possible posthole (Feature 27), an ash
deposit (Feature 38), two basin features (Features 32 and 40), a pet bird burial
(Feature 29), and two noncultural tree root disturbances (Features 35 and 36).
Regarding the 1991 artifact assemblage, a total of 3,239 functionally
identifiable artifacts was recovered. Placed in South's (1977) functional typology,
the resulting artifact distribution consists of Kitchen Group, 30 percent (n=963),
Architecture Group, 57 percent (n=l,847), Furniture Group, 2 percent (n=71),
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Arms Group, .4 percent (n= l5), Clothing Group, 7 percent (n=222), Personal
Group, .4 percent (n= l6), and Activities Group, 3 percent (n= 102). Interestingly,
the large proportion of Architectural Group items probably corresponds to
landscape improvements conducted by John Gibbs. Between 1905 and 1913,
John Gibbs moved the log smokehouse and subsequently constructed a frame
smokehouse just south of the original location of the log outbuilding.

1996 Site Excavations: Further Testing and Systematic Site Survey

The most recent episode of site investigations at the Gibbs house was
conducted in April and later between June and July in 1996. On April 6th, 13th,
and 27th, three consecutive Saturdays, three test units and an exploratory shovel
test pit were excavated at the site to obtain further information about the built
environment and landscape history at the farmstead. The fieldwork in April was
conducted in conjunction with Charles Faulkner's course in Architectural
Archaeology.
Later that year, between June 25 and July 1, fieldwork was again
conducted at the site as part of the Department of Anthropology's annual
historical archaeology field school. During this episode of site investigations,
subsurface archaeological deposits associated with the lot were systematically
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sampled through excavation of posthole tests on a survey grid (Figures 4.1 and
4.9). The purpose of site survey was to generate a fine-grained, spatial

temporal distribution of archaeological deposits associated with the entire
houselot.

During site testing in April, three units and a shovel test pit were

excavated, designated Units 70, 71, 72, and Shovel Test Pit 1. The main goal of

the site testing conducted for the Architectural Archaeology course was to obtain
architectural information about the log house and associated outbuildings. Unit

70 was excavated at 1012North-1021East, circa 22 feet north of the northeast

corner of the log house. This unit was excavated to potentially locate foundation

remains and temporally diagnostic artifacts associated with the north ell of the
log house. Based on information provided by Mrs. Brown, this addition was

constructed in the 1850s and was used as a kitchen. It was anticipated that

archaeological deposits, particularly artifact dates generated from window glass
fragments, could help to confirm the architectural history provided by Mrs.
Brown. Shovel Test Pit 1, judgmentally located a foot east of the southeast

comer of the log house adjacent to the gravel driveway, was likewise excavated

to provide artifact dates for the construction and razing of the east pen associated
with the log house. Again, narrative history provided by Mrs. Brown suggested

this addition likewise was constructed in approximately the 1850s. Measuring 1x-1 foot in size, Shovel Test Pit 1 was excavated in .20' levels. As discussed in
240
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more detail in Chapter 6, chronological information recovered from Shovel Test

Pit 1 and Unit 70 generally parallels the architectural history of the house

provided by Mrs. Brown.

Units 71 (1036North-1033East) and 72 (1042North-1033East) were

excavated in the northeast comer of the inner houselot directly east of Area D.
This was the general location of a log shed that was used by John Gibbs, Mrs.
Brown's father, between 1905 and 1913. This area of the rear houselot, as

indicated by the excavation units, contained very slight artifact deposition.

Further, no significant features were encountered other than a tree root mold in
the northwest comer of Unit 71. The tree root mold was probably associated
with an adjacent cedar tree. The disturbance was designated Feature 41.

Between the end of June and the beginning of July, systematic site survey

was conducted at the Gibbs House in conjunction with the Deparbnent of

Anthropology's 1996 historical archaeology field school. A survey grid was

established at the site through reference to Datum 1. The grid consisted of 18

transects spaced at 15 foot intervals (Figure 4.10). Transect 1 was located at the

extreme north edge of the Gibbs houselot immediately adjacent to Beaver Creek.
Transects 1 through 18 were sequenced on a north-south baseline on the west

side of the houselot directly below the over-the-bank midden near Area C and

the edge of the field located immediately west of the houselol Moving south,

the transects increased sequentially at 15-foot intervals in ascending order from
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Transect 1 in the northwest comer of the transect grid, to the last transect,

Transect 18, located midway in the house's front yard between the front porch
and Emory Road. Likewise, on each transect, the test pit locations were

sequenced at 15-foot intervals from west to east in ascending order. The tests

were designated by transect, test, and level, (e.g., 1.1.1: Transect 1, Test 1, Level 1;

2.1.1: Transect 2, Test 1, Level 1, etc.). The number of tests located on each

transect varied and depended upon the specific topography and above ground

features associated with the Gibbs tract The tests were excavated with posthole

diggers in .50 foot arbitrary levels and information was recorded on transect data

sheets. Encountered features were numbered according to field feature numbers.

These field feature numhers were later sequenced with the previously

established feature list, beginning with Feature 42 Posthole tests located in the
footprints of the house, the caretaker's trailer, and in the gravel driveway were

not excavated. Interpretation of the information recovered from site survey is
discussed in Chapter 6.

In summary, a total of 173 posthole tests was excavated, consisting of 93

positive tests and 80 negative tests. Five features were encountered during the

survey. A cedar fence post of recent origin was located directly below the humus
in the northwest inner rear yard (Feature 42, Test 6.6.1). A limestone pier was

encountered immediately adjacent to the north wall of the log house. The pier
was probably associated with the north ell of the 1850s-era kitchen addition
243

(Feature 43, Test 127.1). Feature 44 was a sunken flower pit or hot bed located
adjacent to the west side of the log house. Flower pits, popular during the early
20th century and analogous to mini-greenhouses, were usually small, rectangular
pits in which flowers and seedlings were placed during winter months. The pit
was covered with plate glass that admitted sunlight to nurture the plants.
Interestingly, the Feature 44 flower pit, identified functionally by very deep,
organically rich, loose soil, large glass pitcher fragments, and thick plate glass,
was denoted on the memory map drafted by Mrs. Brown in 1987 during her
interview with Marie Mathison. The correspondence between the
archaeologically identified location of the flower pit and its location on the
memory map further corroborates the apparently keen accuracy of Mrs. Brown's
recollections concerning her childhood homeplace. Feature 45 was a fence
posthole located on Transect Test 16.5.3 in the house's front yard on the west side
of the lot The post hole contained several items used to wedge the post or fill in
the hole when the post was removed, consisting of a handmade, molded "frog
brick," prevalent during the l<Jth century, and several leather shoe fragments.
Finally, Feature 46 consists of what are probably several limestone foundation
stones visible on the ground surface. The foundation stones are located in the
northeast corner of the lot near the east end of the caretaker's trailer. The pier
stones are probably associated with a 20th_century barn or shed. The stones were
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located near Transect Test 6.14. The adjacent post hole test (I'ransect Test 6.15)

produced one very large, bent, wire-framing nail.

Concerning artifact distributions, a total of 649 functionally identifiable

items was recovered in 1996 from the test units and shovel test pits. Placed in

South's (1977) typology, the 1996 artifact distribution consists of Kitchen Group,
36 percent, Architecture Group, 53 percent, Furniture Group, 4 percent, Arms

Group, .1 percent, Oothing Group, 1 percent, Personal Group, .3 percent, and

Activities Group, 6 percent.

The functional distributions, by proportion for all of the six excavation

episodes at the Gibbs house are presented in Table 4.1. For simplicity, the

proportions were rounded to the nearest whole number, with the exception of
those proportions for functional groups less than one percent The six

subassemblages, although exhibiting some variation in minor details, all exhibit
artifact distributions consistent with a domestic site. In all of the cases, the

Kitchen and Architecture Groups comprise the majority of the subassemblages,

and the remaining artifacts are thinly distributed among the remaining six

functional groups. Detailed analyses of the artifact assemblage from the Gibbs
site are presented in Chapters 8, 9, and 10.
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Table 4.1. Artifact Functional Disbibutions by Percent and Excavation Episodes at the Gibbs Site.

Group

1987

1988

1989

1990

1991

1996

Total*

Kitchen

70

72

47

56

30

43

53

Architecture

20

17

32

25

57

46

33

Furniture

1

8

2

3

2

2

3

Arms

0.2

0.4

0.2

1

0.4

0

0.4

Clothing

2

1

8

13

7

0

6

Personal

0.1

0.4

0.3

1

0.4

0.3

0.4

Tobacco Pipe

0

0

0.08

0

0

0

0

Activities

7

8

0.1

3

8

6

*Error Due to Rounding
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CHAPTER S
RURAL ECONOMY:
KNOX COUNTY AND THE GIBBS FARMSTEAD

Introduction

The influence of the rural economy upon daily life is addressed in the
following chapter. Knox County, the Gibbs community, and the Gibbs
farmstead are the main spatial levels of analysis. Interpretation emphasizes that
the economy was one of the main organizing elements that guided household
activities, decision making, consumption choices, and in turn substantially
influenced the material life of rural families. By exploring and understanding
rural economic behavior, the worldview, ideologies, and rural priorities that
provided meaning and purpose in the daily lives of farm households emerge,
becoming coherent and focused from otherwise static primary records. For the
Gibbs family and other households of a similar ideological sbipe, it is argued
that rural pabimony, emphasizing partible inheritance and the transmission of
land and the means of production to successive generations, was one of the main
catalysts driving the household-level agricultural economy. This strategy, based
on long-range incentives and rewards rather than immediate material returns,
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was also the main mechanism used in appropriating labor from junior members
of farm families.
Although the rural economy at local and household levels serves to
illustrate important family priorities and philosophies, careful scrutiny of this
topic also underscores how and to what extent residents were articulated with or
enmeshed in the emerging world system during the 19th century. Local and
household level contexts likewise illustrate how the penetration of capitalism
influenced the daily lives of farm families like the Gibbs household. The
influence of capitalism at the household level in the domain of the rural
economy is best illustrated or identified through a farm family's decision to
produce agricultural surplus and participate in the market economy. The
decision to participate in commercial markets required land, household labor,
accurate knowledge of the agricultural market (obtained mainly through local
newspapers and farm societies), in addition to transportation links to local,
regional, and often, international commodity chains and distribution nodes.
This study assumes that most land-owning households, given the
necessary resources, would attempt to improve their situation economically, or
"get ahead" in rural parlance, by producing an annual agricultural surplus that
could be exchanged for other resources through either use-value exchange or
commercial exchange. Use-value exchange was based largely on the barter
system in which goods considered to be of equal value were exchanged, usually
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between the producers and a merchant Likewise, households could also market
surplus for profit, based upon the commercial value of a commodity.
Commercial value was based on the monetary price established by market
demand for farm products. Commercial value for farm items fluctuated
temporally due to fluctuations in demand (Kulikoff 1992:15). Agricultural
commodities were often acquired from household-level producers by merchants
and wholesale distributors at farmer's markets. As discussed later, several
distributors began advertising in Knoxville newspapers during the first half of
the 19 th century for markets in major seaport cities along the Atlantic Rim and
Gulf Coast, such as Philadelphia, Charleston, Savannah, and New Orleans,
providing links to global commodity chains. If the market was strong in a given
year for a product such as wheat, then a surplus producing farm family could
potentially generate agricultural profits. Conversely, for a household that
became top-heavy and capriciously overextended itself in commercial
production through external loans from creditors, a practice that increased in
prevalence during the latter half of the 19th century as more and more farm
operations became capital-oriented, then a bad year for crops could translate into
economic disaster for an agricultural household (Kulikoff 1992).
Concerning the strategies implemented by households in the study area,
the prevalent economic types probably ranged from maximizing materialists
that sought economic gain at whatever cost, to near subsistence-level producers
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(Winters 1994; Dunaway 1996). Subsistence producers raised enough resources
to satisfy daily needs and secure necessary consumer goods, but were not
concerned with generating enough surpluses that would result in appreciable
agricultural profits. As stated above, it is assumed that most farm families were
located in the middle of this spectrum, and given the opportunity and resources,
would seek to improve their situation through the production of surplus
commodities.
The topic of rural economy is in tum very important to material life and
specifically the archaeological record encountered at farmsteads. It is expected
that rural economy influenced both the domestic landscape and built
environment associated with agricultural production at farms. Rural economy
and production strategies also potentially affected the consumer purchasing
decisions exercised by households. These decisions could likewise determine
the character and quality of portable material culture and consumer goods used
by households and encountered archaeologically. For example, the
intergenerational maintenance of a holding potentially produces material
continuity in the domestic landscape, among artifact assemblages, and within
the domain of subsistence practices that is not typically encountered at
residences occupied by several successive, biologically unrelated households.
Likewise, the extent of agricultural production in concert with commercial
participation can likely influence the level of material and functional complexity
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within the farm landscape and the built environment, in addition to affecting

portable material culture used in the household. Simply put, the built

environment, landscape complexity, and standard of living at an aggressive,

commercially oriented 500-acre farm would probably be very different than the

technological organization, landscape differentiation, and living conditions
present at a 60-acre farm inhabited by subsistence producers. Diversity in
portable material culture is also likely to be greater at more commercially

oriented holdings than at subsistence-level farmsteads. Ironically, however,

several studies have demonstrated that rural tenure class influences the domestic
and production landscape whereas direct correspondence between artifact

assemblages and tenure class is usually not as straightforward or apparent

(Orser 1988; Stine 1990; Cabak and Inkrot 1997).

To explore the above discussed issues, the following chapter reconstructs

the local rural economy through multiple data sets composed. of primary

information drawn from agricultural documents and land records, particularly

the agricultural censuses and tax records for Knox County, the 5th Civil District

(encompassing the Gibbs community), and the Gibbs households. A multilevel,
diachronic comparative approach is also used in which local records are

compared to state, regional, and national contexts. In addition to a multilevel

approach, the reconstruction of the rural economy also relies upon a diachronic

orientation in which rural economic trends are assembled for large temporal
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intervals during the 19th century. Reemphasizing the goal of reconstructing
medium-duration temporal process discussed in Chapter 2, this strategy allows
fine-grained identification of the temporal dynamics and longitudinal economic
movement that transpired during the study period and within multilevel
contexts. To aid in interpretation, information from the Gibbs site is placed
within the assembled model to ground the family's economic activities within a
broadly conceived comparative format It is likewise expected that past and
future rural sites investigated in Knox County can be placed within the model.
Chapter 5 is divided into four main content sections. The following
section presents an overview of the geography and infrastructure development
characteristic of Knox County between 1790 and 1920. In this section, the
physical geography associated with the Ridge and Valley Province of East
Tennessee during the historic period is briefly considered. The geography of
East Tennessee, a subregion of Southern Appalachia, served as a natural
migration conduit that significantly influenced both the character of material life
in the area and the cultural demography of the region's population.
Infrastructure development in Knox County between 1790 and 1920 is then
addressed. The area's infrastructure, particularly in the domains of
transportation, agriculture, commercial trade, manufacturing, and new
technology, was instrumental in stimulating economic development and
articulation with the larger global economy.
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The second section of Chapter 5 presents a detailed, diachronic analysis of

rural land ownership during the 19th century at the spatial levels of Knox

County, the Gibbs community, and the Gibbs household. In addition to defining

important trends in landholding through time, analysis also allows construction

of a comparative framework in which relative wealthholding and economic class
for specific households can be established based on the criteria of land
ownership.

In the subsequent section, a detailed summary of agricultural production

for the interval between 1850 and 1910 is presented. This information is based

on the U. S. Census of Agriculture. The comparative spatial scales used in this

analysis consist of the Gibbs household, the Gibbs community, Knox County, the
state of Tennessee, the Middle South, and the United States. The importance of
this analysis is that it enables diachronic comparison of the Gibbs household to

production averages for different spatial-temporal contexts. Comparison in tum
allows identification of household-level agricultural production in relation to a
diachronic series of agricultural averages.

In the final section of this chapter, cliometric analysis techniques

developed by Dunaway (1996), a sociologist, are used to determine

quantitatively the amount of agricultural surplus produced by the Gibbs

household for specific census years. The Gibbs household is. also compared to
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the surplus averages generated from a data set of adjacent, contemporaneous
households in the Gibbs community.
In addition to the relevance of the above discussed topics to the present
study of the Gibbs farmstead during the 19th century, it is anticipated that much
of the information, especially the quantitative data drawn from archival sources,
will be useful to future archaeological research focusing on rural contexts in
Knox County and East Tennessee. Besides providing a detailed comparative
context for different households investigated archaeologically in the future, as
discussed in Chapter 2, this information potentially provides a firm foundation
or starting point for constructing a detailed, diachronic model of rural
development in the region from initial settlement to the middle 20th century.

Infrastructure Development in Knox County, 17�1920

The following section presents a summary of the geography and
infrastructure development associated with the study area during the 19th
century. The physical geography typical of the Ridge and Valley Province in
East Tennessee is first discussed. A culture history approach that addresses
several important interpretive themes is then used to discuss infrastructure
development in Knox County. The main topics addressed in the section on
infrastructure development are initial settlement, transportation, manufacturing,
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and public services. Since agricultural production in Knox County is discussed
in the remaining section of this chapter, this topic is not addressed in the

following section. Four culture history periods or temporal divisions are
defined for this section, consisting of the frontier period (1780-1820), the

antebellum period (1820-1865), the postbellum period (1865-1900), and the

modem period (1900-Present).

Several criteria were used to define these periods. The interval

encompassing the frontier era is based on the general period when

transportation and the economic infrastructure developed beyond frontier

conditions. The terminal date of 1820 also corresponds to the general period

when the first generation of pioneer settlers in Knox County, such as Nicholas

Gibbs, James White, and Alexander Ramsey, died. Household succession and
generationally based material and economic change probably began to occur

among these and many other families in the county at this time. The remaining

three culture history periods were defined through major historical events,

especially the period before and after the Civil War for the 19th century following
the frontier period. The last culture history interval, the modem period,

represents a significant departure from the previous era, due to substantial

change in technology and the economy.
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Appalachia's Ridge and Valley Province: Physical Geography

Appalachia as a study region possesses several levels of analytical

meaning, consisting of physiographic, geo-political, economic, political, and

cultural characteristics. At the most fundamental level, Appalachia is defined by

geography and is a physiographic region that contains several subregions or

physical zones. The region also contains geo-political boundaries based on the

states that fall within it boundaries. Economically, Appalachia in the 19th
century possessed a relatively uniform economy that, in contrast to the

plantation South, was based almost exclusively on household-level agricultural

production and family operated farms. The political climate of Appalachia was
inextricably linked to its economy. The region was and continues to be

politically conservative. During the 19th century, most areas of Southem

Appalachia supported the Union. Likewise, before the Civil War an appreciable

level of discord often existed between the residents of Southern Appalachia and

the lower South due to different political goals and philosophies. Regarding the
topic of culture, a substantial amount of research has been conducted defining

the distinctive characteristics of Appalachia's residents. Currently, there is not a
consensus among authorities concerning whether a separate and distinct

"Appalachian culture" exists, since many of the traits typical of the region, such
as log architecture, a strong folk tradition, a grain and livestock economy,
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poverty, and an alienated underclass, were also prevalent in other areas of North
America during the 19th century (Raitz and Ulack 1984). Like all locations or

places, this study assumes the region possessed specific cultural characteristics
during the 19th century. However, inquiry does not address the somewhat

circular question of whether or not a distinct and unique Appalachian culture

existed.

Appalachia contains four main physiographic regions consisting of the

Appalachian Plateaus, the Ridge and Valley, the Blue Ridge, and the Piedmont
(Figure 5.1). Southern Appalachia encompasses portions of Virginia, North

Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee, and Kentucky
(Raitz and Ulack 1984). The Ridge and Valley province, or Folded

Appalachians, extends approximately 1,200 miles in length from the Hudson
River Valley in central Pennsylvania to the Birmingham area of northern

Alabama where it eventually terminates at the upper Gulf Coastal Plain. The
Ridge and Valley province is situated in a general southwest to northeast

trending diagonal. The geographic feature served as the eastern continental

margin of the Paleozoic sea some 500 to 300 million years ago. The Ridge and

Valley province is 80 miles in width at its maximum extent in Pennsylvania, and
narrows to 14 miles at the New York-New Jersey border. In East Tennessee, the
average width of the feature is 14 miles. As the name implies, this distinctive
physiographic zone was formed from folded geologic structures that created
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Figure 5.1. Physiographic Regions of Appalachia
(Raitz and Ulack 1984:44).
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alternating ships of long, narrow, mountain ridges and valley floors. Water
drainages in the province run longitudinally and possess a trellised, rectangular
pattern formed by the alternating ridge and valley topography (Fenneman
1938:195-278).
The Ridge and Valley province contains three sections, consisting of the
Northern, or Hudson-Champlain section, the Middle section, and the Southern
section. The Delaware River Valley divides the Northern and Middle sections.
The New River and Tennessee River divides the Middle and Southern sections.
The northern limit of the Southern section is also formed by Clinch, Powell, and
Walden mountains. The Ridge and Valley is often called the Great Valley. A
popular, nontechnical term, the Great Valley encompasses most of the Northern
section and all of the Southern section. Likewise, the Valley of Virginia or
Shenandoah Valley and Tennessee Valley are all regional names for sections of
the zone within the two respective states (Fenneman 1938:195-278).
In East Tennessee (Figure 5.2 and 5.3), the Ridge and Valley province is
bounded by the Blue Ridge province to the east and the Cumberland Plateau to
the west The main water courses in the East Tennessee segment of the Southern
section consist of the Powell, Clinch, Holston, and Nolichucky-French Broad
systems which eventually feed into the Tennessee River. The area comprising
Knox County is located at the confluence of the French Broad and Holston rivers
which drain into the Tennessee River. In north Knox County, encompassing the
259
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Gibbs community, the valley floors are usually wider on the southeast sides of

the ridges than the northwest facing sides. This area of the county also possesses

interesting Ridge and Valley features called knobs, which are small, mesa-like

mountains. House Mountain near the Gibbs and Corryton communities,

probably named for its house or box-like shape, is one of the more distinctive
examples of these topographic features in north Knox County (Fenneman
1938:195-278).

Turning briefly to the topic of cultural geography, the Ridge and Valley

province is important culturally because since the beginning of settlement it has

served as a natural migration corridor from the northeast colonies to the interior,

trans-Appalachian South. In some ways, the entire physiographic zone could be
regarded as representing the same culture region with variation in different
segments, since many households basically followed the valley floor and

journeyed south through time. As discussed previously, Nicholas Gibbs resided
in the Northern section during his early adult years and later lived in the

Southern section of the Ridge and Valley province during the waning years of

his life. The movement of households, families, and neighbors along the valley

from densely occupied areas in the Northern section to thinly settled areas in the
Middle and Southern sections occurred throughout the 18th and 19th centuries.
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The Frontier Period, 1780-1820

The frontier period encompasses the interval from initial settlement in

East Tennessee and Knox County to the point when infrastructure development

had stabilized and progressed beyond rudimentary conditions. In the following
section, the settlement history, development of trade and transportation, and
demographic characteristics at town and county levels are summarized. As

discussed at the end of this section on the frontier period, a prominent trend that
first appears during the pioneer era in the study area and persists to the end of
the postbellum period is a rural-urban demographic dichotomy, characterized

by a rural majority and urban minority within Knox County.

Before European settlement, the Cherokee inhabited portions of East

Tennessee, western North Carolina, northwestern South Carolina, and northern
Georgia. Containing three main geographic divisions, the Cherokee in the 18th

century resided in the Lower Towns in northwest South Carolina located along
the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains, in the Middle Towns located in the

mountains of western North Carolina, and in the Overhill Towns located in East

Tennessee (Figure 5.4).

Fort Loudoun, located in present-day Monroe County, was the first

European settlement in East Tennessee. Occupied for a very short period, the

fort was established in 1756 by the British and was designed to help regulate the
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Figure 5.4. Cherokee Towns, 18th century (Chapman 1985:99).
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lucrative deerskin trade with the Overhill Cherokee in the Ridge and Valley

province. During the colonial era, deerskins were one of the leading colonial

exports in the Southern colonies (Dunaway 1996). The fort likewise discouraged
the French from penetrating the trans-Appalachian frontier in the Middle South

and forging economic and political alliances with the Cherokee. Due to a series

of political events associated with the Cherokee War, a part of the larger French
and Indian War in the late 1750s, however, the longevity of Fort Loudoun was
short-lived. In 1760, after being cut off from British supply lines and

experiencing siege conditions for six months, the fort was relinquished to the
Cherokee and the British were quickly expelled from the region (MacArthur
1976).

Following the initial military presence of the British at Fort Loudoun in

the latter 1750s, East Tennessee did not experience further European settlement

until the early 1770s and 1780s when pioneer families first started migrating into
the region. At this time the area comprising East Tennessee was regulated

politically by North Carolina, which later instituted a land grab act in 1783 that

further encouraged settlement The first pioneers to migrate into the region

originated predominantly from Pennsylvania, Virginia, and North Carolina.

They entered the area mainly through the Valley of Virginia in the comer of

upper East Tennessee. The Watauga, Holston, and Clinch valleys in upper East
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Tennessee were first settled in the early 1770s. Jonesboro, Rogersville, and
Greenville were early towns in upper East Tennessee (MacArthur 1976).
In contrast to other previously settled areas in eastern North America, the
demographic character of early Tennessee in 1790 discouraged the formation of
insular minority-groups or ethnic enclaves. As illustrated in Table 5.1, among
the European-based linguistic groups in Tennessee, inhabitants from the British
Isles, consisting of English, Welsh, Scots-hish, Scottish, and Irish immigrants,
were the dominant groups in the territory, comprising around 91 percent of the
population. Together, German, Dutch, French, and Swedish immigrants, in
contrast, represented only nine percent of the total European population.
German immigrants, like the Nicholas Gibbs household, only comprised around
seven percent of the Tennessee population in 1790. It is assumed these
demographic statistics for Tennessee mainly refer to East Tennessee, since the
Cumberland settlement in Middle Tennessee was not yet densely settled by
1790. These trends suggest the maintenance of non-English culture would have
been difficult and minority-group traditions probably began to quickly erode
among the second generation of new inhabitants in the state.
The ethnically-based demographic trends in Tennessee are also very
different from the Pennsylvania-Maryland area where Nicholas Gibbs lived for
about a decade. In 1790, German immigrants in Pennsylvania represented
approximately 38 percent of the population, which apparently provided the
266

Table 5.1. European-American Population by National or Linguistic Groups, 1790,
for Pennsylvania, Maryland, North Carolina, and Tennessee (Purvis 1984:98).
State

English Welsh

Scots Scottish
-Irish

Irish

German

Dutch

French

Swedish

Total Percent

Pa.

25.8

3.6

15. 1

7.6

7. 1

38.0

1.3

.9

.6

100

Md.

52.5

4.6

10.4

5.2

10.9

12.7

.4

3.0

.3

100

N.C.

53.2

6.2

15.8

7.9

8.6

5. 1

.4

2.5

.3

100

Tenn.

50.6

4.8

17.8

8.9

8.7

6.6

1.3

.9

.4

100

critical mass necessary to maintain cultural practices and ethnic identity. In
contrast, in North Carolina where Nicholas Gibbs migrated in the late 1750s, the
ethnically based demographic trends more closely approximated the distribution
characteristic of Tennessee. Population data therefore suggest that in
Pennsylvania or Maryland, Nicholas Gibbs could have resided by choice among
German speakers, but in North Carolina and Tennessee, the population
consisted predominantly of British speaking immigrants (Purvis 1984).
The first settlement of the area that would develop into Knoxville
occurred in 1786 when James White established a fort and trading post on the
west bank of First Creek. White migrated from North Carolina and had
previously explored the area at the confluence of the French Broad and Holston
rivers with Robert Love, Francis Ramsey, and James Connor. By 1790, the area
comprising White's Fort was formally recognized by the federal government and
selected as the site of the territorial capital by William Blount, who had been
recently appointed Governor of the Territory of the United States South of the
Ohio River by George Washington. William Blount, originally from
Washington, North Carolina, was an aggressive land speculator and frontier
entrepreneur who subsequently died amidst financial problems and political
controversy in 1800. Blount named Knoxville after his superior, Secretary of
War Henry Knox (MacArthur 1976).
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The area that became Knox County was originally part of Hawkins

County, North Carolina and extended from the present-day Virginia border to
Georgia (Figure 5.5 and 5.6). In 1792, Knox County was established. Between

1790 and 1820, Knoxville was a small village with several farming communities
dispersed throughout the county. In 1791, the town was surveyed by Charles

McClung. McClung divided the town into 64 lots that were one-half acre in size
(Figure 5.7). James White, William Blount, Reverend Samuel Carrick (the

founder of the First Presbyterian Church in 1793 and Blount College), James

Armstrong, George Roulstone, John Chilsohlm, John Stone, and Nathaniel and
Samuel Cowan were early lot holders in the original town limits surveyed by

McClung. Abishai Thomas, a friend of William Blount, visited the town in 1794

and noted that, "Here are frame Houses and Brick Chimnies . . . ten stores & seven
taverns, besides tippling Houses, [and) one Court House" (MacArthur 1976:11-

12).

Besides taverns and tippling houses, like those operated by John

Chisholm and John Stone, a broad range of businesses and services was quickly

established in Knoxville between 1790 and 1820. Nathaniel and Samuel Cowan
were the town's first storekeepers. Craftpersons, tradespersons, and

professionals during this interval consisted of Thomas Hope, architect, Asa

Hazen, cabinetmaker, James Hopkins, tailor, James Walker, bookbinder, John
Adams, jeweler, clock maker, and silversmith, and Joseph Strong, physician.
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The state's first newspaper, the Knoxville Gazette, was operated by George

Roulstone. Later, the Knoxville Register was established by Frederick Heiskell

and Hugh Brown in 1816. The Western Monitor and Religious Observer was

printed in town between 1818 and 1820, a liberal newspaper emphasizing
religious tolerance and the emancipation of slaves (MacArthur 1976).

In addition to the town, the outlying county also contained several

communities that were typically situated adjacent to early forts, blockhouses,
roads, or navigable watercourses. The purpose of the forts or stations was to

provide refuge in case of Indian conflict (e.g., Faulkner and Andrews 1994).

These early locales often later developed into crossroad communities. In 1792,

the northern portion of the county contained Adair's Station in present-day

Fountain City and Sawyer's Fort in Corryton, located near the Gibbs house. The
eastern part of the county contained Henry's Station on Dumplin Creek,

Gilliam's Station near the confluence of the Holston and French Broad rivers,

and Greene's Station near the French Broad River. The western portion of the
county contained the communities of Erin (later called Bearden), Ebenezer,
Cavet' s Station, Campbell's Station (later called Farragut), Ball Camp, and
Powell's Station (McCormack 1975) (Figure 5.8).

In contrast to the town's craft-trades-services economy, the principal

economic activity in the rural communities was agriculture conducted on family

operated farms. As trade and the agricultural economy began to develop during
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Figure 5.8. Early Communities in Knox County

N

the waning years of the frontier period, the need for adequate transportation in

the county increased. Transportation in Knox County between 1790 and 1820

occurred on both land and water. Land based transportation was facilitated first
by Indian trails that were subsequently used as horse trails. The horse trails in

turn eventually became wagon roads. Regarding main roads, Rutledge Pike

bisected Knox County in a northeast-to-southwest trending diagonal. The road

originated from the town of Rutledge in upper East Tennessee. On the west side

of the county, Rutledge Pike became Kingston Pike, which proceeded west to
Fort Southwest Point, a federal military post in Kingston located at the

confluence of the Clinch and Tennessee rivers. Emory Road paralleled Rutledge
Pike and was located adjacent to a system of ridges immediately northwest of

Rutledge Pike. Beyond the county to the east and northeast, the early overland

transportation system connected Knoxville to Philadelphia, Richmond, and

Baltimore, principally along the Great Wagon Road discussed previously. To

the west, Kingston Pike became the Cumberland Road at Fort Southwest Point
and was the main route to the Cumberland settlements in Nashville. In 1796,
local residents estimated that approximately 300 wagons containing settlers
passed through Knox County on the way to the Cumberland settlements
(MacArthur 1976; Patton 1976).

In addition to wagon roads, frontier transportation was also conducted to

a lesser extent by canoes and large flatboats or keelboats. River transportation
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during much of the frontier and antebellum periods was marginal, however, due

to major natural obstructions on the Tennessee River. For example, keelboats

and later steamboats were impeded by the rapids at Muscle Shoals, Alabama.

The shoals consisted of a 37-mile stretch of rapids with an elevation drop of 134
feet Consequently, river transport along the Tennessee consisted of two stops,

with a Knoxville to Alabama segment and an Alabama to New Orleans segment

At Muscle Shoals, flatboats had to be unloaded above the rapids and reloaded

below the shoals to avoid the risk of capsizing. Despite the obstacles associated
with river travel, five keelboats made the journey to New Orleans from

Knoxville in 1795 and by 1818 the .number had increased to 13 (MacArthur 1976;

•

Patton 1976).

Ironically, many historical studies of Knoxville focus predominantly on

the town and de-emphasize the substantial rural population in the outlying

county (e.g., Deaderick 1976). This bias is understandable since Knoxville, as the
county seat, served as the political, administrative, and economic center of Knox
County. However, this bias also represents a case of the "tail wagging the dog,"
since agriculture conducted by rural residents throughout the 19th century was

the main economic catalyst in Knox County. The extent of this bias is illustrated

by rural-urban population trends in Knox County between 1800 and 1970
(Figure 5.9).
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Years

Diachronically! the rural population throughout the 19th century substantially

exceeded the urban population. For example, in 1800, the rural

population consisted of 12,059 individuals compared to 387 urban residents,

representing 30 times more rural than urban inhabitants. In 1810, and 1820, the
population difference had decreased to around 13 times more rural than urban
residents. As illustrated in Figure 5.9, the predominant rural character of the

county persisted until about 1920, when the rural and urban demographics

converged and reversed, representing the first appearance of an urban majority
in the county. Interestingly, these trends reversed again in 1960, probably with

the advent of suburbs and oubnigation from aging urban neighborhoods to rural
areas. However, by 1970, the rural population significantly diverges and

decreases from the urban population, suggesting the development of substantial

urbanization characteristic of the late 20th century.
The Antebellum Period, 1820-1865

The following section discusses two important trends that occurred

during the antebellum period in Knox County. These trends consist of the area's
linkage to the plantation economy in the lower South and the subsequent

ideological polarization that occurred among rural and urban residents in the

county immediately before and during the Civil War.
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As frontier conditions diminished in East Tennessee by the close of the

first quarter of the 19th century, the second generation of households in the

region came of age, and a new set of priorities beyond subsistence and shelter

arose among residents. These new priorities focused predominantly upon the
marketing of agricultural surplus to areas beyond the state's borders. For

example, MacArthur (1976:18) notes that,

By the 1830' s a pattern of trade between South Carolina and East

Tennessee had become well developed. Carolina plantations, which

produced cotton and rice, depended upon the valleys and hillsides of
Tennessee for hogs, beef, poultry, and other foodstuffs, as well as for

horses and mules. This natural regional trade would be augmented if

East Tennessee could receive imported goods through Charleston, the
Atlantic port nearest to the region.

As MacArthur implicitly suggests, the plantations of the lower South

depended upon monocrop or cash crop economies. By focusing exclusively

upon cash crops such as cotton or rice, many plantations inadvertently forfeited

sufficiency and the ability or inclination to raise foodstuffs locally for enslaved
African Americans that provided agricultural labor. Consequently, enslaved
labor at many plantations required imported foodstuffs that were raised on
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diversified farms that practiced general, mixed agriculture. Much of these
subsistence commodities were produced on small and medium-sized family
farms in Appalachia and the central South, such as East Tennessee, where
slaveholders comprised a very small proportion of the population.
Due to the possibility of marketing food surpluses, many farmers in East
Tennessee in tum became enmeshed within the developing global system during
the 19th century through linkages to the plantation South and other commodity
chains that encompassed the Atlantic Rim, the Caribbean, and industrializing,
urban centers in Europe (Dunaway 1996). For example, in the mid-19th century,
commission merchants in Baltimore, Charleston, Augusta, and New York City
advertised in the classified sections of Knoxville newspapers to purchase farm
commodities from local merchants (Knoxville Register 1849a). Further, as

MacArthur (1986:18) states, subsistence commodities were exported to South

Carolina and consumer goods were imported into East Tennessee via the port of
Charleston, in addition to Philadelphia, Baltimore, and Richmond (MacArthur
1976). Even after the Civil War, East Tennessee and much of Southern
Appalachia continued to supply subsistence products to the Cotton Belt in the
lower South, where cotton cultivation and the tenancy system undermined rural
sufficiency and diversified farming (Fite 1984; Wright 1986).
Participation in the plantation economy was thus one of the main catalysts
propelling East Tennessee's rural economy during the antebellum period. To
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efficiently market agricultural surplus, residents of the region eagerly sought
new and efficient means of transportation. The main mode of transport

continued to be on land by wagons. However, by the second quarter of the 19th
century, steamboats and railroads offered the promise of improved and

inexpensive transportation methods. Flatboats carrying commercial products

continued to be rafted down the Tennessee River to Muscle Shoals, Alabama and

then to New Orleans in large numbers during the first half of the 19th century. In

1839, for example, approximately 100 keelboats departed from Knoxville to
Alabama (MacArthur 1986).

Although steamboat service from Muscle Shoals to New Orleans was

available by 1822, river transport above the shoals was still impeded by natural

obstacles. In 1828, however, the steamboat Atlas made the trip upstream from
the shoals to Knoxville and local residents were immediately damoring for a

commercial steamboat service on the Tennessee River. The Knoxville Steamboat
Company was subsequently established in 1831. In 1835, channel deepening
was conducted to remove obstacles along the Tennessee River and regular

steamboat operation between Knoxville and Decatur, Alabama was available

between November and June. During the 1840s, obstacles were also removed

from the upper rivers above Knoxville, allowing residents river access to
Knoxville and the lower South (MacArthur 1976).
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While developments in river transportation were occurring, by 1831
residents of Knoxville also vigorously sought the establishment of railroad lines
to the city. The railroad did not arrive in the region until several decades later,
due to economic depression between the 1830s and 1840s. On June 22, 1855,
however, an interregional rail system was eventually completed that linked
Knoxville to Atlanta, Charleston, and the eastern seaboard via the East
Tennessee and Georgia Railroad (MacArthur 1976).
As transportation linkages to external regions improved, the region's
economy expanded. On the eve of the Civil War, however, Knox County's
population was ideologically polarized between the rural majority and a
minority segment of the urban elite. This polarization became apparent when
the question of secession reached the area. As MacArthur (1976:23) notes, "The
mountain South, with its small farms, has generally been at odds with the
plantation-dominated establishment of the southern states." Thus, East
Tennessee was a very atypical region of the South concerning political
sympathies. This opposition to the plantation establishment of the lower South
was expressed politically in 1861 when residents of Knox County voted 10 to 1
against secession. Further, the minority segment of Confederate sympathizers in
the county consisted mainly of urban elites, merchants, and the wealthy that
regarded themselves as the "better sort of people" within class parlance of the
period. In contrast, the rural majority, comprising nonslaveholding farmers,
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supported the Union. Ironically, although the majority of the rural population

did not support the political aspirations of the Confederacy, the agricultural
surplus produced by many rural households in Knox County and East

Tennessee was exported to the lower South in record amounts to provision

plantation labor prior to the Civil War (MacArthur 1976; Baker 1991; Dunaway

1996).

Unlike other areas of the South that supported the Confederacy, the Civil

War exerted much less influence upon the daily lives of East Tennessee

residents, although the conflict did encourage bitter and sometimes violent
divisions between opposing residents of the area. Knoxville was at first a

Confederate entrepot for the railway and a supply and distribution center for
foodstuffs, especially pork. However, federal troops established permanent
control of the area on November 29, 1863 during the siege of Fort Sanders, a

Union controlled stronghold. Confederates attacked the fort and after a twenty

minute conflict the Confederate forces were defeated and suffered 813 casualties.
Union forces incurred 13 casualties. By 1864, the Civil War in East Tennessee for
the most part was over (MacArthur 1976).
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The Postbellum Period, 1865-1900

Four important trends occurred during the Postbellum period in Knox
County that significantly influenced material life and the region's economy.
First, the local and regional transportation infrastructure continued to improve
and expand. Second, the full effects of the Industrial Revolution became
established in the area, resulting in a substantial increase in industry and
manufacturing. Third, the county also became a regional center for the
wholesale distribution of manufactured goods and agricultural products. And
last, the first stirrings of modernization, new technologies, and recreation within
the public and domestic spheres also appeared and started to influence the
texture of daily life in the study area (MacArthur 1976).
Following the Civil War, the economic character of Knox County began to
become more diversified beyond agriculture as manufacturing developed in the
county. This trend began in the antebellum period with the establishment of
improved transportation methods beginning in the 1830s. Partly due to
improved transportation, a second wave of immigration into Knox County
occurred between 1830 and 1850 that included capitalists and industrialists.
After the effects of the Civil War had diminished, this trend accelerated in the
county. During the third quarter of the 19th century, Knoxville likewise
developed from a small town into a city (MacArthur 1976).
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Two important transportation trends stimulated industrial development

in the county. First, the turnpike-era occurred between the 1860s and 1890s.

Turnpikes were segments of road maintained by individual counties that

charged a toll for passage. Because of the turnpike system and the revenues it

generated, the region's primary road system generally improved. During this

period, the main turnpikes were the Cumberland Road from Knoxville to

Nashville (U. S. Route 70), the road from Knoxville to Kingsport (U. S. 11-W), the

road from Knoxville to the Cumberland Gap and Kentucky border (U. S. 25-W
and State 63), and the road to the lower South that extended from Knoxville to
Athens, Tennessee and then to Savannah, Georgia (State 33) (Patton 1976).
Paralleling the road systems, the railroad infrastructure likewise

continued to improve during the postbellum period. A well-developed

intraregional rail system appeared by 1869. Called the East Tennessee, Virginia,
and Georgia Railroad (ElV&G), the rail system was created from a merger of

several preexisting lines. Under the management of Charles McClung McGhee,
between 1872 and 1885 the E1V&G expanded its operation to five southern

states. In 1883, the Knoxville and Ohio Railroad merged with the Louisville and

Nashville Railroad, which subsequently provided Knoxville with direct service
to the Ohio River. A few years later in 1894, the ElV&G was absorbed by the

Southern Railway Company that was owned by railroad baron J. P. Morgan. By
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1894, Knoxville had become a major rail entrepot within the Southern Railway
system (Patton 1976).
With the improvement of rail service, the need for river transport and the
use of steamboats and keelboats on the Tennessee River gradually diminished.
Although the transport of manufactured goods and agricultural products was
usurped by rail in the 1850s, the shipping of bulk, raw resources by flatboat on
the region's water systems continued until the early 20th century. For example,
during the third quarter of the 19th century, salt and marble were transported on
the Holston, and zinc ore mined in Claiborne, Jefferson, Knox, and Union
counties was shipped along the Clinch to a processing facility at Clinton. After
unloading, the keelboats were dismantled and transported back upstream by rail
where they were reassembled and reused (Patton 1976).
The net effect of improvement in transportation systems during the
second half of the 19th century was the encouragement of manufacturing and
industry in Knoxville, to the point that in many respects it more resembled a
small northern river city rather than a southern town. Industrial development
was also encouraged by capitalists in Knoxville that joined in partnership with
extralocal entrepreneurs. These business interests created manufacturing
enterprises in town and also started extractive industries, such as mines,
quarries, and logging operations, in the area' s periphery (MacArthur 1976).
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Prominent manufactu�g and industrial operations in Knoxville during
the postbellum period consist of iron works, textile mills, lumber yards, and
meat processing plants. For example, the Knoxville Iron Company started
operations in town and former owners of the company eventually established
iron furnaces in Rockwood with the Roane Iron Company. Other postbellum
manufacturing and industrial operations in Knoxville were the Knoxville
Foundry and Machine Shop, the Fulton Company (a manufacturer of heating
equipment), the Sanford Day Iron Works, a mill and lumberyard operated by
Samuel Atkin at First Creek, and a pork packing plant operated. by C. M.
McGhee and Company near First Creek (MacArthur 1976).
Beyond the smaller commercial operations mentioned above, such as
lumberyards and machine shops, large industrial operations were also
established in Knoxville during the last quarter of the 19th century. These
enterprises are very important from a developmental perspective because they
denote the first appearance in the area of formal wage labor, the factory system
of production relations, and the existence of a working-class proletariat created
through large-scale industry. The same types of industries established in
Knoxville in the 1870s and 1880s, such as iron and textile factories, would later
come to dominate the nation's economy in the first half of the 20th century
(MacArthur 1976).
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In Knoxville, the Brookside Cotton Mills, established in 1885, was the

largest employer in town with 1,200 workers. The Knoxville Woolen Mills was
second with 900 employees, followed by the Knoxville Iron Company with 850
workers. The extent of industrialization in Knoxville was significant in

comparison to other southern cities located outside of Appalachia. By 1900, 30

percent of the population was engaged in manufacturing. The manufacturing

sector in Knoxville's population exceeded the proportion in Atlanta, Nashville,
Memphis, and New Orleans (MacArthur 1976).

In concert with growth in the manufacturing and industrial sector,

wholesale businesses focusing upon the distribution of commodities also

expanded substantially in Knoxville during the postbellum era. Retail sources
for finished goods likewise increased. In 1868, the town contained two

wholesale dry goods houses. By 1896, the city contained 50 wholesale houses

that conducted approximately $50,000,000 in business annually. The wholesale

houses in Knoxville, such as H. T. Hackney and Company, traded in eight

southern states. Collectively, the city was the third largest wholesaler in the
South. In addition to brisk business in the wholesale trade, retailers also

flourished during this period. In 1868, the town possessed 22 retail dry good
stores. In the 1870s, Cowan, McClung, and Company, the largest retailer in

town, constructed a large, four-story department store in the downtown area.

Several retail stores founded in the 1860s, such as the Albers Drug Company and
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W. W. Woodruff and Company, a hardware store, were still in operation in the
1970s (MacArthur 1976).
As industry and commerce expanded, new technology, public services,
and recreation activities associated with leisure time also began to influence
daily life during the second half of the 19 th century. Shortly before the Civil
War, the telegraph system was first available to Knoxvillians in 1858. During the
postbellum period, gas lighting was available in 1867 and the town's gasworks
had 260 customers. The telephone was available in 1880 and public water and
sewage systems were established by 1882 and 1893, respectively. In the area of
public transit, streetcar service started in 1876 and peaked in the 1920s with an
average of 150 cars operating annually throughout the decade. Bus service
eventually replaced streetcars in the 1930s (Brewer 1976; MacArthur 1976; Patton
1976).
In addition to new technology, nonmaterial public services, especially
education, became available to all citizens during the postbellum period. Before
1867, education could only be acquired through private institutions. In 1874, the
Peabody School was created for white students and in 1885, the Slater Training
School for blacks was established. Regarding higher education, East Tennessee
University (later renamed the University of Tennessee) was available to white
students. The Knoxville College was established for black students in 1875 by
the United Presbyterian Church. Contrary to pejorative stereotypes of Southern
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Appalachia portrayed in popular culture, regionally, more Knoxvillians

possessed a basic education than the rest of the state or most of the South during
the postbellum period. In 1869, 72 percent of white children and 76 percent of

black children in the county attended school. The same year, 60 percent of white
children in East Tennessee attended public school, compared to 44 percent and

38 percent in Middle and West Tennessee, respectively (MacArthur 1976).

Besides new technology and public services, during the second half of the

19th century, leisure-time activities also became prevalent Horseracing was

popular among residents and several tracks were located in the county. Beaver

Creek Race course, for example, was operated by John Wood at mid-century
near the Gibbs community. Interestingly, in 1850, Daniel Gibbs and other

residents of the community, such as the Harbisons, owned expensive horses that
may have been used for racing (Knoxville Register 1849b; USBC 1850). In

addition to attending and wagering on horse races, some town residents dined

on fine cuisine, such as the fare offered at the St Nicholas Restaurant For

Christmas dinner in 1869, the restaurant's menu offered fresh oysters, turkey,
ham, bear meat, venison, desserts and imported wines. In addition to fine

dining establishments, the town also boasted 25 saloons by 1879 (MacArthur
1976).

Besides offering numerous dining and imbibing options for

entertainment, the city also held several annual ethnic festivals, such as an Irish
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ball hosted at the Lamar House on St Patrick's Day, a May day festival held by
the Germans, a Swiss independence day festival, and a Welsh independence day
festival held in honor of St David. During the 1870s and 1880s, public hangings
also attracted considerable attention, with some executions drawing an
estimated attendance of over 10,000 people. For lighter entertainment, social and
business picnics featuring speeches, parades, food, contests, and games
appeared in the county beginning in the 1880s at what would later become
Chilhowee Park. Concerning sports, baseball appeared afte'r the Civil War, golf
was first played in the 1890s, and hunting was still an outdoor pastime in the
late 19th century (MacArthur 1976).
In summary, the fourth quarter of the 19th century represents a critical
juncture within Knox County's history. During this interval, Knoxville
developed from a small county seat with an agricultural economic base to a city
that possessed transportation links to most of the major metropolitan centers
located in the eastern United States. Industries representing high-capital ·
investment were also established, and the locale became a major distribution
center for wholesale commodities. Residents could send their children to public
schools, choose from a wide selection of consumer goods available from
Knoxville's numerous retail stores, dine in fine restaurants, and attend public
festivals and sporting events. Many aspects of daily life familiar to our current
era thus first appeared at the close of the 19th century in the study area.
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The Modem Period, 1900-Present

During the heyday of regional expositions in the early 20th century, the
Appalachian Exposition convened at Chilhowee Park in Knoxville between
September and October, 1910. Designed to attract new bu inesses and industries
to the area, the event featured two newly constructed co
six adjacent pavilions showcasing East Tennessee's na

ention buildings with
esources,

agricultural bounty, and the achievements of its residents. People from across
the nation attended the event, including President Theod
osevelt, and the
/
crowds witnessed the first airplane and zeppelin flights over East Tennessee.
Two other conventions were subsequently held in Knoxville in 1911 and 1912
(MacArthur 1976).
Beyond the fanfare of successful promotional events, these expositions are
important historically because, in addition to illustrating the development of a
collective identity of place and region that was shared by local residents at the
dawn of the 20th century, the expositions also served to extend a salutation and
invitation to the larger nation located beyond the region's boundaries. Thus, on
the eve of World War I, the nation was already becoming a much smaller place,
and the residents of Knox County were very much aware of the world beyond
their doorsteps.
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In the present study, the modem period is defined as encompassing the
20th century. Since the last of the Gibbs family to reside at the north Knox
County farm left the homeplace in 1913, this recent culture history period will
only be briefly considered in this section. From a developmental perspective,
three events, in addition to broadly based trends such as the appearance of the
automobile, the interstate highway system, and new technologies, have
significantly influenced the developmental trajectory of Knox County and East
Tennessee since the early 1900s.
In rural contexts, the shift from mixed agriculture to tobacco and dairy
production was a major transition within the local economy. This topic is
subsequently discussed in the latter half of this chapter. The other two major
events that significantly influenced the region were the establishment of federal
facilities by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and the Atomic Energy
Commission (AEC), later renamed the Department of Energy. During and after
the Great Depression, the Tennessee Valley Authority constructed a series of
reservoirs to control the periodic flooding that had occurred in the area since
initial settlement The first TVA reservoir was constructed in Norris in the
1930s. Since the 1930s, this federal agency has constructed additional dams and
several steam and nuclear powered electrical plants that provide electricity to
the region's inhabitants. The significance of the Tennessee Valley Authority's
role in the region, like the Department of Energy, is that these agencies have
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resulted in the long-term commitment of federal resources to the area. From this
perspective, the area has been provided numerous benefits from a federal
presence since the 1930s. Other areas of Southern Appalachia have been less
fortunate in this respect during the 20th century.
In addition to the reservoirs and utility plants established by 1VA, the
Atomic Energy Commission, now called the Department of Energy, has also
played a major role in the area's development in the 20th century. During World
War II, nuclear weapons research was conducted at several large, federal
facilities in Oak Ridge, located in Anderson County immediately adjacent to
Knox County (Figure 5.2). The area was selected in part because of its somewhat
inaccessible and nondescript location. Components of nuclear warheads, used to
end the war in the Pacific, were assembled at the weapons plants. In addition to
the technical expertise provided by the nation's top scientists of the time that
were recruited to run the defense research centers at Oak Ridge, many local
residents from the surrounding counties provided the labor and infrastructure
support needed to build and operate the facilities.
This effort hastened the end of World War II, yet also quickly and
perhaps unwittingly ushered humanity into the nuclear age. Since then, the Oak
Ridge-Knoxville area in East Tennessee has become a center of scientific
research. Looking back, future historians will undoubtedly note that a
substantial proportion of the international political discourse that occurred
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during the second half of the 20th century involved containing global

proliferation of nuclear weapons technology. It is perhaps ironic that technology
of such destructive magnitude was developed among quiet crossroad

communities and family farms in a small corner of Southern Appalachia.
Diachronic Trends in Land Ownership
Land ownership formed the cornerstone of the economy and social

structure during the 18th and 19th centuries in rural North America. Land

ownership is likewise one of the few analysis variables that is both consistently

accessible through public records and lends itself well to diachronic

reconstruction. The distribution of land holding is also important because much

of the rural class structure in the past was based upon a household's relationship

to land and the means of production. Among farmers or those agriculturists that
did not own slaves, for example, the agricultural ladder, or the rural tenure class
system, in most regions was composed of a hierarchy with two central divisions

(Stine 1990). The lower rungs of the hierarchy consisted of tenants or renters

that did not own the land they worked and hence possessed marginal control

over the profits from the products they raised. From a perspective emphasizing
historical materialism, landless households were alienated from the means of

production. Conversely, the upper rungs of the agricultural ladder consisted of
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landholders that controlled decision making regarding agricultural production

and the land they worked. As stated previously, based on current estimates

generated independently by several different studies, approximately one-third
to one-half of the taxable, adult white males in Southern Appalachia were

landless (Fischer 1989; Dunaway 1996). Further, a recent study determined that

by the mid-1800s, about half of the adult male population in East Tennessee was

landless (Baker 1991).

Data Sources and Analysis Methods

The following section presents a summary of diachronic trends in land

ownership for Knox County, the Gibbs community, and the Gibbs household

between circa 1806 and 1910. The information sources for this discussion consist

of county-level data contained in the U. S. Census of Agriculture Annual

Reports, a sample of the agricultural census schedule enumeration forms for

farmsteads surrounding the Gibbs tract in the 5th Civil District, and a sample of

the tax lists for the 5th Civil District in Knox County. The agriculture schedule
and the tax lists correspond to the general area comprising the Gibbs

community. In addition to trends in land-use, this section also considers the

wealth structure prevalent in the study community based on the criteria of land
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ownership. Analysis of wealth distribution is likewise drawn from the above

cited information sources.

Agricultural information for Knox County was obtained from the annual

reports for agriculture from the U. S. Census (United States Bureau of the Census
[USBC] 1853; United States Department of the Interior [USDI] 1864, 1872, 1883,

1895, 1902; United States Department of Commerce [USDC] 1914; Bonser and

Mantle 1945a, 1945b; Bonser et al. 1945). The reports contain detailed statistical

summaries for all of the categories enumerated in the individual schedule forms

for a given census year. Landholding information for the county is presented in

this section and data pertaining to specific crops and agricultural production are

discussed later in this chapter. Relevant information for this study spanning the
time interval between 1850 and 1910 was abstracted from the reports.

Specifically, time series data were assembled for the spatial scales of the

Gibbs household, the Gibbs community (corresponding to the 5th Civil District ),

Knox County, the state of Tennessee, the South Central census division, hereafter
referred

to as the Middle South (comprising the states of Kentucky, Tennessee,

Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas), and the

United States. A suite of analysis variables were then selected and plotted on
time series charts. The time series consist of sample averages calculated for

community, county, state, regional, and national levels. The household-level
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data from the Gibbs family is compared to the higher order averages to ground
the farmstead within a firm quantitative context

A sample of households listed in the agricultural census schedule forms

for the 5th Civil District was also obtained for diachronic analysis (Figure 5.10)

(USBC 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880b). The sampling method was nonrandom and the
purpose was to obtain agricultural information for the households immediately

surrounding the Gibbs farm. To select the sample, the Gibbs household was
located in the agricultural schedule for the 5th Civil District Fifteen entries
above and below the Gibb's entries were then selected. The individual

agricultural census schedules for Knox County are only available for 1850, 1860,
1870, and 1880; household-level information is therefore not available before or
after this interval. It is expected this nonrandom selection method for the
agricultural schedule provides a relatively accurate sample of farming
households in the Gibbs community. The total number of cases is 120

households with 30 cases selected for each of the four census years. Thirty was

selected as the standard number of cases for each census year since this number
is considered to represent the minimum number of cases required for a

statistically valid sample size (Ott 1993). Again, averages were calculated for all

of the enumerated census categories. These averages were then included in the
multilevel information set.
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Figure 5.10. Map of Knox County Civil Disbicts, 1850-1900.

To examine diachronic trends in landholding and wealth disbibution, tax

information from District 5 was also obtained from archival sources (MC 1806,

1826; KCA 1850, 1860, 1871, 1882). The District 5 tax lists for six temporal

intervals were analyzed. Successive temporal intervals were sampled to create
time series distributions and identify diachronic trends. A total of 568 cases

from District 5 was included in the tax sample, representing all of the taxpayers
in the district for each sample interval. The sample years by number of cases

consist of 1806 (53 cases), 1826 (112 cases), 1850 (104 cases), 1860 (87 cases), 1871
(88 cases), and 1882 (124 cases). The descriptive statistics for the sample are

presented in Table 5.2.

Due to the differential availability of archival sources, complete data

series for the entire 19th century are not available. The amount of acreage owned

by individuals in the tax lists for District 5 is the only variable available for
approximately the entire century. Conversely, agricultural production

information is available for individual households and civil districts only for the

1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880 census years. However, aggregate agricultural data at
the county, regional, and national levels are available for the interval between

1850 to 1910.

Concerning analysis methods, during Spring Semester, 1997, the above

described archival data were photocopied and then arranged by category in

spiral bound notebooks. The archival data sets and artifact inventory from the
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Table 5.2. Acreage Summary for Tax List Sample, 5th Civil Oishi.ct
(KCA 1806, 1826, 1850, 1860, 1871, 1882)

Year

Acreage Average

1806
1826
1850
1860
1871
1882

204
241
198
164
113
79

135
371
161
129
91
63

55
112
104
87
88
124

Total

163

203

568

Standard Deviation
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Cases

Gibbs site were then entered in Microsoft Excel 97®, a spreadsheet computer

program designed for data analysis. Data entry was conducted full-time by the

author for six months between July and December in 1997. After data entry was

completed, the resulting information was subjected to data analysis. Analysis

consisted of calculating general descriptive statistics in addition to performing
basic statistical tests. Statistical analysis, mainly simple linear regression

(e.g., Freund and Littell 1991), was conducted with several of the generated

archival and archaeological data sets. The SAS® computer program (version
6.12 for Windows®) was used for the statistical analyses.
Rural Infilling

Diachronic analysis of landholding between circa 1800 and 1910 resulted

in the identification of two dominant trends in the study area. The first trend is

rural infilling. The second trend is the disproportionate distribution of land in
the study area that persists throughout the 19th century. Inflilling refers to the
process of settlement that occurs in a region with the passage of time. Simply

put, as the length of occupation and population size increase in an area, then the
amount of available land inversely decreases. The concept of infilling is drawn
from a study of settlement trends in Appalachia conducted by Salstrom (1991).
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In the present study, infilling is regarded to be mainly the result of time or the

length of settlement in an area coupled with population growth.

Concerning the temporal dynamics of rural inflilling in Knox County,

population growth (Figure 5.9) resulted in a continuous increase in the number

of farms from circa 1,500 farms in 1850 to 3,200 in 1910 (Figure 5.11); in turn,

growth in the number of farms resulted in an inverse reduction of average farm
size based on total acreage (Figure 5.12). This trend continued to the point that

by the first decade of the 20th century, average farm size in Knox County

hovered just above 50 acres, a substantial decline from the 200-acre average in
1850. The same trend influenced the amount of improved acres actually

cultivated at individual farms in the county. The improved acreage average for

the county between 1850 and 1910 decreased from approximately 65 acres to 45
acres, respectively (Figure 5.13).

The diachronic reduction of farm size between 1850 and 1880 was

apparently not unique to Knox County, the Gibbs community or the Gibbs

household. This broadly based trend is perhaps best explained by invoking the

ghost of Thomas Malthus (1977) and his thoughts on population pressure and
related resource reduction that were first articulated during the 18th century.
Figure 5.12 illustrates that rural infilling occurred at the household, district,
county, state, regional, and national levels, as indicated by the continuous

reduction in farm size during the second half of the 19th century. However, at
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national and regional levels (comprising the Middle South), the decline in farm

size was not as pronounced as in the Gibbs household, District 5, or Knox

County (Figure 5.12).

As might be expected, these trends, when analyzed using linear

regression models, are highly significant Table 5.3. presents a summary of

regression results pertaining to the topic of land-use. At the Knox County level,
the concept of infilling is expressed through the negative influence of the

independent variables of time and population growth upon the dependent
variables of average farm size and average improved acreage. During the

second half of the 19th century, the average farm size and average amount of

improved acreage decreased appreciably with the passage of time and persistent

population increase. Growth in the number of farms between 1850 and 1910
likewise exerted a negative effect upon average farm size and the average

amount of improved acreage under cultivation. In addition to significant trends

identified at the Knox County level, the negative influence of time on farm size is
likewise present at the District 5 level between 1806 and 1882. This information

suggests that the county level trends active during the second half of the century
can be extrapolated backwards and are likewise probably applicable to the first
half of the 19th century.

Regarding the Gibbs household and land ownership trends, two

important variables were operating during the 19th century, consisting of the
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Table 5.3. L�ear Regression Results for Land Ownership Trends in Study Area.

00

Context

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

F-Value

P-Value

Time
Interval

Knox
County

Time

Number of
Farms

30.78

.0026

1850-1910

Knox
County

Population

Number of
Farms

15.61

.01

1850-1910

Knox
County

Time

Farm Size

72.94

.0004

1850-1910

Knox
County

Population

Farm Size

33.75

.0021

1850-1910

Knox
County

Time

Improved
Acres

35.20

.0019

1850-1910

District 5

Time

Farm Size

10.55

.03

1806, 1826,
1850, 1882

Gibbs
Households

Time

Farm Size

45.85

.0001

1810-1910

Gibbs
Households

Household
Size

Farm Size

4.30

.05

1790-1910

above stated effect of infilling in combination with the substantial influence of

partible inheritance and household cycles. Whereas population growth affected

land holding in the region as a whole, fluctuations in household size also exerted
the same influence on a microscale level. As illustrated in Figure 5.14, during

the study period the land held by the Gibbs family decreases significantly,

which as discussed previously, was undoubtedly due to inheritance practices.

Within partible inheritance, wealth is divided equally and children are given
land or other resources when they start their own households or when their

parents die. However, a negative effect of partible inheritance in combination
with general population growth is that through time family tracts become

increasingly subdivided to the point of not being able to support individual

farms. This process has been documented at several locations during the early
modem period, such as Germany in the 18th century (Fogleman 1996) and

interestingly, in Appalachia during the 19th century (Salstrom 1991). The Gibbs
farmstead, the 5th Civil District, and Knox County illustrate examples of the
infilling process in miniature.

Besides partible inheritance, another important factor operating in the

longitudinal history of the Gibbs family was the household cycle's influence

upon land acquisition. As discussed more fully later, based on probate analysis,
the Gibbs family lived comfortably. However, profits generated from

agricultural production were apparently invested mainly in land that was later
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Figure 5.14. Land Held by Gibbs Family, 1790-1913.

passed on to the children in the family when they came of age. Figure 5.14

presents the landholding history of the Gibbs family based on information in the
District 5 tax lists. Figure 5.15 also compares the Gibbs land history to the

acreage average for District 5.

Several important trends are immediately apparent in Figure 5.14. First,

quantified by decade, the Gibbs land distribution definitely exhibits cyclical

characteristics. Moreover, the two upswings in landholdings around 1790 and

1850 are not random, but rather, closely correspond to periods of household

fissioning, especially those junctures associated with the Nicholas and Daniel

Gibbs households. In the 1790s, Nicholas Gibbs's landholdings increased

dramatically and then substantially declined, presumably after household

fissioning occurred and his sons received land to start their own households

between circa 1798 and 1810. Likewise, a noticeable upswing occurred between

the late 1840s and early 1850s immediately before the death of Daniel Gibbs. As

illustrated in Table 5.3, the results from regression analysis indicate the influence
of household size upon landholdings for the Gibbs family between 1790 and

1910 is statistically significant (p-value .05). These results, coupled with the time
series data, illustrate the substantial influence of inheritance practices and

household cycles upon landholdings. Interestingly, besides the upswings

associated with land expansion during family fissioning, the Gibbs land history

is otherwise very close to the District 5 acreage average (Figure 5.15), suggesting
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the Gibbs family was very similar to most of their neighbors in the amount of
land they owned after family resources were divided.
Disparity in Land Ownership

The above discussed time series data pertaining to landholdings allows

reconstruction of broad trends during the study period for the Gibbs family and
the Gibbs community. Using a cross-sectional, synchronic approach combined
with a diachronic perspective, the information from tax lists and agricultural

schedules provides relevant data about the rural hierarchy of landowners in the

Gibbs community and the Gibbs family's location within this economic milieu at
different intervals in time. This analysis strategy also provides a comparative
format that could be used for future investigations of rural sites in the study
area. Pronounced disparity in land ownership in the 5th Civil District is the

single, predominant trend identified by this analysis method. Generalizing from
this example, it is likewise assumed that disparity in land ownership was
prevalent in Knox County, East Tennessee, and throughout Southern
Appalachia.

Farm value is the first variable briefly considered in this discussion. Farm

value averages for five locational levels were first calculated from the annual
agricultural reports for the period from 1850 to 1910. The Gibbs farm value,
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based on extant information, could only be obtained for the 1850 to 1880 interval.
Farm value for this study was calculated by combining the farm value,

implements value, and livestock value categories enumerated in the census

schedules. The farm value category in the census schedule includes land and

improvements. Figure 5.16 illustrates the resulting distribution for farm value.

Interestingly, the sequence for the Gibbs family exhibits a gradual decline

in farm value during the second half of the 19th century. This trend is probably
the result of the continuous reduction of acreage during this period at the

farmstead. On average, the same reduction trend in acreage occurred among all
farms. However, at mid-century in 1850, before acreage reduction commenced,

the Gibbs farm was above the Knox County, District 5, and state of Tennessee
averages for farm value. In 1850, the farm was also just below regional and

national averages. Likewise, in 1880, despite acreage loss, the Gibbs farm still
exceeded the district, state, and regional farm values; it was also only slightly

below the county average and was only exceeded substantially by the national
avera ge for farm value.

The previous discussion of landholding emphasized the Gibbs farm in

general was close to the District 5 average based on acreage. Consideration of
farm value as an analysis variable for deterring relative economic location,

however, indicates that the Gibbs farmstead was for the most part above average
in total value during its operation in the second half of the 19th century by the
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Gibbs family, with the exception of the 1860s. Interestingly, the reduction in
farm value in 1860 was probably associated with family fissioning and the
division of resources that occurred after Daniel Gibbs died in 1852.

Consideration of synchronically based acreage profiles provides even finer

grained resolution concerning the topic of landholding as an indicator of
economic hierarchy.

To more closely examine landholding trends and wealth distribution, a

series of synchronic, cross-sectional profiles for acreage were calculated. The

synchronic acreage profiles were calculated from the Knox County, 5th District

tax lists for 1806, 1826, 1851, and 1882 (KCA 1806, 1826, 1851, 1882). These years
were selected since they approximate four intervals spaced at 25-year

increments. Tax information for the early 1900s has not yet been microfilmed by
the Knox County Archives and hence was not accessible. For the synchronic

profiles, the average amounts of acreage and the standard deviations were

calculated for each of the four years. Acreage groups were then calculated from
the standard deviation for each of the four tax years. For purposes of analysis

and description, the land holding intervals are considered to represent relatively
distinct landholding groups, approximating lower, middle, and upper wealth
holding groups.

As illustrated in Figure 5.17, the District 5 sample for 1806, moving from

left to right in ascending amount of acreage, contains five intervals, which are
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labeled Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The landholding groups were originally

calculated by both frequency and percentage; all of the figures in this discussion
are presented by percentage. The proportion of farms in each respective acreage

group was also included in the analysis. Figure 5.17, for example, presents the

percentage of farms located in each acreage group for the 1806, District 5 tax
sample.

The final step of analysis consists of placing the Gibbs farmstead in its

respective group based on farmstead size. Again, it is anticipated that this

analysis method could be potentially useful for quantitatively contextualizing or
grounding other rural sites investigated in Knox County. Ideally, acreage

profiles could be calculated for all civil districts in the county. Different farms of

varying sizes from different districts could then be archaeologically sampled and
compared to data corresponding to their respective civil district

The 1806 acreage profile for District 5 contains five groups. In 1806, over

50 percent of the farmsteads in District 5 ranged between 69 and 203 acres in size
(Group 2). Further, Group 2 held 40 percent of the farmland in the district

Interestingly, with 285 acres in 1806, the Gibbs farmstead corresponds to Group
3. Farm families in Group 3 held over 20 percent of the land in District 5 and
represented a little less than 20 percent of the farmsteads operated by land

holders in the district
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In contrast to the approximate information provided by the previously

discussed time series distributions for District 5, the 1806 acreage profile

indicates that, paralleling farm value, the Gibbs home place was an above

average farm operation based on landholding. Moreover, the Gibbs site in 1806

apparently was either an upper-middle or lower-upper farmstead in comparison

to other District 5 operations. Although the amount of acreage owned by the

Gibbs family decreases through the 19th century, the farmstead nevertheless

retains its relative position within Group 3, as indicated by the 1826 (275 acres),

1851 (275 acres), and 1882 (125 acres) tax samples (Figures 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20).

Concerning the topic of disparity in wealth distribution, several important

trends are illustrated by the District 5 tax sample. First, landholding is not
normally distributed. Through time the number of landholding groups

increases from five in 1806 to seven in 1883 which serves to skew the distribution
toward the upper wealth groups. This trend is caused by a minority number of
large landholders concentrated among the upper landholding groups. A small
number of very large outlier landholders also first appear in District 5 by the

second quarter of the 19th century. Although never forming a large proportion,
large outliers increased in occurrence during the century.

In addition to a skewed distribution of landholding trends during the 19th

century in the Gibbs community, the acreage profiles are somewhat visually

misleading by the fact that they tend to suggest that most of the land was held
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by the middle wealth groups. However, when the disbibution of land held by

the proportion of the population is examined in detail, then it becomes apparent

that a minority segment of the population owned most of the land in Disbict 5.

For example, information in the four temporal sample groups was merged and
sorted according to the criteria of majority and minority landholders in the

Disbict 5 sample. To accomplish this task, Groups 1 and 2 were combined in

each disbibution, representing the majority of the population. Likewise, the

remaining upper level groups were combined to form a second composite group

representing the minority of landholders in Disbict 5.

When landholding groups in Disbict 5 are sorted by the criteria of

majority and minority population segments, then the skewed concentration of

wealth in real estate becomes very clear. As illustrated in Table 5.4, on average

for the 19th century, a 64 percent majority segment of the population held around
36 percent of the land in the district. Conversely, a 36 percent minority segment
of the population in the 5th District owned approximately 63 percent of the farm

land. Put another way, one-third of the landholders controlled two-thirds of the

land in Disbict 5. A pyramidal shaped disbibution of wealth measured through

real estate in Knox County's 5th Civil District thus emerges from this information.

This distribution is likewise probably applicable to most of the

region. It should also be remembered that in addition to the landholding

population segment discussed in this section, around half of the taxable white
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Table 5.4. Distribution of Land Held by Proportion of Population in 5th Civil
District, Total Tax List Sample.

Proportion of
Population

Proportion of
Land Held by
Population Segment

Sample
Majority

Sample
Minority

64 Percent

36 Percent

36 Percent

63 Percent
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males in East Tennessee were landless. The landholding population segment

therefore is a sample of a sample among rural residents. Interestingly, analysis
of probate inventories for Knox County, as discussed later, reveals the same

skewed disbibution of resources for personal wealth that was first identified

among the District 5 landholders. The exception to this trend is that most of
Knox County's personal or portable wealth, consisting of personal items,

household furnishings, farm equipment, and livestock, was even more

concentrated than land within a very small, minority segment of the l 9th-ce�tury
population.

Agricultural Production Trends:
A Diachronic Analysis

Agricultural production associated with the Gibbs farm is now compared

to community, county, state, regional, and national levels in the following

section. This exercise provides a broadly-conceived comparative context to more

fully interpret and understand the economic activities that transpired at the

farmstead during the 19th century. Temporal trends affiliated with agricultural

production are reconstructed via information in the U. S. Census of Agriculture

Annual Reports (USBC 1853; USDI 1864, 1872, 1883, 1895, 1902; USDC 1914;

Bonser and Mantle 1945a, 1945b; Bonser et al. 1945) and from the agricultural
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census schedule forms for community and household-level contexts (USBC 1850,

1860, 1870, 1880b).

In the area of medium-duration temporal process, three primary trends

are apparent during the 19th century at the regional, local, and household levels.

First, the southern rural economy experienced a substantial expansion and
contraction phase during the 19th century. Second, at the regional and

community levels in East Tennessee, a production shift from grain and livestock
to dairy and tobacco farming occurred during the closing decades of the 19th

century. Third, a noticeable transition from commercial to near subsistence-level

production transpired at the Gibbs farmstead during the waning years of the 19th
century.

The South

Economic restructuring in the South during the 19th century was due to

several interrelated factors. Most importantly, the South's rural economy

experienced a very substantial expansion and con�action phase. This phase
closely corresponds to macrolevel economic cycles originally defined by

Kondratieff, a Russian economic historian. Called Kondratieff waves or K

waves, the cycles are used extensively in world systems theory (Kondratieff

1979; Wallerstein 1984; Paynter 1988). It is postulated that the economic
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stagnation that occurs during a K-cycle downswing was one of the main

impetuses for colonialism and frontier expansion into new resource extraction
areas. Acquisition of new resources and surplus typically "jump-starts" a

stagnant economy and creates an economic upswing. Large-scale wars during

the industrial era also produce the same result (Wallerstein 1984).

The economic expansion and contraction cycle in the South during the 19th
century, due largely to the plantation economy, is aptly illustrated by the

production output record for tobacco in the middle South and Tennessee.

Tobacco was a cash crop raised predominantly by plantation labor during the

antebellum period. The a.mount of tobacco produced on plantations far

exceeded the amount of tobacco raised in nonplantation regions (Figure 5.21). In

turn, food staples, such as com, pork, and wheat, were produced at commercial
levels by nonslaveholding southern farmers and marketed to plantations as

subsistence supplies (Dunaway 1996). Once known as the "breadbasket of the

antebellum South," much of the surplus foodstuffs raised in East Tennessee and
Southern Appalachia in general, such as pork, com, and wheat, for example,
were exported to the lower plantation South where these resources were

consumed by enslaved African Americans on cotton plantations (Gray 1933;

Bonser et al. 1945; Baker 1991; Dunaway 1996). As illustrated in Figures 5.22,

5.23, and 5.24, the history of these subsistence commodities, based on average
production at the household level, likewise experienced an expansion and
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contraction phase during the antebellum period, paralleling the ascendancy and
decline of the plantation system.

As indicated in the charts, the per farm production averages for com,

wheat, and pork peaked during 1850 when agriculture census information was
first recorded by the government By the 1870s and 1880s, agricultural output

had declined appreciably and then started to recover by the closing decades of

the 19th century. The 40 to 60 year interval representing the time that transpired

from maximum production around 1850 to the end of the cycle suggests, based

on reverse extrapolation and the assumption of a normal production curve, that
the expansion phase commenced around 1820. Interestingly, this time interval

closely corresponds to the general SO-year length of Kondratieff cycles

(Kondratieff 1979; Wallerstein 1984). As discussed earlier, 1820 is regarded as a

period of transition in East Tennessee and the interior South in general from

frontier to stable, settled conditions. Agricultural information likewise indicates
throughout the South formal articulation with external markets began to
accelerate by the second decade of the 19th century.

Another interesting trend apparent in the agricultural production charts

for tobacco, com, wheat, and pigs is that for the South as a whole, the expansion

phase during the antebellum period peaked between 1850 and 1860. Thus, 11
years before the start of the Civil War in 1861, the plantation economy in the

South was already on the brink of a cyclical downswing. If the Civil War had
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not ended the institution of slavery, then it appears that the South probably
would have experienced a protracted period of economic recession and
stagnation before rural mechanization would have rendered slavery obsolete.
The plantation economy thus created a boom effect for the first half of the
1 <Jth century in the South. The cycle peaked by the 1850s, and in tum, an
economic downswing occurred between the 1850s and 1870s. The level of
agricultural output never returned to antebellum levels during the second half of
the l<Jth century. In addition to an expansion and contraction phase, the
emergence of the agricultural production frontier or agricultural periphery in the
Midwest and the Great Plains also served to erode or overshadow the South's
rural economy. As Salstrom (1991) emphasizes, the expansion of the western
frontier encouraged the loss of southern markets and contributed to the general
decline of Southern agriculture. Noting the above discussed expansion
contraction cycle that occurred during the first half of the 19th century, Salstrom
(1991) argues that western markets in combination with infilling served to
undermine the economic viability of Appalachian farms. By the end of the 19th
century, these factors compelled many former full-time Appalachian farmers to
seek part-time wage employment off the farm in extractive industries such as
mining and timbering. Although not acknowledged by Salstrom, the semi
proletariat or part-time wage earning status of many Appalachian farmers
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during the closing decades of the 19th century is a distinguishing feature of
peripheries in world systems theory (Dunaway 1996).
East Tennessee and Knox County
The second major trend that influenced the character of agriculture at the

regional and community levels was the transition from mixed, grain and

livestock farms to dairy and tobacco farms in East Tennessee and Knox County

(Bonser and Mantle 1945a, 1945b; Bonser et al. 1945). Mixed grain and livestock

farms, like the farm operated by the Gibbs family, was the predominant

agricultural type in East Tennessee during the 19th century. By the end of the

19th century, the demise of the tenancy system in the lower South's Cotton Belt

reduced the need for imported foodstuffs from the upper South (Fite 1984). The

decline of external markets and decreased demand for subsistence crops grown
in East Tennessee was also exacerbated by the expansion of mechanized

agriculture in the Midwest and Great Plains. These combined factors served to
significantly restructure the rural economy and character of agriculture in East
Tennessee and Knox County.

The transition from grain and livestock to dairy and tobacco farms is

clearly indicated by census information for Knox County (Figures 5.23, 5.24, and
5.25) . Within the grain complex that includes corn, wheat, and oats, all of these
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commodities declined in average production during the closing decades of the
19th century in Knox County. Likewise, pork, a primary livestock export for
Knox County and East Tennessee during the 19th century, declined in
commercial importance by the first decades of the 20th century (Figures 5.22 and
5.26).
As the grain and livestock market began to wane in Knox County, dairy
and tobacco farms began to appear by the last decades of the 19th century. The
first new agricultural complex to gain momentum focused on dairy farming and
raising milk cows. As indicated in Figure 5.26, production convergence between
pigs and cows occurred first around 1910 and by 1930 cows had eclipsed pigs as
the main type of livestock raised in the area. Also, butter and milk production,
central components of dairying, increased dramatically in Knox County after
1870 and continued to expand in the first decades of the 20th century (Figure
5.27). Dairying in Knox County was perhaps encouraged by the migration of
several French-Swiss families into the county during the second half of the 19 th
century. These families quickly established commercial-level dairy farms in the
study community (Charles Faulkner 1998, pers. communication).
As dairy farms began to become prevalent in Knox County and East
Tennessee, tobacco production also rapidly accelerated during the first half of
the 20th century. This crop, first raised in the plantation regions of the lower
South, became a primary commercial crop in the region by the middle 20th
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century. Tobacco production increased dramatically between 1920 and 1940 in
Knox County and was approximately equal to the per farm national average

(Figures 5.21 and 5.28). However, most tobacco raised in the Souh continued to

be produced in former plantation regions, such as Middle Tennessee and the
Middle South. Tobacco production in these areas was over four to six times

greater on average than the production average for individual farms in Knox

County.

The Gibbs Farmstead

While the above macrolevel regional and county-level trends were

transpiring during the 19th century, several microlevel periods of economic

expansion and contraction likewise unfolded at the Gibbs farm. In its entirety,

the agricultural production history of the Gibbs farm is probably best described

as exhibiting very substantial, above-average commercial production during the
first two-thirds of the 19th century, followed by a decline to average production

levels for the last third of the 1800s. Like the acreage history of the property,

household cycles also appear to have influenced the farm's production history.

The agricultural items produced at the Gibbs farmstead during the 1850,

1860, 1870, and 1880 census years are listed in Table 5.5. Simply put, a grain

livestock-dairy economy was practiced at the farm during the second half of the
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Table 5.5. Agricultural Items Produced at Gibbs Farmstead, 1850-1880 (USBC 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880b).

Grains

Livestock

Dairy

Cash Products

Miscellaneous

Corn
Wheat
Oats

Milk Cows
Cattle
Pigs
Sheep
Horses

Butter
Cheese

Tobacco
W ool

Peas-Beans
Irish Potatoes
Sweet Potatoes
Garden Produce
Honey
Hay
Flax
Home Manufactures

19th century. Stressing the concept of continuity, it is assumed that the origins of
the agricultural complex present in the middle to late 1800s at the farm can be

attributed to agricultural practices first established by the Nicholas Gibbs family
in the late 18th century.

Grain crops listed in the censuses consist of wheat, com, and oats.

Horses, milk cows, cattle, sheep, and pigs were also raised at the farm. Butter

and cheese were dairy items produced by the family. Peas, beans, Irish potatoes,
sweet potatoes, garden produce, and honey were also produced at the

homeplace. Tobacco and wool were important cash items. Interestingly, wool

was a very lucrative farm commodity throughout most of the 19th century, and
particularly �uring the Civil War when the conflict disrupted southern

agricultural production and caused cotton shortages (Dunaway 1996). Home
manufactures, flax, and hay were listed in the census schedules for the Gibbs

family (USBC 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880b).

While the range of items produced by the Gibbs family is important and

interesting, the suite of farm products generally conforms to the grain-livestock
dairy triad typical of most farms in East Tennessee during the study period.

Conversely, what is truly amazing is the amount of farm products raised by the

Gibbs family in comparison to other contemporary farms at various geographic
scales. Simply put, the Gibbs farm, particularly during the mid-1800s, was in

many respects nothing less than a food factory, with production either equaling
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or ranging well-above community, county, state, regional, and national-level
averages for pigs, com, butter, cheese, sheep, and wool (Figures 5.22, 5.23, 5.27,
5.29, 5.30, and 5.31). The mid-century agricultural information clearly indicates
the family was producing above-average amounts of farm commodities, which
analytically translates into surplus-oriented, commercial farming. Put another
way, the Gibbs family at mid-century, based on comparison to composite census
averages, was clearly not practicing subsistence-level agriculture.
If the middle 1800s represented a production expansion period for the
Gibbs farm, coinciding with the period immediately before Daniel Gibbs' s
death, when household fissioning and the division of family resources were
about to occur, then the interval between 1850 and 1880 was a period of pro
duction decline. The interval between 1850 and 1880 corresponds to the early
and middle periods of the Rufus Gibbs household. Although production at the
farm during this period for the most part falls firmly within the composite
averages, the aggressive and ambitious production levels characteristic of his
father's management of the farm are conspicuously absent during Rufus Gibbs' s
tenure at the homeplace.
The differences in production output between the two successive families
are perhaps best explained by household cycles, especially family size, and
perhaps individual decision-making. In addition, the age of labor-providers in
the household also influences agricultural production more substantially than
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the household cycle alone. As will be recalled, the Gibbs family cycles consist of

two large cycles or households followed by two smaller household cycles. The

Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs households contained 13 and 12 people, respectively.
In contrast, the Rufus and John Gibbs households at maximum extent were half

the size and contained seven and five people, respectively. Obviously, larger

families consume more subsistence resources than smaller families. Beyond the

obvious influence of family size upon subsistence demands, the practice of

partible inheritance also probably affected the amount of agricultural surplus

produced by the family. For example, based on the time series data, it appears

that the Daniel Gibbs family was compelled to produce relatively large amounts

of agricultural surplus beyond the amount required to satisfy subsistence needs.

The excess amounts of surplus in turn probably translated into resources, such as
land or cash gifts, that were eventually divided among the family during
household fissioning and succession. Since the Rufus Gibbs family was

substantially smaller than the previous Daniel Gibbs household, surplus

production at levels two to three times greater than the composite averages was

not necessary to maintain, or even possible to achieve, given the reduced amount
of labor represented by the Rufus Gibbs household.

Extrapolating from known to unknown contexts, although there is not any

surviving information to confirm or refute the interpretation, it is nevertheless
assumed that a previous and substantial expansion and contraction cycle in
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agricultural production, like the episode associated with Daniel Gibbs, also

occurred among the Nicholas Gibbs household immediately before the family
migrated to what would subsequently become Tennessee. This inference is

based on the production dynamics associated with the Daniel Gibbs household
and the equivalent size of the two families. It is also assumed that this episode

of production expansion provided Nicholas Gibbs with the necessary capital to
purchase the large tracts of inexpensive frontier land that were subsequently

distributed to his sons in Tennessee between 1798 and 1810 after the family had
settled into their new life in Knox County.

In addition to the influence of household cycles, family size, and partible

inheritance upon the household-level economy, individual decision-making may
likewise have affected the types and amounts of products raised by the Rufus

Gibbs household in comparison to his father. For example, within the cereal
complex, production at the farm noticeably shifts from com to wheat as the
primary grain crop between the Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households. The

amount of corn raised at the farmstead continuously decreases between 1860 and
1880 from levels that originally were close to twice the composite averages in

1850 (Figure 5.23). Conversely, thirty years after assuming management of the
farm in the early 1850s, by 1880 the Rufus Gibbs household was producing

amounts of wheat that approximated county levels. The household production
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level for wheat was likewise not too far below district and national averages,
which includes wheat production in the Midwest and Great Plains.

In summary, consideration of diachronic trends in agricultural production

indicates that the South experienced a substantial expansion and contraction

cycle by the mid 19th century that also influenced household-level production.

At the regional level, in East Tennessee farms shifted from grain and livestock to
dairy and tobacco production by the closing decades of the 19th century. At the
household level, the Gibbs farm, based on available information, experienced a

gradual decline in production during the interval between 1850 and 1880.

Production decline is attributed principally to the factor of smaller family size

between the Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households.

Recovering Mind:
Identifying Surplus and Subsistence Producers

In a classic study of household-level rural economy and the ideological

underpinnings that structured these activities during the 18th and 19th centuries,
James Henretta (1978) emphasizes that

. . . the [economic] behavior of the farm population constitutes a crucial

(although not a foolproof) indicator of its values and aspirations. This
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epistemological assumption has an interpretive implication, for it focuses
attention on those activities that dominated the daily lives of the

population, on the productive tasks that provided food, clothing, and

shelter.

As James Henretta implicitly suggests, in the absence of direct narratives or

personal diaries describing the motivation behind specific economic behavior
among individual farm households, the information gleaned from public

records, such as the censuses of agriculture and land records, represent the most
reliable sources for attempting to understand both production histories and the

underlying ideologies that structured economic decision-making. As discussed

previously, the range of ideologies and economic strategies in rural contexts

probably ranged from subsistence-level production to maximizing materialism.
This study assumes that most rural households, given the opportunity through
surplus production, would strive to improve their economic conditions and

standard of living to a level considered comfortable or adequate. Likewise, there
were undoubtedly households at the lower extremes that were either content
with their lot or did not possess the resources to improve their situation. As

suggested by the outliers identified in the district-level acreage profiles, a few

individuals in all rural communities were also apparently very materially
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oriented and aggressively sought to amass as much wealth and power as
possible.

Returning to the theme of rural patrimony, the preceding discussion of

agricultural production trends and inheritance practices among the Gibbs family
suggests that the successive households, given the necessary age-composition of

the family, placed a great deal of emphasis on hard work and producing

substantial amounts of agricultural surplus. Further, this strategy, at first

consideration, may seem aggressive and materialistic, yet upon closer scrutiny it
is apparent that this economic behavior sustained four consecutive households,

and provided the means of production to three successive generations.

Moreover, this same strategy insured that the original family farm persisted and
was passed to successive households during the 1CJth century.

The times series data for the composite averages presented in the previous

section illustrate the general extent of agricultural production at the Gibbs

farmstead during the second half of the 1CJth century compared to multiple

spatial-temporal contexts. However, the time series data only illustrate the

amount of -production, and do not provide any information about the important

variables of household consumption and agricultural surplus. To examine the
topic of surplus production at the household-level, the results of cliometric

analysis are therefore presented in the following section. Cliometric analysis

provides fine-grained analytical resolution concerning the amount of surplus
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produced by the successive households in the Gibbs family between 1850 and

1880.

The cliomebic method used for the following discussion is based on

recent research conducted by Dunaway (1996). Using world systems theory,

Dunaway (1996) conducted an exhaustive study of the rural economy in
Southern Appalachia during the 19th century. The author also refined

preexisting cliometric techniques in order to estimate the extent of agricultural

surplus produced in the region. Interestingly, during the peak of rural economic
expansion in the middle 19th century, Dunaway determined, based on a circa

3,000 case household sample, that the region produced twice the global level of

agricultural surplus.

For the present study, production information for the Gibbs family was

included in the cliometric analysis calculations in addition to a sample of 120

households in Knox County's 5th Civil District. The sample years for household
and district-level contexts are 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880. At the district-level,

each sampie year contained 30 cases. Since household size is a central

component of cliometric analysis, the households from the agricultural censuses
were also cross-indexed to the population censuses in order to determine

household size. Only those households that were immediately adjacent to the

Gibbs entry and listed both in the 5th Civil District agricultural censuses and the
population censuses were selected as cases. This selection method was used
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since calculating cliometric estimates requires data on agricultural output and

household size.

Conducting cliometric analysis basically involves subtracting

consumption from production to estimate the amount of remaining surplus

retained annually at a farm. Annual production is calculated by first converting
all of a household's agricultural output for a given year into a single equivalent
unit of measure. The standard unit of measure is called a com equivalency. A

corn equivalency is the nutritional value of a farm product expressed via bushels

of corn as a standard unit of measure. For example, a bushel of wheat is

considered to be equivalent to 1.30 bushels of com, or a pig is estimated to be

equivalent to 5 bushels of corn. Once the total annual agricultural output at a
farm is converted to a single standard unit of measure, then consumption is

calculated by tabulating all of the com equivalencies consumed by the humans
and livestock at a farm. Consumption is based on standard estimates or units.

For example, an adult is estimated to consume 24.8 com equivalencies annually

and a child age 15 or younger is considered to consume 12.4 corn equivalencies.
In addition to the output consumed by humans and livestock, seed reserves for

the next year's crop are also calculated as part of the total consumption estimate.

Once these calculations have been conducted, then the amount of surplus

retained annually is determined by subtracting annual consumption from
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production. Table 5.6 presents the corn equivalencies used for this analysis
(Dunaway 1996).

According to Dunaway's (1996) analysis criteria, subsistence producers

are defined as those households that annually consume around 80 percent of

their agricultural products and retain 20 percent of the farm's output as surplus.

Conversely, surplus producers consume only 20 percent of production and

annually retain 80 percent of the farm's output as surplus. As illustrated in

Figure 5.32, for District 5 between 1850 and 1880, the average household in the

Gibbs community consumed half of its agricultural output and retained the

other half as surplus. This information indicates the average household in the

Gibbs community produced surplus beyond the requirements of basic

subsistence needs. Conversely, however, the average household likewise did

not produce reserves to the extent of Dunaway s cliometric definition of surplus
producers. Put another way, most households did not achieve the level of

surplus production typical of fully commercial farms. Rather, only a small

proportion of the Gibbs community probably achieved this level of agricultural
output Further, those households that did ac�eve the defined level for full

surplus producers likewise probably did not maintain this level of output for
more than a few decades at the most

The community-level information provides a relevant comparative

baseline for the Gibbs households in 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880. Paralleling the
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Table 5.6. Com Equivalencies Used for Cliometric Analysis (Dunaway 1996).

Food Crop
Com Equivalencies
Per Bushel Unit

01
01

Wheat
Potaotes/
Yams
Rice
Beef
Hog
Sheep
Ox

=

1.30 bu Com
= .25 bu Com
=

.01 bu Com
2.25 bu Com
= 5.00 bu Com
=
.OS bu Com
=14.40 bu Com
=

Total Crop Production
Annual Consumption
Annual Surplus

Grain Crop
Com Equivalencies
Per Bushel Unit

Buckwheat
Barley
Rye
Oats
Peas-Beans
Hay 1 ton

=

.90 bu Com
= .90 bu Com
= .85 bu Com
= .90 bu Com
= 1.20 bu Com
=48.80 bu Com

Annual
Consumption
For Humans

Annual
Consumption
For Livestock

Adult,
16 or older:
24.8 Com Eqa.
Child,
15 or younger
12.4 Com Eqs.

Cattle: 2.25 bu Com
Hogs: 5.00 bu Com
Horses: 21.60 bu Com
Mules: 14.40 bu Com
Sheep:
.50 bu Com

Subsistence Households:
Consume 80 percent or more
of Production Annually

Surplus Producers:
Consume circa
20 percent of
Production Annually

Seed
Rese1Ves,
Percent

5
Com:
Oats:
10
Potatoes/
Yams:
10
Rye:
11
Wheat: 13
Peas:
5
Waste:
5
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Figure 5.32. Consumption and Surplus Levels for Gibbs Community Based on Cliometric Analysis.

production trends discussed in the preceding section, at the household-level,

production and surplus basically expanded and declined between 1850 and

1880. As illustrated in Figure 5.33, during 1850, proportionally or by percentage,
the cliometric values for the Gibbs household for consumption and surplus

approximate the District 5 average. Conversely, in 1860, production remains

near the average, but farm surplus corresponds to the level defined for surplus

producers. In 1870 the values remain at above-average levels. Interestingly, in

1880 during the waning years of the Rufus Gibbs household, production declines
and converges with average levels for District 5.

Information pertaining to surplus and consumption provided by the

analysis results based on proportion or percentage offers a relevant starting

point in considering the extent of household-level surplus production.

However, plotting the Gibbs and District 5 cliometirc amounts by actual

equivalency values rather than percentages serves to clarify interpretation
beyond the results provided by Dunaway's subsistence-surplus producer

schema. As illustrated in Figure 5.34, production and surplus at the Gibbs

farmstead for the most part remained well ahove the District 5 averages between

1850 and 1880. The consumption values were only plotted for subsistence

consumption by humans and not livestock. The consumption values for humans
at the household and community-level contexts remained approximately the

same. The only deviation in consumption occurs during 1860 when the two357
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Figure 5.34. Comparison of Gibbs Family and Disbict 5 Cliomebic Values, 1850-1880.

person household composed of Rufus and his mother drops to below-average

consumption levels. Again, within the Rufus Gibbs household, it is not until

1880 that the eventual decline to production levels below the community average
occurs.

Relevant diachronic patterns were identified by the above cliometric

analysis for the Gibbs farmstead. In order to more fully interpret and possibly
identify the factors responsible for the resulting trends, the cliometric values

were analyzed using linear regression (Figures 5.35 and 5.36). It is assumed that

household demographic dynamics may have influenced the diachronic trends
identified by cliometric analysis. For this exercise, only the values relating to

human subsistence are included in the analysis, and the livestock consumption
values were excluded (Figure 5.36).

As expected, household size in the Gibbs family exerts a significant,

positive effect on consumption (Table 5.7). However, nonsignificant regression
results indicate household size had no effect on production or the amount of

surplus retained annually at the Gibbs farmstead. This finding is also supported
by the amount of surplus produced by Rufus Gibbs in 1860. During this period
Rufus had not yet married and lived only with his elderly mother. In 1860,

proportionally in relation to production, Rufus generated the highest level of

surplus compared to the other census years (Figure 5.33). However, a decade
earlier when the household consisted of six people in 1850, then the actual
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Table 5.7. Linear Regression Results for Gibbs Family and Cliometric Values, 1850-1910.

vl
vl

Context

Independent
Variable

Dependent
Variable

F-Value

P-Value

Time
Interval

Gibbs
Households

Time

Surplus

45.05

.02

Gibbs
Households

Time

Production

11.85

.07

1850, 1860
1870, 1880

Gibbs
Households

Consumption

19.42

.04

Gibbs
Households

Household
Size

Consumption

17.04

.05

1850, 1860
1870, 1880

Gibbs
Households

Average Age of
Household
Labor
Average Age of
Household
Labor

Production

7.98

.10

1850, 1860
1870, 1880

1850, 1860
1870, 1880
1850, 1860
1870, 1880

surplus amount was greater. Besides the negative results associated with

household size, regression did indicate that the variable of time exerted negative
influence on both surplus and production (Table 5.7). Put another way, both
surplus and production decreased through time at the farmstead while

consumption fluctuated with household size.

To further refine the analysis strategy, the effect of the average age of

each household on production was tested via regression (Table 5.8). This test

assumes that younger families would produce less agricultural output due to the

influences of smaller household size and the younger age of people that could

provide labor. Conversely, it is expected that more mature households would

possess greater amounts of potential labor and could produce more agricultural
commodities. Two variables were created for household age, consisting of the
average age for the total household and the average age of labor-providers, or

those individuals within working-age in each household. The average value for

the age of labor-providers in the household included adults age 18 to 60 and

children age 13 to 17. Children younger than 13 and adults over 60 were not
included in the labor category.

Regression results indicate the average age of the total household does not

affect production, consumption, or surplus levels. However, although not as

strong as some of the previous regression results, the average age of the labor

providers in the household does exert a negative influence on both production
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Table 5.8. Average Age of Gibbs Households by Decade.
Decade
1850
1860
1870
1880

Average Age of
Household Labor*

Average Age of
Total Household
34
51
33
36

28
31
36
31

*Includes adults age 18 to 60 and children age 13 to 17
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and consumption, but not surplus (Table 5.8). These results, which are contrary
to expectations, indicate that the Gibbs households containing older labor
providers produced and consumed less agricultural output than households
with younger labor-providers.
In summary, the results of cliometric analysis indicate that overall,
production at the Gibbs farmstead between 1850 and 1880 was characterized by
gradual decline. However, for most of the period between 1850 and 1880, above
average levels of produce and surplus were raised at the farm. Regression
results indicate that household size exerts a positive influence on consumption.
Conversely, the average age of labor-providers in the farm households appear to
have exerted a negative effect on both production and consumption.
At the minimum, the results of cliometric analysis clearly indicate that at
the diachronic, household-level, the dichotomous variables of subsistence and
surplus production should not be viewed as rigid, monolithic categories. Rather,
these categories at best should be regarded as useful heuristic tools, since a
household could potentially be considered commercial-level surplus producers
one decade and mere subsistence-level producers the next, depending upon the
age composition of labor-providers in the farm family. The results from the
Gibbs example indicate that researchers should also avoid uncritically applying
simplistic stage models to rural households, in which subsistence-level
production is considered to represent one developmental step or stage below
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surplus producers, and all households aspired to be surplus producers in an
almost evolutionary and deterministic manner. It should also not be assumed
that these two categories were static and did not change through time among
individual households. Rather than simplistic, step-like models, the Gibbs
farmstead illustrates that household-level production trends and strategies are
usually quite dynamic and fluid, are often more cyclical or circular than linear in
regard to the levels of production complexity, and diachronic interpretive
methods capture the motion of that dynamic much more effectively than
synchronic, dichotomous-based, either-or-models.
Returning to the topic of ideology addressed in the beginning of this final
section, it appears that the Gibbs family did not adhere to a formal or rigid
philosophy characteristic of aggressive, commercial farmers that produced
substantial surplus yields year after year in an assembly-line manner. Rather,
the family during the second half of the 19th century consistently raised more
than it needed, and harvested an appreciable amount of extra crops each year for
commercial exchange. Put another way, most years they probably raised more
crops than their neighbors, and some years they produced about the same.
Through time, the amount of surplus fluctuated, and the impetus to produce
more than what was needed beyond subsistence needs gradually diminished
during the final decades of the 19th century.
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THE GIBBS SITE:
MATERIAL LIFE AND TEMPORAL PROCESS

Introduction:
Reconstructing Temporal Dynamics in Related Domains

The theory and historical contexts that guide inquiry in this dissertation
were introduced in Volume 1. The 19th-century rural economy at multiple
spatial levels was also examined, with particular emphasis placed upon
household-level production activities and strategies among the Gibbs family. In
Volume 2, containing Chapters 6 through 11, the interrelated topics of material
life and temporal process are explored. The main goal of the following volume
is to reconstruct the tempo and character of material life at the Gibbs farmstead.
This task is achieved through consideration of landscape change and
quantitative analysis of artifact assemblages and primary archival records. The
larger theoretical purpose of investigating material life centers upon
reconstructing the medium-duration temporal process and dynamics that
unfolded during occupation of the site by four successive households of the
Gibbs family between 1792 and 1913.
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To operationalize this goal, microlevel tern poral processes and contexts
are examined within several domains of material life. The primary catalysts
used to interpret material life at the Gibbs site consist of generational events and
household cycles. In tum, these processes are explored through the concept of
generational imprints and a new method called time sequence analysis,
respectively. The areas of material life that are examined through archaeological
and historical information include the domestic landscape and architecture, the
standard of living and consumerism practiced by the Gibbs family and Knox
County residents, household consumption dynamics through time, and
foodways.
Five main topics are addressed in Volume 2. In Chapter 6, diachronic
changes in the domestic landscape and architecture at the Gibbs site are
considered by using the concept of generational imprints. The extent of
consumerism and the standard of living practiced by the Gibbs family and other
residents of Knox County is then quantitatively reconstructed in Chapter 7 via
information preserved in newspaper advertisements and probate inventories.
Functional analysis of the artifact assemblage recovered from the Gibbs site is
then presented in Chapter 8. Subsequently in Chapter 9, household-level
consumption dynamics revealed through the archaeological record are then
reconstructed through a new method called time sequence analysis. The
chronology generated from time sequence analysis also allows the division of
369

subassemblages that correspond to individual households or generations. The
topics of diet, foodways, and ceramic use at the Gibbs site are discussed in
Chapter 10. Chapter 11 presents the conclusions of this dissertation and offers
suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER6
GENERATIONAL IMPRINTS AND
THE DOMESTIC LANDSCAPE

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, the concept of generational imprints, drawn
from ideas in landscape archaeology and studies focusing on the life course of
the family, is based on the premise that at sites with appreciable time depth,
each successive hou�ehold will usually leave discernable material remains and
long-term patterns of site use within a given houselot and dwelling through
time. Beyond mere functional considerations, it is proposed that generational
imprints often reflect the maintenance of authority and what is considered the
appropriate way of doing things by senior household memhers. In turn, as
household succession occurs, new imprints are often created by former junior
level household memhers as a means of expressing and exercising decision
making prerogative, power, and authority.
Through time, imprints become superimposed or layered and potentially
can be sorted and sequenced using careful chronological methods.
Archaeologically relevant areas that imprints are potentially expressed in consist
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of the built environment, the domestic landscape, domestic architecture, and
within artifact assemblages. Substantial changes in dwelling configuration, in
outbuilding function and location, in the location of landscape elements such as
paths and fences, shifts in refuse disposal patterns, and in the use of household
items, such as ceramics, are all potential indicators or elements of generational
imprints.
Concerning temporal dynamics and the influence of the family cycle, it is
likewise proposed that major landscape events, rather than being random or
haphazard, often mark in almost ritual-like fashion the beginning of new
imprints, and are usually set in motion by significant generational events or
junctures within the family life course. The most important juncture is
household succession when the operation of a household or ownership of a farm
is passed from a senior to junior household member, such as from a father to son
or mother to daughter, through either retirement or death. In addition to
household succession, other significant family junctures that in tum can produce
landscape events consist of marriages, births, deaths, and family fissioning.
In addition to major site events associated with generational junctures that
denote material change or restructuring at a dwelling or in a household, the
concept of continuity cannot be overlooked or underestimated since this process
can also substantially influence the domestic landscape and material record.
Continuity is indicated by material elements that exhibit noticeable persistence
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through time and across several successive households. For example, at the
study site, the general economic strategy, inheritance practices, domestic
architecture, food storage methods, pork-red.ware foodways complex, and
decorated tableware all exhibit tenacious persistence among at least three of the
Gibbs households that resided at the farmstead. Thus, whereas some material
elements at a site can change due to household transitions and larger trends in
popular culture, other aspects persist and suggest the presence of what
anthropologists and folklorists would call a cultural or folk tradition, in the
sense of a distinct practice that is consciously maintained and transmitted
intergenerationally.
Concerning the more prevalent type of household succession that occurs
between biologically unrelated families, such as when a new household occupies
a previously inhabited dwelling, it is likewise assumed that each household will
potentially leave a specific pattern of site use that is mutually exclusive from
imprints generated from previous households. In this situation, the term
household imprint is used rather than generational imprint. The term household
imprint does not imply household succession between multigenerational
families that is denoted by the term generational imprint. The concept of a
household imprint is defined in this study since it is relevant to other situations
where the rate of persistence at most dwellings is typically much lower than the
Gibbs example. Put another way, most dwellings are occupied by a string of
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biologically unrelated households, which could potentially produce a distinct
series or successive layers of household imprints within the immediate domestic
landscape.
The interpretive value of generational imprints is evaluated through
reference to the archaeology, architecture, and landscape history associated with
the Gibbs site in Chapter 6. Three topics are addressed in this discussion,
consisting of diachronic trends in refuse disposal and midden location, the
chronology and landscape history denoted by the archaeological features
encountered at the Gibbs site, and the sequence of architectural events and
renovation episodes associated with the log dwelling. The generational imprints
reconstructed from this information are then subsequently summarized in the
fourth and final part of this chapter.

Diachronic Trends: Middens and Maintenance Decline

Sheet midden composed of household generated refuse is probably one of
the most frequently encountered types of archaeological deposits at domestic
sites. Although pits or cellars are also typical yet less prevalent refuse disposal
features, sheet midden is the by-product of undifferentiated cultural behavior
that endured until the 1950s or later in many rural contexts (e.g., Cabak and
Inkrot 1997). In addition to illustrating the types of household items used by the
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residents, consideration of the sheet midden at the Gibbs site provides relevant
information about attitudes held by the site occupants toward refuse disposal,
sanitation, and household-generated pollution. Diachronic analysis of the
midden composition also potentially offers general information concerning
temporal change in refuse disposal practices and the effects of generational
imprints upon midden accumulation and the spatial extent of archaeological
deposits.
The first part of this section presents a brief summary of the temporal
spatial characteristics of the sheet midden at the Gibbs site. This information is
drawn from archaeological data recovered during systematic site survey. Site
survey was conducted by excavating posthole tests (PHTs) in the inner and outer
portions of the houselot The latter part of the following section presents �
diachronic analysis of depositional rates associated with the midden.
Depositional rates are examined through analysis of the assemblage recovered
from site excavation. The results of midden analysis are used to define a new
concept for interpreting archaeological deposits at historic domestic sites. The
interpretive idea is called maintenance decline. As defined in this section,
maintenance decline emphasizes that through time less effort is typically
expended in maintaining the condition of a dwelling and houselot Diminishing
maintenance through time translates archaeologically into less material
accumulating during the earlier occupation of a site than during the later
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occupational history. The results generated from analysis of material from site
survey are now presented.
Site survey was conducted in the summer of 1996. Material recovered
from �e PHTs provides useful information about the temporal range and spatial
extent of cultural deposits surrounding the Gibbs house. As discussed
previously in Chapter 4, a grid composed of transects spaced at 15-foot intervals
was superimposed over the Gibbs house lot All PHTs were excavated, except
those tests located in the footprints of the log house and the caretaker's trailer.
Transect tests located in the gravel driveway, adjacent to large trees, and along
the woodline at the north margin of the property tract were also not excavated.
The tests were excavated in .50 foot levels (Figure 4.9).
For the following analysis, material from the PHTs was quantified by
total frequency and by general functional categories. The functional categories
considered in this analysis consist of the total assemblage, Kitchen Group
artifacts, Architecture Group artifacts, and faunal fragments. The remaining
categories in South's (1977) functional typology were not considered due to very
low recovery rates of artifacts associated with the Furniture, Arms, Clothing,
Personal, Tobacco Pipe, and Activities Groups from the transect tests. Detailed
analysis of items in the Kitchen and Architecture Groups was also not conducted
due to relatively low recovery rates of artifacts in individual subgroups. To
provide temporal information, mean artifact dates (MADs) were calculated for
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each PHT that contained temporal diagnostics. The method used to calculate the
MADs is discussed more fully in a later chapter pertaining to time series
analysis. To illustrate the spatial distribution of material from site survey, the
artifacts by each individual PHT provenience were entered into Cricket Graph®,
a computer program. The computer program generated figures showing the
general spatial extent and frequency distribution of material recovered from the
PHTs.
To define the spatial characteristics of deposits at the site, the farm lot for
the following description is bisected into quarters using the house as the central
datum. Each quarter of the site is denoted by the cardinal directions. Figures 6.1
and 6.2 illustrate the spatial distribution of the entire assemblage recovered from
the PHTs. The midden at the Gibbs site encompasses an oval-shaped area that
extends approximately 90 feet east-to-west and 80 feet north-to-south in size
(Figure 6.2). However, the most substantial extent of the midden is concentrated
in the west half of the site immediately adjacent to the dwelling. This deposit
encompasses a circular area that possesses a smaller diameter of approximately

60 feet This size interval is based arbitrarily on the spatial distribution of PHTs
that produced 15 or more artifacts. The most abundant concentrations of
artifacts are located immediately west of the dwelling, in the southeast corner of
the northwest quarter and along the north horizontal axis of the southwest
quarter of the house lot
377
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Interestingly, the spatial-frequency distribution of the sampled
archaeological deposits at the Gibbs house generally conform to the typical farm
lot defined by Moir (1987) in a study of 32 farmsteads in the Richland Creek
project in Texas. This spatial model was also later utilized during recent data
recovery excavations on the Aiken Plateau in South Carolina at several
farmsteads occupied during the postbellum-modem period (Crass and Brooks
1995). The spatial model divides farm houselots into three concentric zones or
yard areas that radiate from the dwelling in a bull's eye-like configuration
(Figure 6.3). The first spatial division consists of the Active Yard that
immediately encompasses the dwelling. The Active Yard is further subdivided
into the Immediate Active Yard (IAY) and an Outer Active Yard (OAY). The
IAY usually extends about 20 feet from the dwelling and the OAY extends
approximately 60 feet from the farmhouse. A third yard area consists of the
Peripheral Yard that radiates approximately 150 yards from the dwelling.
Functionally, outbuildings central to the maintenance and daily operation of the
household, such as the smokehouse, well, utility sheds, and the privy, are

usually located in either the Immediate Active Yard or the Outer Active Yard.
Conversely, barns and animal pens, or buildings important to agricultural
production, are typically located in the Peripheral Yard. The Richland Creek
investigations (Moir 1987) also defined a core and fringe area of yard use based
on artifact frequencies generated from site survey. Defined arbitrarily by artifact
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frequency intervals, core areas loca�d in the Active Yard possess more densely
deposited artifact concentrations than material deposits in the fringe area of a
farmlot (Moir 1987; Crass and Brooks 1995).
As illustrated by the total PHT assemblage from the Gibbs site (Figures
6.1 and 6.2), the extent of sheet midden generally conforms to the model defined
by Moir (1987), except the Gibbs site possesses a larger depositional footprint
than the Texas model. Again, using those locations with 15 or more artifacts as a
general sorting interval, a densely deposited Immediate Active Yard area
surrounding the log dwelling and a less densely deposited Outer Active Yard
area are apparent from site survey data. The IAY and the OAY at the Gibbs site
are located approximately 60 and 90 feet from the dwelling, respectively. Since
the Gibbs lot does not contain the former area that included the barn and other
ancillary structures associated with crop production, the Peripheral Yard was
not defined by transect tests. Nonetheless, extant information from site survey
clearly defines a core and fringe area of midden accumulation that parallels
characteristics of the archaeological record typically encountered at farm lots
defined by Moir (1987).
Landscape studies in historical archaeology usually emphasize that the
front lot of a dwelling served as publicly-visible space that was well-maintained
and kept free of household debris. Conversely, the rear lot was usually the main
activity area and served as the location of household maintenance activities and
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refuse disposal (e.g., Faulkner 1987; King and Miller 1987). Interestingly, the
southwest comer of the Gibbs house lot, that encompasses the southwest corner
of the dwelling and portions of the front lot, contains noticeable midden
accumulation. This information suggests that the front door of the dwelling was
also used as a path for refuse disposal, yet the residents appear to have made an
effort to restrict the material to the west side of the house.
Consideration of artifact functional categories serves to further refine
information concerning the sheet midden in the Gibbs houselot The
distribution of artifacts in the Architecture Group (Figure 6.4) illustrates that
these items are rather uniformly distributed in the core or Immediate Active
Yard area of the houselot with two exceptions. First, it appears that a
concentration of architectural items is located on the north margin of the
Immediate Active Yard. The concentration is oriented in an east-to-west
trending direction, indicating the location of a former row of outbuildings. The
concentration is in the general vicinity of the original smokehouse, defined by
the location of Feature 16, the pit cellar, and in the general area of the frame
smokehouse and privy associated with the 20th century occupation of the site. A
smaller concentration of architectural items is also located immediately south of
the outbuilding locus and adjacent to the east pen of the log house. This
concentration of architectural items is probably associated with the razing of the
east pen and construction of newer additions in the 1950s by Mrs. Brown.
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Besides outbuildings located on the north margin of the Immediate Active
Yard and renovation activities associated with the log dwelling that are defined
by concentrations of architectural items, .an additional locus containing
architectural artifacts is also present in the northeast quarter of the house lot A
shed or some other type of outbuilding was sited at this spot during the 20th
century (Figure 6.2). The footprint of an outbuilding at this spot is indicated by
architectural items, mainly wire nails and a large wire spike, in combination
with the low recovery of kitchen items. In addition to the low-frequency cluster
of architectural items, the assumed building location is also independently
corroborated by several large limestone foundation stones visible on the ground
surface in the general vicinity of this artifact locus.
Considered together, architectural artifacts from systematic site survey
combined with previously assembled archaeological and informant information
indicates a row of outbuildings was located along the north margin of the lot.
The row was oriented in an east-to-west direction. Importantly, no other
substantial concentrations of architectural items are present in the rear house lot,
with the exception of material from renovation activities near the dwelling and
the small, recent outbuilding in the northwest quarter of the rear lot. This
negative evidence suggests that all of the outbuildings at the site in the
Immediate Active Yard were located along the east-to-west trending axis or row
discussed above.
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Artifacts in the Architectural Group provide important information about
the probable location of outbuildings in the rear house lot The spatial
distribution of Kitchen Group artifacts likewise illustrate the location of midden
concentrations created from household generated refuse. Again, the Kitchen
Group is the main artifact category considered in this analysis, in addition to
faunal fragments, since subsistence-oriented artifacts comprise the majority of
items recovered from the transect tests. As illu�trated in Figure 6.5, the most
abundant concentration of Kitchen Group artifacts is located in the west half of
the house lot immediately adjacent to the log house. The concentration forms a
distinct circular distribution emanating from the north and west walls of the
dwelling. A very substantial artifact concentration is present immediately north
of the original pen, which also corresponds to the back door of the north ell,
which served as a kitchen. Material was apparently tossed directly out the rear
door of the kitchen ell during the second half of the 19th century, which parallels
the Brunswick Pattern of Refuse Disposal (South 1977, 1979). This depositional
type is composed of adjacent secondary refuse located immediately next to a
dwelling in an arc-like distribution. In addition to a substantial concentration of
adjacent secondary midden located near the north wall and rear door of the
dwelling, adjacent secondary deposits are also present near the west wall of the
dwelling and the southwest comer of the original pen. These concentrations, as
discussed more fully in a subsequent section, are associated with a feature that
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was a flower pit The flower pit or hot bed was used during the early 20th
century by Mrs. Brown's family.
A less dense but nonetheless substantial concentration of peripheral
secondary refuse (South 1977, 1979) is also located along the west margin of the
house lot (Figure 6.5). This midden is oriented in a north-to-south trending
direction and is located in the northwest quarter of the lot This locus is also
situated on the steep bank that trends toward the open field adjacent to Beaver
Creek in the west half of the extant Gibbs tract The peripheral midden contains
later 19th- and 20th-century material to a much lesser extent than the adjacent
secondary midden. More importantly, this concentration is an over-the-bank,
ash midden composed predominantly of material from the first half of the 19th
century, including very stratified, early deposits associated with the Nicholas
and Daniel Gibbs households that extend approximately 2.5 to 3 feet below
ground surface.
Faunal fragments in the sampled midden generally correspond to the
circular-shaped distribution defined for the total assemblage and the Kitchen
Group distribution (Figure 6.6). However, it appears that the most abundant
concentrations of faunal elements are located in the peripheral secondary
midden along the slope in the west margin of the knoll. This distribution was
probably created from a combination of butchering activities that were
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conducted on the edge of the house lot and intentional disposal of odor
producing bone fragments away from the dwelling.
As stated previously, in addition to functional analysis, mean artifact
dates for each transect test were also calculated to provide chronological
information about the sampled midden in the Gibbs house lot For this exercise,
a MAD was calculated for each test, and the artifact frequencies by MADs were
then grouped by households and plotted on a map, with a symbol denoting each
household. The household intervals are Nicholas Gibbs (Household 1, 17921817), Daniel Gibbs (Household 2, 1817-1852), Rufus Gibbs (Household 3, 18521905), John Gibbs (Household 4, 1905-1913), and the Tenant Period (Household
5, 1913-Present).
As illustrated in Figure 6.7, artifacts associated with the Rufus Gibbs
interval (Household 3, 1852-1905) and the Tenant Period (Household 5, 1913Present) recovered from the PHTs are abundantly represented in the spatial
distribution. Unfortunately, later deposits also chronologically overwhelm the
total distribution and obscure the horizontal extent of earlier material. Most of
the later material consists of clear canning jar fragments associated with a
ucanning factory'' operated at the site by tenants in the first half of the 20th
century. Hence, glass items discarded during the Tenant Period are largely
responsible for creating the Outer Active Yard delineated by PHTs. The OAY
encompasses a circular distribution that is circa 90 feet in diameter (Figure 6.1).
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As a consequence of material from the Rufus Gibbs occupation episode
and the Tenant Period, it was not possible to horizontally identify specific
concentrations associated with the Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs households, which
on the distribution map are represented by only a smattering of occurrences. Put
another way, earlier artifact deposits are certainly present in the rear house lot
and were encountered archaeologically in the basal deposits of transect tests, yet
later material quantitatively obscures the spatial distribution of material from
the first half of the 19th century. This depositional characteristic is analogous to
sheet midden from each household representing a horizontally placed layer of
material. The early deposits or stratigraphic layers appear to be very thin and
smaller in spatial extent whereas the later material layers are vertically thicker
and larger in horizontal extent The net result is that the later layers
chronologically and spatially absorb and obscure the earlier deposits when
analyzed by data from site survey using MADs. Ideally, material from
excavation unit levels sorted and plotted by chronologically sequenced
assemblages corresponding to household temporal intervals could be used to
illustrate the horizontal extent of middens at the Gibbs house lot Due to time
constraints, this type of analysis was not conducted.
Despite these limitations, however, the artifact distribution by households
generated from transect tests tentatively suggests that earlier concentrations of
refuse were located further from the house during the Nicholas and Daniel
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Gibbs househo�ds. These areas consisted mainly of peripheral secondary refuse
along the over-the-bank ash midden in the west margin of the houselot In

contrast, the later artifact deposits associated with the Rufus Gibbs, John Gibbs,

and the Tenant Periods are more evenly distributed yet cluster in frequency next

to the dwelling. Most of the adjacent secondary refuse therefore seems to be
associated with the latter three occupation episodes at the site.

The somewhat subjectively based identification of these depositional

practices serves as the basis of an interpretive concept for domestic sites called

maintenance decline. This idea emphasizes that the maintenance of the houselot
and dwelling at domestic sites usually declines with the passage of time. It is

expected that the first occupants of a new dwelling are usually more likely to

exert a conscious effort in maintaining the appearance and sanitation of a house
lot Conversely, when a houselot and dwelling increase in age, then it is more
likely that later residents will invest less time in maintenance of the lot and

dwelling. Automobile care in the current era provides an appropriate analogy to
the concept of maintenance decline. When an individual first purchases a new

automobile, they usually expend considerable effort in taking care of the vehicle.

Conversely, five to 10 years later, most people are no longer terribly concerned
about keeping the car spotless or engaging in obsessive maintenance activities.

The temporal process of maintenance decline at the Gibbs site translates

archaeologically into early peripheral secondary refuse being deposited a
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noticeable distance from the house and later adjacent secondary refuse
accumulating in abundance immediately next to the dwelling. Returning to the
concepts of core and fringe depositional zones defined by Moir (1987), the main
· depositional zone at the Gibbs site appears to have first started in the fringe area
of the Outer Active Yard, as indicated by the late 18th-century ash midden
located on the west slope of the lot Through time, the depositional arc
decreased in size yet increased in artifact density, especially during the second
half of the 19th century and throughout the 20th century. The material end result
of maintenance decline at the Gibbs site is a dense midden or circular core zone
of temporally later adjacent secondary material surrounding the western half of
the dwelling where the kitchen was located. An earlier zone of peripheral
secondary material is also located on the fringe depositional area of the lot
Information from transect tests recovered during site survey illustrates the
· diachronic process of maintenance decline. Material from excavation units
sorted by time sequence analysis more effectively illustrates the tempo or
quantitative depositional dynamics associated with maintenance decline. The
new method of time sequence analysis is discussed more fully in a subsequent
chapter. However, for excavation unit data, the method basically involves
calculating MADs for all levels excavated at a site, sorting the levels
chronologically, and then graphing the frequency distributions by decade
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intervals. The method produces a time series distribution typical of basic
statistical analyses.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the temporal distribution for the entire assemblage
recovered from all excavation contexts at the Gibbs site, including excavation
units, sheet midden, features, and transect tests. Interestingly, time sequence
analysis using material from excavation units provides a much finer-grained
level of chronological resolution than the material from transect tests. The
resulting distribution indicates that depositional rates remained relatively
constant between circa 1820 and 1880. However, after 1880, which corresponds
to the latter half of the Rufus Gibbs household, then the depositional rate
increases dramatically from circa 1,000 artifacts deposited between 1880 to 1889
to approximately 3,750 items discarded in the rear lot between 1920 and 1929.
The results of time sequence analysis for the total artifact assemblage
demonstrates that maintenance decline in the domain of refuse disposal did not
commence at the site until the late 19th century. At this time, Rufus Gibbs was
approaching his senior years during the last quarter of the 19th century. Between
1880 and 1900, his mother, Sarah, died during the ninth or tenth decade of her
life. Louisa, Rufus's wife, also died during this time period. By 1900, Rufus's
son, James, and his wife, Martha, were residing at the dwelling with three young
children. The increase in refuse depositional rates at the house lot that
accelerated in the third quarter of the 19th century is perhaps due to the deaths of
395
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the women presumably responsible for maintaining the household. The adult
men in the house, left to their own standards of domestic order, may have set
maintenance decline in motion. The process may have also been influenced by
the introduction of Martha Gibbs, the new woman of the house during the 1890s.
Perhaps different concepts of household maintenance were held by Louisa and
Martha Gibbs. In addition to household succession among the adult women
responsible for supervising the operation of the household, the start of a new
family cycle associated with James Gibbs was also already in progress by 1900.
In 1905, household succession occurred again with the death of Rufus Gibbs. At
this time, John Gibbs assumed ownership of the farm. A few years later in 1913,
the John Gibbs household moved to Fountain City, an affluent suburb of
Knoxville, and the farm house was occupied by tenants until the 1970s.
Maintenance decline quantitatively illustrated .by time sequence analysis
is therefore perhaps due to the relatively rapid and frequent adult female and
male succession that occurred among the Gibbs households in the closing
decades of the family's operation of the farmstead. The eventual occupation of
the dwelling by tenants that did not own the structure and hence would
probably not have had an overriding concern with its upkeep also appears to
have contributed substantially to maintenance decline. This occurrence is
indicated by the massive amounts of canning jar fragments deposited in the rear
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yard of the lot The fragments were presumably discarded from the canning
factory that was operated by tenants during the first half of the 20th century.
Although maintenance decline was probably encouraged by household
level factors, larger trends at the national-level also influenced the rapid
accumulation of material within the midden at the site between the late 19th and
20th centuries. Specifically, it is expected that the depositional increase at the site
during this time period is also due to an increase in consumerism and the advent
of disposable consumer culture. This trend developed during the postbellum
and modem periods as a consequence of improvements in manufacturing and
the distribution of commercial household items. Hence, much of the midden
accumulation occurred as a result of subsistence and nonsubsistence consumer
products that were being acquired by the residents in increasing numbers.
Materially, this behavior is especially illustrated by depositional increases in
container glass. During earlier decades in the 19th century, glass containers, such
as wine bottles, were typically kept in wooden case boxes. The glass bottles
were reused and only discarded when they were broken. Hence, besides
household-level factors, the depositional history at the site was also influenced
by and reflects larger trends in consumerism that affected most households.
In summary, spatial analyses discussed in the preceding section
demonstrate that the Gibbs site contains an outer and inner ring of sheet midden
in the rear lot, that corresponds to the Outer Active Yard and Immediate Active
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Yard defined by Moir (1987), respectively. The OAY contains peripheral
secondary deposits with earlier and fewer artifacts than the IAY. In contrast, the
Immediate Active Yard contains adjacent secondary deposits with a greater
number of later artifacts and more densely deposited sheet midden.
This information in combination with time sequence analysis was used to
define a temporal-depositional process called maintenance decline that is
probably prevalent at most domestic sites. Maintenance decline is characterized
by diachronically decreasing levels of architectural and houselot maintenance,
resulting in inversely increasing levels of midden accumulation in close
proximity to the dwelling. It is assumed that maintenance decline will be
present at most dwellings that possess appreciable time depth, or were occupied
for more than a single generation. Archaeological features encountered at the
Gibbs site and their relationship to successive households are now discussed in
the next section of this chapter.

Households and Archaeological Features

The following section presents a brief summary of archaeological features
documented at the Gibbs houselot during previous investigations. Particular
emphasis is placed upon assigning chronological affiliation of archaeological
features to temporal periods and specific households that resided at the
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dwelling. The feature chronology is then used in a subsequent section of this
chapter to reconstruct the generational imprints at the site as revealed through
archaeological data.
As discussed more fully in a later chapter devoted to the topic of time
sequence analysis, mean artifact dating (MAD) was the primary dating method
used in this study. Mean artifact dating was developed by Cheek and
Friedlander (1990) for an urban project in Washington, D. C. The method
involves generating dates using all temporally diagnostic artifacts rather than
only ceramics, as used in mean ceramic dating developed by South (1977). The
method developed by Cheek and Friedlander (1990) is especially useful for
analyzing material from 19th- and 20th..century contexts.
For the present analysis, mean artifact dates were calculated for all
artifact-bearing features encountered during excavation at the Gibbs site. The
features were then temporally sorted by the resulting dates and placed within
the previously discussed occupational episodes associated with the site. The
temporal episodes at the site consist of the Nicholas Gibbs household (17921817), the Daniel Gibbs household (1817-1852), the Rufus Gibbs household (18521905), the John Gibbs household (1905-1913), and the Tenant-Nicholas Gibbs
Historical Society Period (1913-Present). In a few instances, mean artifact dates
were not used as the sole dating source, especially in cases where informant
information provided a more accurate temporal affiliation for features. In these
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situations, informant information was given priority over artifact generated
dates, and features were placed in temporal categories based on oral history.
Also, in the case of Feature 16, the smokehouse pit cellar, time series analysis
was used as the main dating tool to generate a temporal interval of use rather
than a single averaged artifact date.
A total of 43 features was encountered at the Gibbs site (Table 6.1). Forty
features were cultural features. Three features were noncultural features,
represented by tree root disturbances. The chronological affiliation was
determined for 37 features; six features did not contain temporally diagnostic
artifacts. For the category of household affiliation, 34 features were assigned to
specific occupational periods, and nine features were not placed within a specific
temporal period (Table 6.2).
In summary, most of the features (n= 17) are associated with the Rufus
Gibbs household that occupied the site between 1852 and 1905 (Figure 6.9). As
might be expected, this household also possessed the longest length of
occupation of the four Gibbs families that resided at the farmstead, representing
25 percent of the total site history between 1792 and 1998, which helps to explain
the number of features associated with the Rufus Gibbs family. In contrast, the
tenant period, comprising over 40 percent of the farmstead's history, represents
the longest occupation interval at the site, considered in its entirety. However,
the farmland owned by the Gibbs family during the tenant period was not
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Table 6.1. Features Encountered at the Gibbs Site.

Feature

Function

Mean Artifact
Date (MAD)

Household

1

Limestone
Concentration
Round Posthole
Square Posthole
Square Posthole
Square Posthole
Posthole
w Basin
Rectangular
Posthole
Round Posthole
Rectangular
Posthole
Refuse Pit/
Privy?
Limestone
Concentration
Limestone Block
Frame Smokehouse
Limestone Block
Frame Smokehouse
Round Posthole
Smokehouse
Cellar

1859

Rufus

1844
1842
1857
1853

Daniel
Daniel
Rufus
Rufus

1863

Rufus

1894

Rufus

1925

Tenants

1897

Rufus

1876

John

1850

John

1927
18001880

Tenants
Nicholas,
Daniel,
Rufus
Tenants
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus

2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22

Unknown

Unknown
Unknown

1928
1892
1892
1881

Ash Lens
Round Posthole
Gate Posthole
Limestone
Path
Puppy Burial
Rectangular
Posthole

Unknown
Unknown
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Table 6.1. Features Encountered at the Gibbs Site, continued.

Feature

Function

Mean Artifact
Date (MAD)

Household

23

Pit with
Frame Smokehouse
Rectangular
Posthole for Gate
Posthole
Limestone
Rock
Posthole
Posthole
Bird Burial
Posthole
Rock
Concentration
Shallow Basin
Posthole
Posthole
Tree Disturbance
Tree Disturbance
Posthole
Ash Deposit
Postmold
Basin in F31
Tree Mold
Cedar Fence Post
Limestone Pier,
North Ell
Flower Pit
Posthole w
Frog Brick

1915

John

Uknown

Rufus

1900
1860

John
Rufus

1928
1934
Unknown
1906
1864

Tenants
Tenants

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44

45
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1875
Unknown
1882
1883
1868
Unknown
1860
1916
1891
1914
1920
1914
1918
1928

John
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus

Rufus
Tenants
Rufus
Tenants
John
John
Tenants

Table 6.2 Features Sequenced by Household, Function, and Chronology.
Household

Feature
Function

Nicholas,
Daniel,
Rufus

Smokehouse
Pit Cellar

Daniel
Daniel

Square Posthole
Round Posthole

1842
1844

3
2

Rufus
Rufus
Rufus

Square Posthole
Square Posthole
Limestone
Concentration
Limestone
Rock
Ash Deposit
Shallow Basin
Basin in Pea. 31
Rock Concentration
Shallow Basin
Limestone
Path
Posthole
Round
Posthole
Gate
Posthole
Gate
Posthole
Round
Posthole
Limestone
Concentration
Limestone Block
Frame Smokehouse
Limestone Block
Frame Smokehouse
Posthole
Posthole
Limestone Pier
North Ell
Pit with
· Frame Smokehouse

1853
1857
1859

5
4
1

1860

26

1860
1863
1864
1864
1875
1881

38
7

Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus

Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
Rufus
John
John
John
John
John
John

Mean Artifact
Date

1800-1850*
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1882
1892

Feature
Number

16

40

31
32
20

34

18

1892

19

Unknown

24

1894

9

1897

12

1850**

14

1876**

13

1900
1906
1914

25
30
43

1915

23

Table 6.2 Features Sequenced by Household, Function, and Chronology,
continued.

Household

Feature
Function

John
Tenants
Tenants

Flower Pit
Postmold
Cedar Fence
Post
Refuse Pit
Round Posthole
Ash Lens
Posthole
Posthole
Posthole

Tenants
Tenants
Tenants
Tenants
Tenants
Tenants
Unknown
Unknown

Mean Artifact
Date

1918**
1916
1920
1925
1927
1928
1928
1928
1934

44
42

39

11

15
17
27
45
28

Unknown
Unknown

6
8

Unknown
Unknown

22

Unknown
Unknown

Posthole
Rectangular
Posthole
Puppy Burial
Rectangular
Posthole
Bird Burial
Posthole

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown

Tree Disturbance
Tree Disturbance
Tree Root Mold

1868
1883
1914

Unknown
Unknown

Feature
Number

21

29

37
36
35
41

*Chronology based on results of time sequence analysis.
**Chronology based on historical information from informants selected over artifact dates.
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Unknown

Households

worked by the households that rented the dwelling (Brown 1987). It is also
assumed that tenants would not have conducted major renovation or landscape
modification efforts to the houselot, since they did not own the property. It thus
appears, based on the small number of features associated with the tenant period
(n=8}, that the renters during this period made minimal alterations to the
domestic landscape between 1913 and 1986. Based on feature function, the
majority of features encountered at the site consist of postholes for fences (n= 21},
several different types of pits (n= 9), and features associated with structural
activities, such as concentrations of limestone debris and footers (n= 7) (Figure
6.10).

Domestic Architecture and G enerational Ev ents

Domestic architecture is perhaps the most sensitive context for identifying
generational imprints. Actually, families and dwellings in the past were often
not unlike symbiotically linked organisms that possessed intertwined life
histories. Although not previously emphasized to a large extent in historical
archaeology, the renovation episodes and structural events associated with
dwellings often correspond to major transitions in the life course of households,
such as marriage or initial household formation, the addition of new children,
household fissioning, and eventual household succession or replacement
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As a brief example of the interrelated nature of longitudinal family
histories and architectural events, it is easy to imagine a situation in the 19th
century where a recently married couple constructs a new dwelling that satisfies
immediate housing needs. When new children arrive, they add new rooms and
modify the dwelling. After family fissioning has concluded, the original couple
may again modify the dwelling to express a sense of change or transition.
Finally, when household succession occurs, the new couple managing the
household and assuming authority from a spouse's parents may likewise initiate
a whole new phase of structural modifications and renovations based on their
own ideas of what constitutes suitable and contemporary living conditions.
Over the course of a few generations, the above scenario could generate a very
complex and challenging situation to interpret at an archaeological site.
Realistically, this scenario in a reduced or generalized form probably occurred at
most dwellings occupied by successive households, especially in the 18th and 19th
centuries when rural families were often responsible for constructing their own
residences and hence household heads were architecturally competent and not
averse to renovating or expanding their dwellings.
Based on the above discussion, the purpose of the following section is to
identify generational imprints within the architectural domain and specifically
explore the influence of generational events and transitions upon domestic
architecture and the landscape at the Nicholas Gibbs farmstead. Examining
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these issues in turn serves to evaluate the interpretive potential of these concepts.
To accomplish this goal, oral history, architectural information, and
archaeological data are combined to provide a detailed chronology of important
architectural and landscape events associated with the extant log dwelling and
houselot at the Gibbs site. Information for this discussion is partially based upon
a manuscript written for Charles Faulkner's architectural archaeology class in
the spring of 1996 (Groover 1996b), which provides a summary of the
architecture associated with the log dwelling. Whereas the first part of this
section emphasizes household-level processes that influenced the built
environment at the Gibbs farm, the latter portion of this section briefly discusses
vernacular trends and social change that were transpiring at county and
national-levels during the 19th century. These trends in turn may have
influenced material change in domestic architecture that occurred at the Gibbs
house during the study period.
To operationalize the idea of generational imprints and determine the
extent of their influence upon architecture and the built environment, potential
catalysts of material change and events must first be defined. As stated above,
one of the main impetuses for architectural and landscape modification is
considered to be life events and transitions at the household level. Hence, as an
informal hypothesis, it is expected that major architectural and landscape
modification episodes will often correspond to junctures or events within
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households. For this analysis, it is proposed that there are four primary
household events that can potentially influence material events in the built
environment, consisting of household formation, early family development and
expansion, family fissioning, and household succession. In addition to these
catalysts, architectural and landscape change can also be set in motion by
idiosyncratic or random motivation, where renovation or razing episodes do not
correspond to household events.
The main method of identifying the influence of household events upon
architectural and landscape episodes consists of first defining a chronology of
material events and then comparing it to the known household history in order
to identify temporal correspondence between the two data sets. In the following
discussion, an architectural description and chronology for the Gibbs house and
lot are first presented. The chronology is drawn from architectural,
archaeological, and historical sources. This chronology is then compared to the
known history of the Gibbs family in order to subsequently identify the
influence of generational events and define architectural and landscape-based

generational imprints.
The Gibbs site is unremarkable in the respect that it was a middle class
farmstead during the time it was operated by the Gibbs family between 1792 and
1913. Undoubtedly, thousands of other similar rural residences once dotted East
Tennessee's cultural landscape. Conversely, the house is remarkable in the sense
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that today the original log pen (probably the oldest standing structure in Knox
County) is preserved and a substantial amount of information, both
archaeological and historical, is known about the people that formerly resided in
the dwelling. Thus, the Gibbs site offers the opportunity to study material life
and landscape change associated with the family farm, a once widespread social
form in the region that is rapidly disappearing. Moreover, the amount of
primary information associated with the site is atypical since archaeologists are
usually confronted with more questions than answers concerning the history and
occupational sequences of the sites they study.
The main pen of the Gibbs house, constructed in 1792, is a story-and-a
half log structure (Figure 6.11; Plates 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3). The front of the house
faces south and the pen is 24-x-18 feet in size. The logs were joined with half
dovetail notches. The original pen contains a reconstructed chimney on the east
gable end and a staircase adjacent to the northwest comer of the pen. The
staircase leads to an attic room on the second floor.
In addition to the fireplace and staircase, the first floor also contained a
partition next to the west side of the staircase that was removed by Mrs. Ethel
Gibbs Brown, in 1959 (Brown 1987; Mathison 1987). The partition was probably
constructed of beaded or tongue-in-groove boards like the extant wall cladding,
and was presumably installed at the same time as the surviving upstairs
partition. The interior of the main pen contains beaded wall boards with fully
412
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Plate 6.3. Detail of Log Notching at Gibbs House.
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machine-headed cut nails, indicating the wall boards were possibly added to the
house during the second quarter of the 19th century when these nail types first
became widely available. The front door is of board-and-batten construction
with beaded boards and fully machine cut nails like the wall cladding. The
ceiling joists are exposed and were hand hewn and planed. The joists vary in
thickness, with a range from 2.75 inches to 3.25 inches. The width of the joists
ranges from 7 to 8.5 inches. The spacing between individual joists is between 8
inches to 2.25 feet.
The staircase that leads to the second floor is located in the northwest
quarter of the log pen approximately five feet east from the comer. It contains
an L-shaped staircase that is enclosed in a box-like closet The staircase box is
constructed of sash-sawn wall boards and the door for the storage space located
below the staircase is of board ·and batten construction. The L-shaped box
staircase is a distinctive architectural feature that was prevalent during the 18th
and 19th centuries. Among different architectural studies, this feature is
variously called a box staircase, a winder staircase, or a boxed-in interior
stairway (e.g., Michael and Carlisle 1976; van Ravensway 1977; Pendleton 1994;
Becket and Downing 1995). These types of stairs possess two distinguishing
features, consisting of an L-shaped or winding staircase that is enclosed by a
closet-like box. This architectural feature occurred in log dwellings of
vernacular design and in stone and frame dwellings. Although often associated
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with German-American houses, these types of stairs are not a specific German
architectural trait but were constructed by both German and English carpenters
in America. For example, Pendleton notes in an architectural study of the
Pennsylvania-German area that, "The winding stairway situated in a corner of a
room, and usually enclosed (or "boxed'), was the standard means of access
between the floor levels in Pennsylvania English and German vernacular
houses" (Pendleton 1994:74).
Log dwellings with box staircases occur frequently in the Ridge and
Valley province of Appalachia. For example, the Gaddis log house, located in
Fayette County, southwestern Pennsylvania, contains a box staircase. The house
was constructed in the late 1760s by Thomas Gaddis, a former resident of
Winchester, Virginia in the Shenandoah Valley (Michael and Carlisle 1976).
Pendleton provides two examples of box-staircases associated with houses in the
Oley Valley of southeastern Pennsylvania that are similar to the staircase at the
Gibbs house. The Jacob Keim House, constructed in 1753, contains an enclosed
winder staircase, and the Jacob Kauffmann House, built in 1753, contains an
enclosed L-shaped stairway (Pendleton 1994:74-75). In southwest Virginia, a
house recently investigated by Beckett and Downing (1995:18-19) likewise
contained a box staircase. Beyond the Ridge and Valley province, houses with
L-shaped staircases were still being constructed by recent German immigrants in
Missouri during the middle 19th century (van Ravensway 1977:157-158).
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The sleeping loft on the second floor of the original pen at the Gibbs
house is divided into two rooms with a beaded wall-board partition. The
partition is offset from the center of the wall and is located 13. 9 feet from the
southeast upstairs corner. The upstairs floorboards are original and consist of
tongue-and-groove pine boards attached with wrought L-headed nails or early
cut nails. The floor boards vary in width between 6 and 7.25 inches.
In addition to the main pen, the house also contained an east pen and a
north ell. Both of these additions were of braced frame construction and were
razed in 1959 (Brown 1987). The east pen served as additional living and
sleeping space whereas the north ell was used as a kitchen. The dimensions of
the east pen, based on measurements calculated from several photographs of the
dwelling taken in 1910, was 20-x-18 feet To determine this dimension, the
known length of the original pen's south facing wall (20 feet) was used as a scale
to measure the east pen's length in the photograph. It is also assumed the east
pen was the same width (18 feet) as the original pen.
During the spring of 1996, further testing was conducted at the site by
students in Charles Faulkner's Architectural Archaeology class to identify the
location of previous outbuildings and to recover chronological and structural
information pertaining to the east pen and north ell. A .50-x-.50 foot shovel test
pit was excavated in arbitrary .20 foot levels at the southeast corner of the
original pen and the previous location of the east pen's southwest corner, as
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depicted in early 20th-century photographs. Window glass from the shovel test
pit excavated at the east pen produced a temporal range between 1852 and 1961
with a mean of 1897. Recovered information suggests the east pen was probably
constructed in the early 1850s. Besides the two frame additions, as indicated by
a floor plan sketched by Mrs. Brown and a photograph of the dwelling showing
the John Gibbs family (Plate 6.1), by 1910, the structure also contained clapboard
siding, a front porch, and a porch on the kitchen addition. It is not known when
these architectural features were constructed. The porch and clapboard siding
may have been added to the dwelling at the same time that the two frame
additions were constructed or at a later date.
The size of the north ell or kitchen addition was approximately 30-x-20
feet, based on the extant basin-shaped depression on the ground surface adjacent
to the north wall of the main pen. Window glass recovered from site testing in
1996 produced a temporal range between 1860 to 1917, with a mean of 1907.
Window glass chronology suggests the north ell was constructed during the
early 1860s. Interestingly, Mrs. Brown (1987) recalled that the walls of the ·
additions contained newspaper, exposed during razing in 1959, which was used
as wallpaper. The newspaper was printed in 1850, as indicated by the issue
date. Based on this information, that provides a terminus ante quem (fAQ) of
1850, then the north kitchen ell was probably constructed at or close to the same
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time as the east pen in circa 1850, since the east pen window glass produced an
initial construction date of 1852.
In addition to the information provided by Mrs. Brown and the window
glass dates, the tax records for the Gibbs family during the 19th century also
suggest improvements were made to the property in 1850. Figure 6.12 illustrates
the acreage and property value history for the Gibbs farmstead plotted by year.
Beginning in 1840, property values in addition to the amount of acreage owned
by individuals were recorded in the Knox County tax entries. In most situations,
land purchases or sales at the Gibbs farmstead resulted in proportional increases
or decreases in property value, as in the case of the spike during 1860. In 1850
however, the property value increases but the amount of acreage remains stable,
suggesting property improvements, probably the north ell and east pen dwelling
additions, were probably made at this time.
Besides the addition of the east pen and north ell, the next most
significant structural event occurred in 1959 when Mrs. Brown renovated the log
house, four years after inheriting the house upon the death of her father, John
Gibbs, in 1955. In 1959, the dilapidated east and north frame additions were
removed. They were replaced by two new additions. The new east room was
used as a kitchen and the north ell was used as a screened back porch. During
this renovation episode, the dwelling was also modernized when electricity was
installed (Brown 1987; Mathison 1987).
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The final important event at the houselot occurred in 1986 when the
Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society assumed ownership of the property. As
discussed earlier, since the NGHS was directly unrelated to the site occupation
by the Gibbs family, methodologically, the landscape changes set in motion by
the NGHS would constitute elements of a household as opposed to a
generational imprint The NGHS moved the log smokehouse to its present
location, razed the springhouse foundation next to Beaver Creek in the west field
adjacent to the house, and moved a caretaker's trailer onto the property.
To identify correspondence between generational events and material
events, then a modified version of the table originally presented in Chapter 3 is
utilized. As illustrated in Table 6.3, a fairly consistent pattern of correspondence
between household junctures or events and material events expressed through
architecture and landscape change emerges when the two chronologies are
compared.
Overall, six primary succession episodes occurred at the dwelling
between 1817 and 1986, consisting of the transfer of the house from Nicholas to

Daniel, Daniel to Rufus, Rufus to John, John to Ethel, Ethel to various short-term
owners in the 1970s and 1980s, and from P. L. Hays to the Nicholas Gibbs
Historical Society in 1986. Five architectural or landscape modification episodes
are associated with four of the six junctures. The construction of the east pen
and north ell probably occurred between approximately 1850 and 1860.
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Table 6.3. Architectural and Landscape Events at Gibbs Site by Generation,
1792 to Present, Based on Historic and Archaeological Sources.

Generational Events

Date

Architectural and
Landscape Events

Migration to Knox County

179 11792

Log house is built along with
outbuildings in house lot

179 1 1792

Succession: Nicholas to Mary
and Daniel

1817

Pit cellar, Feature 16,
used as refuse pit

18201850

Succession: Daniel to
Sarah and Rufus

1852

East pen and north ell added to log
house; smokehouse cellar, Feature
16, is completely filled

18501860

Succession: Rufus to John

1905

Log smokehouse moved;
frame smokehouse constructed

1 9051913

Succession: John to Ethel

1955

East pen and north ell razed,
new rooms added; frame smokehouse razed

1959

Property Transfer:
P. L. Hays to NGHS

1986

Log smokehouse moved to present
location; springhouse foundation
razed; caretaker's trailer moved to lot

1986
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Date

Interestingly, household succession from Daniel to Rufus Gibbs occurred at this
time. The existing chronology suggests these additions to the dwelling were
made either immediately before the death of Daniel Gibbs or within a decade
after the event by Rufus Gibbs. Either way, construction of the two additions
appear to be associated with household succession in this example. Likewise, in
1959, four years after inheriting the house from her father, John Gibbs, in 1955,
Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown made the extensive renovations and improvements to
the dwelling discussed previously. Again, in this example, major architectural
events appear to correspond to household succession within a few years.
In addition to major architectural episodes, several important landscape
events also correspond to generational junctures and household or ownership
transitions. In the area of general foodways and storage, the smokehouse pit
cellar (Feature 16) in approximately 1820 appears to have no longer been used as
a cold cellar. Rather, the feature function, based on material deposition, appears
to have shifted from a storage cellar to a refuse pit Further, in approximately

1850, the pit was filled and no longer used after this date. As discussed more
fully in subsequent sections, the cellar was used between circa 1800 and 1850,
spanning most of the site's occupation by the Gibbs family. Interestingly, the
transition in function of the cellar from a storage feature to a refuse receptacle
corresponds to the period when the farm was inherited by Daniel Gibbs from his
father, Nicholas. In addition, the period when the cellar was filled and no
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longer used as a refuse pit generally corresponds to the transition of ownership
from Daniel to Rufus Gibbs during the middle of the 19th century.

Additional landscape events associated with food storage technology

likewise occurred in 1905, when John Gibbs, the youngest son of Rufus Gibbs,
eventually inherited the farm. Between 1905 and 1913, the original log

smokehouse was moved and used as a storage shed. In its place John Gibbs

constructed a frame smokehouse. It is assumed this structure was razed by Mrs.
Brown in 1959. Besides the dwelling renovations conducted by Mrs. Brown in

1959, the last major event at the houselot occurred in 1986 when the NGHS

assumed ownership of the property. Shortly after acquiring the tract, the society

moved the log smokehouse to its present location, razed the springhouse
foundation, and moved the caretaker's trailer to the lot

In summary, identifying correspondences between generational events or

household transitions and architectural or landscape change appears to be a

valid method of interpreting the material record at the Gibbs site. Specifically,
six known major landscape events at the site, consisting of two dwelling

renovation episodes in circa 1850 and 1959, the change in use of the pit cellar and
log smokehouse in 1820, 1850, and 1905, and the modifications to the lot

conducted by the NGHS in 1986, all occurred in the general time period when

generational or household-level junctures occurred. This information likewise
suggests that the concepts of generational events and imprints are likewise
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potentially productive methods for reconstructing material dynamics and
temporal process within the domains of domestic architecture and the
surrounding landscape at other sites that possess appreciable time depth and
adequate documentary context
The previous discussion explored household-level diachronic processes
that probably influenced change in the material domains of architecture and the
domestic landscape at the Gibbs farmstead. The remainder of this section will
briefly consider community and national-level trends that were transpiring
during the study period that may have also influenced the built environment at
the Gibbs farmstead. The two specific topics that are considered consist of
architectural trends in the Knox County area and vernacular trends and social
change that were occurring at the national level during the 19th century.
The temporal sequence of architectural events associated with the Gibbs
house did not transpire in isolation. Rather, several broadly based vernacular
trends were occurring in the 19th century that may have intersected with
household events and thus influenced domestic architecture at the Gibbs site.
Relevant trends are discussed through reference to county, regional, and
national-level contexts. Concerning county and regional level characteristics,
John Morgan (1990) conducted a thorough architectural survey of Blount
County, located immediately adjacent to Knox County (Figure 5.2). It is
expected that Morgan's conclusions are generally applicable to both Knox
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County and East Tennessee. As a consequence, Morgan's research is included in
this discussion. Morgan determined that the predominant architectural types in
Blount County during the 19th century were dwellings of log, frame, and brick or
stone construction. The architectural distribution for Blount County is presented
in Figure 6.13. Until the end of the 1870s, log dwellings were the predominant
house type. Frame houses first appeared in the county during the late 1790s and
early 1800s. After 1880, houses of frame construction exceeded the number of
log residences in Blount County and subsequently became the predominant
dwelling form. Brick and stone houses were always a minority construction
type in Blount County and their use was usually restricted to upper wealth
groups (Morgan 1990:43-58).
Concerning log houses, Morgan notes that the predominant form in East
Tennessee was the one-and-a-half story, single pen dwelling like the log
structure originally constructed by Nicholas Gibbs in 1792. Regarding dwelling
size, the majority of log houses in the study sample were square, comprising 70
percent of the observed examples. Square pens possess walls that are of equal
size in length. Conversely, rectangular pens, or those dwellings with rear and
front walls that are approximately 5 feet longer than the side walls, com prise 30
percent of the study sample. The size of the Gibbs house is 24-x-18 feet, which
indicates it contains a rectangular pen. Through time, clapboard siding and
porches were usually added to log residences (Morgan 1990:20-34).
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Log houses were typically enlarged by several methods. The most
common method was through the addition of another pen. Several specific
vernacular forms possessed pen additions or multiple units, such as the
saddlebag log house, that contained two pens with a shared, central chimney,
the double pen Cumberland style with an end chimney, or the dogtrot style that
possessed a central, open passage between two log pens.
Besides log pens, the addition of frame units to dwellings was also a
prevalent practice. Ironically, traditional frame construction, such as timber or
braced frame architecture that used mortise and tenon joints and pegs rather
than nails to join the frame elements, was more expensive and time consuming
to construct than log architecture. Nevertheless, frame additions were prevalent
in the study area. Within Blount County, 85 percent of the log dwellings were
enlarged with frame additions. Half of the observed log structures possessed
frame end or side additions. Likewise, 75 percent of the log houses had rear
additions, most of which were kitchens. (Morgan 1990:20-34).
Regarding economic class structure and social identity expressed through
the built environment, Morgan (1990:34, 79-86) notes that most middle class
farmers typically lived in one-and-a-half-story log structures, two-story
dwellings were occupied by more affluent households, and the poor usually
resided in single pen dwellings. Conversely, the minority, upper stratum of the
population often resided in two-story, double pen log dwellings called I-houses,
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which served as a symbol of rural affluence during the 19th century. Brick and
stone residences were usually only inhabited by wealthy households. During
the antebellum period, frame dwellings, due to the above mentioned
construction expense, were also often restricted to prosperous households. After
the Civil War, negative social stigma became increasingly associated with log
architecture, and as a consequence frame structures began to exceed the number
of log dwellings constructed in the study area. The prevalence of frame
dwellings was also encouraged by the widespread adoption of balloon framing
between the 1870s and 1880s in East Tennessee, which was much less expensive
than timber framing. During this period, almost all segments of the population
began to reside in frame houses, with the exception of the poor and a minority
group of economically comfortable and prosperous households that chose
tradition over popular trends and continued to reside in log dwellings.
The study conducted by Morgan (1990) provides county and regional
level architectural context that is relevant to interpretation of the social identity
at the Gibbs farmstead that was expressed through the combined material
mediums of domestic architecture and economic practices. First, Nicholas Gibbs
constructed a one-and-a-half-story, single-pen dwelling that was probably very
similar to the dwellings inhabited by the majority of his neighbors. Gibbs thus
selected a modest dwelling form despite the fact that he was relatively
prosperous, as indicated by the substantial land purchases that he made between
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the late 1790s and first decade of the 19th century after settling in Knox County.
Hence, Nicholas Gibbs apparently did not use architecture as a form of visible or
overt social differentiation, and he perhaps attempted to foster inclusion in the
community for his family by building a dwelling similar to his neighbors. Gibbs
also chose to conserve family resources and later allocate wealth to his children
for their inheritance, rather than expend resources on what may have been
regarded as unnecessary material comforts, such as a large dwelling.
Interestingly, this same attitude concerning what was considered to be an
adequate dwelling persisted during most of the Daniel Gibbs period of site
occupation. During the period of household succession between Daniel and
Rufus Gibbs at mid-century, however, it appears that the family chose to expand
their log dwelling with the more expensive braced frame method of
construction. This expansion of the dwelling, at the end of the Daniel Gibbs
household cycle, when six individuals resided at the farmstead, was not entirely
functional, since family fissioning was almost halfway complete at this time.
Approximately six of the older grown children had already left and started their
own households. Thus, the expansion of the house during this period may
represent a statement on the part of the Daniel Gibbs household emphasizing
both social differentiation and economic affluence to the larger community.
Interestingly, however, the family also chose to continue to reside in the
dwelling during the remainder of the 19th century when more progressive or
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style-conscious households were beginning to view log architecture as an
unacceptable dwelling form. Perhaps because of these concerns, during the
second half of the 19th century clapboard siding was added to the Gibbs house to
emulate newer, frame structures.
Research conducted by Morgan (1990) provides relevant regional and
county-level context for interpreting economic, social, and class based issues
associated with the domestic architecture at the Gibbs site. In tum, several
larger, national level trends were likewise transpiring that may have influenced
changes that occurred within the domestic sphere and built environment at the
site. Most importantly, a fundamental shift or transition occurred in American
society between the 18th century and the middle 20th century. This transition was
characterized by interconnected developments in technology, the emergence of
consumer-based popular culture, and the basic restructuring of the household
division of labor and gender roles. Within archaeology, the 18th century
expression of this transition has been labeled the Georgian order by Deetz using
a structuralist approach (1977, 1988). Other archaeologists have likewise used
historical materialism (e.g., Paynter 1988) and more recently modernization
theory (Cabak and Inkrot 1997; Cabak, �roover, and Inkrot 1998) to explore the
19th- and 20th-century material manifestations of this juncture.
Approaches advocating structuralism, historical materialism, and
modernization theory all acknowledge that the common denominator of this
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national level juncture was the replacement of pre-industrial, folk-based society
and culture with material elements and ideas drawn from national-level,
popular culture. In this study, the main catalyst for the transition from folk
based society to modern forms is seen to be the culture of capitalism that initially
commenced with the advent of globalization in the 15th century and gained
significant momentum during the Industrial Revolution. The culture of
capitalism as an interpretive theme is based on a synthesis of world systems
theory (Wallerstein 1974, 1980, 1984, 1989), the ideas of Braudel (1971, 1974,
1977, 1980, 1981), strands of thought in archaeology drawn from historical
materialism (Leone 1988; McGuire 1992; Orser 1996), and elements of
modernization theory (Cabak and Inkrot 1997; Cabak, Groover, and Inkrot 1998).
Within the domains of the built environment, the culture of capitalism,
which began with merchant and later expanded into industrial capitalism,
eroded and eventually absorbed folk-based culture, originally expressed in
material areas such as architecture, foodways, and craft traditions. Materially,
this transition resulted in the homogenization of American culture through the
mechanisms of popular culture and industrially produced consumer culture.
The main vehicles of dissemination for popular and consumer culture were the
intertwined mediums of the popular media and mass produced consumer
goods. During the 19th century, the culture of capitalism was principally
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disseminated via newspapers, magazines, and through retail sources such as
stores, markets, and mercantile shops.
Returning to the topic of domestic architecture, the transition from folk to
popular based dwelling forms is principally indicated by the introduction of
new architectural styles and building techniques. The functional
compartmental- ization of domestic space was also a prominent feature of this
trend. At the national level, new architectural styles, often based on classical
forms, were first adopted by affluent households as a form of social
differentiation during the 18th century (e.g., Deetz 1988; Leone 1988). Later,
during the 19th century, new architectural styles based on popular culture were
beginning to be adopted among larger segments of the North American
population. Within rural contexts, for example, Adams (1990:95-100) notes that
house plans emphasizing efficiency and labor-saving designs began to appear in
progressive agricultural publications and journals by the 1830s. Adams
attributes the interest in new house designs to the larger shift from subsistence to
commercial agriculture that was occurring nationally among the rural
population at this time.
A central element of national-level popular trends in domestic
architecture that first commenced in the 18th century was the functional
compartmentalization of living space. This characteristic is typical of the
domestic proxemics prevalent in and taken for granted during the late 20th
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century. Along a continuum, folk proxemics within the domestic sphere were
undifferentiated and most household tasks occurred within two to three rooms
at the most For example, the kitchen, general living space, and sleeping areas in
folk dwellings in the 18th and 19th centuries were often located within one or two
rooms. At the opposite end of the gradient, with the widespread adoption of
popular culture beginning in the 18th century, differentiated living space became
more prevalent At this time, household activities and functions were separated
by individual rooms, such as the kitchen, parlor, and bedrooms. Dwellings with
differentiated living space increasingly appeared among most population
segments during the 18th and 19th centuries (Deetz 1977; McMurry 1988).
Interestingly, among studies focusing on the history of the American
family, the same process of space and activity compartmentalization described
above has been linked to larger social trends prevalent in the 19th century,
particularly within the domains of commercial and mercantile capitalism. For
example, in a recent study, Marilyn Brady (1991) explored the development of
the American middle class family between 1815 and 1930, that corresponds to
the occupational sequence of the study site for the Gibbs family. Brady
emphasizes that the appearance of the middle class or bourgeois family during
the 19th century was influenced by a popular ideology emphasizing the "new
family model." The model was articulated and disseminated to the populace by
figures in public life, such as educators, politicians, and religious leaders.
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Proponents of the model were also prevalent in the information media, such as
newspaper and magazine editors, and the manufacturing and consumer sectors
of the population. The model's underlying purpose was to galvanize
consciousness within the middle class, concentrate class-based power, and create
a national-level consumer culture founded on a shared ideology that would also
provide a market for industrially manufactured goods.
Embedded within the culture of capitalism, the new family model
emphasized the privatized family over the traditional, communal or extended
family, the separation of public and private spheres or aspects of life, and the
implementation of clearly articulated gender roles based on this separation.
Materially, these ideas intersected with new technology and consumerism. This
ideology also reflected the transition from communal economic forms among
households where resources were shared, such as on family farms, to the
eventual development of a wage-earning proletariat and professional class
where financial resources were secured outside the original income-producing
household (Brady 1991). Related to this trend was the decreased economic role
of the rural household where the family was no longer the primary production
unit Through time, most households became exclusively consumers rather than
producer-consumers, to the point that during the late 1990s, practically all
American households are totally dependent upon external commercial sources
for subsistence items and household goods (Harari and Vinovskis 1989).
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In the area of gender roles, for rural contexts and folk based societies
prior to the advent of progressive ideals, the division of labor based on gender
was relatively undifferentiated. Men and women often shared similar farm
tasks. As stated previously, for example, among German immigrants the
women of the household often worked beside the men in the fields during
planting and harvest, which disturbed the delicate sensibilities of many English
observers. As the new family model became entrenched, women's
responsibilities often became increasingly restricted to domestic tasks and
childrearing and they were eventually alienated from the agricultural means of
production. Likewise, many income earning activities typically conducted by
women, such as dairying, were eventually absorbed and managed exclusively
by men as commercial agriculture more fully developed (e.g., McMurry 1995).
Regarding archaeology, the dissemination of these ideas by architects,
carpenters, and the manufacturers of consumer goods, which falls within the
larger system of merchant and consumer capitalism, is particularly relevant to
material life. In architecture, house designs presented in popular publications
emphasized compartmentalization and privacy, or the separation of public and
private domains. Concerning consumerism, the "cult of domesticity'' and the
woman as consumer ideology projected upon women by manufacturers and
product advertisers were also central elements of the new family model. The
cult of domesticity emphasized the role of homemaker and consumer to women,
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and also stressed the qualities of domesticity and submissiveness. Of relevance
to archaeology, manufacturers promoted this ideology through advertising in
the popular media. In tum, women that maintained the daily operation of
households often were the primary articulation point for the adoption of
commercial consumer behavior and in a sense were the primary nurturers of
household-level consumer culture (Brady 1991). The development of
consumerism in Knox County and within the Gibbs household is addressed
more fully in Chapter 7.
Concerning domestic architecture and the above discussed transition from
folk to modern based social organization and material life, the Gibbs family
illustrates in miniature the influence of this process at the household level in
Southern Appalachia. Moreover, individuation theory utilized by Hawes and
Nybakken (1991) in a recent essay on the historical trajectory of the American
family is a relevant way of interpreting the intersection of long-term family
development with material life and the related influences of consumer and
popular culture. Individuation theory, as mentioned previously in the
discussion of generational imprints, is based on psychological theory developed
by Carl Jung (1964). Jung stresses that commencing with childhood, people
experience the process of individuation throughout the life course. The main
result of this experience is that individuals become differentiated from their
parents and a sense of self-identity emerges during early adulthood. Applied to
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the medium-duration development of the family during the 19th and 20th

centuries, Hawes and Nybakken (1991) define three phases of individuation that
have transpired historically among households. These phases consist of

undifferentiated households before the 19th century, the emergence of the

differentiated middle class family between circa 1815 and 1930, and the present
phase since 1930. As discussed earlier, the first phase was communal and folk

based. The second phase inculcated ideals of individualism and self-reliance in

men and domesticity in women. The final culture history phase of the American
household since 1930 has been characterized by the individuation of women in

which females have become empowered and have increasingly asserted
economic and political autonomy.

Viewed collectively as an extended, lineal family with each generation

representing distinct temporally based units, the history of the Gibbs family
generally parallels the above defined medium-duration trends as revealed

through diachronic change within domestic architecture. The Nicholas Gibbs

household was clearly undifferentiated based on the size of their dwelling and

the family conformed to the rural, architectural standard or grammar prevalent

in the surrounding community. The builder of the modest, single pen dwelling

knowingly or unknowingly fostered inclusion in the larger community rather
than setting the household apart through the visually powerful, symbolic

medium of domestic architecture. The Nicholas Gibbs household probably also
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possessed a strong, kin-based folk orientation that placed primacy upon the
family and economic effort expended in agricultural production.

The transition from communal to differentiated household organiz.ation, a

trend that originated with national-level popular culture, is clearly evident by

1850 with the addition of the east pen and kitchen ell at the Gibbs site. Thus, by

mid-century at the farmstead, domestic activities and social space had become
segmented and comparbnentalized. This event also probably illustrates both
internal differentiation within the household and external economic

differentiation from the surrounding community. From this perspective,
sustained participation in commercial agriculture by a household would

encourage the formation of economic and class based hierarchy within rural

communities. A consequence of increasing commercial and economic hierarchy

would be social differentiation expressed via domestic architecture.

Architecturally, the pinnacle of this expression among the rural elite, as

discussed previously, was usually stone or brick dwellings based on classical

designs, or folk variants of classical forms such as brick, frame, or log I-houses.
The double unit dwelling with a separate kitchen constructed by the Gibbs

family at mid-century would have likewise served to differentiate the household
from the typical, single pen standard still prevalent in the surrounding

community (Morgan 1990). The compartmentalization of domestic space at the

farmstead probably also heralded increasing consumerism within the family and
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identification with popular culture by household members. As mentioned
previously, during the second half of the 19th century, social stigma became
increasingly associated with log dwellings. Perhaps conforming to popular
trends, at this time the Gibbs family expanded their residence and probably
added clapboard siding to the structure to conceal the house's log architecture
and emulate the exterior of frame dwellings.
Once the primary production form for rural contexts, during the 20th
century most households were mere consumers rather than producer-consumers
(Harari and Vinovskis 1989:389). Prophetically, during the period when this
significant transition was occurring nationally, the John Gibbs family moved
from the farm in 1913. A few years later, John Gibbs operated a successful
grocery store in Fountain City, a suburb of Knoxville, and rented the farm and
dwelling separately to tenants. The final architectural renovation conducted by
the Gibbs family during this period also parallels larger trends associated with
the most recent phase of the American family defined by Hawes and Bybakken
(1991). In 1959, Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown renovated and modernized the log
dwelling by adding electricity. This architectural event is significant for two
reasons. First, perhaps illustrating the individuated role that women exercised
in the 20th century, Mrs. Brown chose to have the renovations made to the
dwelling. Further, based on information provided in an interview conducted in
1986, Mrs. Brown was on-site for much of the work and to an extent supervised
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the construction activities, or at the least kept a close watch over the progress,
given the level of architectural details that she recalled. This event, in which a
Gibbs family daughter undertakes and monitors the renovation of the house,
rather than a son, is undoubtedly unconventional compared to architectural
decisions that would have been exercised by her female relatives in the 19th
century.
In addition to greater decision-making power on the part of Mrs. Brown
as a woman in the 20th century, the addition of modern conveniences to the
dwelling likewise marks a major juncture for rural contexts. As defined in a
recent study of modernization in the lower South (Cabak and Inkrot 1997), the
timing of this event at the Gibbs site is very consistent with trends that were
occurring across the South. Paralleling the increasing influence of consumerism
and new technology, at this time many rural residents were enjoying for the first
time the new conveniences of automobiles, electricity, telephones, and indoor
plumbing,
In conclusion, the life course of the successive Gibbs households that
inhabited the log dwelling at the farmstead reveals much about events observed
in the site's domestic architecture and archaeological record. In turn, change
within the household and material environment also reflects in miniature larger
trends that emanated from nationally-based popular culture. The final
interpretive analysis in this section presents a summary of the generational
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imprints reconstructed at the Gibbs site based on the information presented in
the three previous sections.

Genertional Imprints and the Material Record: A Summary

In the following section, the concept of generational imprints is further
considered through reference to major landscape events that transpired during
the history of the Gibbs farmstead. Drawing upon previously introduced
archaeological data, oral history, historical records, and extant domestic
architecture, a diachronic summary of continuity and change within the
domestic landscape is briefly presented for each occupational episode at the site.
This discussion is not intended to be an exhaustive description of all
archaeological and cultural features present at the site, but rather, emphasis is
placed upon diachronically identifying and summarizing major landscape
events that appear to correspond to significant junctures between the successive
generations of the Gibbs family that resided at the farmstead. As discussed

previously, the household sequence for the site consists of the Nicholas Gibbs
(1792-1817), Daniel Gibbs (1817-1852), Rufus Gibbs (1852-1905), and John Gibbs
households (1905-1913) in addition to the Tenant-Nicholas Gibbs Historical
Society period (1913-present).
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Remarkably, several landscape and archaeological features at the site that
were originally established by the Nicholas Gibbs household in 1792 have
survived during the past 200 years, consisting of the original log house and
Feature 16, the smokehouse pit cellar. Interestingly, as illustrated in Figure 6.14,
the rear door of the log house appears to be aligned with the presumed entrance
in the south wall of the smokehouse, which would have provided a direct line of
sight between the two structures. This spatial alignment along a north-south
axis reinforces the contemporaneity of the two structures and suggests the
Nicholas Gibbs family during the frontier era was perhaps concerned with
keeping a careful watch over the smokehouse and its contents.
In addition to the actual establishment of the farm, the expansion of the
log house was the next major site event Between approximately 1850 and 1860,
an east pen and north ell of frame construction were added to the log dwelling
(Figure 6.15). The expansion of the house closely corresponds to the transition
between the Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households. The pit cellar was also filled at
this time. During the subsequent period of site occupation by the Rufus Gibbs

family (Figure 6.16), several important site events appear to have transpired.
This period represents the longest interval of site occupation by a member of the
Gibbs family. As a consequence, most of the dated archaeological features
appear to be associated with this household. Recovered archaeological
information indicates that during the Rufus Gibbs period of site occupation, the
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northwest quarter of the houselot was fenced and contained a gravel-paved path
with a gate that was located in front of the smokehouse. The gravel path
probably started from the vicinity of the east pen or kitchen ell and led to the
springhouse located next to Beaver Creek. Interestingly, during this period of
site occupation, the original log smokehouse appears to have been located
outside of the inner fenced compound, perhaps denoting a spatial separation of
the inner house lot with utility areas on the edge of the house lot or a change in
structure function.
Although representing the shortest and final period of residence by a
member of the Gibbs family, the eight-year interval of site occupation by John
Gibbs between 1905 and 1913 nonetheless appears to have been characterized by
several significant landscape modifications (Figure 6.17). First, the log
smokehouse was moved further east on the lot and served as a storage shed. In
its place, John Gibbs constructed a frame smokehouse that was located about 10
feet immediately south of the original log smokehouse. When the log
smokehouse was moved, the fence line demarcating the north boundary of the

inner house lot appears to have been moved further north approximately 10 feel
In contrast to the original log smokehouse, the frame structure was placed inside
the inner house lot, in approximate alignment with the north wall of the kitchen
ell.
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Although no longer used as a farmhouse by the Gibbs family after 1913,
the houselot during the 20th century continued to experience further
modifications, most of which occurred during ownership transitions (Figures
6.18 and 6.19). Four years after Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown inherited the property
from John Gibbs, her father, in 1959, a significant landscape event occurred. At
this time, the east pen and north ell were razed, replaced by newer additions,
and the dwelling was modernized with electricity. Later, in 1986, when the
property was acquired by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Society, the original log
smokehouse was again moved. The springhouse was also razed and a
caretaker's trailer was placed on the lot by the NGHS.
In conclusion, the idea of generational imprints explored at the Gibbs site
appears to possess a measure of interpretive validity. Based on extant
information, each successive household at the site, especially among the Gibbs
family, used the houselot in distinctive ways. Further, major modifications to
the lot and dwelling appear to have often corresponded to periods of transition
when household junctures were occurring and new families were assuming
operation of the farm or maintenance of the property. In addition to the element
of landscape change, this brief analysis also suggests that continuity is also a
significant structuring element within the domestic landscape and should not be
overlooked. Although each household appears to have modified the farmlot
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and dwelling to satisfy domestic needs, landscape elements, such as the
smokehouse and the basic configuration of the houselot, probably persisted
through time despite numerous changes that were made by each successive
household.
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CHAPTER 7
DIACHRONIC TRENDS IN CONSUMERISM
AND THE STANDARD OF LIVING
Introduction

The standard of living experienced by a household reveals much about
economic priorities and consumer orientation. The standard of living
characteristic of a family also potentially illustrates the influence of consumerism
within a region and the extent that objects were used to express and maintain
social hierarchy within rural communities. It is assumed that a broad range of .
potential consumer strategies was exercised by specific households in the recent
past For example, from a strictly functional orientation, the standard of living
implemented by a family could be expected to directly reflect a household's
economic class. Simply put, households that were more affluent would have
owned a broader range of consumer goods and household furnishings than less
affluent households. In contrast, from a perspective emphasizing historical
materialism and the concepts of falsification and misrepresentation (McGuire
1992), consumer goods and the standard of living may not always be an accurate
and direct reflection of economic class. Affluent households in the past may not
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have always chosen to materially express hierarchy through conspicuous

consumption, but rather, may have attempted to mask inequality through

avoidance of material display. Likewise, many households may have aspired to
a perceived class standard and materially consumed beyond their means.
At a basic level, the situation where households choose to express

hierarchy or economic class through consumer goods illustrates an orientation in
which the intrinsic social value and identity of individuals are defined by

material possessions. Regarding historical process, this behavior originated

within the culture of capitalism that gained momentum during the 18th and 19th

centuries. Within our own time, the process has achieved a frenetic tempo with

the advent of mass media coupled with pop culture. The result of this trajectory
consists of substantial credit debt among a large proportion of the middle and

lower classes and a general public philosophy in which social value, identity,
and quality of life are measured through material consumption.

The interrelated topics of the standard of living and consumerism at

household and county levels are examined in the following chapter. The

purpose of this effort is to reconstruct the historical trajectory of these variables
in the study area. Emphasis is placed upon diachronically tracking the

development of consumerism within Knox County and defining the standard of
living practiced by a sampie of county residents and the Gibbs family. Three

main content sections are presented in this treatment of consumerism. In the
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remainder of this introduction, a brief literature review is presented followed by
a discussion of why consumerism is relevant to interpretation of material life at
the Gibbs farmstead. Following the introduction, the results generated from a
diachronic analysis of advertisements in Knoxville newspapers are presented.
This exercise presents a detailed baseline for reconstructing the development of
consumerism in Knoxville. Attention then turns to a discussion of the standard
of living revealed through analysis of probate inventories. The inventory
analysis is drawn from a sample of Knox County households and the extant
inventories for the Gibbs households. Comparison of the two data sets allows
identification of the standard of living practiced by the Gibbs family in
C(?mparison to other residents of Knox County. In tum, it is also assumed that
the standard of living reconstructed from primary documents provides a known,
comparative context for more fully addressing material life revealed through the
archaeology of the Gibbs site.
Consumerism developed in concert with the culture of capitalism
beginning in the 15th century during the Age of Exploration. At this time, exotic
food items and consumer goods, such as spices, tea, and porcelain from the
Orient, were adopted by elites in Europe (Yentsch 1989). With the Industrial
Revolution, the pace of consumer culture quickened, as efficiently manufactured
goods became increasingly inexpensive and available to virtually all segments of
the population in North America.
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Within historical archaeology, the adoption of consumerism by North
American households and its influence upon the standard of living has been
addressed by several relevant studies, especially the research of Hom (1988),
Friedlander (1991), and Cabak and Inkrot (1997). From a perspective
emphasizing medium-duration temporal process, the synthesis of these three
studies provides a relevant starting point for considering the interrelated topics
of consumerism and the standard of living at household levels.
Paralleling the medium-duration history of domestic architecture, the
research of Hom (1988), Friedlander (1991), and Cabak and Inkrot (1997)
indicates that the standard of living practiced by rural households in North
America was initially undifferentiated and through time became increasingly
segmented. For example, Hom's (1988) study of 17th_century probate records in
the Chesapeake indicates that for most colonists, life was relatively austere
compared to living standards in England during the same time period. Even
among upper wealth groups, Hom (1988) concludes the quality of domestic
material life was not markedly different from middle wealth groups. Most 17th
century colonists in the Chesapeake lived in small frame dwellings, owned
dilapidated furniture, if any, and the majority of household possessions
consisted predominantly of utilitarian foodways items. Horn (1988) attributes
the lack of amenities and somewhat bleak material conditions of 17th..century life
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to the unstable nature of the tobacco boom economy in the Chesapeake that de
emphasized permanence within domestic architecture and household goods.
Friedlander (1991) conducted a study of household material conditions
among New Jersey farmers between 1795 and 1815 based on a detailed analysis
of probate records. Interestingly, the author determined that most rural
households in the study area did not use portable material culture as a form of
differentiation. The majority of families typically maintained a similar
"threshold of comfort" Rather than expending income on consumer goods, the
households chose to invest in land, livestock, and improvements to their
dwellings. Thus, the built environment at farmsteads in this example would be
more likely to visually reflect or convey social differentiation, whereas the
furnishings and household items of most farm families in Friedlander' s study
were similar and did not reinforce economic differences.
A recent study of farmsteads operated between 1875 and 1950 in the
Aiken Plateau of South Carolina (Cabak and Inkrot 1997; Cabak et al. 1998)
parallels material trends identified by Hom (1988) and Friedlander (1991) for
earlier contexts. The Aiken Plateau research indicates that between different
rural tenure groups, material differences were clearly expressed through
domestic architecture and farm improvements, such as the number of
outbuildings and the overall extent of farmlot complexity. Conversely, the
artifacts recovered from a sample of archaeological sites composed of 22 operator
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and 26 tenant farmsteads revealed no significant functional differences between
the two tenure groups regarding portable material culture. Again, in this

example, the built environment dearly reflected economic differences between
rural groups but everyday household items were not used as a form of social

differentiation. However, it should also be emphasized that despite economic
differences in dwellings and the extent of farm complexity, the same range of

consumer goods were available to all segments of the rural population.

Returning to the theme of consumerism and rural standards of living,

from a diachronic perspective the above-discussed studies present several

general interpretive trends that are relevant to the Gibbs farmstead. First,

considered together, the conclusions suggest that initially during the 17th and 18th
centuries, material differences were probably not pronounced between different
economic groups in rural contexts. In addition, at this time almost all

households lived in small dwellings. Likewise, ·the concepts of personal

possessions and consumer goods were not fully developed within the culture of
capitalism. Material differences among rural households in North America
probably did not become widespread until the 19th century. At this time,

differentiation within the domestic sphere occurred, influenced by popular

culture, resulting in compartmentalized dwellings and living space.

Concurrently, consumerism as we know it today germinated during this period.
By the fourth quarter of the 18th century in the late 1790s, name-brand products
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were first being advertised in local newspapers and consumer culture had taken
flight (e.g.,

Knoxville Register 1798). By the third quarter of the 19th century,

printed advertising had reached a level comparable to today's commercial ads.
The significance of the above trends to the study site and surrounding
community is that they provide a comparative context or starting point for
determining the influence of consumerism among the Gibbs family. The
previously discussed studies, especially Hom (1988) and Friedlander (1991), also
provide general direction for reconstructing the standard of living among the
successive households at the Gibbs site. Moreover, in the previous chapter a
detailed analysis of economic practices was conducted for the Gibbs family. The
resulting information suggests the Nicholas Gibbs household was relatively
prosperous, as indicated by the large land tracts purchased by Gibbs a few years
after settling in Knox County. In addition to substantial land purchases, above
average agricultural production between 1850 and 1880 also indicates the family
was probably economically comfortable during the second half of the 19th
century. The data generated from archival records concerning the Gibbs family's
economic strategies are in turn used as a known or predictor variable for
evaluating the effect of consumerism on the family and the standard of living
practiced at the farmstead. These issues are now more fully addressed through
consideration of consumerism at the county level as revealed through newspaper
advertisements and the standard of living indicated by probate analysis.
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Consumerism and Newspaper Advertisements

Period newspapers, especially commercial advertisements, are an
overlooked information source for assembling detailed interpretive context
pertaining to material life in a specific locale. In the present study, newspapers
offer one of the most accessible information sources for reconstructing the
development of consumerism in the local study area. To diachronically
reconstruct the medium-duration history of consumerism in Knoxville during
the 19th century, the advertisements in a small sample of newspapers were
categorized and quantified. A series of five newspapers selected at
approximately 25 year intervals were examined to provide a diachronic
perspective on the topic of consumerism (Knoxville Register 1798, 1827, 1850;

Knoxville Chronicle 1875; Knoxville Sentinel 1901).
After selecting the newspapers, all of the advertisements in each of the
five issues were categorized and quantified. The three divisions used for
analysis consist of consumer goods, consumer services, and advertisement
categories. The consumer goods category refers to specific products and to the
merchants that sold the products locally. The consumer services category refers
to businesses that provided services, such as banks, lawyers, or railroads. The
analysis variable of advertisement categories refers to the total number of specific
categories for a given newspaper issue. For example, specific ad categories
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consist of medicine, physicians, carpenters, architects, hardware stores, drug
stores, etc.
The results of this exercise clearly indicate that consumerism has been
present in Knoxville since the beginning of settlement and, for the most part, has
steadily increased in prevalence throughout the 19th century. As indicated in
Figure 7.1, the number of consumer goods advertised in local papers
progressively increased until 1880. Interestingly, between 1880 and 1900, the
number of consumer ads declined to levels comparable to 1860. This fluctuation
is also reflected in the number of ad categories plotted by decade. The number of
ad categories reached its highest extent in 1880 and then leveled off for the next
decade. In contrast to the number of consumer goods and the number of ad
categories present in Knoxville newspapers during the 19th century, the number
of advertised consumer services did not decline or fluctuate. As illustrated in
Figure 7.1, ads for consumer services continued to increase throughout the
century. This trend is perhaps explained by population increase. The number of
consumer services available in the county may have increased proportionally as
the population and potential number of patrons or customers in the county
continued to grow throughout the century. Considered together, information
from analysis of newspaper ads indicates that, rather than being an isolated ·area
characterized by limited market or consumer opportunities, households in Knox
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County throughout the century possessed unobstructed access to the latest or
most recently developed consumer items. Hence, formative consumerism in
Knox County during the 19th century was apparently a prevalent or at least a
potentially prevalent aspect of daily life for many households.
Tabulating newspaper ads by analytical categories provides a clear,
quantitative summary of the development of consumerism in Knoxville during
the 19th century. Consideration of the actual goods advertised in newspapers
likewise illustrates the types of items available to local consumers. In 1798, four
merchants advertised their stores of goods in the September 11 edition of the

Knoxville Register. These merchants were John Somerville, Beal and Hall, Patrick
Campbell, and Alexander Simrall. John Somerville and Beall and Hall advertised
on the front page of the newspaper; Campbell and Simrall advertised on page
four of the Register. Three of the ads list actual inventories, whereas Simrall
merely states his store is open for business. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 present the
advertisements posted by Somerville and Beal and Hall. The ads of Somerville
and Beal and Hall, however, are modest compared to the extensive inventory of
goods provided by Patrick Campbell on page four of the newspaper (Figure 7.4)
(Knoxville Register 1798). The Campbell ad is only partially presented in Figure
7.4, however, since it contained a very long, detailed, and largely illegible list of
clothing items. The lower half of the ad is legible from the microfilm and lists an
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JOHN SOMERVILLE
INFORMS his former customers and
the public in general, that he has returned
to Knoxville, where he has again commenced
the mercantile business, and now offers for
sale at his
GROCERY AND WINE
STORE
(In the house he formerly kept before, adjoining
Mrs. Chilsom's Tavern.)
The following goods viz.
BROWN
Sugars,
Loaf & Lump
do.
Coffee,
Green, Hylon,
and Imperial
Teas of Superior
Quality,
Chocolate,
Pepper,
Allspice,
Race & ground,
Ginger,
Nutmeg,
Mustard,
Copperas,
Allum,
Indigo,
Fig Blue,
Raisins of a
Good quality,
Figs,
Almonds,
Turkey Cotten,

Brimstone,
Pipes,
Sweet Oil,
Best Spanish Segars,
Anchovies,
Italian Sweet
Meats,
Soap,
Black Ball,
Corks,
Old Jamaica
Spirits, of excellent
quality,
French Brandy,
Holland Gin
by the Gallon,
Cherry Bounce,
Whiskey,
Sherry, Lisbon
Malaga, and,
Port Wines, genuine & of
good quality
Claret, by the box or
bottle.

All of which will be sold as low
As goods of the like, by any
Of his Neighbors, for Cash, Beeswax,
Furs, Butter, and Tallow.
Knoxville, July 10, 1798

Figure 7.2 Advertisement for John Somerville, Knoxville Merchant

(Knoxville Register 1798:1).
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TO THE PUBLIC
THE SUBSCRIBERS,
HAVE just opened and are now offering
For sale in the store formerly occupied
By Col. John McClellan, immediately
Opposite Mr. Geo. Wilson's, an exten
Sive assortment of Groceries, which
They propose selling at whole sale and
Retail, at the most reduced prices,
-Consisting ofMADAIRA
Jamaica Spirits
Sherry,
New England
Port and
Rum,
Lisbon Wines
Loaf & Brown
Conac and
Sugar,
Coffee, &c. &c.
Bourdeaux Brandies,
Also a quantity of Irish linnens by the
piece.
BEALL & HALL
Knoxville, July 10, 1798

Figure 7.3. Advertisement for Beall and Hall, Knoxville Merchants
(Knoxville Register 1798:1).
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PATRICK CAMPBELL
Is now open and has for sale at his

Dry Goods and Grocery

STORE
A general assortment of Dry Goods
-Consisting ofA large assortment of Saddlery, Cutlery, and Hard
Ware, 6d 8d & 10d nails, Spades and Shovels, Clauber
Salts, Britain Old Spirits of Turpentine, Godfrey's
Cordia, Stoughton's Bitters, Essence of Peppermint,
Coffee, Teas, Brown & Loaf Sugar, Chocolate, Allum,
Brimstone, Madder, Ginger, Raisins, Copperas, Mace,
Coves, Nutmegs, Cinammon, Writing Paper, Holland
Gin, French Brandy of a superior quality, Spanish segars,
Shoes, Boots, and Boot Legs, Wool and Fine Hats, Bridles,
Saddles, Circingles, Black Ball, Pomatum, Cotton Cards,
Crockery Ware, Tumblers, Wine Glasses, Flowered Paper,
One case of Silver Watches, & Anderton's Pill's
All of which he will sell on his usual low terms,
for Cash, Country Linen, Liacy, or Beeswax, &c. &c. &c. &c.
Knoxville, July 24, 1798

· Figure 7.4. Advertisement for Pabick Campbell, Knoxville Merchant
(Knoxville Register 1798:4).
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interesting assortment of household goods, many of which are archaeologically
relevant.
In summary, the three ads with listed goods indicate that clothes,
alcoholic beverages, spices, tobacco products and smoking paraphernalia (such
as Spanish "segars" and pipes), construction hardware, horse tack, kitchen
goods, household furnishings, and personal items, such as silver watches and
looking glasses, were the typical items of interest to frontier-era consumers in
Knox County; or at least, merchants anticipated that these items would draw
customers to their stores. Again, contrary to frontier stereotypes emphasizing
austerity and disinterest in "store bought'' goods, the advertised products, many
of which are nonessential luxury items, such as imported alcoholic beverages
and wine glass sets, suggest that residents of Knox County were not averse to
enjoying the finer things of life, such as tea, coffee, sugar, chocolate, fine clothing
and textiles, imported cigars, and time pieces.
In addition to nonessential items, it is also interesting that Campbell's ad
mentions brand-name products, such as Stoughton's Bitters, Britain Old Spirits of
Turpentine, Godfrey's Cordia, and Anderton's Pills. It is presumed that some of the
products listed above were forerunners of the patent medicines that appeared in
profusion in later 19th- century Knoxville newspaper ads. Archaeologically, it
would be relevant to match recovered glass containers, especially embossed
medicine bottles that appear later in the 19th century, with advertised products to
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ascertain the influence of medicinal advertising in Knoxville. For the present
analysis of consumerism, it is significant that brand-name products first appear
shortly after initial settlement in the study area during the closing years of the
18th century.
Two other final observations are also relevant concerning the character of
early consumerism in Knox County as revealed by the 1798 newspaper ads.
First, it is important what types of goods were advertised as well as what types
of goods were not advertised - especially everyday food items. Apparently, most
households in Knox County were self-sufficient, produced their own food, and
hence the only advertised subsistence items, besides alcoholic beverages, are
imported foods, such as figs, that are not native to the area. Second, besides
illustrating the virtual absence of mundane food items and the self-sufficient
character of households in the county, the ads also reveal details about the types
of exchanges typical of consumer purchases. The barter system as well as
purchases tendered through cash were apparently accepted by most merchants.
Further, household manufactures, such as country linen, beeswax, butter, and
tallow, in addition to items procured by hunting, such as furs, were typical forms
of barter currency, as revealed by the ads. It is also interesting that three of the
five items listed in the merchant's ads, consisting of linen, butter, and tallow,
were household manufactures typically associated with women's farm activities.
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This detail suggests that merchants knew by experience that farm women made
many of the actual consumer purchasing decisions for their households.
In 1798, notices for grocery stores were the main types of consumer ads
listed in the newspapers. By 1827, the number of ads directed at consumers and
local farmers had expanded from grocery stores to notices for medicinal
products, real estate opportunities, a cabinet shop, a cotton factory, several
lotteries, a law firm, a tavern, a watch maker, and a flour mill (Knoxville Register
1827:4). Among the grocery store ads, the level of detail listing the goods in
stock at the stores diminished, yet the ads still illustrate the general range of
items offered to local customers. The types of items enumerated in the grocery
ads consist of scythes, sickles, groceries, Kentucky salt, clothing, cutlery, saddles,
hardware, and "Queens-Ware" (Knoxville Register 1827:4).
Between 1827 and 1850, the number and types of stores advertising in the

Knoxville Register (1850) increased appreciably. The range of retail establishments
in the 1850 sample issue consisted of grocery stores, drug stores, dry goods
stores, and a confectionery shop. The numher of ad categories also increased
from approximately 10 in 1827 to 20 in 1850. Interesting consumer goods
advertised in the 1850 issue are represented by dining sets available at Johnathan
L. King's store, "Day Stove" iron cooking stoves available at the shop of J. C. and

J. L Moses, pianos, and several varieties of patent medicines, such as Townsend
Sarsaparilla, Swaim's Panacea, and Ayer's Cherry Petoral. Ads for public and
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consumer services consist of real estate opportunities, academies for you·ng men
and women, a wool mill, book binders, a coach manufacturer, livery stables, a
paper mill, steamboat service, attorneys, hotels, painters, tinsmiths, a millstone
manufacturer, insurance offices, and architects. Commission merchants also
posted several ads in the 1850 sample issue, for firms in Knoxville; Augusta,
Georgia; New York City; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Paducah, Kentucky; and
Charleston, South Carolina.
By 1875, the number and types of ads posted in the Knoxville Chronicle
(1875) suggest that substantive change in the domain of consumerism had
occurred among Knoxville residents. The extent of change implies that
consumerism and public interest in commercial goods were thoroughly
entrenched by the third quarter of the 19th century. That a threshold had been
traversed is indicated by the number of ads for consumer goods. Between 1850
and 1875, the number of ads for consumer goods increased threefold, from
around 20 in the 1850 sample issue to a little less than 60 in the 1875 issue.
Interestingly, the number of ad categories remained about the same at around 35
between this period, whereas the number of advertised consumer services
continued to climb and doubled from around 35 to 70 between 1850 and 1875.
A sample of the ads listed in the 1875 issue is presented in Table 7.1.
One important development that effectively captures the character of
consumerism in Knoxville by 1875 is illustrated in the Cowan, McClung & Co.
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Table 7.1. Typical Advertisments in Knoxville Chronicle (1875).

Consumer Goods

Consumer Services

Book Shop
Dry Goods Stores
Grocery Stores
Furniture Stores
Hardware Stores
Tobacco Shop
Baker
Tailor
Agricultural Machinery
Firearms
Iron Goods
Lumber
Pianos
Shoes
Tin Ware
Medicine
Dr. Tuft's Vegetable Liver Pills
Dr. Tuft's Vegetable Expectorant
Simmon 's Liver Regulator
Cosmetics
Dr. Tutt's Hair Dye
Magazine-Newspaper Subscriptions
New York Times
Harper's Magazine
Harper's Bazar ·

Advertising
Architects
Banks
Boarding Houses
Commission Merchants
Engineer
Insurance
Piano Tuner
Psychomancy, Romantic Advising
Real Estate
Steamboat
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advertisement on the second page of the Knoxville Chronicle (1875:2). Created in
1865, this establishment, the leading general retailer in the city during its day,
was essentially a department store of the type familiar to consumers today. The
ad features a sketch of the store's new, four-story building and a listing of dry
goods, clothing, hardware, cutlery, and household furnishings. That a store of
this extent could thrive in Knoxville clearly indicates the consumer market was
strong during the last quarter of the 19th century.
If the 1875 issue of the Knoxville Chronicle indicates a juncture had been
crossed, then the 1901 sample issue of the Knoxville Sentinel (1901) certainly
suggests the region had ventured into a new era of consumerism at the start of
the 20th century. In general, the design layout, graphics, and sophistication of the
advertisements are modern in their overall presentation and in the use of name
brand products and logos. Likewise, several examples advertise new household
conveniences, such as refrigerators and wickless oil stoves. Two other
interesting trends are apparent in the ads. One trend is the explosion of patent
medicine notices, featuring name brands, logos, and undoubtedly fictitious
authorities endorsing the products. The second prominent trend in the 1901
issue is the numerous notices advertising summer travel packages aboard rail
lines, ocean liners, or to resort spas. The ideas of leisure time, travel, and
vacations had apparently taken hold among the public by the early 20th century.
Regarding general trends, the number of consumer goods advertised in the
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sample issue declined by one-third from around 60 in 1875 to circa 40 in 1901.
The number of ad categories remained stable at about 35, and the number of
consumer services continued to increase, reaching the highest point for the five
intervals in the series, with 70 different consumer services advertised in 1901
(Figure 7.1).
In conclusion, although geographic isolation may have been an element of
everyday life for many residents of Knox County throughout most of the 19th
century, almost from the beginning of settlement individuals could peruse
newspapers and locate goods not available through household-level production
or manufacture. The increasing tempo of consumer advertising during the 19th
century likewise indicates that at least some households in Knox County were
probably influenced by the printed media and patronized the businesses and
services listed in the city's newspapers. The preceding discussion therefore
established that all residents of the county possessed potential access to a diverse
and abundant supply of consumer items. The following section will now
attempt to measure the actual influence of consumerism and the material
standard of living actually practiced at the household-level among residents of
Knox County and the Gibbs family.
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The Standard of Living: Probate Inventory Analysis

Determining the standard of living characteristic of a household by
systematically analyzing probate records is a useful method for establishing
quantitative, materially based interpretive context The resulting information
gleaned from probate analysis presented in the following section is used to
determine the standard of living experienced by the Gibbs family and a sample
of households at the county-level. The results of this exercise are relevant for
several reasons. At the county-level, comparison of the Gibbs probate records to
the sample averages serves to determine if the family's standard of living was
above or below the average level characteristic of Knox County. Perhaps more
importantly, the resulting information associated with the Gibbs family provides
a comparative, independent context for evaluating the standard of living
indicated by the archaeological record at the Gibbs site. In this respect, the
archival and archaeological data sets are considered to be both mutually
exclusive and interrelated. Further, this study assumes that it is very haphazard
to advance interpretations regarding a household's standard of living and
economic class based solely on archaeological materials (Spenscer-Wood 1987).
Studies of this variety typically produce simplistic, impressionistic, and
subjective assumptions concerning a household's material conditions that are
advanced as fact, usually based merely on the presence or absence of specific
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ceramic types, like porcelain. Rather, the synergistic use of both archival records
and archaeological data in tandem produces a much more accurate and richly
contextualized portrait of material conditions at a site that cannot be achieved
through reliance on either data source independently.
Finally, the analysis of probate records presented in this section is also
important because it establishes a comparative framework that could be utilized
in other future studies of archaeological contexts in Knox County. Simply put,
the probate records from other residences in Knox County could be expediently
compared to the sample averages generated from this study to create a sound,
quantitatively-based starting point for interpreting issues associated with
material conditions, the standard of living, and the economic class characteristic
of individual households. This resource, if utilized in the future, will thus offer a
known context or starting point for more fully interpreting material conditions
suggested by the archaeological record.
The data set assembled for probate analysis consists of the Nicholas Gibbs
probate inventory (KCA 1817a, 1817b), the Daniel Gibbs probate inventory (KCA
1852a, 1852b), and a county-level probate inventory sample composed of 90
cases. The county-level sample was divided into three data subsets spaced at
approximately 25-year intervals. Thirty cases were obtained for each of the three
subset samples. The 25-year sampling interval was used to provide a diachronic
aspect to analysis so that individual inventories from different time periods in
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future studies could be compared to the sample averages that most closely
correspond to the individual date of an inventory. For example, if an individual
is studying a site in Knox County that possesses a probate inventory with a date
of 1820, then this record could be quantitatively summarized and compared to
the 1820 sample values provided in this study. The approximate or targeted
interval years for the three data subsamples used in this analysis are 1800, 1825,
and 1850. However, since the actual archival records for the target years did not
possess 30 cases, the actual subsets consist of probate records obtained from a
temporal range rather than a one-year interval. The sampling intervals consist of
Set 1: 1802 to 1811, Set 2: 1818 to 1823, and Set 3: 1849 to 1853. When the number
of cases by year within each subset is averaged, then the subsets produce the
following averaged dates: Set 1: 1807, Set 2: 1820, and Set 3: 1852. Rufus Gibbs
died intestate in 1905 and John Gibbs was no longer residing at the Gibbs
farmstead after 1913. Because of these circumstances, probate samples for 1875
and 1900 that would have completed the 19th century series were not assembled
for this study, so the probate samples used in this analysis are only applicable to
the first half of the 19th century. However, for future research, if the average
value for enslaved labor is removed from the total values, then Set 3 might be
generally applicable or comparable to post 1850 contexts.
Besides temporal considerations, the cases were also obtained by
nonrandom sampling methods in the sense that only a minimal number of
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inventories were available to assemble the necessary 30-case sets. Hence, the
subsets were generated from those records that are available, rather than a
randomly selected sample of cases representing all economic segments of the
population. As will be evident in the analysis results, this factor introduces some
bias, since it is assumed that many individuals in Knox County, like Rufus Gibbs,
died intestate without wills and the resulting records from estate sales were not
always filed or survived the passage of time. Hence, the probate records in the
data sets are probably biased towards middle to upper wealth groups in Knox
County. Another analytical consideration is that estates with very large
monetary values were not excluded. Put another way, the data sets were not
edited or cleaned up, and outliers were retained in the samples. Again, it is
assumed that this bias will more accurately reflect reality, in the sense that a few
individuals in the past did indeed possess a substantially higher amount of
material wealth than other households. An obvious by-product of retaining the
outliers is that they skew the average values toward higher wealth groups. The
alternative would have been to remove the outliers and create a more
economically egalitarian or homogenous sample that would probably have had
little basis in the past social context that is being investigated. Despite these
considerations, it is assumed that the resulting data sets provide a relatively
useful and accurate approximation of material trends present among most
residents of Knox County during the first half of the 19th century.
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Data analysis of probate records was based upon methods previously
used by the author in his thesis (Groover 1991). Analysis consisted of sorting

items listed in individual inventories by categories, recording the monetary

values of the enumerated items, and then generating average monetary values
for all categories in Set 1 (ca. 1800), Set 2 (ca. 1825), and Set 3 (ca. 1850). The
resulting values provide a general indicator of average monetary amounts

expended for a broad range of material categories in the household samples.
The analysis categories possess two descriptive levels. The first level

contains categories defined by Main (1982) in a detailed analysis of household

level material conditions revealed through probate records in Maryland during

the colonial period. The three primary categories defined by Main (1982) consist
of financial assets, consumption goods, and capital. Table 7.2 presents a

summary of the categories defined by Main (1982) and examples of items

associated with each category . Only the consumption and capital categories

were included in this analysis. The assets category was not included in the

tabulations because this category was inconsistently recorded in inventories.

Hence, the data in this section refer to actual material items listed in inventories

and not personal savings or other nonmaterial financial resources. In addition to
the higher order categories of consumption goods and capital developed by

Main (1982), the functional typology defined by South (1977) was also merged

with these two categories to provide a secondary level of organizational
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Table 7.2. Categories Used for Inventory Analysis.
Financial Assets•

Consumption Goods
Functional

Capital

Apparel (Often omitted in inventories)
Jewelry
Watches
Clocks
Sliver Plate
Books
Musical Instruments
Pictures
Flower Pots
Window Curtains
Hangings
Table Linens
Furniture
Bedding
Cooking/Dining Utensils
Riding Gear
Ammunition
Milita Gear
Kitchen Group
Furniture Group
Arms Group
Clothing Group
Tobacco Pipe Group

Bonded Labor (Servants and Slaves)
Livestock
Agricultural Tools and Equipment
Craft Tools
New Goods (Stocks of Textile, Hardware)
Boats and Ships
Crops and Stored Provisions
Architectural Group
Activities Group

c.....

Debts Receivable
Book Debts
Domestic Bills
Bills of Exchange
Money
Foreign Coins
Bullion
Paper Money
�
00
�

Functional
Catgoda

*Financial assets category was not included in the analysis due to inconsistent listing in the inventories.

structure for the probate analysis. South's functional categories were included in
the probate analysis because they provide the means to further sort and
subdivide the probate records to a finer level of detail than the first order
categories provided by Main (1982). Hence, detailed analysis of Kitchen Group
items or Personal Group items, for example, could be potentially conducted
using this method. To conduct data analysis, all of the items listed in the probate
records and their monetary values expressed in U. S. dollars and cents were
entered in Microsoft Excel® files.
The results of analysis (fable 7.3) presented by actual monetary value
suggest that overall, the standard of living for the Nicholas Gibbs household in
1817 was substantially lower than the county average, whereas the standard of
living experienced by the Daniel Gibbs household in 1852 was very close to the
Knox County average. Besides actual monetary values, another way to look at
the inventory data is by proportion and the categories of consumption and
capital (fable 7.4). Considered together, consumption goods comprise a mere 12
to 14 percent of the total estate for most Knox County residents between 1800
and 1850. In contrast, the bulk of personal resources was invested in capital,
which constituted between approximately 85 to 90 percent of the total estate
value for the inventory samples. Paralleling the findings of Friedlander (1991)
and Cabak and Inkrot (1997), the average value amounts for the capital category
suggest rural residents of Knox County were apparently investing much of their
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Table 7.3. Results of Inventory Analysis by Monetary Values.

Context Year Kitchen Furniture Oothing Arms Personal Consumption Activities Slaves Capital Estate
Group Group
Total
Group
Total
Total•
Group Group Group

Set 1

1807

16

30

4

6

9

4

0

5

64

288

172

460

525

112

0

112

176
802

65

N Gibbs 1817

54

1820

23

56

1
3

6

10

98

385

319

704

D Gibbs 1852

4

8

0

0

0

12

351

0

351

. 1852

7

31

0

3

5

295

0

295

Set 2

Set 3

46

• All values expressed in U.S. dollars;
assets category excluded due to inconsistent reporting in probate inventories.

363

341

Table 7.4. Results of Inventory Analysis by Consumption and Capital
Categories.

Context

Year

Consumption
Percent

Capital
Percent

Set l

1807

12

88

N. Gibbs

1817

36

64

Set 2

1820

12

88

D. Gibbs

1852

3

97

Set 3

1852

14

86
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resources in the means of production, whereas household material culture was
probably not too terribly dissimilar among most households. Archaeologically,
this trend would potentially translate into economic differentiation that was
expressed through the built environment accompanied by artifact assemblages
that are typically very similar among most economic groups. Differentiation in
the built environment would be evident in the number of outbuildings and the
size and architectural style of the dwelling.
Realistically, however, most of the items in the capital category, such as
livestock and farm tools, would have limited archaeological visibility. Hence, the
consumption goods category is especially relevant to archaeological inquiry and
illustrates the range and amount of resources expended on different types of
household furnishings. Considered proportionally, the categories of kitchen
items and furniture comprise the bulk of the monetary resources expended on
consumer goods. Kitchen items comprise between 15 to 25 percent of the total
consumption category, and furniture constitutes between 50 to 70 percent of the
total consumer goods category in the three study samples (Table 7.5). Together,
the kitchen and furniture categories represent around 70 percent of material
expenditures, and the other 30 percent of resources are distributed among the
Clothing, Arms, and Personal Groups for all three samples. Interestingly,
around 10 to 15 percent of the total value for consumption goods was expended
upon items in the personal group, and the arms and clothing groups constitute
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Table 7.5. Consumption Goods Categories by Proportion.

Context

Year

Kitchen
Group

Furniture

aothing
Group

Arms
Group

Group

Personal
Group

Set l

1807

25

46

6

9

14

N. Gibbs

1817

84

6

2

0

8

Set 2

1820

23

57

3

6

10

D. Gibbs

1852

33

67

0

0

0

1852

15

67

0

7

11

Set 3
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around 5 and 10 percent of the remaining value in the consumption goods
category, respectively. In summary, most of the consumer goods acquired by
Knox County households between 1800 and 1850 consisted of furniture and
kitchen goods, followed by personal items, firearms, and lastly, clothing items.
Concerning clothing, as emphasized by Main (1982), it should be remembered
that most inventories rarely include a listing of the deceased's clothing items.
Returning to the topic of household-level contexts, it is initially surprising
that the Nicholas Gibbs inventory, registered in 1817, was much lower in total
value than the average value for Set 2 (Table 7.3). However, in light of real estate
transactions discussed previously, Nicholas Gibbs probably possessed the
economic potential to live comfortably. The discrepancy in the estate total for
Nicholas Gibbs is perhaps due to the fact that he or his wife Mary may have
distributed many of the household furnishings, especially furniture, to their
children as gifts or as part of their inheritance shortly before or after his death.
This practice was a common occurrence during the 19th century. In fact, James
White, the founder of Knoxville, probably practiced the same inheritance custom.
Although an individual of above average financial means due to a successful
career as a land speculator, local politician, and farmer, White's inventory
contains a paucity of household items, suggesting he gave away his furnishings
to his children immediately before his death (Faulkner 1984; Charles Faulkner
1996, pers. comm.). The same custom was also apparently practiced within
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Nicholas and later the Daniel Gibbs households, since very few consumption
goods are listed in the inventory in 1852. However, the total value for the capital
category in the Daniel Gibbs estate is very close to the 1852 sample average for
Set 3, suggesting that household items were perhaps given to family members
whereas farm equipment was sold as part of the estate sale. Due to these biases,
only the Nicholas Gibbs inventory is useful for reconstructing the standard of
living practiced by the family, especially in the area of foodways.
In addition to inheritance customs, another detail that explains the low
estate total for Nicholas Gibbs is the very small value in the capital category,
compared to the county-level average for 1820. The capital value for Nicholas
Gibbs is $112, compared to $704 for the capital category in the 1820 sampie
average. Part of this discrepancy is due to the fact that Gibbs was not a
slaveholder, whereas on average slaves comprised $385 within the capital
category for Set 2. Again, slaves were retained in the sample to reflect the
financial range of decedents in Knox County, rather than artificially edit or alter
the inventories. In this case, the capital category is biased by the presence of
slaveowners. Like household furnishings, the capital category for Nicholas
Gibbs is also skewed by the livestock that he gave away, as indicated in his will
(KCA 1810b).
Despite these biases, it is quite revealing that the Kitchen Group value of
$54 for Nicholas Gibbs is over twice the 1820 average value of $23 for the same
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category in Set 2 (fable 7.3). This detail suggests that Nicholas Gibbs lived
comfortably and further supports the premise that the below average value,
especially in the furniture category, and overall within total consumption, is
probably due to gift-giving near the time of his death. Although the estate total
is much smaller than the sample average, nonetheless, proportionally, Nicholas
Gibbs expended three times the county average, or 36 percent of his total estate,
upon consumption goods, compared to 12 percent for the 1820 sample average
(fable 7.4). Likewise, kitchen items comprise 84 percent of the furnishings
within the consumption goods category for the Nicholas Gibbs inventory, which
proportionally is over three times the monetary value for the 1820 sample
average (fable 7.5).
Interestingly, pewter vessels, consisting of 4 dishes, 8 plates, and 4 basins,
are the main items responsible for the inflated value in the kitchen category.
With a total kitchen value of $54, pewter comprises $18 or 34 percent of the
monetary value listed in th� kitchen category and 29 percent of the consumption
total for the Nicholas Gibbs inventory (fables 7.3 and 7.5). Martin (1989), in a
detailed study of probate inventories in late 18th_century Virginia, emphasizes
that the role of pewter within foodways should not be overlooked or
underestimated by historical archaeologists. Pewter, a prevalent type of dining
equipment used during the 18th and 19th centuries, was also a medium of wealth
display, and ironically, would leave few traces archaeologically since it was
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usually repaired or melted and recycled for other uses. Hence, the use of pewter,
if not recogniz.ed through documentary information, could bias the
reconstruction of foodways and the standard of living based on archaeological
data for a specific household or site. The foodways information provided by the
Nicholas Gibbs inventory is discussed more fully in Chapter 10.
Considered together, analysis of the standard of living practiced by the
Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs households produced mixed results and illustrates
that, not unlike the archaeological record, documentary information for specific
families is often fragmentary and incomplete. In the case of the Gibbs family, it
assumed that gift giving at the time of death severely skewed the estate
inventories for Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs. Likewise, Rufus Gibbs died intestate
and an estate inventory apparently was never filed. . Nonetheless, extant
information indicates that, concerning kitchen items, Nicholas Gibbs exceeded
most of his neighbors several times in the amount of money he spent on dining
utensils and general foodways equipment. Likewise, the farm managed by his
son Daniel, based on acreage, livestock, and equipment, was very similar to the
majority of his neighbors in 1852. Ironically, the previous analysis of agricultural
production indicated, however, that the farm for the most part was substantially
above average in the amount of items raised by the family during the second half
of the 19th century. The inventory results, although admittedly sketchy, parallel
the findings from analysis of agricultural production, indicating that the family
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enjoyed an average to above average standard of living. In some areas of
material life, they were probably indistinguishable from the majority of their
neighbors, but in other areas, such as the quality of dining equipment used by
the Nicholas Gibbs household, the size of the dwelling during the second half of
the 19th century, and the amount of products raised on the farm, the family
appears to have exceeded what was typical among most of the community
residents.
In addition to providing general insights into the Gibbs family, the
remaining analysis in this section present a summary of wealth holding trends
present in Knox County during the first half of the 19th century based on
personal property listed in the inventory samples. Again, it is expected that
these results will aid in interpretation of the Gibbs family a1:1d, perhaps more
importantly, will also provide a comparative framework for future researchers
conducting historical archaeology in Knox County. The first part of the
following discussion focuses upon defining wealth groups through inventory
data using the variables of the total estate value, the total monetary value in the
consumption goods category, and the total value for the Kitchen Group category.
The relevance of this analysis method is then demonstrated through a
comparison of inventory data associated with Nicholas Gibbs, Francis Alexander
Ramsey, and the 1820 Set 2 inventory sample. Foodways are then briefly
considered by first reconstructing the typical ceramic assemblage used by Knox
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County residents between circa 1800 and 1850, as indicated by kitchen wares
listed in the total 90-case inventory sample. The discussion then turns to a
diachronic analysis of prestige goods associated with foodways. The diachronic
prevalence of three types of prestige goods in the inventory sampies is
reconstructed. The luxury goods consist of tea ware, particularly cups and
saucers, and pewter. It is assumed this exercise provides a general measure of
the extent that the use of nonutilitarian prestige goods influenced foodways in
Knox County.
Wealthholding trends in Knox County between 1800 and 1850 are
reconstructed in the following discussion through reference to personal property
held at death. Personal property refers to objects, mainly consumer goods and
household furnishings. Conversely, real estate refers to land and improvements,
such as dwellings and outbuildings. The following method used for
reconstruction of wealth groups parallels the method used to reconstruct
economic groups from landholding information. Reconstruction of wealth
groups from personal property was conducted by first calculating a category
average and standard deviation for variables in each of the three data sets and
for each of the interval years of 1807, 1820, and 1852. The analysis variables are
total estate value, total consumption goods value (including individual
functional groups), and total kitchen goods value. For each of these categories
and sample years, numerical intervals were then created by adding the standard
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deviation to the category average until the range of interval values encompassed
all of the values for each case in a given sample year. These intervals, for
purposes of analysis, are seen to approximate actual wealth groups in Knox
County between 1800 and 1850.
Figure 7.5 illustrates the results of the above-described analysis. The
graph presents wealth groups for 1807 defined by the variable of total estate
value. The vertical scale refers to percent rather than the actual number of cases.
In the 1807 Set 1 sample, six wealth intervals are present Group 1 consists of
those decedents that possessed between $1 to $525 at the time of death.
Proportionally, Group 1 represents about 75 percent of the 1807 sample. In tum,
this wealth group held around 35 percent of the personal wealth in the 1807
sample. Further, Group 6, the upper wealth group in this sample, contains those
individuals that possessed between $3,677 to $4,464 at the time of death.
Interestingly, Group 6 comprises less than 5 percent of the sample, yet possessed
around 25 percent or a quarter of the personal wealth held at death within the
1807 inventory sample in Knox County. Extrapolating from the 30-case sample
for 1807 in Figure 7.5, this information suggests that around one-third of the
wealth represented by personal property was held by three-quarters of the
population in Knox County during the first decade of the 19th century.
Conversely, the remaining two-thirds majority of personal property was held by
the upper quarter of residents in the county. Paralleling the results generated in
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Figure 7.5. Distribution of 1807 Inventory Sample by Wealth Groups.

the discussion of wealth groups defined by landholding trends, a pyramidal
shaped, unequal distribution of wealth based on personal property clearly
emerges from this analysis.
As illustrated in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, these wealthholding trends, in which
the majority of the population holds a minority of resources, and conversely, a
minority population segment controls the lion's share of wealth, is likewise
evident in the personal property distributions for 1820 and 1852. Considered
together, these results indicate a small group of people owned most of the
personal wealth in Knox County between 1800 and 1850. This trend is probably
likewise applicable to the interval encompassing 1850 to 1900 for the remainder
of the 19th century. Likewise, the same trend probably persists to the present
time period encompassing the end of the 20th century.
To illustrate the interpretive relevance of the wealth groups defined from
analysis of probate inventories, several other illustrations and data sets are now
quickly introduced. Figures 7.8, 7.9, and 7.10 illustrate wealth groups defined by
the criteria of consumer goods for each sample year. For example, as presented
in Figure 7.8, 5 wealth groups were defined for 1807 based on the variable of
consumption goods. In tum, wealth groups were also defined for the 1807, 1820,
and 1852 sample years by the category of kitchen goods (Figures 7.11, 7.12, and
7.13). An expedient comparison is now conducted to illustrate the usefulness of
this information.
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Nicholas Gibbs died in 1817 with a total estate value of $176. Based on the
variable of total estate value, by referring to Figure 7.6 for 1820, it is immediately
apparent that Gibbs was a member of the first wealth group, or Group 1, within
Knox County. Also, the total value of consumer goods held by Nicholas Gibbs at
the time of death iri 1817 was appraised at $64. Again, this value places Gibbs
within Group 1 for the wealthholders defined by the variable of total consumer
goods (Figure 7.9). Interestingly, however, when the value of kitchen goods is
considered, then a different impression of material life in the Nicholas Gibbs
household emerges. Nicholas Gibbs owned $54 worth of kitchen goods, which
places him within Group 3 among the wealthholders defined by kitchen items
(Figure 7.12). Concerning Daniel Gibbs, the total estate value of $363 places him
among the second wealth group in the 1852 disbibution, as illustrated in Figure
7.7. Thus, despite the fact that the inventories for Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs are
incomplete, the results generated from this expedient exercise illustrate the
potential usefulness of reconstructing economic groups via personal property
held at death. Both synchronic and diachronic household-level comparisons can
be expediently made at inter and intra-family levels.
For example, to illustrate the potential of intra-family and intra-household
comparisons, the Nicholas Gibbs probate inventory is now compared to the
inventory of the Francis Alexander Ramsey estate. F. A. Ramsey was an affluent
planter and businessman in Knox County and a contemporary of Nicholas Gibbs.
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Both men were among the first generation of pioneers to settle in Knox County.
However, Ramsey is perhaps best described as a member of the gentry class,
whereas Nicholas Gibbs probably more closely identified with the economic
class of successful yeoman farmers in Knox County. Ramsey is best known for
the stone, Georgian dwelling that he resided in at Swan Pond in east Knox
County. Fortunately, the dwelling has been preserved and is an important local
landmark of historical and architectural significance in Knox County (Faulkner
1986).
An inventory of F. A. Ramsey's estate was drafted in 1821 (WPA 1938).
Comparison of the Ramsey and Gibbs estates underscores some of the marked
differences, and similarities, in the standard of living exercised between the
planter and yeoman classes in Knox County. Interestingly, with an estate total of
$1,052, Ramsey was among the lower second out of five wealthholding groups in
Knox County (Group 2, Figure 7.6). However, he was still among the upper
wealthholders in the sample, and was only surpassed by an outlier segment that
represented less than 10 percent of the population yet owned about 50 percent of
the personal wealth held at death in Knox County. Further, with a consumption
goods total of $391, Ramsey was also located among the upper fourth out of five
wealthholding groups (Figure 7.9). In other words, Ramsey's personal
possessions placed him among the top 5 to 10 percent of wealthholders, who
owned close to 20 percent of the county's wealth, even though overall the total
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value of his estate placed him in the upper 25 percent of wealthholders in Knox
County. In comparison to the Set 2 average for 1820 (Tables 7.6 and 7.7),
proportionally, Ramsey allocated more resources on personal group items,
especially books, than the average household in Knox County, yet he likewise
proportionally spent less on kitchen items and furniture than the average
household.
Somewhat surprisingly, Nicholas Gibbs was an individual of contrasts.
Gibbs possessed a below-average personal estate, and he was a member of the
first wealth group in the county. Representing around 75 percent of the cases,
Group 1 held a mere 25 percent of the personal wealth in the sample interval
(Figure 7.6). Ironically, however, the amount of kitchen equipment that Gibbs
owned placed him in the third wealth group, that encompassed a little less than
20 percent of the population (Figure 7.12). Also, in the kitchen goods category,
Ramsey only exceeded Gibbs by $8 (Table 7.6), suggesting again that Nicholas
Gibbs, or perhaps more accurately, Mary Gibbs, placed a great deal of
emphasis upon a well equipped kitchen that was stocked with fairly expensive
dining equipment Moreover, the kitchen category hints at the standard of living
that probably would have been evident in the remaining consumption goods
subcategories, such as furniture and personal items, if the inventory for Nicholas
Gibbs was complete.
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Table 7.6. Comparison of Probate Inventories for Nicholas Gibbs, Francis Alexander Ramsey, and Set 2 by
Monetary Values.

Context Year Kitchen Furniture Clothing Arms Personal Consumption Activities Slaves Capital Estate
Total
Group Group
Group Group Group
Group
Total
Total•

�
""'-l

N Gibbs 1817

54

4

1

0

5

64

112

0

112

1 76

Ramsey 1821

62

193

1

5

1 29

391

661

0

661

1052

Set 2

23

56

3

6

10

98

385

319

704

802

1820

* All values expressed in U.S. dollars;
assets category excluded due to inconsistent reporting in probate inventories.

Table 7.7. Comparison of Probate Inventories for Nicholas Gibbs, Francis Alexander Ramsey, and Set 2 b y
Percent o f Monetary Values in Consumption Categories.

(J1
0
00

Context

Year

N. Gibbs

1817

F. Ramsey

1821

Set 2

1820

Furniture
Group

Clothing
Group

Arms
Group

Personal
Group

16

6

2

0

8

49

0

23

57

3

Kitchen
Group
84

1

6

33
10

In summary, probate inventory analysis provides an expedient and useful
method of generating quantitative context The resulting quantitative context
can in turn serve as a firm or known backdrop upon which to base and project
interpretations derived from the archaeological record concerning questions
about economic class and the standard of living revealed through material
culture. Probate inventories also present the opportunity to create comparative
formats. These frameworks are useful for reconstructing past economic groups
and the distribution of wealthholding based on personal property within a study
area, such as Knox County. Attention is now directed to a brief discussion of
foodways revealed through inventory analysis. Information from the inventory
samples allows reconstruction of the typical foodways assemblage used by Knox
County households between 1800 and 1850. This section concludes with a
diachronic summary of luxury foodways items that were used by residents of the
study area between circa 1800 and 1850.
In the functional typology used for probate analysis, the kitchen group is
probably the most archaeologically relevant subdivision in the consumption
goods category. As a consequence, the foodways items listed in the 90-case
inventory sample are now briefly summarized. The summary is presented at
this point since the foodways information from the inventory sample is later
compared to the ceramic assemblage recovered from the Gibbs site. The archival
and archaeological data sets are subsequently compared in Chapter 10.
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The 90-case inventory sample discussed in the preceding analysis of the
standard of living between 1800 and 1850 possesses a detailed level of
descriptive information about the types of foodways items used by county
residents. Due to time constraints, an in-depth treatment of the enumerated
kitchen items is not conducted. However, a summary of characteristics
associated with the items is briefly presented to aid in archaeological
interpretation at the Gibbs site. The following summary of the listed kitchen
items focuses upon foodways vessels, both ceramic and pewter, that were listed
in the inventories. Although rarely encountered archaeologically, pewter vessels
were included in order to present a complete, composite foodways assemblage.
Further, since pewter declines in prevalence by the mid-19th century and is
replaced by ceramic vessels, it is assumed that pewter's popularity curve serves
to compensate for the bias introduced by including in this analysis of foodways
vessels items that are not usually represented archaeologically.
To tabulate the foodways vessels listed in the inventory sample, the entire
90-case data set was used, rather than subdividing the information into three
subgroups by approximate 25-year intervals, as was conducted for the previous
analysis. Four categories were included in the following analysis, consisting of
consumption, beverage, storage, and preparation vessels. Within each case or
individual inventory, the enumerated vessels were tabulated by these four
attributes. All of the vessels tabulated by these four categories in the 90-case
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sample were then totaled. The functional categories and vessel forms that were
used in this analysis are presented in Table 7.8. Within the four categories,
consumption items refer to tableware vessels used for food consumption,
particularly plates, dishes, porringers, and bowls. The beverage category mainly
refers to teacups, coffee cups, saucers, mugs, tankards, pitchers, and also
beverage equipment, such as tea and coffeepots, sugar containers, and tea
canisters. The storage category refers to stoneware and earthenware crocks, jugs,
and jars. Lastly, the preparation category includes churns and pans.
The resulting functional profile for foodways derived from the 90-case
inventory sample is presented in Figure 7.14. The functional distribution of
vessels by proportion consists of consumption, 43 percent, beverage, 39 percent,
storage, 12 percent, and preparation, 5 percent Considered together, the
consumption and beverage categories are almost evenly represented and
comprise over three-quarters (82 percent) of the vessels listed in the total
inventory sample, whereas storage and preparation vessels comprise only 17
percent of the composite assemblage. Put another way, most of the vessels used
by Knox County residents in the samples consisted predominantly of tableware,
such as plates and beverage vessels. Conversely, storage and preparation vessels
were used to a much lesser extent Hence, most archaeological
assemblages should parallel this distribution, and contain a predominance of
table and beverage wares, followed by a smattering of storage and preparation
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Table 7.8. Functional Categories and Vessel Forms used for Analysis of
Foodways Items Listed in Inventory Sample.

Consumption

Pewter Plates
Pewter Dishes
Pewter Porringers
Plates
Dishes
Porringers
Bowls
Platters

Beverage

Storage

Pewter Mugs
Tankards
Tea Pots
Coffee Pots
Sugars
Tea Cups
Saucers
Coffee Cups
Cannisters
Mugs/
Tankards
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Jugs
Crocks
Pitchers
Jars

Preparation

Churns
Pans
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Figure 7.14. Dishibution of Vessel Forms in Total Inventory Sample.

PREPARATION

vessels. Essentially, the composite distribution generated from inventory data is
regarded as a hypothesis that is subsequently evaluated against the
archaeological record investigated at the Gibbs site. It is expected that
comparison of the two data sets will serve to determine the validity and
usefulness of reconstructing composite ceramic assemblages from inventory
records.
The analysis of vessel function from inventory data provides an
interpretive framework that can be subsequently compared to the archaeological
record. Again, the results of this comparison are presented in Chapter 10 that
focuses on the ceramic assemblage from the Gibbs site. Attention now turns to
consideration of luxury foodways items listed in the inventory sample. This
analysis is conducted to determine the extent of influence that courtly or popular
dining customs (Martin 1989; Yentsch 1989) exerted upon Knox County
residents. This topic also illustrates the effect of consumerism upon county
residents within the domain of foodways.
To evaluate the influence of prestige goods upon foodways at the county
level, three vessel categories are examined, consisting of cups and saucers,
pewter vessels of all types, and those cases that contained both tea ware and
pewter. Prestige goods, as used in this example, refer to foodways items that are
non-essential, such as teaware, or items that are more expensive, such as pewter,
than typical tableware, such as wooden or earthenware vessels. It is assumed
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that the acquisition of these items by a household was influenced by popular
culture. Likewise, these items served as a form of wealth display within dining
situations and while entertaining guests. In addition to these three prestige
goods categories, analysis also relied upon the three temporal intervals and data
sets used in the previous inventory analysis. The three temporal intervals are
1807, 1820, and 1852. The three data subsets were incorporated into this exercise
to provide a diachronic perspective to the analysis.
The temporal distribution of teasets and pewter between 1800 and 1850 is
presented in Figure 7.15. The distribution, drawn from a 90-case sample of
probate inventories, provides useful information concerning the incorporation of
status items into dining practices. Interestingly, between 1807 and 1820, the use
of teasets increases from 13 to 20 percent of the sample cases. In 1852, the listing
of teacups and saucers increases to 30 percent of the cases. The use of pewter
kitchenware decreases appreciably, from 23 percent of the sample cases in 1807,
to none in 1820 and 1852. Interestingly, the number of cases that contain both
teaware and pewter remains very low during the first half of the 19th century. In
1807, 3 percent of the cases possessed both teaware and pewter; in 1820, only 3
percent of the cases again contained both pewter and teaware. In 1820, most
households were no longer using pewter, and by 1852, pewter was no longer
used by any of the households listed in the inventories.
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Summary

In conclusion, the preceding chapter attempted to reconstruct diachronic
trends in consumerism and the standard of living at county and household
levels. Concerning consumerism, information preserved in newspaper
advertisements and probate inventories indicate Knox County residents, from
the beginning of settlement, provided a brisk market for manufactured products
and import items. Newspaper ads suggest a modem atmosphere of
consumerism, replete with multistory department stores, appeared i� Knoxville
by the 1860s. In tum, analysis of the personal property held at death indicates
that on average around one-tenth of the total personal resources held by Knox
County residents was expended on consumer goods. Conversely, on average,
close to 90 percent of personal resources were invested in capital and the means
of production.
Within the proportion of the estate totals comprising consumer goods,
between one-half to two-thirds of resources were expended on furniture,
indicating that furniture is probably a relatively reliable predictor of wealth or
economic class. Conversely, approximately one-quarter to one-sixth of this
proportion in the consumer goods category was spent on kitchen items,
suggesting that in general this group of consumer goods is perhaps not a terribly
reliable archaeological indicator of wealth. Within the entire estate sample, the
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kitchen category on average typically comprises a mere 3 percent of the estate
total.
Concerning prestige goods used for dining, analysis of inventories
demonstrated fewer households than might be expected, ranging from between
13 to 30 percent of the cases for 1807 and 1852, respectively, used teaware. Thus,
the information from probate analysis suggests most people did not drink tea
during the first half of the 19th century. The inventory information suggests only
one out of every 10 households in circa 1807 and only three out of every 10
households by mid-century, owned teacups and saucers. More than likely,
however, this trend is probably the result of enumeration bias by estate executors
that supervised the recording of items listed in individual estates. Tea cups and
saucers were probably not consistently recorded or were included in aggregate
listings as lots, such as "a lot of china." In this example, ceramics from
excavations serve to clarify the prevalence of teaware among most 19th century
domestic sites in Knox County. In addition to the use of teaware, pewter
disappeared in Knox County among most households sometime after the first
decade of the 19th century and was replaced by ceramic flatware.
At the household-level, analysis of the inventories and the standard of
living associated with the Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs estates produced mixed
results. Presumably, due to gift giving near the time of death, the estate for
Nicholas Gibbs was incomplete, especially in the furniture group and overall in
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the capital category. This bias resulted in a total estate value that was
substantially below average. Nonetheless, extant information in the kitchen
category for the Nicholas Gibbs estate unexpectedly indicated that the value of
kitchenware owned by the household was a little over twice the county-level
average for foodways items. Further, the amount expended by Nicholas Gibbs
on kitchen items was only $8 less than the amount listed in the Kitchen Group
for the F. A. Ramsey estate. Pewter was one of the main items in the Gibbs
kitchen group responsible for the increase of the total value in this category. This
information is important because it very aptly illustrates that archaeologists
should advance generalizations about economic class based on ceramic
assemblages with caution. In many instances, especially for 18th and early 19th
century contexts, households owned pewter, which was an expensive prestige
item used for dining. However, these types of tableware would rarely be
encountered archaeologically. All said, the Nicholas Gibbs household, and
particularly Mary Gibbs, apparently placed a measure of emphasis on setting a
table for social occasions that contained expensive dining ware.
In contrast to the Nicholas Gibbs inventory, the Daniel Gibbs inventory
paralleled the average value for Knox County in 1852. Unfortunately, all of the
consumption goods groups only possessed a minimal number of listed items.
The omission of household goods thus rendered it difficult to draw any
conclusion about material conditions experienced by the Daniel Gibbs household
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based on historical records. Considered together, if both inventories had been
complete, then the standard of living for both households would probably have
been slightly above average. Hence, it is probably not unreasonable to assume
that throughout most of the 19th century, residents of the Gibbs farmstead
experienced material conditions that were perhaps a little more comfortable than
some of their neighbors but not markedly different In the next chapter, attention
focuses on the archaeological record to more fully address the character of
material life at the Gibbs site during the 19th century.
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CHAPTER S
ARTIFACTS AND MATERIAL LIFE:
FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS

Introduction

The following section presents the functional analysis of the artifact
assemblage recovered from the Gibbs site. The functional typology developed
by South (1977) is used for this analysis. A few minor modifications in artifact
categories and subcategories were implemented due to the recovery of 19th.. and
20th..century material from the site. These modifications were used in the
typology for the analysis of material from the Gibbs site since categories for more
recent artifacts were not included in South's (1977) original functional typology
that was designed for 18th..century contexts.
Functional analysis was conducted to provide a fundamental interpretive
baseline or starting point for examining the artifact assemblage from the Gibbs
site. The functional data and depositional-recovery contexts presented in this
chapter also serve to introduce information that is subsequently used to conduct
time series analysis in Chapter 9. Functional analysis illustrates general
information about the character of material life associated with the households
that occupied the site. Given the limitations of written records, the
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archaeological record in this situation is the most detailed, complete, and
unbiased primary information source that is available for addressing questions
concerning household-level material culture used by the site residents.
Concerning analysis methods, the artifacts from the Gibbs site were
processed, identified, and cataloged by undergraduate and graduate students in
the Historical Archaeology Laboratory, Department of Anthropology, University
of Tennessee, Knoxville under the supervision of Charles Faulkner between 1987
and 1996. The artifact data were recorded on artifact analysis forms that
contained a broad range of standard and relevant artifact information, such as
artifact provenience, artifact type, functional group, and chronological details.
As part of dissertation research, the information recorded on the artifact analysis
forms for all fieldwork conducted at the Gibbs site was entered into Microsoft
Excel '97® and subsequently subjected to data analysis between July and
December 1998 by the author.
The following functional analysis of the Gibbs site artifact assemblage
contains four parts. Each subsection presents analysis results for different
recovery and depositional contexts encountered at the site. The contexts
considered in the following subsections consist of the total assemblage, shovel
test pits, the midden, and Feature 16, the smokehouse pit cellar. With the
exception of Feature 16, most of the other features encountered at the Gibbs site
produced relatively small artifact assemblages. Consequently, the results of
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functional analysis for these contexts are not discussed. Analysis also used a
general provenience category that includes all items that do not possess firm
provenience.

Total Assemblage

The results of functional analysis for the total assemblage recovered from
the Gibbs site are presented in this subsection. The term total assemblage refers
to the entire assemblage from all recovery contexts, consisting of unit
excavations, features, site survey tests, and surface collections. Several first order
categories were used in the analysis of the Gibbs artifact sample, consisting of the
total assemblage, functionally unidentified artifacts (UID), faunal fragments, and
identified artifacts. Functionally identified artifacts were placed in the Kitchen
Group, Architecture Group, Furniture Group, Arms Group, Clothing Group,
Personal Group, Tobacco Pipe Group, and Activities Group defined by South
(1977). The distribution of material in each of the above categories is presented
in Table 8.1.
A total of 20,319 artifacts was recovered from the Gibbs site. Within the
functionally unidentified category, 8,506 artifacts are represented, followed by
3,530 faunal fragments and 8,283 functionally identified artifacts. Figure 8.1
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Table 8.1. Total Artifact Assemblage by Functional Analysis Categories.

Recovery
Context

Total
Assemblage

uto•

Kitchen
Fauna)
Total
Artifacts Artifacts Fragments Group
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Figure 8.1. Disbibution of Total Artifact Assemblage.

II Activities

presents a bar graph of the total assemblage by analysis categories. The large
proportion of unidentified artifacts is due to the atypically large sample of
curved container glass recovered from the site in the upper levels of the
excavation units. It is assumed that most of the glass fragments are from
foodways items, especially canning jars and other types of food containers, and
are associated with the Tenant Period (circa 1913 to 1986) of site occupation.
Since most of the curved glass fragments did not possess distinguishing
diagnostic features, they were placed in the unidentified category.
Excluding the functionally unidentified artifacts and faunal fragments,
approximately half of the total identified sample is composed of Kitchen Group
artifacts (45.53 percent, n=3,772) followed by items in the Architecture Group
(35.07 percent, 2,905). Together, these two groups represent 80.60 percent
(n=6,677) of the total identified assemblage, with the remaining 19.40 percent of
the assemblage distributed among the Furniture (2.93 percent, n=243), Arms (.57
percent, n=48), Clothing (8.57 percent, n=710), Personal (1.34 percent, n= lll),
Tobacco Pipe (.03 percent, n= 3), and Activities Groups (5.92 percent, n=491)
(Table 8.2, Figure 8.2).
Impressionistically, most of the identified items from the site consist of
Kitchen and Architecture Group artifacts, followed by a lesser amount of objects
associated with the other six artifact categories. The Kitchen and Architecture
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Table 8.2. Artifact Assemblage by Frequency, Recovery Contexts, and Functional Categories.*
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Groups could therefore be considered the primary artifact groups represented at
the site. The six remaining groups could also be considered the secondary
artifact groups represented at the site. Functionally, the assemblage appears to
be consistent with material typical of a rural domestic site occupied between
circa 1790 and the 1970s. Interestingly, the Furniture, Clothing, Personal, and
Activities groups are well represented whereas the Arms and Tobacco Pipe
groups are under-represented. In fact, the site residents apparently were not
avid smokers, as indicated by the three tobacco pipe fragments recovered from
the site. The residents might have instead used chewing tobacco. However, the
absence of archaeologically recovered tobacco tags, which were small metal
objects placed in commercially dishibuted chewing tobacco portions starting in
the second half of the 19th century, suggests the residents either did not purchase
chewing tobacco or did not use tobacco products.
Since the Kitchen and Architecture groups are the most abundantly
represented artifact categories, the contents of these two subassemblages are now
briefly discussed, followed by a review of the artifact subgroups in the Furniture,
Arms, Clothing, Personal, and Activities groups. Likewise, since the Tobacco
Pipe Group only contains three items, this group is not considered in further
detail. At the subgroup level, the Kitchen Group, out of a total of 3,772 artifacts,
contains 3,233 ceramic sherds (85.71 percent), 190 glassware fragments (5.03
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percent), 34 kitchenware items (.90 percent), and 315 food storage artifacts (8.35
percent) (Figure 8.3). As illustrated in Figure 8.3, the Kitchen Group assemblage
is dominated by ceramics. The other three primary subgroups (glassware,

kitchenware, and storage artifacts) comprise the remaining 14.29 percent of the

sample. Due to the archaeological importance of the ceramic sample, the ceramic
and faunal assemblages from the site are discussed in detail in Chapter 10 that

focuses upon foodways. The other three artifact subgroups in the Kitchen

Group, consisting of glassware, kitchenware, and storage items, contain a broad
range of artifacts associated with the late 18th through the 20th centuries. The
glassware subgroup contains fragments from bowls, pitchers, and tumblers.

Twelve artifact types are represented in the kitchenware subgroup, consisting of

fragments from an aluminum dipper, a bottle opener, a plastic bowl, a collander,
forks, knives, spoons, a pothook, a strainer, and whetstones. The storage

subgroup included fragments from a barrel band, glass beverage bottles, crown
bottle caps, canning jars, canning jar lids, canning jar lid liners, and extract
bottles.

Material associated with the Architecture Group was divided into four

subgroups consisting of construction items, electrical hardware, general

hardware, and plumbing related artifacts. A total of 2,905 Architecture Group

artifacts was recovered, representing 35.07 percent of the functionally identified
artifacts from the Gibbs site. At the subgroup level, the distribution of
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Figure 8.3. Distribution of Artifacts in Kitchen Subgroups by Percent.

architectural items consists of construction artifacts, 98.82 percent (n= 2, 905)
(nails, window glass, ceramic tiles); elecbical hardware, .65 percent (n= l9) (metal
wire connectors, fuses, miscellaneous electrical hardware); general hardware
items, .44 percent (n=13) (door hinges, knobs, lock parts, and miscellaneous
hardware); and plumbing related artifacts, .06 percent (n= 2) (ceramic drain pipe
fragments) (Figure 8.4). The disbibution of nails (n= 2,068) within the
construction subgroup consists of wire, 56.23 percent (n= l, 163); cut, 37.. 91
(n= 784); unidentified, 5.17 percent (n=107); and wrought, .67 percent (n=14).
Furniture Group items comprise 2.93 percent (n=243) of the total
functionally identified artifact sample. The disbibution of artifact subgroups in
this category consists of lighting equipment, 54.32 percent (n= 132, chimney lamp
glass, glass lamp shades or globes, electric light bulb bases and bulb glass);
household decorative items, 37.03 percent (n=90, decorative ceramics, decorative
glass, mirror glass, flower pots); cooking and heating objects, 5.34 percent (n= l3,
iron stove eye, stove grate, stove griddle, and miscellaneous iron stove parts);
and general furniture hardware, 3.29 percent (n=8, cabinet hinge, castor wheel,
drawer pull, upholstery tack) (Figure 8.5).
Despite being occupied during the frontier period in East Tennessee and
remaining a rural location where hunting was possible throughout much of the
19th and 20th centuries, Arms Group artifacts represent a mere .57 percent (n=48)
of the total identified artifact sample from the Gibbs site. Two artifact subgroups
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are represented in this category, consisting of ammunition related items (79.16
percent, n=38) and firing hardware (20.83, n= lO). The ammunition category

contains lead bird shot, lead sprue, a musket ball, brass shell casings, a live pistol
round, shotgun shell caps, and plastic shotgun shell casings. The firing
mechanism subgroup consists of gunflints and percussion caps.

Excluding material from the Kitchen and Architecture Groups, which are

the most abundantly represented artifact categories, the Clothing Group in the
secondary set of artifact categories contains the next largest proportion of

identified items. The Clothing Group comprises 8.57 percent (n= 710) of the
identified artifact sample. Four artifact subcategories were defined for the

Clothing Group, consisting of adornment, fasteners, footwear, and clothing

manufacture. The distribution by subcategory for the Clothing Group sample is

composed of fasteners, 78.27 (n=555, buttons, buckles, cuff links, garment clasps,
safety pins, metal snaps, suspender buckles, zippers); clothing manufacture

items, 11.70 (n=83, scissors blade, scissors handles, small scissors, straight pins);
footwear artifacts, 8.32 (n= 59, shoe grommets, shoe parts, shoe tack); and
adornment artifacts, 1.69 (n= 12, beads, lapel pin) (Figure 8.6).
.

.

Artifacts in the Personal Group comprise 1.34 percent (n= ll 1) of the

identified artifact sample from the Gibbs site. Recovered artifacts by subgroup

consist of health care items, 52.25 percent (n=58, aspirin tins, Bromo Seltzer bottle
fragments, Bromo Seltzer bottle caps, eye dropper bottle cap, eye dropper bottle
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Figure 8.6. Distribution of Artifacts in Clothing Subgroups by Percent.

fragment, lead ointment tube, pharmaceutical bottle fragments, toothpaste tin,
Vaseline jar fragment); grooming artifacts, 35.13 percent (n= 39, comb fragments,
cosmetic bottle fragments, cosmetic jar fragments, hair pins); jewelry, 6.30
percent (n= 7, brooch, finger ring, watch band, watch face); money, 4.50 percent
(n= 5, coins); security, .90 percent (n= l, keyring); and tools, .90 percent (n= l,
clasp knife) (Figure 8.7).
The Activities Group for the total sample from the Gibbs site contains 491
artifacts comprising 5.92 percent of the identified assemblage (Figure 8.8). The
disbibution for the main subgroups consists of stable and barn hardware, 27.69
percent (n= l36); laundry related items, 21.99 percent (n= 108); toys, 19.75 percent
(n=97); writing utensils, 16.70 percent (n= 82); music artifacts, 3.05 percent (n= 15);
transportation related items, 2 percent (n= lO); flashlight parts, 1.8 percent (n=9);
gardening and construction tools, 1.6 percent (n=8); farm tools, .61 percent (n= 3);
and maintenance items, .20 percent (n= l). Individual items in the Activities
Groups for each subcategory are not listed in this summary due to the wide
range of artifact types.
In addition to the artifact groups discussed above, a functionally
unidentified artifact category was also used for assemblage analysis (Figure 8. 9).
The unidentified category contains 8,506 items, representing 41.86 percent of the
total sample. Five subcategories were defined for the unidentified artifacts based
on material type. The distribution for unidentified artifacts consists of curved
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glass, 75.37 percent (n= 6,411); metal, 22.11 percent (n= l,881); synthetics, 2.45
percent (n=209); bisque ceramics (n= 3); and leather (n=2).

The preceding discussion summarized material by functional categories

for the total assemblage from the Gibbs site. The subassemblages recovered from
site survey, the midden excavations, and Feature 16, the smokehouse pit cellar
are now presented in the next three subsections of this chapter. Again, this

information is introduced as subassemblages because analyses in subsequent
chapters will draw upon these recovery-depositional contexts.
Site Survey
The following subsection briefly summarizes the results of artifact

analysis for the material recovered from post hole tests excavated during site

survey in June 1996. The material from site survey includes 572 artifacts,

comprising 2.81 percent of the total site assemblage. The distribution of items
from PHTs sorted by analysis categories consists of functionally unidentified

artifacts, 34.79 percent (n= 199); faunal fragments, 14.68 percent (n=84); Kitchen

Group, 21.85 percent (n= 125); Architecture Group, 23.42 percent (n= 134);

Furniture Group, .87 percent (n=5); Personal Group, .17 percent (n= l); and

Activities Group, 4.19 percent (n=24) {Table 8.2). Artifacts associated with the

Arms, Clothing, and Tobacco Pipe groups were not recovered from site survey.
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Excluding the functionally unidentified artifact category and faunal
fragments from consideration provides additional information concerning the
assemblage recovered from site survey. Within the reduced assemblage
containing only functionally identified artifacts, the distribution consists of
Kitchen Group, 43.25 percent (n= 125); Architecture Group, 46.36 percent (n= l34);
Furniture Group, 1.73 percent (n= 5); Personal Group, .34 percent (n= l); and
Activities Group, 8.30 percent (n= 24). Considered together, the Kitchen and
Architecture groups contain approximately 90 percent of the functionally
identified sample obtained from site survey, with the remaining 10 percent
distributed among the other three represented artifact categories. This
information parallels the artifact distribution for the total site sample. Within the
total identified sample, Kitchen and Architecture Group items constitute around
81 percent of the assemblage. The general similarity between the total
assemblage and the assemblage from site survey suggests that the latter
collection is probably a reliable sample of the archaeological record present at the
site.

Midden

The material recovered from excavation of the midden surrounding the
log dwelling at the Gibbs site represents three-quarters or 75. % percent
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(n= lS,435) of the total site sample (Table 8.2). The distribution of material from
the midden by primary analysis categories consists of functionally identified
material, 43.03 percent (n= 6,642); functionally unidentified material, 48.94
percent (n= 7,554); and faunal fragments, 8 percent (n= l,239). Within the
functionally identified subassemblage composed of the groups defined by South,
the artifact distribution consists of Kitchen Group, 42.41 percent (n= 2,817);
Architecture Group, 36.67 percent (n= 2,436); Furniture Group, 3.17 percent
(n= 211); Arms Group, .61 percent (n=41); Clothing Group, 8.88 percent (n= 590);
Personal Group, 1.40 percent (n=44); Tobacco Pipe Group, less than 1 percent
(n= 3); and Activities Group, 6.79 percent (n=451).

Feature 16

Feature 16 is the square, relatively shallow pit cellar associated with the
log smokehouse that was located in the rear lot directly behind the original log
cabin (fable 8.2). As discussed previously, ti.me series da1ing of t he feature
indicates material was deposited in it between circa 1800 and 1850. The
chronology generated from artifacts thus indicates the smokehouse was
constructed during initial settlement or shortly after settlement by members of
the Nicholas Gibbs household. The pit cellar was used until approximately the
end of the Daniel Gibbs occupation interval in the 1850s when the cellar hole was
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filled. The log smokehouse itself remained in its original location over the filled
pit cellar until the John Gibbs occupation episode when it was eventually moved
sometime between 1905 and 1913 immediately prior to the construction of a new
frame smokehouse during this time period in the same general location.
A total of 3,112 artifacts was recovered from Feature 16 (Figure 8.10). By
primary analysis categories, the artifact distribution from Feature 16 consists of
faunal fragments, 68.76 percent (n= 2,140); functionally identified artifacts, 26.35
percent (n=820); and functionally unidentified artifacts, 4.88 percent (n= 152).
The distribution of functionally identified artifacts from Feature 16 consists of
Kitchen Group, 62.07 percent (n= 509); Architecture Group, 21.58 percent (n= 177);
Furniture Group, 1.95 percent (n= 16); Arms Group, .85 percent (n= 7); Clothing
Group, 12.80 percent (n=105); Personal Group, .24 percent (n= 2); and Activities
Group, .48 percent (n=4).
The artifact assemblage from Feature 16 contains a distinctive functional
signature. Faunal fragments comprise two-thirds of the total feature deposit and
about a quarter of the assemblage is composed of functionally identified artifacts,
the majority of which are items associated with the Kitchen Group, followed by
artifacts in the Architecture and Oothing Groups. Within the Kitchen Group,
lead glazed redware ceramics represent 61.29 percent (n= 304) of the artifacts and
are clearly the most abundantly occurring artifact type, besides faunal material,
in the feature. Based on the artifact functional profile, Feature 16 was clearly
544
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associated with intensive foodways activities. Interestingly, with 2,140 faunal
fragments, the feature contains a little less than twice the number of bone
fragments from all of the midden excavations (n= l,239 faunal fragments). The
majority of the faunal elements are from pigs (Lev-Tov 1994).
Interestingly, pit cellars are typically used for the storage of foodstuffs
(Faulkner 1985). However, the substantial refuse deposit in Feature 16, which is
primarily associated with the pork-red.ware foodways complex practiced at the
site for over a century, indicates the function of the pit cellar probably changed
sometime early in its use at the Gibbs farmstead. The feature was probably first
used as a pit cellar for food storage and then after 1820 appears to have primarily
served as a receptacle for butchering debris and ceramics used to process pork
before smoking. The results of time series analysis and time series dating,
discussed in more detail in Chapter 9, suggest that between 1800 and 1820,
material began to accumulate in the cellar rather gradually. Between 1800 and
1810 around 100 items were discarded in the cellar; between 1810 and 1820, this
amount doubled to around 200 items. For the decade between 1820 and 1830,
around 1,000 items were discarded in the cellar. The depositional rate in tum
declines to about 600 items for the decade between 1830 and 1840 and then stops
in 1850 when the feature is entirely filled. After the cellar was filled, later
material was deposited over the top of the feature, as indicated by the presence
of midden in the upper levels of the Feature 16 excavation units. As discussed
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more fully later, the artifact disbibution from the cellar closely matches the
household cycle of the Gibbs family.
For the present analysis, the significance of the fill in Feature 16 is that it
was primarily produced from butchering waste and pork processing debris that
were tossed into the pit cellar, along with large amounts of wood ash. The
general area immediately around the cellar hole continued to be used as a
location of refuse disposal during the latter half of the 19th century. Interestingly,
the period when the function of the cellar shifted from a storage facility to a
refuse container generally corresponds to household succession between the
Nicholas and Daniel Gibbs households. Likewise, the period when the pit cellar
was completely filled likewise generally corresponds to the period when Daniel
Gibbs passed away. Again, the change of refuse disposal activities associated
with Feature 16 may have been influenced by the household-level junctures that
occurred during the middle of the 19th century at the Gibbs farmstead.

Summary

The preceding section presented an overview of functional analysis
conducted with the assemblage and subassemblages from the Gibbs site. The
four recovery contexts considered in the preceding analysis are now briefly
compared and summarized. As illustrated in Table 8.3, the functional artifact
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Table 8.3. Artifact Assemblage by Frequency-Percentage, Recovery Contexts,
and Functional Categories.

Recovery
Context

Arch.
Group

Furn.
Group

Anna
Group

Cloth.
Group

Pera.
Group

Tobacco
Group

Adivitiee
Group

Total

3,m
45.53

2,905
35.07

243
2.93

48
.57

710
8.57

111
1.34

-

3

491
5.92

8,283
99.93*

2,817
42.41

2,436
36.67

211
3.17

41
.61

8.88

590

93
1 .40

3

451
6.79

6,642
99.93

125
43.25

134
46.36

5
1.73

0
0

0
0

1

0
0

24
8.30

289
99.64

509

177
21.58

16
1.95

.85

7

105
12.80

2
.24

0
0

4
.48

820
99.W

Kitchen
Group

Total
Assemblage

�
00

Frequency
Percentage
Midden

Frequency
Percentage
Site
Survey

Frequency
Percentage
Feature 16,
Pit Cellar

Frequency
Percentage

62.07

*Error Due to Rounding

distributions associated with the total assemblage, the midden, and site survey,
overall, are relatively similar. In general, the Kitchen and Architecture groups
comprise between 80 and 90 percent of the assemblages from these three

recovery contexts, with the other artifacts distributed among the remaining

functional groups. In contrast, the smokehouse pit cellar (Feature 16), contains a
larger proportion of Kitchen Group items, a smaller percentage of Architecture
Group artifacts, and interestingly, a much larger proportion of Clothing Group

items than the distributions associated with the total assemblage, the midden, or

site survey. The reasons responsible for the observed variation between the four

recovery contexts considered in this section are now explored more fully in the

subsequent chapter focusing upon household dynamics and time series analysis.
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CHAPTER 9
HOUSEHOLD DYNAMICS AND TIME SEQUENCE ANALYSIS

Introduction

In the following chapter, a new quantitative method called time sequence
analysis is introduced to historical archaeology. The method, representing the
most substantial contribution of this dissertation to historical archaeology, is
used to conduct diachronic analysis of artifact distributions. Perhaps more
importantly, the artifact assemblage and subassemblages from the Gibbs site are
linked quantitatively through time sequence analysis to the multigenerational
household cycles associated with the Gibbs families during their occupation of
the site. In this chapter, the specific methods used to conduct time sequence
analysis are first discussed. Attention then turns to the four recovery contexts
discussed in the preceding chapter. The assemblages associated with each of the
four recovery contexts, consisting of site survey, the total assemblage, the
midden, and Feature 16, are subjected to time sequence analysis. These contexts
are examined in order to evaluate the applicability of the method to different
depositional-recovery situations. Time sequence analysis is also conducted with
these subassemblages to identify temporally specific processes possibly
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associated with different depositional contexts. Ultimately, the following section
serves to illustrate that time sequence analysis is a viable means of reconstructing
the medium-duration temporal process and household dynamics that unfolded
at the Gibbs site during the 19th century.

Time Sequence Analysis

As illustrated in the previous chapter, functional analysis is an
appropriate and useful analysis method in historical archaeology. Pattern
recognition or functional analysis was developed during the early years of
historical archaeology in the late 1970s by South (1977). As one of the most
visible proponents of scientifically-based historical archaeology, as opposed to
more humanistic-oriented approaches, a main benefit of the research agenda
advanced by South in the late 1970s and early 1980s was the formalization of the
subdiscipline and the standardization of analysis methods. The paradigm forged
by South also resulted in a level of acceptance and respectability for historical
archaeology among the mainstream of prehistoric archaeologists in North
America that had been previously lacking before the early 1980s.
Through_out the 1980s, functional analysis enjoyed widespread use by
historical archaeologists. An unexpected trend that eventually .served to
undermine functional analysis was the concept of pattern recognition. Pattern
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recognition was based on the assumption of whole culture patterns and the idea
that assemblages associated with or produced by similar ethnic, racial, and
economic groups would produce similar artifact disbibutions. Conversely, it
was also assumed that assemblages associated with dissimilar groups would
likewise produce mutually exclusive functional distributions. This aspect of
scientific historical archaeology articulated by South (1977), that focused upon
defining artifact patterns for specific temporal-cultural contexts, inadvertently
became the main goal of many archaeological studies in the 1980s, to the point
that the activity was eventually questioned by South (1988b), who emphasized
that defining or labeling artifact distributions with pattern descriptors should not
be the primary goal of historical archaeology. Orser (1990a) likewise published a
critique of the method a few years after South's (1988b) comments first appeared.
For the present study, Orser' s (1990a) most relevant criticism of functional
analysis is its synchronic and largely atemporal character. Simply put, functional
analysis serves to compress and hence eliminate all of the temporal dynamic and
variability associated with artifact assemblages. As illustrated by the assemblage
from the Gibbs site discussed in the previous chapter, by using functional
analysis, all of the temporal variation associated with the Gibbs assemblage,
encompassing an approximately 200 year interval, is reduced to a single artifact
distribution. Orser's (1990a) criticism of functional analysis did not fall on deaf
ears and hence during the 1990s the method has fallen into disuse among many
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archaeologists. Ironically, however, although many historical archaeologists
stopped using functional analysis, a suitable alternative has yet to be developed
or introduced in the discipline. Hence, in many respects, an analytical void was
created when functional analysis fell into disuse among the historical
archaeological community. As a consequence, time sequence analysis offers the
potential of providing a new method of quantitative inquiry in the discipline that
will serve as an analytical counterpoint to traditional functional analysis.
After almost a decade since Orser's (1990a) critique of pattern recognition,
the approach used in the present study advocates that functional analysis is a
useful and indispensable analysis method. It is especially beneficial when it is
used for its initial purpose - defining functionally based artifact distributions
that do not possess pattern labels or are expected to illustrate whole culture
patterns. Acknowledging an important point made by Orser (1990a), however,
functional analysis is very limited in its ability to reconstruct or illustrate
diachronic process, which is a fundamental goal of archaeology. Time sequence
analysis, in contrast, possesses the potential of addressing this limitation inherent
in functional analysis, by allowing the fine-grained reconstruction of the
temporal processes and household consumption dynamics that transpired at a
site. As an analogy, functional analysis is similar to a photograph in its static,
compressed, and synchronic portrayal of material life at historic sites; in contrast,
time sequence analysis is analogous to a segment of video tape in that it
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illustrates the motion and movement associated with material life at domestic
sites. This analogy will be more effectively illustrated in a subsequent section
that presents the results of time sequence analysis.
Returning to the topic of conducting time sequence analysis, while
formulating research questions for this study, I was confronted with the
substantial occupation period associated with the Gibbs site. In order for artifact
analysis to be effective and culturally meaningful, I realized that standard
functional analysis was inadequate for reconstructing the temporal dynamic
associated with the Gibbs houselot. In addition, while enduring a year of
statistical courses as part of my doctoral program, I became interested in the idea
of basic statistical analysis and its application to artifact assemblages. This
interest was initially developed by conducting several statistical term projects
using data sets and artifact chronologies from the farmstead study by Cabak and
Inkrot (1997), a research project in which I served as a contributor.
As coincidence would have it, at the same time that I was conducting
exploratory statistical analyses with archaeological data sets, I reread Lees and
Lees' (1979) study of Colono Ware at Limerick plantation during preparation for
my doctoral exams. I had originally read the article as part of my thesis research
(Groover 1991). Lees and Lees (1979) constructed a diachronic popularity curve
for Colono Ware-use at Limerick plantation in South Carolina based on data
from shovel tests. Most importantly, this study illustrated that if time series
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distributions could be generated for one artifact category - Colono Ware - then
time series plots could likewise probably be conducted for entire assemblages
and all artifact types in recovered samples. Thus, the study illustrated an
example of the diachronic model that I was trying to develop for analysis of the
Gibbs assemblage. In addition to research conducted by Lees and Lees (1979), I
also combined the method of mean artifact dating developed by Cheek and
Friedlander (1990) with artifact dates provided by Cabak and Inkrot (1997).
Mean artifact dating (MAD), which is basically the same dating technique as
mean ceramic dating (MCD) (South 1977), involves using all temporally
diagnostic or sensitive artifacts from a site to generate dates, rather than only
ceramics. For the Gibbs study, I used an "all but the kitchen sink" approach for
generating artifact chronology. This decision was made because many
proveniences, such as individual excavation levels and posthole tests, did not
possess enough ceramics to produce a MCD. Conversely, however, many
contexts without abundant ceramic deposits nonetheless possessed enough
artifacts to calculate a MAD. In addition, since the Gibbs site was occupied until
the 1970s, analysis required a method that could date late 19th- and 20th_century
deposits. Therefore, standard mean ceramic dating would have been inadequate
to generate the chronology required for time sequence analysis. In summary, the
new method of time sequence analysis presented in this study was formulated
by experimenting with basic statistical models and archaeological data sets, in
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combination with synthesizing artifact analysis methods developed by Lees and
Lees (1979) and Cheek and Friedlander (1990).
Conducting time sequence analysis involves two basic steps, consisting of
reconstructing the household cycles associated with the former residents of a
study site and reconstructing diachronic distributions of artifact assemblages.
The method of reconstructing household cycles for the Gibbs family used in this
study was presented in Chapter 3 and hence will not be repeated in this chapter.
The remainder of the present discussion focuses upon constructing time
sequence distributions from artifact assemblages. The subsequent sections in this
discussion of time sequence analysis illustrate how artifact assemblages can be
linked to household cycles, allowing reconstruction of temporal process and
household-level consumption dynamics.
Time sequence distributions were calculated for two recovery contexts in
this study, consisting of data from post hole tests and excavation units. Creating
time sequence distributions with site survey data involves five basic steps (Table
9.1). The first step involves calculating a MAD for each positive PHT. The
artifact chronology and reference sources used to generate mean artifact dates in
this study are presented in Table 9.2. Like mean ceramic dating, calculating a
MAD simply involves multiplying the number of specific artifacts, such as cut
nails or blue shell edge pearlware fragments, by their median production date,
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Table 9.1. Steps Required to Conduct Time Sequence Analysis with Site
Survey Data.

Step

Tasks

1

Calculate a mean artifact date (MAD) for each
positive test

2

Chronologically sort all dated tests. Total all artifacts
by decade using decade intervals, e.g., 1800: 1800 to
1809; 1810: 1810 to 1819, etc.,

3

Calculate average artifact density for each decade by
dividing the total number of artifacts for a specific
decade by the number of positive tests for each
decade that produced a MAD. This step serves to
quantitatively smooth the artifact distribution.

4

Plot the per decade artifact density and household
cycle together on a line graph by decade intervals and
visually match the two distributions. H needed,
increase the scale of the household cycle by one or
two decimal places until it is comparable to the
artifact distribution.

5

Conduct correlation analysis with Spearman' s r using
the household cycle (with the original household
size) and the artifact dishibution as variables.
Significant results indicate the two distributions have
been chronologically synchronized.
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Table 9.2. Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates.

Artifact Types

01
01

Median Date

Date Range Sources

Porcelain
Canton
overglaze enamelled
underglaze blue handpainted
ge·neral
Stoneware
brown (English)
alkaline Glaze
salt glazed exterior, dry interior

1815
1730
1730
1880

1800-1830
1660-1800
1660-1800
1790-1970

1860
1860
1845

salt glazed exterior and interior

1834

salt glazed exterior, natural slip int.

1880

natural slip exterior and interior

1888

1820-1900+ South 1977:212
1820s-1890s Greer 1981:264
1830-1860
Carnes 1977:212;
Greer 1981:263
Lebo 1987:130
1792-1875
Lebo 1987: 130;
Site Specific
1860-1900 Greer 1981 :263;
Lebo et al. 1988:135
1875-1940 Greer 1981:264
Lebo et al. 1988:136
1890-1925 Greer 1981:264;
Lebo et al. 1988:136

Bristol glazed exterior, natural slip int 1908

South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
Site Specific*

Table 9.2. Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates, continued.

Artifact Types

Stoneware
Bristol glazed exterior and interior

01
01

salt glazed, general
Earthenware
Ridge and Valley Redware

Cream ware
undecorated
annular ware
enamelled overglaze
Pearlware
undecorated
transfer printed
polychrome, fine line
polychrome, broad line
underglaze blue handpainted
edge decorated
edge decorated, rococo

Median Date

Date Range Sources

1915

1890-1940

1865

1792-1938

Carnes 1977:212;
Greer 1981:264;
Bartovics 1981:203;
Lebo et al. 1988:136
Site Specific

1791
1798
1788

1762-1820
1780-1815
1765-1810

South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212

1835

1805
1818
1805
1830
1800
1810
1798

1785-1885

1780-1830
1795-1840
1795-1815
1820-1840
1780-1820
1800-1820
1785-1810

Smith and Rogers 1979;
Site Specific; this study

South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
Miller and Hunter 1990

Table 9.2 Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates, continued.

Artifact Types

01

Earthenware
Pearlware
edge decorated, neoclassical
edge decorated, embossed relief
mocha
annular wares
Whiteware
undecorated

Median Date

Date Range Sources

1820
1810
1843
1805

1810-1830
1800-1820
1795-1890
1790-1820

Miller and Hunter 1990
South 1977:212
South 1977:212
South 1977:212

1900

1820-1980

transfer printed

1865

1830-1900

light blue
red, green, brown
later style
edge decorated
edge decorated,
nonscalloped rim, relief, thin band

1848
1839
1886
1845

1831-1865
1828-1850
1856-1915
1830-1860+

South 1977:212;
Site Specific
South 1977:212;
Majewski and O'Brien 1987
Bartovics 1981:203
Majewski and O' Brien 1987
Bartovics 1981:203
Smith 1983

1850

1840-1860

Miller and Hunter 1990

Table 9.2 Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates, continued.

Artifact Types

Median Date

Earthenware
Whiteware
edge decorated,
nonscalloped rim, no relief, thin band

CJl

hand painted
mocha
annular
flow blue
sponge
cut sponge
molded/embossed
decal
gilded
hotel ware
fiestaware
Ironstone
undecorated
molded or embossed
Yellow ware

Date Range Sources

1875

1860-1890

1865
1850
1865
1870
1850
1880
1870
1925
1925
1913
1945

1830-1900
1830-1870+
1830-1900
1840-1900
1830-1870
1840-1920
1840-1900
1900-1950
1870-1980
1875-1950
1920-1970

Miller and Hunter 1990
Hunter and Miller 1994
Bartovics 1981:203
Smith 1983
Bartovics 1981:203
Bartovics 1981:203
Bartovics 1981:203
Finlayson 1972:55
Lewis and Haskell 1981:124
Bartovics 1981:203
Miller 1991:10; Site Spec ific
Miller 1991:7
Moir 1982:141

1915
1865
1880

1850-1980
1840-1890
1830-1930

Smith 1983; Site Specific
Lewis and Haskell 1981:124
Smith 1983

Table 9.2. Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates, continued.

Artifact Types

Curved Glass
solarized

Median Date

Date Range Sources

1898

1880-1915

dark green
milk

1839
1938

1792-1885
1890-1980

aqua
light green

1855
1920

1800-1910
1860-1980

amber

1920

1860-1980

cobalt

1935

1890-1980

clear
carnival
Depression
color label

1928
1915
1930
1957

1875-1980
1890-1940
1920-1940
1934-1980

3-piece plate bottom mold
improved tool finish

1887
1898

1858-1915
1870-1925

Moir 1982:141;
Brooks and Crass 1991:7
Newman 1970; Site Specific
IMACS 1984:472.4;
Site Specific
IMACS 1984:472.4
IMACS 1984:472.4;
Site Specific
IMACS 1984:472.4;
Site Specific
IMACS 1984: 472.4;
Site Specific
IMACS 1984:472.4;
Deiss 1981 :86
Klamkin 1973:1
Jones and Sullivan 1985:16;
Site Specific
Deiss 1981:91
Deiss 1981 :94

Table 9.2 Dates and Sources Used to Calculate Mean Artifact Dates, continued.

Artifact Types

°'

Median Date

Date Range Sources

Curved Glass
"Duraglass" in script

1960

1940-1980

Architectural Artifacts
cut n�ils

Toulouse 1971:170;
Site Specific

1860

1830-1890

wire nails

1935

1890-1980

window glass

by fragment

Nelson 1968;
Edwards and Wells
1993:17-18;
IMACS 1984
Nelson 1968;
Edwards and Wells
1993:17-18;
IMACS 1984
Moir 1987

01
v)

*Site Specific: for artifacts with long manufacture date ranges, the initial or terminal manufacture dates were
adjusted to parallel historically known initial or terminal occupation dates for the site. This adjustment was
made to refine the artifact based chronology of the site.

summing all of the products, and then dividing the product total by the total
number of artifacts for a specific provenience. For window glass, the date of
each fragment was included in the MAD calculations, rather than the standard
procedure of producing a separate window glass date for the entire glass sample.
The Moir (1987) formula dates were used for window glass thickness. The
second step involves chronologically sorting all transect tests that possess a
MAD. The third step consists of calculating an average artifact density for each
decade. Average artifact densities for each decade are calculated by dividing the
total number of artifacts by a given decade by the number of positive tests for
each decade that produces a MAD. For example, if the 1820 to 1829 decade
produced 500 artifacts from 50 positive transect tests, then the 1820 to 1829
interval possesses an average artifact density of 10 items per positive PHf. This
step is crucial for analysis of data from site survey. Averaging the artifact
density by decade serves to smooth the distribution. The fourth step in
conducting time sequence analysis with site survey data involves plotting the
average artifact density and the household cycle by decade intervals in order to
visually illustrate the artifact distribution, which serves as an aid in analysis. The
final a�alysis step consists of chronologically adjusting or matching the artifact
distribution and household cycle using Spearman' s r correlation. For this study,
the SAS® (version 6.12) statistical software package for Windows® was used for
analysis. In addition, Microsoft Excel '97®, a spreadsheet computer program,
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was used to create artifact data files and chronologically sort the artifact
inventories.
Calibrating or adjusting the two distributions involves using the
chronologically known household cycle as a variable and matching or
statistically linking the artifact distribution to the household cycle. Simply put,
the household cycle serves as an absolute chronology and the artifact distribution
generated from mean artifact dates is matched to the household cycle. Through
this method, the household cycle and correlation analysis are used as a simple
but powerful and sophisticated dating technique. The temporal distance or
difference between a known household cycle and the resulting artifact
distribution is called the mean artifact date deviation (MADD), which is similar
to a standard deviation. When statistically significant results are generated
during the last step, the distributions are matched. This important step in the
analysis process is illustrated and discussed further in the following sections that
present the results of time sequence analyses. For the analyses conducted in this
study, all of the significant correlation analyses except one relied upon a mean
artifact date deviation (MADD). Put another way, by using household cycles as
an absolute dating technique, then it is known that the time sequence
distributions generated from the assemblage analyses were off temporally by
only a decade, which is a very small error factor. In tum, by using the household
cycle as a known variable, then the household cycle and the artifact distribution
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can be temporally linked. This level of chronological control has not been
previously achieved in archaeology. .
The analysis steps required to construct time sequence distributions from
excavation data are the same as those procedures used to calculate artifact
distributions with site survey data. The only difference between assemblage
analysis for the two recovery contexts is that the average artifact density by ·
decade is omitted from analysis of excavation data. Also, a crudal
methodological requirement for the use of time sequence analysis with unit data
is the excavation of very small, arbitrary levels for all proveniences, including
both general sheet midden contexts and feature fill. Within features, arbitrary
levels should be maintained and excavated in discernable cultural deposits. The
standard excavation level used at the Gibbs site was .20 feet, and it is strongly
recommended that this excavation interval should be used by individuals that
intend to conduct time sequence analysis with assemblages from other sites.
Small, arbitrary excavation levels allow the necessary fine-grained dating and
temporal sorting or sequencing of archaeological deposits that are in turn
required to conduct time sequence analysis with artifact assemblages.
The analysis of excavation data requires five steps (Table 9.3). First, a
mean artifact date is calculated for each unit level. Second, all excavation levels
or proveniences are sorted chronologically by year using the sort function in a
spreadsheet program. During this step, if upper or lower excavation levels are
566

Table 9.3. . Steps Required to Conduct Time Sequence Analysis with Site
Excavation Data.

Step

Task

1

Calculate a mean artifact date (MAD) for each
excavation level in all units. For lower levels with
fewer artifacts that produce mean artifact dates later
than upper levels, merge the lower level with the
immediately adjacent upper level to produce a
chronology for each unit that is temporally
sequenced. The excavation levels for all undisturbed
units should sequentially increase in age with depth.

2

Chronologically sort all excavation levels and feature
proveniences by year for the entire assemblage.

3

Total artifacts by decade intervals, e.g., 1890: 1800 to
1809; 1810: 1810 to 1819, etc., and plot the per decade
artifact total on a line graph along with the household
cycle. This step smooths the distribution and makes
it comparable to household information from
population censuses. Increase the scale of the
household cycle in the graphs by one or two decimal
places as needed to make it compararble to the
artifact distribution.

4

Conduct correlation analysis using Spearman' s r with
the household cycle (with the original household
size) and the artifact distribution as the analysis
variables. Significant results indicate the two
distributions have been chronologically
synchronized.

5

Create· artifact data subsets based on artifact groups
and types; repeat step 4 with different data s�ts.
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encountered that produce dates that are chronologically out of sequence due to
low artifact counts, then the level should be merged with the immediately
adjacent level. For example, assume the following sequence was encountered
during analysis: Level 1: 1900; Level 2: 1870; Level 3: 1860; and Level 4:1875. In
this example, Level 4 only contained six artifacts which temporally skews the
date, resulting in a MAD that is later than the level above it If it is known that
the stratigraphy is not disturbed or mixed, then the artifacts in Level 4 should be
merged with Level 3 to produce a chronological sequence that stratigraphically
increases in age with depth. The third step involves totaling all artifacts by
decade. For analysis of the Gibbs assemblage, the decade intervals consisted of
1800: 1800 to 1809, 1810: 1810 to 1819, etc. The fourth step consists of plotting the
resulting artifact distributions against household cycles and matching the
distributions temporally with Spearman's r correlation test. Finally, as illustrated
in the following analysis examples, not all artifact classes or groups fluctuate
according to household cycles, hence the household cycles embedded in artifact
distributions are "buried" in aggregate artifact data. Therefore, the cycles have
to be located or isolated in the artifact assemblages. For best results, analysis
should start with the entire assemblage and then, in descending analytical
categories, move from artifact group to type levels. This strategy is illustrated in
the following examples.
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Site Survey

The method of time sequence analysis was first developed with artifact
data obtained from site survey conducted at the Gibbs house in June 1996. As
outlined in the previous discussion, the transect tests were first dated and then
sorted chronologically. Average artifact density by decade was then calculated
and the resulting distribution was plotted on a graph by decade intervals along
with the Gibbs household cycles for the 1800 to 1910 interval.
Before presenting the results of analysis, two important methodological
details should be briefly explained concerning the distributions generated from
site survey data. First, the interval from 1790 to 1799 that encompasses initial site
settlement was not included in the timeline since the artifacts from transect tests
did not produce any dates associated with this early period. This occurrence was
due to the presence of later material in all tests that skewed the earlier deposits.
Paralleling the problem encountered with spatial analysis, the site's early
chronology revealed through site survey is obscured by later deposits. Further,
although early material dating to the 1790s is certainly present at the site, this
material is not abundant enough in individual transect tests to weight the dates
toward the earlier decades of site occupation.
Besides this chronological concern, the scale or magnitude of the
household size for each decade interval was also increased in all illustrations
569

depicting time sequence distributions in Chapters 9 and 10. This adjustment was
required to effectively compare the artifact dishibutions and the household
cycles associated with the Gibbs family. For example, among the site survey
data, the household size was increased by o�e decimal place on the graphs in
order for the household cycles to be visible. Likewise, in the time sequence
analysis of the total assemblage, the midden, or material from Feature 16, which
produced large quantities of artifacts, then the household size was also increased
as necessary by one or two decimal places to make the artifact dishibutions and
household cycles the same visual scale. Without this adjustment, the Gibbs
household cycles, which do not exceed 12 individuals at maximum extent in
1830, would not be visible in graphs that possess hundreds or thousands of
artifacts per decade intervt,11. However, the original household size associated
with the family cycles by decade was used in the SAS(K) program for all statistical
tests.
As illustrated in Figure 9.1, the segment of the household history used for
analysis exhibits three individuals cycles for the 1800 to 1910 interval, with
growth cycle peaks present in 1830, 1880, and 1900. These cycle peaks
correspond to the maximum family size of the Daniel, Rufus, and James Gibbs
households, respectively. As mentioned previously, James was the son of Rufus
Gibbs and was John's elder brother. James Gibbs resided at the farm with his
family and father in the closing decades of the 19th century immediately before
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the period when John Gibbs subsequently inherited the farm in 1905. Two of the

household cycles associated with the Gibbs family are not present in the

disbibution, consisting of cycles associated with the Nicholas and John Gibbs

families, that occurred at the beginning and end of site occupation, respectively.

Both of these households lived at other residences during most of their histories.

The Nicholas Gibbs family was on the brink of fissioning when the group moved
to East Tennessee from North Carolina. Likewise, it is assumed that John Gibbs
resided in the "little house" with his family before moving into the original

family dwelling in 1905. The little house was mentioned by Mrs. Brown and

included on the memory map of the farm. It was located to the northeast of the
log dwelling across the small drainage in the rear house lot Because of
residential history, the John Gibbs family cycle was not included in the
disbibution used to examine the artifacts from the Gibbs site.

Interestingly, the household history of the Gibbs family presented

quantitatively in Figure 9.1 exhibits three cycles. In contrast, the artifact

distribution that was calculated from site survey for the 1800 to 1910 interval
appears to only possess two cycles (Figure 9.2). The large cycle in 1830

undoubtedly corresponds to the Daniel Gibbs household and the smaller cycle in
1890 appears to be associated with the James Gibbs family cycle.

Impressionistically, the artifact disbibution generated from site survey exhibits
two cycles and appears to partially match the household cycles reconstructed
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from historical records. However, correlation using the original, unadjusted
distribution from site survey did not produce significant results. Negative
results were also achieved with correlation when the artifact distribution is
moved forward one decade (Figure 9.3). Despite these disappointing results, the
material recovered from excavation was further scrutinized to determine the
effectivenes of the new analysis method.
Before continuing with the discussion of results generated from other
recovery contexts at the Gibbs site, several important points should be
emphasized concerning the mean artifact date deviation, which is an important
element of time sequence analysis. First, the use of time sequence analysis in this
study assumes as a given that household or family cycles, characterized by
positive and negative family growth, always exert a statistically significant
influence on household-level material consumption and deposition. Hence, the
household cycle is employed in this study as an analysis variable in the statistical
sense and is interpreted to be one of the main catalysts responsible for the
temporal motion and material dynamics identified within artifact assemblages
that are analyzed via time sequence analysis. Due to this assumption, a main
goal of time sequence analysis is to use significant correlation results with
Spearman's r as both a dating tool and as a means of matching or linking artifact
distributions to household cycles. A corollary assumption of the effect of
household cycles is that the depositional lag from the systemic to archaeological
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contexts for artifacts is not that great and has been overstated by historical
archaeologists.
In addition to the above assumption pertaining to the relationship
between household cycles and material consumption, it should also be
emphasized that mean artifact dating is not an absolute chronological method
and the resulting dates are not absolute in a chronometric sense. Rather, mean
artifact dating and the subsequent temporal sorting of individual arbitrary
excavation levels, the cornerstone of time sequence analysis developed in this
dissertation, are relative dating techniques and essentially are very sophisticated
forms of seriation. Put another way, mean artifact dates produce dates that are
chronologically "in the ball park'' regarding the accuracy of the contexts they are
dating, but the dates are not absolute. Due to this margin of error, correlation
analysis using household cycles as an absolute chronology serves to close the
chronological accuracy gap and "lock" the artifact distributions into place
chronologically. The technique used to calibrate or adjust the dates in this study
is called the mean artifact date deviation (MADD). As discussed in the example
from the site survey assemblage, use of the MADD typically involves moving the
artifact distribution in a sliding, scale-like manner, forward or backward one
decade interval to align the distributions.
Incidentally, the consistent deviation of plus or minus one decade for the
statistically significant analysis results discussed in this chapter independently
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demonstrate that mean artifact dating is a reliable chronological tool and in most
situations the dates are only off by ten years, which is a very small error rate. In
addition, the deviation margin of plus or minus 10 years is probably the result of
sampling bias. Different recovery contexts, such as the assemblages recovered
from site survey, the midden, Feature 16, or the combined assemblage for the
entire site, produce different specific chronological distributions due to different
amounts of artifacts in each context Consequently, different recovery contexts
produce different mean artifact date deviations due to the variation in
temporally diagnostic artifacts in each sample.
In summary, due to the relative chronological characteristic of mean
artifact dates, the use of the mean artifact date deviation and its associated
adjusted artifact distribution therefore is not a case of "fishing" for significance
or editing data to fit the situation. Rather, use of the mean artifact date deviation
to produce significant results represents a valid and new method of refining or
calibrating an artifact distribution based on an absolute chronology - the
household cycle. In this situation, household cycles quantitatively serve as an
absolute chronology. Attention now turns to time sequence results produced
from analysis of the total artifact assemblage recovered from the Gibbs site.
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Total Assemblage

The results from analysis of the site survey assemblage produced visually
similar distributions between the two analysis variables but did not produce
significant correlation results. To fully evaluate the potential effectiveness of
time sequence analysis, it is expected that the entire artifact assemblage and
several subassemblages from different recovery contexts at the Gibbs site should
be examined using the method. Excavation data are now analyzed to try to
refine the results from site survey and more fully evaluate the method.
Particular emphasis is placed upon identifying those material items that possess
the strongest statistical relationship with household cycles.
The artifacts from the entire site assemblage were first subjected to time
sequence analysis. Using a process of elimination, analysis moved from general
to specific artifact categories. For example, a time sequence distribution was
constructed for the entire assemblage (Figure 9.4). As stated previously, not all
artifact distributions parallel household cycles, as illustrated in the graph of the
entire site assemblage. The distribution of the entire assemblage in either
unadjusted or adjusted form did not produce any significant results with
correlation using the household size as an analysis variable.
The total artifact assemblage graphed by the categories used in the
previously discussed functional analysis (Figure 9.5) illustrates the complexity
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and temporal motion associated with diachronic artifact deposition. These
figures are included for purposes of illustrating time sequence distributions at

the functional level, and statistical tests were not conducted with the aggregate
data. However, the artifact distribution sorted by functional categories does

provide important clues about the artifact groups that may have possessed a

close relationship with household cycles. For example, Figure 9.5 indicates that
faunal fragments and Kitchen Group artifacts comprise the majority of items

deposited archaeologically during the period of site occupation by the Gibbs
family. In contrast, the nonsubsistence artifact groups, composed of the

Architecture, Furniture, Arms, Clothing, Personal, Tobacco Pipe, and Activities

Groups, never approach the depositional magnitude represented by the primary
groups.

In addition to the functionally identified artifact categories, the

functionally unidentified artifact category overwhelms the artifact distribution
after 1880. As discussed previously, the unidentified category is composed

predominantly of curved, functionally nondiagnostic container glass. Most of

this material is probably associated with the canning glass factory operated at the
dwelling during the tenant period in the first half of the 20th century. Since the

material is functionally unidentifiable and not associated with the Gibbs episode
of site occupation, this category is eliminated from further consideration in the
following analysis.
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Moving to functionally identified artifacts, Figures 9.6 and 9.7 illustrate
the time sequence distribution for all functionally identified artifact groups in the
total site sample, consisting of the nine functional groups defined by South
(1977). Figure 9.6 illustrates the total assemblage by all functional categories.
Figure 9.7 illustrates separately the minor or less represented functional groups,
consisting of Furniture, Arms, Clothing, Personal, and Activities groups, since
these groups are otherwise numerically obscured in the graph for the total
functionally identified artifact assemblage. As might be expected, this composite
distribution is not statistically significant using the household cycle as an
analysis variable. However, when time is used as an analysis variable, then the
distribution for total artifacts by functional groups is highly significant, with a p
value of .0001 (MADD +10 years). This information indicates that besides
household cycles, time itself is an important variable that influences the
depositional dynamic of material culture.
Besides providing information about the importance of time as a causal
variable, the artifact distribution also effectively illustrates the increasing
influence of consumerism and the role of disposable consumer goods during the
19th and early 20th centuries. As discussed previously, consumerism at the site
was increasing throughout the first three quarters of the 19th century, but
household-level consumption appears to have dramatically increased during the
fourth quarter of the 19th century and declined by the 1930s during the tenant
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period. The information associated with the early 20th century presented in
Figure 9.4 suggests the rear yard of the dwelling was no longer used for
substantial refuse disposal by the 1930s or the 1940s.
Since Kitchen Group artifacts and faunal fragments are the most prevalent
categories, the subsistence complex associated with the entire site assemblage is
now considered. Like the total disbibution, the disbibution for Kitchen Group
items, presented in Figure 9.8, did not produce significant correlation results
using the household cycle as an analysis variable. However, time as an analysis
variable does significantly influence the disbibution (p-value .01, MADD + 10
years).
By isolating specific subcategories, it becomes evident which items or
artifact types exert the greatest quantitative influence upon a given disbibution.
As illustrated in Figure 9.9, ceramics as a total artifact category are providing the
distinctive shape of the Kitchen Group time sequence disbibution, since they
comprise the majority of items in the Kitchen Group. All of the ceramic types
present in the total artifact assemblage were subsequently included in correlation
tests. Interestingly, lead glazed earthenware, or redware, and the faunal
assemblage produced statistically significant results. The correlation test that
measured the strength of the relationship between redware use and faunal
consumption produced a p-value of .005.
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As illustrated in Figure 9.10, the faunal and redware assemblages closely
parallel the Gibbs household cycles, especially during the episode of site
occupation associated with the Daniel Gibbs family. Although the correlation
appears to diminish after 1860, nonetheless the faunal and redware assemblages,
produced significant correlation results, indicating these two artifact categories
were interrelated and undoubtedly influenced by household cycles. As stated
above, to determine if faunal consumption was influencing redware use, the
strength of the relationship between these two variables was also measured
using correlation. Results indicate a strong relationship existed between faunal
consumption and redware use (p-value .005, MADD +10 years). As discussed
more fully later, redware at the Gibbs site was probably an important element of
meat preservation and storage, which explains the correlation between the two
subsistence-oriented artifact assemblages.
After identifying subassemblages in the foodways complex at the site that
were influenced by household cycles, analysis then focused upon the remaining
artifact functional groups. A battery of correlation tests among the
nonsubsistence-related artifact functional groups did not produce any positive
results-with one exception. Interestingly, (Figure 9.11), a relationship exists
between family cycles and artifacts in the Clothing Group. The correlation test
produced a p-value of .04 (MADD +10 years). Although the relationship is
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Figure 9.11. Time Sequence Analysis for Total Assemblage by Qothing Group, MADD +10 Years.

certainly weaker than examples in the foodways complex, and visually the
correspondence between the variables is not as eloquent or sleek as the
faunal and redware assemblages, the results nevertheless indicate that a
statistical relationship existed between the use and deposition of clothing
artifacts and household cycles associated with the Gibbs family. To further
refine and clarify the results generated from analysis of the total site sample,
separate time sequence analyses of material from the sheet midden and the pit
cellar were subsequently conducted. The results of these analyses are now
presented in the following two sections, respectively.

Midden

The total assemblage examined in the previous discussion represents a
composite sample since it is composed of material recovered archaeologically
from both sheet midden, feature fill, and the post hole tests. In order to identify
those contexts that are contributing to the significant correlation results for the
total assemblage, these two contexts were separated and examined
independently. .
Paralleling the strategy utilized for analysis of the entire assemblage, a
suite of statistical tests was conducted with artifact groups, subgroups, and types
within the midden assemblage. Similar to the previous analysis of the total
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assemblage, significant results were achieved when the total number of
functionally identified artifacts were subjected to correlation using time as an
analysis variable (p-value .0001, MADD -10 years). This information indicates
that a significant relationship exists between material consumption and time at
the Gibbs site. In addition, the functionally identified material from the midden
is apparently responsible for contributing to this significant trend first identified
during analysis of the total assemblage.
In addition to the relationship between time and artifact deposition at the
Gibbs site, the relationship between the household cycle and subsistence-related
artifacts was also identified within the midden assemblage. Results indicate that
a significant relationship exists between household cycles and redware ceramics
(p-value .08, MADD -10 years) at the Gibbs site (Figure 9.12). Besides the role of
the household cycle as a causal variable, it was also determined that a strong
relationship exists between faunal use and redware ceramics (p-value .001,
MADD -10 years). This trend, which was also identified in the total site
assemblage, suggests that the use of redware ceramics at the site was closely
associated with the foodways complex and presumably the processing and
storage of faunal resources.
Results therefore indicate that a strong relationship existed between
redware use and deposition at the Gibbs site and household cycles. These results
are perhaps partially due to the fact that red.ware is the only ceramic that was
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Figure 9.12 Time Sequence Analysis, Midden Sample by Faunal-Redware Foodways Complex, MADD +10 Years.

consistently used throughout the Gibbs occupation of the site. As illustrated in
Figure 9.9, redware first appears by 1800 in the artifact distribution and
continues to be used at the site during the last quarter of the 19th century. This
trend illustrates the stubborn and surprising persistence of redware among the
Gibbs family. Although Smith and Rogers (1979) note that Ridge and Valley
redware continued to be manufactured by potters in upper East Tennessee, the·
longevity of redware at the Gibbs site was unexpected. As a consequence of this
finding, redware use by the Gibbs family is considered to illustrate a folk
tradition in the classic sense of a cultural practice that possesses considerable
time depth and is transmitted or maintained intergenerationally. Also, as
discussed more fully later, although economics may have played a role in the
persistence of this ceramic at the site, redware may also illustrate one of several
cultural practices at the Gibbs farmstead that endured across several generations
and hence may have been ethnically based.
In summary, time sequence analysis of the midden assemblage
demonstrated that consumption increased through time at the site. Results also
indicate, paralleling the information generated from analysis of the total
assemblage, that a strong relationship existed between household cycles,
redware use, and the consumption of faunal resources at the site.
Although these two artifact types associated with the subsistence complex
among the Gibbs family were sensitive to household cycles, negative results
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indicate that the remaining artifact groups and types in the midden assemblage
were apparently not influenced by household cycles. Discussion now turns to
analysis of the material recovered from Feature 16, the pit cellar associated with
the smokehouse.

Feature 16

The material from Feature 16 was examined using time sequence analysis.
The other features at the site did not produce assemblages large enough to
perform this technique and consequently the pit cellar was the only feature
subjected to time sequence analysis. Like the two previously discussed recovery
depositional contexts, a battery of statistical tests comprising artifact groups,
subgroups, and types was conducted with the pit cellar assemblage and the
Gibbs household cycle as an analysis variable using Spearman's r correlation.
This exercise produced several strong correlation results. Figure 9.13
presents the unadjusted feature assemblage plotted by several analytical
functional categories. As illustrated in the graph, the feature chronology lags
behind the household cycle by one decade. Therefore, the artifact assemblage is
temporally out of sequence or phase with the household cycle by a decade
interval. When the entire artifact distribution is adjusted by being moved
forward one decade, then the artifact sequence encompassing the 1810 to 1910
595
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interval appears to be in close synchrony with the household cycle (Figure 9.14).
As discussed previously in the section on functional analysis, the pit cellar
was associated with the smokehouse where the processing of meat for storage
occurred. Because of these food processing and storage activities, the fill from
Feature 16 was composed predominantly of faunal fragments and redware
sherds. Considered in finer-grained detail, the faunal-redware complex from the
feature produced interesting results when individual artifact types were
analyzed via correlation. As illustrated in Figure 9.14, the faunal fragments, with
a p-value of .06 (MADD +10 years), closely parallel the household cycle for the
Gibbs family until 1890. Interestingly, the faunal distribution associated with the
pit cellar becomes flat in 1890 whereas the family cycle goes through a final
growth phase presumably associated with the James Gibbs family just before
they moved from the residence. The lack of movement associated with the
faunal distribution after 1910 suggests the area surrounding the pit cellar was no
longer used as a refuse disposal receptacle for butchering debris.
Paralleling results obtained with the midden and total site samples, a
correlation test using faunal fragments and redware fragments also produced
significant results, with a p-value of .03 (MADD +10 years). These results
illustrate that, in addition to being influenced by household cycles, as
demonstrated by the midden sample, redware was apparently closely associated
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with the processing and disposal of faunal material for approximately a century
in the vicinity of Feature 16 and the log sm�kehouse.

In the previous analysis of the total assemblage, the artifacts in the

Clothing Group produced a significant time sequence distribution (p-value .04,
MADD +10 years) when analyzed with the household cycle. Interestingly, the

clothing artifacts from the pit cellar are apparently the source of this trend in the
total assemblage. When analyzed separately and without the 20th century
clothing items from the midden, which apparently diminish the model's

strength, the artifacts in the Feature 16 clothing subassemblage produced
significant results , with a p-value of .04 (MADD + 10 years) (Figure 9.15).

Surprisingly, much of the clothing artifact assemblage from the pit cellar is

composed of straight pins (n=71) that were recovered by water screening the
feature fill through window screen size hardware cloth. Shoe parts (n= 15),

buttons (n= ll), and beads (n=8) were the other clothing group artifacts recovered
from Feature 16.

The depositional curve for artifacts in the Clothing Group, which is

certainly not as sleek as the faunal distribution, was apparently associated with
the growth cycle of the Daniel Gibbs family. With a total household size of 12

people, this family cycle endured from circa 1810 to around 1850 when Daniel
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Gibbs' s son Rufus assumed operation of the farm. It is not entirely clear how or
why the clothing group items were deposited in the cellar fill during this
interval. One likely explanation is that the items were accidentally and
consistently dropped on the floor of the log dwelling while they were being used
during sewing activities. Later, the items may have been periodically swept
from the floor, perhaps into the hearth of the dwelling or placed in a refuse
bucket In turn, material from the hearth or a waste bucket may have been
consistently deposited into the pit cellar. This refuse disposal behavior also
probably explains why kitchen items, such as teaware, tableware, and broken
metal utensils such as forks and knives, were present to a lesser extent in the
cellar deposit Again, the pit apparently served as a receptacle for kitchen refuse
and general household detritus in addition to butchering debris.
In conclusion, it is something of a platitude in historical archaeology that
large, sealed features are usually unintentional time capsules, since the
chronological resolution often allows linking the contents of a feature with a
specific time period or household. Analysis of Feature 16 encountered at the
Gibbs site aptly illustrates that features are indeed time capsules, and potentially,
if excavated and analyzed properly, can reveal a pristine "time-elapsed" record
of material consumption and its relationship to household cycles. As a
consequence of the information provided by Feature 16, it is recommended,
following the example of the methods used at the Gibbs site, that in the future,
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any individuals interested in conducting time sequence analysis with feature
assemblages should excavate features by small, arbitrary levels, optimally in .20
foot increments, and water screen all of the fill through window screen mesh.
This strategy would be very effective for plowed or urban sites where the
integrity of sheet midden deposits have been compromised and the deposits
associated with sealed features represent the only undisturbed contexts. The
results from analysis of Feature 16 clearly suggest the interpretive or information
return is certainly worth the extra effort involved in excavating small levels and
water screening feature fill.

Summary

The preceding section demonstrated that time sequence analysis is a
potentially useful quantitative method, and might be of interest to historical
archaeologists. The technique, first developed from site survey information, was
replicated and refined using artifa ct data from intensive site excavation and
feature contexts. The significant statistical results discussed in this chapter are
summarized in Table 9.4. The analyses presented in this chapter indicate that the
foodways and clothing complexes were some of the domestic domains most
sensitive to the influence of household cycles among the Gibbs family. Future
inquiry is required to determine if this is a trend prevalent or identifiable among
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Table 9.4. Results of Spearman's r Correlation Tests Discussed in Chapter 9.

O'
0

Context

Variable 1

Variable 2

P-Value

Mean Artifact
Date Deviation

Time
lnteival

Total Site
Sample

Time
Time
Faunal Fragments
Household Cycle

Total Functional Groups
Kitchen Group
Redware
Clothing Group

.0001
.01
.005

+10 years
+10 years
+10 years
+10 years

1800-1900
1800-1900
1810-1910
1810-1910

Midden
Sample

Fauna! Fragments
Time
Household Cycle

Redware
Total Functional Groups
Redware

.001

.0001

-10 years
-10 years
-10 years

1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910

Feature 16,
Smokehouse
Pit Cellar

Faunal Fragments
Household Cycle
Household Cycle
Time
Time

Redware
Faunal Fragments
Clothing Group
Faunal Fragments
Clothing Group

.06
.04

+10 years
+10 years
+10 years
+10 years
+10 years

1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910

.04

.08
.03

.01
.001

other households or was an occurrence specific to the Gibbs example. It should
be emphasized that the results generated in this example are perhaps historically
specific to this situation, although similar results might be obtained with data
from other sites. However, as discussed later in Chapter 10, redware-use at the
Gibbs site is certainly atypical when compared to several contemporaneous sites
previously excavated in East Tennessee.
Although the previously discussed results indeed represent a new and
potentially promising avenue of inquiry in historical archaeology, in some
respects the findings are not surprising. For example, in a classic study of
household manufactures, Tyron (1966) notes that satisfying the shelter-food-and
clothing mad was a primary concern among rural families. Further, archae
ologists typically encounter artifact assemblages associated with foodways and
clothing manufacture or maintenance at rural domestic sites (e.g., Groover 1994).
However, archaeologists have not previously linked these important material
complexes quantitatively to household cycles - the systemic catalyst that
apparently provided the temporal dynamic or motion for the use and eventual
discard of these artifact types. From this perspective, the results of analysis are
indeed not surprising, yet the method used to obtain them is certainly a new
analytical innovation in historical archaeology.
Having identified important temporal-quantitative trends within the total
artifact assemblage, the artifact sample was subsequently divided into
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subassemblages and analyzed. The subassemblages were divided according to
two different recovery contexts, represented by the sheet midden and Feature 16,
the smokehouse pit cellar. This exercise was conducted in order to identify
variation in the time sequence models that may have been caused by differential
depositional, functional, or recovery contexts. This exercise demonstrated that
the same models, sometimes in diminished form, were often present in different
depositional contexts. However, the Gibbs example demonstrated that feature
deposits, especially features that served as receptacles for subsistence-related
refuse, and especially faunal fragments, are very productive or pristine contexts
for reconstructing time sequence models based on household cycles.
Incidentally, although most of the interpretive emphasis in this section was
placed upon linking artifact assemblages to household cycles, in the absence of
the information required to reconstruct household cycles, time sequence analysis
is still a productive technique. Hence, even without information on household
cycles, detailed, diachronically based artifact distributions can be reconstructed
to serve as interpretive tools or models. In addition, as discussed more fully in
Chapter 11, the presence of artifact cycles in the absence of household
information could be used to produce archaeologically derived reconstructions
of family cycles. This application of time sequence analysis might be especially
useful at domestic sites that possess inadequate historical documentation, such
as sites inhabited by enslaved African Americans.
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In addition to presenting a new analysis method and underscoring the
material importance of household cycles and their archaeological ramifications,
the results presented in this section also aptly illustrate the role of continuity in
multigenerational imprints. As discussed previously, landscape imprints are
often household specific and can be linked to life changes within individual
families. Moreover, the significant results from time sequence analysis
demonstrate that persistent, repetitive consumption and depositional imprints or
patterns exist among households and occur across several generations at some
sites. Without the substantial continuity represented by these depositional or
consumption imprints and cultural practices, their temporal duration could not
be reconstructed or detected archaeologically or statistically. As a consequence,
the concepts of household and multigenerational material imprints among and
across families in the past, expressed through the domestic landscape and within
artifact assemblages, are strongly demonstrated by the diachronic trends defined
via material culture from the Gibbs site, indicating these concepts are valid
approximations of household dynamics that were active in the past, and not
merely theoretical constructs or examples of wishful thinking.
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Functional Analysis by Generation

The preceding discussion presented results from the new quantitative
method developed in this dissertation called time sequence analysis. The
following section combines aspects of functional analysis with chronological
elements provided by time sequence analysis to further examine the artifact
assemblage recovered from excavations at the Gibbs site. Specifically, in this
section functional analysis by generation is conducted by subdividing the artifact
assemblage into subassemblages that approximate individual households. This
exercise is conducted to further illustrate methodological applications of time
sequence analysis and to explore the diachronic influence of generational
sequences upon artifact assemblages. Thus, rather than conducting a detailed,
household by household comparison of material culture or subassemblages,
emphasis in this section is placed upon further exploring broadly based temporal
trends that influenced material life and the creation of the archaeological record
at the site.
Regarding analysis methods, two main variables were used, consisting of
the recovery context, and temporal intervals that conform to households or
specific site occupation episodes. The three recovery contexts consist of the total
assemblage, the midden, and Feature 16. The subassemblages from these
contexts were created by placing artifacts for each recovery context in the
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temporal interval associated with each site occupation episode (e.g., Nicholas
Gibbs, 1792-1817; Daniel Gibbs, 1818-1852; Rufus Gibbs, 1853-1905; John Gibbs,
1906-1913; the Tenant Period, 1914-1998). In tum, artifacts in each temporal
interval were tabulated according to the following functional groups: Faunal,
Kitchen, Architecture, Furniture, Arms, Clothing, Personal, Tobacco, and
Activities. The chronology required to temporally sort the artifacts was
previously generated as a step in time sequence analysis. Hence, in addition to
creating diachronic artifact distributions, the chronological sorting required for
time sequence analysis also allows artifact assemblages to be subdivided into
units that temporally approximate known household sequences. Consequently,
subassemblages associated with individual households can be separated from a
larger assemblage.
For the present analysis, the chronology for each recovery-depositional
context was adjusted by the mean artifact date deviation according to the
previously discussed correlation results. For example, the chronology for the
total assemblage used in the present analysis possesses a MADD of +10 years,
based on the temporal adjustment that produced significant correlation results.
Likewise, the deviations for the other contexts consist of midden, MADD -10
years, and Feature 16, MADD +10 years. The results of functional analysis by
generation are now presented. Following the format used in previous sections,
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the artifact subassemblages are discussed according to the depositional-recovery
contexts of the total assemblage, the midden, and Feature 16.

Total Assemblage

The preceding section on time sequence analysis illustrated that the
passage of time and the inherent dynamics of household cycles are two
important variables that influence the consumption of material goods and their
subsequent deposition in the archaeological record at the household-level. The
following results of functional analysis by generation or occupational episode
likewise reinforce and further illustrate the substantial influence of these
variables. Specifically, the recovery contexts of the total assemblage and the
midden aptly illustrate the effect of time on household-level consumption.
As illustrated in Figures 9.16 and 9.17, the households that occupied the
Gibbs site for longer periods and possessed larger families deposited many more
artifacts than did the households that were smaller and occupied the site for
shorter intervals. Hence, much of the variation potentially present in
archaeological assemblages is perhaps largely due to the length of site
occupation by specific households in combination with the influence of
household cycles and overall family size. This effect is clearly illustrated by the
functional distributions associated with the Gibbs households. Most of the
609
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material associated with the Gibbs period of site occupation was deposited by
the Daniel and Rufus Gibbs households, which proportionally occupied the site
for substantial temporal intervals and possessed large households. In contrast to
these two households, the Nicholas Gibbs household, which had started
fissioning upon arrival in Knox County, and the John Gibbs household, which
occupied the site in the middle of its growth cycle and then moved from the
farmstead, left a much less substantial material record at the Gibbs site.
In addition to the influence of time and household cycles upon material
life and artifact deposition, analysis of the total assemblage by households also
illustrates important details about material consumption and the penetration of
consumerism. By frequency (Figure 9.16), the majority of artifacts from the site
consist of faunal fragments, kitchen items, and architectural artifacts. Moreover,
proportionally (Figure 9.17), the Rufus Gibbs household and the inhabitants
during the Tenant Period were responsible for discarding most of the items not
associated with subsistence or architecture. Put another way, there appears to
exist clear consumption differences between households in the first part of the
19th century and those households that occupied the site from circa 1850 to the
20th century. Paralleling the increase of material consumption identified via time
series analysis, functional analysis by generation clearly indicates that,
commencing with the Rufus Gibbs household, the use of consumer goods
dramatically increased at the site. This trend is indicated by the greater
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proportion of artifacts associated with the Furniture, Arms, Oothing, Personal,
and Activities groups that were deposited at the site after the Daniel Gibbs
household. This information, in combination with time series data, suggests that
before 1850, consumerism had not yet fully developed and nonutilitarian items
were not prevalent among the majority of households in Knox County.
Conversely, during the third and fourth quarters of the 19th century,
consumerism appreciably increased as indicated by greater proportions of items
at the Gibbs site not exclusively associated with subsistence or architecture.

Midden

Functional analysis of the total artifact assemblage from the Gibbs site by
generation illustrates the influence of time upon artifact deposition and general
aggregate characteristics associated with the sample. Consideration of the
midden by separate households likewise further reinforces the substantial effect
of time upon the artifact assemblage.
For example, the sample grouped by occupation episodes (Figures 9.18
and 9.19) indicates that most of the material from the midden is associated with
the Rufus Gibbs household, followed by the Daniel Gibbs household. In
contrast, during the John Gibbs occupation, the tenant period, and the Nicholas
Gibbs period, the occupants appear to have discarded much less material at the
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site. This same trend is apparent in the assemblage plotted by proportion or
percent (Figure 9.19). Interestingly, the midden distribution presented by
percent indicates that deposits at the Gibbs site are mainly associated with the
Rufus Gibbs household, with less substantial contributions from the other three
occupation episodes. Interestingly, however, most of the faunal material in the
midden appears to have been deposited during the Daniel Gibbs period of site
occupation, which parallels the effect of household cycles and family size upon
the consumption of subsistence resources.
The differential influence of time and household cycles upon
archaeological deposits can be further illustrated by a proportional comparison
of the midden data. For this exercise, the variables of time, maximum household
size, and functionally identified artifacts associated with each Gibbs family
occupation episode were calculated as a proportion of the total for the site and
graphed (Figure 9.20). As presented in Figure 9.20, overall, the distributions for
the variables of time and identified artifacts are in synchrony whereas the
distribution for maximum household size does not parallel the distributions for
time and identified artifacts. Thus, in this example, the Rufus Gibbs household,
located at data point three on the horizontal axis of the graph, accounts for only
around 20 percent of the total household size for all families. However, this
household represents approximately 45 percent of the total site occupation by the
Gibbs family and as a consequence over 65 percent of the items in the total
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identified assemblage from the midden was deposited by the Rufus Gibbs
family.

Feature 16

In contrast to trends apparent in the distributions for the total assemblage
and the midden, functional analysis of Feature 16 by generational sequence
suggests that household cycles exerted a greater influence upon the
archaeological deposits recovered from this context This trend is due to function
since the pit cellar was closely associated with the foodways complex of the
Gibbs family for approximately sixty years. Likewise, the midden and pit cellar
samples when separated by individual households demonstrate the substantial
effect of recovery context upon artifact distributions. The importance of this
point is that differences between subassemblages in the Gibbs example are
apparently often more a result of both different recovery contexts in combination
with different refuse disposal practices. Put another way, archaeological
sampling in combi�ation with the effect of recovery context and systemic factors,
such as deposit and feature function, produce distinctive artifact distributions.
These points are aptly illustrated by the material from Feature 16, the pit
cellar (Figures 9.21 and 9.22). Temporally, the majority of the material in the
feature, consisting of faunal fragments, was deposited by the Daniel Gibbs
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household, which contained the largest and longest single household cycle at the
site. Regarding the effect of feature function upon assemblage composition, it is
immediately apparent that Feature 16 predominantly contains foodways items,
particularly faunal debris, and a smattering of nonsubsistence-oriented artifact
categories. Most of the nonsubsistence-oriented artifacts were likewise discarded
in the pit cellar by the Daniel Gibbs household. In comparison, the midden
contains a much broader representation of all artifact categories, although
temporally the midden is weighted toward the Rufus Gibbs occupation episode.

Summary

Information presented in the preceding section illustrated that in addition
to the construction of fine-grained, diachronically-based artifact distributions,
functional distributions corresponding to specific households or temporal
intervals can also be separated from assemblages using the chronology and
temporal sorting provided by time sequence analysis. Rather than engaging in a
context by context and group by group comparison of artifacts, the material from
the midden and pit cellar, when grouped by occupation episodes and recovery
contexts, collectively illustrates that different depositional locations or contexts
often contain distinctive functional distributions. Different artifact distributions
generated from domestic sites are therefore the result of complex interplay
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between time, household cycles, household-specific depositional practices, and
sampling bias. The discussion now turns to foodways and ceramics in the next
chapter.
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CHAPTERlO
FOODWAYS AND CERAMICS

Introduction

Considered in their entirety, foodways items, including faunal fragments
and functionally identified Kitchen Group artifacts, comprise 62 percent or
approximately two-thirds of the identified assemblage from the Gibbs site. Most
of the identified material that was discarded at the site is related to foodways
and diet Due to the overwhelming material importance of subsistence items and
their prominent archaeological visibility, this chapter therefore focuses upon the
subsistence complex and foodways practices associated with the Gibbs family.
Six main topics are addressed in this chapter, consisting of diet revealed through
historic sources and faunal remains, a descriptive summary of the ceramic
assemblage from the site, the results of minimum vessel analysis, the use of
decorated tableware by the Gibbs family as indicated by time sequence analysis,
and tableware use reconstructed by individual households. A detailed analysis
of the redware assemblage from the Gibbs site is also presented in the last part of
Chapter 10. Perhaps paralleling the conservative character typically attributed to
rural folk cultures, overall the subsistence complex associated with the Gibbs
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family exhibits a significant degree of continuity, suggesting household-specific
foodways practices were maintained across several generations.

Diet and Faunal Remains

In the following section, the interrelated topics of diet and faunal use
practiced by the Gibbs family are discussed. To address these topics, historical
information from the agricultural censuses is first briefly presented followed by a
summary of faunal use at the site reconstructed from archaeological data.
Agricultural census information pertaining to foodways provides a
relatively detailed qualitative reconstruction of diet among the Gibbs family
during the second half of the 19th century. Agricultural items produced at the
farmstead and enumerated in the censuses of 1850, 1860, 1870, and 1880 (USBC
1850, 1860, 1870, 1880b) indicate that the diet of the Gibbs family consisted of a
grain-livestock-dairy-vegetable foodways complex (Table 5.5). Specific items in
the foodways complex by primary categories consist of grains (com, wheat, and
oats); livestock (cattle, pigs, and sheep); dairy products (butter and cheese); and
vegetables (peas-beans, Irish potatoes, sweet potatoes, and garden produce). In
addition to these subsistence items, the census records indicate that honey was
produced at the farm. Mrs. Brown also stated that during her childhood in the
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first decade of the 20th century, a small orchard of fruit trees was located
immediately east of the house in the inner house lot (Brown 1987). The
agricultural census records and oral history therefore indicate a diverse range of
food items was available to the farm residents. Since there are not any surviving
written records pertaining to subsistence practices at the farmstead during the
first half of the 19th century, then it is assumed that the foodways complex during
this time period was probably similar to the diet practiced by the family between
1850 and 1880. This assumption is also supported by temporal continuity within
the faunal sample recovered from the site.
The agricultural censuses indicate the general types of subsistence items
produced and presumably consumed by the Gibbs family. However, these
sources do not reveal quantitative information concerning foodways at the
farmstead. For example, historical records do not indicate the food items that
were the most important or substantial components of the family's diet
Fortunately, assuming that most of the family's dietary needs was satisfied by
animal protein, then the abundant faunal sample recovered from the site offers a
detailed record of meat consumption by the Gibbs family.
As discussed previously in Chapter 8, 3,530 faunal fragments, comprising
17 percent of the total artifact assemblage and 30 percent or approximately one
third of the identified artifact sample, were recovered from excavations
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conducted at the Gibbs site. Due to excellent bone preservation and the
extensive fieldwork conducted at the site, the material from the Gibbs farmstead
therefore represents one of the most substantial faunal assemblages yet
recovered from a domestic site in East Tennessee. Consequently, the faunal
assemblage provides a detailed record of rural diet practiced by the Gibbs family
during their occupation of the site.
The results of time series analysis discussed previously indicate that the
temporal distribution of faunal fragments at the site closely parallels the
household cycles associated with the Gibbs family. More specifically, time series
analysis demonstrates that household cycles significantly influenced faunal
consumption at the farmstead. Although time series analysis illustrates the
relationship between consumption of faunal resources and household
demographics, the actual composition of the faunal assemblage was not
addressed and hence is examined in the following subsection.
The following summary of faunal use at the Gibbs site is drawn from
thesis research conducted by Lev-Tov (1994). Two main topics are addressed in
this discussion of Lev-Tov's findings, consisting of faunal use revealed by
assemblage analysis and the processing techniques implemented by the family.
Concerning the composition of the faunal sample, Lev-Tov (1994) divided the
assemblage into three occupation periods consisting of the Frontier Period, the
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Early 19th Century, and the Mid-to-Late 19th Century. These temporal divisions
approximately correspond to the Nicholas, Daniel, and Rufus Gibbs households,
respectively. The temporal divisions were used by Lev-Tov to provide a
diachronic temporal element to the analysis and to potentially identify any
changes through time in subsistence practices that occurred at the dwelling.
Interestingly, the fauna} sample from the site divided by temporal periods
is characterized by considerable diachronic continuity and the absence of
significant dietary differences or variation between different time periods or
households (Table 10.1). Overall, and within each temporal division,
domestica�d faunal resources comprise between three-quarters to two-thirds of
the assemblage and wild resources represent between approximately 10 to 25
percent of the sample. Within the domesticated fauna} category, pig remains are
overwhelmingly the most important resource, representing half of the total
identified faunal fragments. In tum, recovered elements indicate beef and
chicken held a distant second and third position in dietary importance among
the Gibbs family. Somewhat surprisingly, given the frontier-period occupation
and rural context associated with the Gibbs farmstead, wild game, such as
turkey, deer, and rabbit, was a very insignificant supplement to a diet otherwise
dominated by domesticated resources, and particularly pork.
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Table 10.1. Dishibution of Faunal Resources at the Gibbs Site by Time Period, Percent, and NISP
(Lev-Tov 1994:11�111).

Species

Common Name

Frontier Period

Early 19th

Mid to Late 19th

Mammals

a--

Didelpliis virginimia
Sorex sp . .
Scalopus aquaticus
Sylvilagus floridanus
Sciurus sp.
Scittrus carolinensis
Sciurus niger
Marmota monax
Cricetidae

Procyon lotor
Sus scrofa
Odocoileus virginianus
Ovis aries
Bos taurus

opossum
shrew
eastern mole
eastern cottontail
gray/fox squirrel
gray squirrel
fox squirrel
woodchuck
mice and rats
raccoon
domestic pig
white-tailed deer
domestic sheep
domestic cattle

trace
trace
trace

4
2
2

trace
trace

0
0
50
4
0
12

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
70
1
1
11

2
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
1
0
57
7
0
14

Table 10.1. Disttj.bution of Faunal Resources at the Gibbs Site by Time Period, Percent, and NISP,
continued (Lev-Tov 1994:110-111).

Species

Branta canadensis
Anas platyrllynclios
Anatidae

0-.

Gallus gallus
Colinus virginianus
Meleagris gallopavo
Phasianidae

Numenius americanus
Melanerpes sp.
Terrapene carolina
Rana/Bufo sp.
Aplodinotus grunniens
<;rassostrea virginica
Cyclonaias tuberculata

Common Name
Birds
Canada goose
mallard
ducks, geese, swans
domestic chicken
northern bobwhite
turkey
pheasants and allies
long-billed curlew
woodpec ker
Reptiles
eastern box turtle
Amphibian
frog or toad
Fishes
freshwater drum
Molluscs
american oyster
purple wartyback

Frontier Period

trace
trace
trace
11
trace

Early 19th

1

0
0

Mid to Late 19th

0
0
0

11

13

1
trace
trace

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

1

1

trace

0

0

4

0

0

trace

0

0

1

0
0

4

The dietary predominance of pork among the Gibbs family revealed by
faunal analysis can partially be attributed to the substantial number of pigs
raised at the farm during the middle of the 19th century. As discussed
previously, in 1850, Daniel Gibbs owned 42 hogs. The herd size at this time was
approximately twice the county average for swine. The number of hogs owned
by the Gibbs family for this census year also matched the regional average for the
central South. Paralleling these trends, Lev-Tov (1994) notes that the age profile
of slaughtered pigs in the faunal sample indicate the Gibbs family was
participating in a commercial production economy and pork cuts, such as
smoked hams, were probably being sold by the family. However, it should also
be emphasized that according to the agricultural censuses, the number of hogs
raised at the Gibbs farmstead declined dramatically after 1850 and remained at
subsistence levels. The number of swine raised at the farm was also well below
aggregate average levels between 1860 �nd 1880.
In addition to highlighting the importance of pork among the Gibbs
family, faunal analysis also provides negative evidence indicating that sheep
were not typically used as a subsistence resource at the farm. Between 1850 and
1880, the size of the herd at the Gibbs farm fluctuated from 15 to 10 head of
sheep, respectively. Further, the quantity of wool listed in the agricultural
census for the Gibbs family was twice the amount produced for district, county,
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state, and regional averages during 1850, 1860, and 1870. The amount of wool
raised by the Gibbs family was only surpassed by the national average when
wool production at the farm declined in 1880. As might be expected, only one
butchered sheep was identified in the entire faunal sample from the site,
indicating sheep, which were valuable commodity producers, were not typically
used as subsistence resources by the Gibbs family (Lev-Tov 1994).
The actual composition of the faunal assemblage from the site reveals
important information about the dietary practices of the Gibbs family. The
methods used to process faunal resources also provide relevant information
about foodways and the subsistence economy at the site. One of the most
distinguishing and unexpected characteristics of the processing strategy used by
the Gibbs family was that practically all flesh-bearing portions of the carcasses
were consumed or utilized. The residents also used a cleaver based butchering
technology throughout the occupation of the farm, and only two sawn bone
fragments were recovered archaeologically, both of which were associated with
late-19th- or 20th- century depositional contexts. Concerning prominent foodways
characteristics identified at the Gibbs site from faunal analysis, Lev-Tov (1994:62)
states that,
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Butchering cut locations on cattle and pig bones revealed that most of
the carcass was eaten. Little of the available muscle and organ
material in the head was wasted; jowl meat, tongue, and brains were
removed from the surrounding bones. The limbs and body were divided
into meat cuts, mostly steaks, roasts, and hams. Feet probably were
separated, cooked down, and potted, a common practice. Limb bone
shafts and even foot bones were cracked open either to facilitate marrow
rendering, cooking in stew pots, or both.

Interestingly, practically all of the faunal processing characteristics
identified by Lev-Tov closely conforms to folk foodways practices. Apparently,
none of the meat resources from butchered animals at the Gibbs farm was
wasted. The processing of faunal resources at the farm therefore illustrates
conservative foodways in the sense that practically all of the elements were
utilized. As discussed in Chapter 11, the faunal processing techniques utilized
by the Gibbs family, when combined with the substantial redware assemblage
from the site, appears to parallel many of the food preparation techniques typical
of Pennsylvania-Germans. ihe reliance upon pork at the site is also consistent
with foodways attributed to the upland South folk tradition. In addition to the
utilization of meat from practically all skeletal elements and heavy reliance upon
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pork, a cleaver-based butchering technology is a typical processing technique
that is also characteristic of folk cultures in North America (Deetz 1977).
In summary, consideration of foodways and faunal remains indicate that
the Gibbs family practiced a diet that relied upon a grain-livestock-dairy
vegetable complex. Although a broad range of potential food items was
enumerated in the agricultural censuses for the second half of the 19th century,
the faunal assemblage from the site indicates that domesticated resources were
probably the primary protein sources for the family. Somewhat unexpectedly,
wild game represented an insignificant contribution to the diet of the farm
residents. Heavy reliance upon pork and intensive processing of all meat
bearing skeletal elements, in combination with the substantial redware
assemblage, indicates the foodways at the site mainly focused upon a pork
redware foodways complex that persisted for over a century. The persistence of
this distinctive foodways complex probably illustrates the presence of a folk
tradition that possibly originated with the German heritage of the Gibbs family.
In the larger culture of the region, the foodways reconstructed at the Gibbs site
are very consistent with practices typical of the South, and especially the middle
South (e.g., Hilliard 1972). Attention now turns to a brief descriptive summary
of the ceramics from the Gibbs site.
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Ceramic Assemblage Summary

To familiarize the reader with the ceramics from the site and conduct
more detailed analyses in later sections, a brief descriptive summary of the
assemblage recovered from the Gibbs site is first presented. Two attributes were
used to summarize the Gibbs site ceramic assemblage for this discussion,
consisting of ware and decoration. All of the sherds from the site were tabulated
according to these two attributes. The entire assemblage is discussed in this
section sequentially according to ware type and frequency of occurrence.
Ceramic subassemblages based upon decoration are then considered in later
sections of this chapter.
Eight ware categories were used to summarize the ceramics from the site,
consisting of creamware, pearlware, ironstone, whiteware, redware, stoneware,
porcelain, and unidentified ceramics (South 1977; Majewski and O'Brien 1987).
The unidentified ceramic category contains sherds that were burned or
fragments in which the glaze had spalled off and hence are unidentifiable. A
total of 3,232 sherds was recovered from excavations. Previously discussed
analyses using regression models and time series analysis demonstrated that
time.has a substantial effect upon archaeological deposits. Applied to ceramic
assemblages, the depositional influence of time would suggest that the most
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abundant wares present at a site are the ceramics that possessed the most
extensive use history. Put another way, the wares from a site that are most
prevalent were also probably used for the longest period of time. In the case of
the Gibbs example, it appears that a very similar suite of ware and decorative
types was consistently used by approximately four generations of the family.
Interestingly, analysis results indicate that the ceramic assemblage is
dominated by lead-glazed earthenware or redware (Figure 10.1 and Table 10.2).
Redware comprises 42 percent of the total ceramic assemblage (n=l,343 sherds).
As discussed in more detail later, the predominance of redware at the site is a
substantial anomaly. The Gibbs redware assemblage is the largest sample of lead
glazed earthenware yet encountered at a historic domestic site in East Tennessee.
The predominance of redware at the site is probably due to several interrelated
factors, most notably the conservative nature of material traditions among folk
cultures in Southern Appalachia, the possible influence of German ethnicity
upon foodways at the farmstead, and not to be overlooked, the very inexpensive
cost of redware throughout the 19th century in comparison to stoneware. In most
situations, stoneware replaced redware because it was more durable. However,
stoneware was also substantially more expensive than redware. The redware
assemblage is discussed in an individual section of this chapter.
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Porcelain

Table 10.2. Disbibution of Ceramics by Ware, Total Assemblage.

Ware

Frequency

Percent

1,343

42

Whiteware

912

29

Stoneware

373

12

Pearlware

307

10

Ironstone

144

5

Creamware

68

2

Porcelain

42

1

Unidentified

43

Redware

Total

3,232

*Error due to rounding.
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not included

101*

Whiteware is the next most prevalent ceramic type at the site. Whiteware
comprises 29 percent (n=912) of the ceramic assemblage (Figure 10.1). Five
decorative categories are represented in the whiteware sample, consisting of
undecorated (n=600), painted (n= 171), printed (n=105), decal (n=20), and molded
(n= 16). Among the four categories of decorated ceramics, excluding undecorated
body sherds, 55 percent of the whiteware sample is composed of painted sherds
followed by printed, 34 percent; decal, 6 percent; and molded, 3 percent (Figure
10.2). In summary, the decorated whiteware sample mainly contains painted
and printed ceramics followed by a smattering of decal and molded wares.
Among the painted whiteware sample, the distribution of decorative
types consists of polychrome, 35 percent (n=59), followed by edge decorated, 25
percent (n=42; blue n=42); thin banded, 11 percent (n=l9); spatter, 13 percent
(n= 22); annular/ mocha, 5 percent (n=9); underglaze blue handpainted, 6 percent
(n=l1); and gilded, 5 percent (n= 7) (Figure 10.3). Edge decorated or shell edge
ceramics, although containing both painted and molded decorative treatments,
were included in the painted category for this analysis since the painted blue or
green edge decoration is the distinctive aspect of these vessels. The thin-banded
decorative type refers to thin decorative bands, usually in red, blue, or green,
which were typically painted around the rims of teacups, saucers, and plates.
Although this technique is probably associated with polychrome sherds from
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Gilded

teaware and plates, a separate category was used for this analysis that includes
thin banded sherds from the site that did not contain any other
diagnostic decoration. In summary, the results indicate that the painted
whiteware sample is composed predominantly of polychrome teaware and shell
edge flatware.
In addition to the painted decoration category, printed wares were the
next most prevalent type of decorated ceramic in the whiteware sample.
Transfer printed sherds represent 34 percent of the whiteware sample (n= 105).
The distribution of transfer printed whiteware sherds by color consists of blue, 75
percent (n= 79); brown, 11 percent (n= 12); purple, 7 percent (n=7); red, 4 percent
(n=4); green, 2 percent (n=2); and black, 1 percent (n= l) (Figure 10.4). The blue
transfer print category contains light, medium, and dark blue sherds, in addition
to flow blue sherds. Also, the purple transfer print category contains magenta
and mulberry transfer printed sherds.
Stoneware is the third most prevalent ware category in the assemblage,
comprising 12 percent (n=373) of the total identified ceramic sample (Figure
10.1). The stoneware sherds were tabulated according to glaze and slip. The
distribution of stoneware sherds by these two attributes consists of salt glazed, 41
percent (n=152); salt glazed/ Albany slipped, 27 percent (n= lOO); Albany slipped,
12 percent (n=44); Bristol glazed/ Albany slipped, 11 percent (n=40); Bristol
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Black

glazed, 8 percent (n=30); and alkaline glazed, 2 percent (n=7) (Figure 10.5). The
categories that contain two descriptors, such as salt glazed/Albany slipped, refer
to exterior/interior parts of the vessel. For example, the salt glazed/Albany
slipped stoneware sherds contain salt glaze on the exterior and brown Albany
slip on the interior of the sherd.
The distribution of stoneware from the site reveals several prominent
trends that are important to the larger topic of foodways at the Gibbs farmstead.
First, throughout the site occupation, in comparison to the predominance of
red.ware, stoneware was a minority utilitarian ceramic and was not intensively
used by the site residents. Hence, the distinguishing feature of stoneware at the
farmstead is not its presence or use, but rather, its underrepresentation in the
archaeological record. In comparison, the site residents, especially the Gibbs
family, apparently continued to use redware as their predominant utilitarian
ceramic of choice during most of the farmstead's operation. As illustrated later
by the results of time series analysis conducted with the ceramic assemblage, it
was not until the final decades of the 19th century that stoneware use increased,
and even then it was still a minority ware, perhaps eclipsed by the advent of
glass canning jars that were used for food storage. It therefore appears that the
Gibbs ceramic assemblage is characterized by a predominance of redware and a
proportional minority of stoneware throughout the 19th century.
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In addition to the foodways ramifications associated with the use of these
two wares at the site, the dogged persistence of redware and the
underrepresentation of stoneware at the farmstead also questions the uncritical
use of typological thinking among historical archaeologists, especially in contexts
that were structured by conservative, rural, folk culture. Simply put, just
because a new ceramic type or other form of material culture is introduced or
potentially available.to a population between a known temporal interval does
not necessarily mean that all households will automatically abandon preexisting
cultural practices and adopt the new product In the Gibbs case, stoneware was
readily available in Knox County. Further, the Graves stoneware pottery shop
was even located a few miles north of the Gibbs farm by mid-century (Smith and
Rogers 1979:45). However, the heads of the households among the Gibbs family
apparently chose to stubbornly use redware throughout the 19th century.
As mentioned previously, it is unknown specifically why stoneware is a
minority ware and redware so abundantly represented at the Gibbs site. The
conservative influence of rural folk culture, German ethnicity, and economics
probably affected utilitarian ceramic use at the farmstead. Concerning the
variable of cost, a quick comparison of prices between redware and stoneware
vessels in the 19th century is revealing and suggests that expense largely explains
the persistence of redware use at the site. For example, within the 1817 account
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for the sale of Nicholas Gibbs's estate (KCA 1817b), five crocks are listed for a
total value of 60 cents. On average, the five crocks were worth 12 cents per
vessel. In contrast, a "stone jug'' was also listed in the inventory with a price of
25 cents, or twice the per vessel cost of the crocks.
Similar cost trends were identified by examining vessels listed in the
inventory sample for Knox County (KCA 1851; WPA 1936, 1938). Nineteen
crocks listed in the inventory sample, presumably of earthenware manufacture,
produced a per vessel average of 13 cents. In contrast, 3 "stone jugs" and 1
"stone crock" produced a per vessel average of $1.07, or approximately eight
times the cost of an individual crock. Extant primary sources from the 1817
Nicholas Gibbs estate and other Knox County estates between circa 1800 and
1850 therefore suggest that the cost of stoneware containers ranged from
between two to eight times the price of utilitarian earthenware vessels, and
particularly redware crocks.
Consideration of the prices listed for utilitarian vessels in other secondary
sources reveals trends that parallel the disparity in cost between redware and
stoneware vessels in Knox County. For example, Bivins (1972), in a study of
Moravian pottery in 18th and 19th century Winston-Salem, North Carolina, notes
that "The stoneware cream pots were considerably more expensive than the
earthenware ones, being listed at 2/ 6 and five shillings in 1808." Later,
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presumably in the middle 19th century, the account book for Emanuel Suter, a
Shenandoah Valley potter in Virginia, listed the prices for earthenware and
stoneware produced at his pottery. Paralleling previously discussed trends
identified in Knox County, stoneware vessels were typically two to three times
more expensive than their earthenware counterparts. For example, Suter lists
one gallon earthenware pots at 12 Y2 cents each and one gallon stoneware pots at
25 cents each (Comstock 1994:513). In general, it appears that stoneware
containers were usually at least twice as expensive as lead glazed earthenware
vessels during the 19th century. The amount of money required to purchase one
stoneware vessel in most situations could also be used to purchase at least two or
three redware vessels of the same size or capacity. Viewed from the perspective
of cost, it is understandable why some people, including the Gibbs family,
continued to use redware until the end of the 19th century in East Tennessee.
General differences in production expenses were probably the main
factors that influenced the price differences between stoneware and earthenware
utilitarian vessels. Stoneware required better quality clays than earthenware,
and often stoneware clays were shipped considerable distances to potters. To
achieve vitrification of the clay stoneware body, stoneware production also
required substantially higher firing temperatures in the kiln than the
temperatures required to bum a kiln filled with earthenware. Higher kiln
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temperatures associated with stoneware manufacture undoubtedly translated
into greater amounts of fuel than the fuel required for burning kilns filled with
earthenware. Finally, stoneware, especially saltglazed vessels, required large
amounts of salt for the glaze. During the firing process, kilns filled with
stoneware vessels were often "salted" or subjected to several applications of salt
to properly glaze the vessels. In contrast, earthenware was usually only glazed
once with a thin coat of lead-based wash applied over the interior or exterior and
interior of the vessel (Comstock 1994).
Consideration of differences in utilitarian vessel prices therefore suggests
that although the Gibbs family operated a prosperous farm throughout most of
the 19th century, they nonetheless frugally chose to purchase less expensive
redware containers for utilitarian foodways activities, such as the processing and
storage of meat and vegetable products, rather than using more expensive
stoneware vessels that were produced by their neighbors in the surrounding
community. Further, considering the intensive use of utilitarian ceramics at the
site, it makes economic sense that the farm residents chose to use less expensive
redware containers, which apparently were frequently broken.
Unfortunately, lead poisoning is a harmful by-product associated with
redware vessels. The lead from the glaze leaches into foods that are stored in the
vessels. It was also known by many period physicians that the lead glaze often
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spalled off into the contents of the vessel and could be consumed by individuals.
Long-term lead poisoning, in addition to digestive problems, produces intense
headaches and skeletal-musculature symptoms that are similar to arthritis. The
detrimental effects of lead glazed vessels were known to physicians in the 18th
and 19th centuries, yet potters continued to produce the wares and consumers
continued to purchase them until the close of the 19th century. As stated
previously, several potters in Greene County, located in upper East Tennessee,
produced lead glazed redware until the first decades of the 20th century (Smith
and Rogers 1979).
Concerning the known health risks of lead glazed earthenware, John
Bordley, in an 1801 pamphlet entitled Essays and Notes on Husbandry and Rural

Affairs, emphasized that,

The earthenware made in America, is glazed with lead: and the glazing
composition is laid on very savingly, thin and slight so that it is not only
worn away by vegetables and every thing acidulous, but is apt to peale off
and be swallowed with meat, greens, and drinks. It is pure lead, and
consequently a strong poison. The people of New-England, drink much
cider, and use much vinegar, in country families; and there have been
instances of whole families afflicted with the poison (Baldwin 1993:14).
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Later, in 1817, a letter from a reader was published in the Nashville Clarion and

Tennessee State Gazette on August 26, 1817. The letter stated that,

Common earthen or red ware . . . generally requires a large quantity of lead
in its glaze than ought to be used in order that it may run with a trifling
heat and therefore is soon corroded by lard, butter, oil, salt, honey, acids,
preserves, &c. which articles become mixed with the glaze, and frequently
proves injurious to the health of those who use them. . . .lead, which every
Physician knows is a tolerably strong poison (Comstock 1994:54).

To avoid the deleterious effects of lead glazed vessels, many physicians in the
19th century recommended the use of stoneware vessels with salt or alkaline
based glazes (Baldwin 1993; Comstock 1994). It was known that these ceramics
were not a health risk. Interestingly, many of the Gibbs family members lived
into their 80s, 90s, and early 100s, suggesting that they may not have been
substantially affected by the lead glazed containers that they used for food
processing, storage, and consumption during the 19th century.
As illustrated in Figures 10.1 and 10.6, pearlware is the fourth most
prevalent ceramic type at the Gibbs site. Pearlware comprises a scant 10 percent
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of the total identified ceramic assemblage. A total of 307 pearlware sherds was
recovered from excavations. The pearlware sample contains 159 undecorated
sherds, 144 painted sherds, and 4 transfer printed sherds. Painted sherds
represent 97 percent and transfer printed sherds comprise 3 percent of the
decorated pearlware sherds. The distribution of decoration types within the
pearlware sample consists of polychrome, 36 percent (n=50); edge decorated, 33
percent (n=46, 37 blue shell edge, 9 green shell edge); underglaze blue
handpainted, 27 percent (n=37); and annular, 4 percent (n=5) (Figure 10.7).
It appears that the decorated pearlware used by the Gibbs family during
the first third of the 19th century when the ware was being produced consisted
mainly of an almost equal proportion of polychrome teaware, blue shell edge
flatware, and a slightly smaller proportion of underglazed blue handpainted tea
ware. Overall, pearlware only comprises 10 percent of the total ceramic
assemblage even though the ware would have been available to the family for
around a 40 year interval between circa 1790 and 1830. The small amount of
pearlware recovered from the site is surprising, yet the foodways assemblage
enumerated in the Nicholas Gibbs inventory (KCA 1810b, 1817a) helps to explain
the low occurrence of pearlware at the site. As discussed previously, Nicholas
Gibbs owned a very substantial set of pewter tableware that probably
significantly influenced the amount of ceramic tableware purchased by the
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Annular

family between 1792 and 1817. In 1817, Nicholas Gibbs died and it appears from
the estate account (KCA 1817a) that the pewter was sold outside of the family.
As a consequence of the pewter used by the Nicholas Gibbs household, this ware
may have substantially diminished the need for ceramic tableware for
approximately 30 years of the site occupation between 1792 and 1817. However,
after the death of Nicholas Gibbs in 1817, then whiteware would have been
increasingly used since the family was no longer dining from pewter flatware at
this time. Interestingly, three times as much whiteware than pearlware was
recovered from the site. Whiteware also succeeded pearlware as the most
prevalent industrially manufactured earthenware during the last two-thirds of
the 19th century. The increase in whiteware at the site probably parallels the
increased use of ceramic tableware after 1817 when pewter was no longer being
used by the family and the general manufacturing history of whiteware. In
addition to the use of pewter, the family may have likewise used redware plates
for everyday dining rather than pearlware.
After pearlware, ironstone is the fifth most prevalent ceramic recovered
from the Gibbs site (Figure 10.1). The ironstone sample contains a total of 144
sherds comprising � percent of the total ceramic assemblage. Typical of most
ironstone vessels which are molded and usually possess minimal applied
decoration such as painting or printing, 103 of the ironstone sherds from the
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Gibbs site are undecorated. The proportion of decorated sherds from the site
consists of molded, 37 percent (n= 15); decal, 34 percent {n= 14); painted, 24
percent (n= lO), and printed, 5 percent (n=2) (Figure 10.8). Based on the molded
and decal decoration techniques, it appears that most of the ironstone from the
site (e.g., 71 percent, n=29) was used between the middle 19th century and early
20th century.
Creamware is the sixth most prevalent ceramic in the Gibbs assemblage
(Figure 10.1). A total of 68 creamware sherds, comprising two percent of the
total identified ceramic assemblage, was recovered from the Gibbs site. Most of
the creamware sherds are undecorated (n=65), followed by two painted
creamware sherds and one molded plate sherd in the Royal pattern. Paralleling
the underrepresentation of pearlware at the site, it is assumed that the use of
pewter and redware plates by the Nicholas Gibbs household also negatively
influenced the acquisition of creamware.
Containing 42 sherds, porcelain is the smallest ware category in the Gibbs
ceramic assemblage, and comprises a mere one percent of the total identified
ceramics from the site (Figure 10.1). Within this category, 19 of the porcelain
sherds are undecorated. The distribution of decorated porcelain consists of
overglaze enameled, 43 percent (n=9); sprig 29 percent (n=6); decal, 24 percent
(n=S); luster, 5 percent (n=l); and molded, 5 percent (n= l) (Figure 10.9).
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Consideration of the Gibbs ceramic assemblage by ware indicates that
redware and whiteware comprised the majority of ceramics used by the family.
As illustrated in Figure 10.10, the decorated ceramics used by the site residents
are composed principally of painted wares (63 percent, n=332), followed by a
smaller proportion of transfer printed (21 percent, n= lll), molded (9 percent,
n=45), and decal decorated wares (8 percent, n=40).
Within the painted category, the distribution of decoration types is
composed of polychrome, 36 percent (n=ll8); edge decorated, 27 percent (n=88,
79 blue edge decorated sherds, 9 green edge decorated sherds); underglaze blue
handpainted, 15 percent (n=48); thin banded, 7 percent (n=23); spatter, 7 percent
(n=22); annular/mocha, 5 percent (n= l7); and gilded, 3 percent (n=ll) (Figure
10.11). The second most prevalent ceramic decoration type is transfer printed.
The distribution in this category by transfer print color consists of blue, 77
percent (n=86); brown, 11 percent (n= l2); purple, 5 percent (n=6); red, 4 percent
(n=4); green, 2 percent (n=2); and black, 1 percent (n=l) (Figure 10.12).
The transfer printed wares are dominated by blue printed ceramics. The sample
of blue transfer printed wares from the site by transfer print color is composed of
medium blue, 47 percent (n=40); flow blue, 40 percent (n=34); light blue, 11
percent (n=9); and dark blue, 2 percent (n=2). The remaining 45 molded sherds
in the decoration category contain typical molded elements, such as floral or
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geomebic molded borders. Likewise, the 40 decal sherds consist mainly of floral
decal decoration.
In summary, from an etic perspective, the attribute of ware is analytically
meaningful since different ware types possess specific temporal, functional, and
economic characteristics associated with cost From an emic perspective, ware
types also possessed meaning to the site inhabitants, since the residents were
apparently influenced by the cost associated with various ceramics, such as the
differences in expense associated with redware and stoneware or pearlware
versus porcelain. Based upon ceramic ware, two-thirds of the sample is
composed of redware and whiteware. The remaining third of the sample
consists of stoneware, pearlware, ironstone, creamware, and porcelain in much
smaller proportions. Interestingly, the predominance of red.ware, and the
underrepresentation of stoneware and porcelain, which were more expensive
ceramics than most of the types in the assemblage, strongly suggests that the
Gibbs family was influenced by the cost associated with different ceramic wares.
Put another way, although they discarded a substantial amount of ceramics, for
the most part, the Gibbs family was conservative or frugal consumers when it
came to purchasing ceramics, especially utilitarian ware or everyday tableware
that presumably possessed a short use-life.
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For example, as discussed previously in Chapter 7, based on inventory
analysis, between circa 1800 and 1850, only about 3 out of 10 or approximately 30
percent of the estates in Knox County listed teaware, suggesting that only a
minority of households consumed tea. Based on the variables of ware and
decoration, the prevalence of handpainted and transfer printed whiteware and
pearlware sherds from the site suggests that the Gibbs family consumed tea and
coffee on a regular basis. However, perhaps paralleling the economically
conservative orientation suggested by the predominant use of redware,
archaeological data also clearly indicates that the Gibbs family only occasionally
drank tea from expensive porcelain teaware. The exception to this economically
conservative trend toward dining utensils is the set of pewter used by the
Nicholas Gibbs household. However, the use of pewter also exhibits a practical
mindset, since this tableware does not break and damaged or bent pewter items
can be repaired. Hence, pewter tableware, although costing more, would
presumably possess a considerably longer use-life than typical ceramic
tableware.
In addition to the frugal orientation suggested by the ware types used by
the Gibbs family, a conservative attitude toward ceramic purchases is also
indicated by the decorated ceramics recovered from the site. Although ware
types appear to have possessed specific economic significance among the site
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residents, ceramic decoration, it appears, also appears to have influenced the
acquisition of tableware among the Gibbs family. For example, Miller (1980)
notes that during the 19th century, the cost of ceramic tableware, including plates,
bowls, and teaware, was mainly based on vessel decoration followed by vessel
ware. Porcelain was typically the most expensive ceramic, followed by transfer
printed ware and painted and molded vessels, which were intermediate in
expense. Plain or undecorated ceramics, in tum, were the least expensive 19th
century ceramics. Interestingly, the sample of ceramics from the Gibbs site
indicates that two-thirds of the decorated wares used by the residents consisted
of moderately priced painted table and teaware, followed by transfer printed
ceramics that represented approximately one-quarter of the decorated sherds.
The remaining 17 percent of sherds in the decorated sample consists of an equal
distribution of molded and decal wares, the majority probably being used after
the end of site occupation by the Gibbs family. Based on the distribution of
decorated sherds, it appears that painted ceramics may have represented the
wares that were used during everyday contexts, whereas the transfer printed
items may have been reserved for special occasions. The topics of vessel form
and function are now addressed in the following section that presents the results
of minimum vessel analysis.
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Minimum Vessel Analysis

The preceding section presented a descriptive summary of the ceramic
assemblage used by the farmstead residents. In this section, foodways are
further reconstructed via minimum vessel analysis of the ceramic assemblage
from the site. Minimum vessel analysis provides a conservative, fine-grained
summary of vessel use based mainly on the attributes of vessel form, function,
and decoration.
Minimum vessel analysis is a standard quantitative method in historical
�rchaeology (e.g., Spencer-Wood 1987; Yentsch 1990, 1991). The technique
provides a conservative, minimum vessel count or estimate of individual vessels
present in a given ceramic assemblage. Minimum vessel counts are especially
useful in determining the general foodways and dining habits practiced by site
residents based on ceramic vessel form and function. For example, folk
foodways among many different racial and ethnic groups, including African
Americans, Native Americans, and European Americans, were often based upon
the consumption of stews, pottages, and other "one-pot'' or liquid based dishes
(Deetz 1977; Yentsch 1990; Groover 1994). Archaeologically, these foodways
habits typically translate into ceramic assemblages dominated by bowls and
hollowware. Conversely, segmented dining practices, in which meals are
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portioned according to different food items, first appeared during the 18th
century. Typical of our own time, segmented or portioned meals consist of a
main dish, such as meat, and several side dishes, �uch as vegetables, that are all
placed upon a plate separately. Archaeologically, this dining practice results in
assemblages composed principally of plates and flatware (Deetz 1977; Yentsch
1990). Minimum vessel analysis therefore allows identification of the dining
habits practiced at specific sites based on the form and function of recovered
vessels.
Minimum vessel analysis of the assemblage from the Gibbs site relied
upon vessel rims as the primary analysis attribute. The rim sherds in the ceramic
sample were first sorted by ware and then decoration. The attributes of form and
function were then used to further sort the sample. The location and type of
decoration, the vessel size based on sherd curvature measured from a plate
template, and vessel rim profiles were additional secondary attributes used to
further sort the vessel rims. All of the sherds that were determined to originate
from the same vessel or set of vessels were placed together and then counted as
one vessel. Although many more vessels are probably represented in a total
assemblage than the results of minimum vessel analysis typically imply, the goal
of the technique is to produce a reliable minimum estimate of vessels in a given
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sample rather than a maximum count of sherds associated with the same vessel
form or decoration type.
The results of minimum vessel analysis for the Gibbs site assemblage are
now presented according to the criteria of vessel function, vessel form, and
vessel decoration. The ceramic assemblage contains five functional categories
(Figure 10.13). The distribution of minimum vessels by functional categories
consists of beverage, 47 percent (n= 114); consumption, 33 percent (n= 80); storage,
13 percent (n=32); serving, 4 percent (n=9); and preparation, 2 percent (n=6). The
specific vessel forms identified within each functional category are beverage:
saucers and cups, including coffee and tea cups; consumption: plates and small
bowls, such as annular/ mocha ware; serving: medium and large bowls, and
pitchers; storage: crocks and a salt dish; and preparation: pans and collared
bowls. The analysis results by function indicate that 80 percent of the vessels in
the Gibbs ceramic assemblage are composed of items associated with beverage
and food consumption, followed by a smaller proportion of storage, serving, and
preparation vessels.
To independently determine if the functional profile for the Gibbs
minimum vessel assemblage is typical or atypical for the study area, a
comparative data set was assembled from the vessels listed in the 90-case estate
inventory for Knox County. As discussed in Chapter 7, the inventory sample
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spans the interval between circa 1800 and 1850. For this exercise, the total estate
sample was treated as one composite or aggregate sample. All of the vessels
listed by actual quantity in the inventory sample were tabulated according to the
above discussed functional categories. For example, vessels in most inventories
were listed by actual quantity, such as 6 plates, 1 crock, etc. However, the items
in some inventories were enumerated merely by lots, such as a lot of delph, or a
lot of pewter. Vessel entries that did not contain items listed by actual quantity
were not included in this analysis.
Interestingly, the Gibbs minimum vessel assemblage by function appears
to closely correspond to the functional distribution generated from the vessels
listed in the inventory sample (Figure 10.14). In the inventory sample, the
distribution of functional categories consists of consumption, 43 percent;
beverage, 39 percent; storage, 12 percent; and preparation, 5 percent
Unfortunately, vessels in the serving category, comprising only 4 percent of the
Gibbs minimum vessel assemblage, were difficult to identify and hence are
underrepresented in the inventory listing. Other than this slight deviation
between the data sets from archaeological and archival sources, the two
assemblages appear to be very similar.
The correspondence between the two distributions suggests that
minimum vessel analysis produces a reliable approximation of vessel
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assemblages used by households in the past Further, the correspondence
between the Gibbs assemblage and the inventory distribution also suggests that
foodways and vessel use in Knox County during the 19th century among most
households were very similar or homogeneous. Slightly less than half of the
vessels in most households were dinner ware used to consume meals followed
by an almost equal proportion of beverage containers. As stated previously, only
one-third of the cases in the inventory sample possessed teaware. The remaining
beverage vessels were represented by mugs and tankards. Food storage and
preparation vessels, in contrast to consumption and beverage vessels, were
usually minority categories and comprised less than a quarter of the vessels used
by most households. The similarity in vessel assemblages between different
households was probably due to the general range of ceramic wares available to
residents of Knox County. The standard range of vessels stocked by most local
merchants probably bot� limited and dictated the range of forms used by most
households to the extent that the interhousehold vessel assemblages for the most
part were probably similar.
Returning to the Gibbs minimum vessel analysis, the distribution of
vessels by form consists of saucers, 31 percent (n=71); plates, 27 percent (n=62);
cups, 23 percent (n=52); crocks, 13 percent (n=29); bowls, 4 percent (n=9);
pitchers, 2 percent (n=4); chums, 1 percent (n=2); salt dishes, .4 percent (n=l);
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and creamers, .4 percent (n= l) (Figure 10.15). Paralleling the distribution
previously defined by minimum vessel analysis based on function, most of the
vessel forms identified in the minimum vessel count consist of saucers, plates,
and cups used for beverage and food consumption. Together, these three forms
comprise 81 percent of the minimum vessel sample. Concerning general
foodways, the predominance of plates and virtual absence of small bowls, such
as annular or mocha ware, indicates the Gibbs family throughout the farmstead's
operation practiced portioned or segmented foodways in which meals were
consumed from flatware. Combined with data from the faunal assemblage and
agricultural censuses, the information from analysis of vessel form suggests most
of the meals consumed by the Gibbs family probably consisted of pork eaten
from flatware accompanied by vegetables and bread made from wheat or com.
Vessel decoration is the final category considered in the minimum vessel
analysis. For this variable, two assemblage distributions were calculated. One
distribution included undecorated ceramics and the other distribution excluded
undecorated vessels. In the previous discussion of ceramic decoration based on
sherd counts, the undecorated category was excluded from the tabulations.
However, undecorated vessels were retained in the minimum vessel analysis
since it appears that a substantial number of undecorated vessels was used at the
Gibbs site. In addition, since the minimum vessel count relied upon vessel rims,
672
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then the results are fairly reliable concerning the prevalence of undecorated
ceramics.
The distribution for the first minimum vessel analysis based on decoration
consists of undecorated forms, 47 percent (n= 108); edge decorated, 15 percent
(n=35); polychrome, 7 percent (n=16); molded, 6 percent (n= 15); thin banded, 6
percent (n=14); underglaze blue handpainted, 3 percent (n=7); decal, 3 percent
(n=6); flowed, 2 percent (n=S); spatter, 2 percent (n=4); annular/ mocha, 2 percent
(n=4); and gilded, 1 percent (n=l) (Figure 10.16). The distribution for the second
minimum vessel analysis based on decoration (excluding undecorated vessels)
consists of edge decorated, 28 percent; polychrome, 13 percent; molded, 12
percent; transfer printed, 11 percent; banded, 11 percent; underglaze blue
handpainted, 6 percent; decal, 5 percent; flowed, 4 percent; spatter, 3 percent;
annular/ mocha, 3 percent; and gilded, 2 percent (Figure 10.17).
Interestingly, based on minimum vessel analysis, undecorated ceramics
represent about half of the wares used by the residents of the Gibbs site,
consisting of an approximately equal division of undecorated utilitarian wares
(e.g., redware and stoneware) and plain tableware. Paralleling the
predominance of redware in the overall assemblage, redware comprises 17
· percent and stoneware represents 6 percent of the plain, utilitarian vessels. In
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Glided

tum, half of the remaining vessels identified in the vessel count are decorated
tableware. As discussed previously, undecorated· tableware were the least
expensive ceramics during the 19th century, according to research conducted by
Miller (1980). The apparent prevalence of undecorated ceramics at the Gibbs site
is not surprising but rather seems very consistent with the conservative attitude
demonstrated by the family toward the purchase of ceramics in general. Hence,
minimum vessel analysis suggests utilitarian redware comprised about one
quarter of the ceramics used by the Gibbs family. Another quarter of the
ceramics was composed of undecorated tableware, especially ironstone. The
remaining half of the assemblage identified in the minimum vessel analysis
consists of decorated ceramics. Within this category, inexpensive edge decorated
wares represent about a third of the sample, followed by equal proportions of
polychrome, molded, transfer printed, and banded wares, each comprising about
10 percent of the minimum vessel sample. Finally, the remaining quarter of the
sample is composed of underglaze blue, decal, flowed, spatter, annular/mocha,
and gilded wares in very small proportions.
One final way of considering the results of minimum vessel analysis is to
combine the variables of form and decoration. As illustrated in Table 10.3, the
undecorated ceramics are distributed evenly in occurrence among saucers,
plates, cups, and redware crocks. The next largest category consists of blue shell
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Table 10.3. Minimum Vessel Analysis, Distribution of Ceramics by Form and Decoration.

Vessel Forms
Decoration

Undecorated
Edge Decorated
Polychrome
Molded
Transfer Printed
Thin Banded
Underglaze Blue
Decal
Flowed
Spatter
Annular/Mocha
Gilded

Saucer

Plate

Cup

Crock

25

20

28

29

9
12

5
7
5
2
2
2

2

33
4
1
2
2

7
3
5
5
2

Bowl

2

Pitcher

4

Chum Salt Dish Creamer

2

1
2

2
4
1

1

edge plates, with 33 minimum vessels. The remaining substantial form
decoration categories consist of molded saucers, polychrome saucers, and
banded saucers. The rest of the minimum vessel assemblage is thinly distributed
among the beverage and consumption vessel forms, and the less represented
decoration categories, such as underglaze blue handpainted, decal, flowed,
spatter, annular/ mocha, and gilded.
In summary, minimum vessel analysis indicates that most of the ceramics
used by the Gibbs family consisted of beverage and consumption vessel forms,
followed by a smaller proportion of storage, serving, and preparation containers.
The minimum vessel distribution closely paralleled the distribution abstracted
from vessels listed in the 90-case inventory sample for Knox County. By vessel
form, the Gibbs assemblage mainly contains saucers, plates, cups, and crocks.
Regarding decoration, half of the sample contains decorated tableware, one-third
of which are shell edge plates, and a broad assortment of other decorated wares.
. About a quarter of the sample also unexpectedly contains undecorated
tableware. Twenty-five percent of the minimum vessel count is also composed
of utilitarian ceramics, especially redware crocks.
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Time Sequence Analysis

In the following section, time sequence analysis is used to further explore
the quantitative and temporal characteristics associated with the ceramic
assemblage from the Gibbs site. Time sequence distributions are generated with
the ceramic assemblage using two analysis variables, consisting of ceramic ware
and ceramic decoration. The results of this exercise serve to further clarify the
items discarded by the Gibbs family that were influenced by household cycles.
For the first set of analyses, several time sequence distributions were
generated using the variables of ware and recovery-depositional contexts.
Kitchen Group items, total ceramics, red.ware, whiteware, stoneware, pearlware,
ironstone, creamware, and porcelain are the analysis variables. The recovery
depositional contexts consist of the total assemblage, the midden, and Feature 16.
As illustrated in the ceramic distribution for the total assemblage (Figure
10.18), the overall shape of the distribution for the Kitchen Group is largely
influenced by the ceramic category. Within the Kitchen Group and total ceramic
artifact categories, four prominent phases or cycles are evident between 1820 and
1930. Further, within the ceramic assemblage at the ware-level, the sample is
dominated by red.ware for approximately the first half of the temporal sequence
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followed by the predominance of whiteware for the second half of the interval.
The remainder of the ceramic assemblage is composed of stoneware, pearlware,
ironstone, creamware, and porcelain in much smaller proportions. The time
sequence distribution for ceramics from the midden clearly illustrates the
influence of depositional-recovery contexts upon artifact samples (Figure 10.19).
In contrast to the total assemblage, the distribution associated with the midden
only possesses three cycles or phases, yet in general the data set appears to be a
slightly modified version of the total ceramic assemblage. Finally, the Feature 16
ceramic assemblage is markedly different from the other two examples (Figure
10.20). The sample possesses a very prominent spike in 1830 that corresponds to
the maximum household size of the Daniel Gibbs family cycle. In general, the
Feature 16 sample is composed predominantly of faunal fragments and redware
sherds, with a smaller amount of pearlware, whiteware, stoneware, and
creamware ceramic fragments. The functional difference between the
undifferentiated midden deposits and the subsistence-specific feature fill from
the pit cellar is probably the main factor responsible for the different time series
distributions for these two contexts.
Comparison of the ceramic samples by ware for these three recovery
depositional contexts illustrates the usefulness of time sequence analysis in
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visually reconstructing the temporal motion and dynamic associated with
ceramic use and discard over an interval of time. As discussed previously in
Chapter 9, the ceramics from these three contexts were subjected to a battery of
statistical analyses using Spearman's r correlation. This exercise determined that
a significant relationship existed between household cycles among the Gibbs
family and the use of redware at the site. Significant results were generated by
measuring the strength of the relationship between household cycles and
redware use within the midden (p-value .08).
Interestingly, although a suite of statistical tests were conducted using
each of the represented wares as an analysis variable, redware was the only
ceramic that produced significant results. Thus, the results suggest that redware
was the only ceramic, presumably due to its close association with subsistence
activities, that possessed a strong relationship with household cycles among the
Gibbs family. The negative correlation results produced with the other wares
explains the visually random or rather chaotic distributions generated by time
sequence analysis for all of the other recovered ceramics, excluding redware, in
the total assemblage and midden samples.
As discussed previously, it appears that the Gibbs family was strongly
influenced by the variable of cost in purchasing ceramics, which serves to explain
the predominance of redware at the site. Thus, in the domain of utilitarian
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ceramics, ware and cost were apparently significant interrelated concerns that
influenced the types of vessels acquired by the family. Moreover, as illustrated
in the previously presented general analysis of the total ceramic assemblage,
decoration also appears to have been an important variable that determined the
types of tableware purchased by the family. Overall, the decorated tableware
used by the Gibbs family, based on sherd count, is dominated by moderately
priced painted wares, such as edge decorated plates, polychrome tea wares, and
underglaze blue handpainted tea wares. Thus, in the case of refined tableware,
decoration, rather than ware, was the main factor that influenced ceramic
acquisition.
Having identified what appears to be the primary factors that influenced
the acquisition of utilitarian wares and refined ceramics among the Gibbs family,
attention now turns to the variable of ceramic decoration among tableware.
Based on the results of the general ceramic analysis that illustrates the prevalence
of decorated tableware, it was anticipated that a relationship may have existed
between household cycles and the acquisition, use, and discard of decorated
tableware ceramics. To quantitatively test this assumption, two sets of
correlation tests were conducted.
Five variables were initially defined for the first data set, consisting of
total decorated ceramics, painted ceramics, transfer printed ceramics, decal
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ceramics, and molded ceramics. As conducted for the previous time sequence
analyses, all of the sherds for these decorative types were sorted chronologically
by dated excavation level and then totaled by decade. The resulting distribution
was next placed in a time series graph at ten year intervals. The overall
distribution was then visually calibrated or matched with the household cycle for
the Gibbs family during the 19th century. A mean artifact date deviation
(MADD) of -20 years was used to match the ceramic distribution with the Gibbs
household cycles (Figure 10.21). Once the decorated ceramic sample was
temporally synchronized with the Gibbs household cycles, then the distribution
was subjected to statistical analysis using correlation. The temporal interval used
in the regression model was 1800 to 1900.
The correlation results indicate that a relationship did not exist between
the household cycles and deposition of the total decorated sample, printed
ceramics, or molded and decal decorated ceramics. Despite these negative tests,
however, more encouraging results were generated for the painted category.
Interestingly, a p-value of .0099 indicates that a significant relationship existed
between household cycles and the discard of painted ceramics (Figure 10.21).
The first set of Spearman's r correlation tests indicated that a strong
relationship existed between household cycles and the discard of painted
ceramics. Based on these findings, a second data subset composed of specific
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painted ceramic types was assembled and the same analysis procedure
conducted with the first data set was then repeated. Total painted ceramics, edge
decorated, polychrome, underglaze blue handpainted, thin banded,
annular/mocha, spatter, and gilded ceramics were tested independently in the
second data set along with the household cycles between 1800 and 1900. The
mean artifact date deviation is -20 years.
A relationship did not exist between household cycles and the ceramic
variables of thin banded, annular/ mocha, spatter, and gilded ceramics, probably
due to their very low overall occurrence. In contrast, a significant relationship
was identified between household cycles when tested against edge decorated
ceramics (p-value .02) and the total painted sample (.0099) (Figure 10.22).
Having generated significant results with a variable composed of a single
decorative type (edge decorated sherds), two combined variables were then
tested to try and strengthen the model and determine which decorated ceramics
possessed the strongest relationship with the household cycles among the Gibbs
family. The composite variables were created by combining those variables that
produced significant to moderately significant results (e.g., edge decorated,
polychrome, and underglaze blue handpainted sherds) and excluding those
decorated sherds that clearly did not produce encouraging results (e.g., thin
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banded, annular/mocha, spatter, and gilded). This exercise produced
significant results for the combined variable composed of edge decorated,
polychrome, and underglaze blue handpainted sherds (p-value .01). The
combined variable consisting of edge decorated and polychrome sherds also
produced significant results (p-value .02) (Figure 10.23). As will be recalled,
these results were produced with ceramics from the total assemblage, or all
depositional-recovery contexts, including the midden and Feature 16. Since the
ceramics from the total assemblage were com posed primarily of ceramics from
the midden, and the ceramics from Feature 16 were mainly redware sherds,
further correlation tests using decorated ceramics from the midden and pit cellar
were not conducted.
In summary, correlation results produced with the redware and faunal
samples initially suggested that these items were the only two artifact types in
the foodways complex associated with the Gibbs family that exhibited a
significant relationship with household cycles. Since redware at the site
possessed a very long temporal distribution, it was assumed that the other ware
types discarded by the site residents were also possibly affected by household
cycles. Negative analysis results did not support this assumption.
Interestingly, the results of this section demonstrate that the use and
discard of refined table and teaware, like redware, possessed a relationship with
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the ebb and flow of household cycles. However, in the Gibbs exampie, the
essential variable for refined table and teaware use is not ware but decoration.
Although ware types changed during the century and inadvertently introduced
discontinuity into the time series distributions, many moderately priced painted
decoration types, such as shell edge plates, polychrome tea wares, and
underglaze blue handpainted ceramics, persisted throughout much of the 19th
century. In turn, these ceramic types were consistently purchased by residents of
the Gibbs farmstead.
Translated to the archaeological record and the systemic context of the
Gibbs household, the relationship between family cycles and the discard of
painted ceramics further indicates and supports the idea of continuity initially
hinted at by the temporal persistence of red.ware and faunal resources. Simply
put, for the painted ceramics to have been influenced by household cycles in the
first place, it is essential that the household members responsible for acquiring
these items consistently selected the same general decorative types for most of
the 19th century, in proportion to diachronic increases in family size. Thus, for
whatever reasons, perhaps representing a combination of cost, personal
preference, and the conservative character often afuibuted to folk cultures,
analysis results strongly suggest that, in addition to a smaller proportion of
printed and molded wares, the same basic, everyday ceramic assemblage,
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composed of utilitarian redware, blue edge decorated plates, and painted tea
ware, was consistently replicated by each successive generation in the Gibbs
family during most of the 19th century. Time sequence analysis, coupled with the
concept of household cycles, effectively illustrate the persistence of this material
tradition within the Gibbs family.

Decorated Ceramics by Generation

In the previous section, the relationship between painted ceramics from
the Gibbs site and household cycles was demonstrated statistically. The fine
grained chronology required to match the ceramics to family cycles also allows
the decorated sample to be subdivided into subassemblages according to
successive generations or individual households. The following section briefly
summarizes the analysis results of decorated ceramics by generation.
To separate the decorated ceramics by generation or successive
households, the ceramics were first sorted temporally by the adjusted
chronology used for the time sequence analysis discussed in the previous section.
As will be recalled, a MADD of -20 years was used to link the decorated
ceramics to the household cycles associated with the Gibbs family. The known
occupation intervals associated with each generation consist of Nicholas Gibbs,
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1792-1817; Daniel Gibbs, 1817-1852; Rufus Gibbs, 1852-1905; and John Gibbs,
1905-1913. The decorated ceramics associated with the above four site
occupation intervals were tabulated for each household. This method produces
subassemblages that temporally approximate the ceramics used by the four
individual households. It is assumed that the statistically significant results
discussed in the previous section provide a measure of chronological control
rarely achieved in archaeology. Moreover, for this application, time sequence
analysis is used not only as a diachronic analysis method, but also as a highly
accurate chronological method for temporally sorting assemblages and
subassemblages. Paralleling the analysis categories used in the previous section,
the sherds were first sorted by decoration categories (e.g., painted, printed,
molded, and decal) and then further sulxiivided according to painted decoration
types (e.g., edge decorated, polychrome, underglaze blue handpainted, thin
banded, annular/mocha, spatter, gilded, printed, molded, and decal).
The resulting distributions provide additional insight into the foodways
and ceramics used by the Gibbs family over the course of the 19th century. As
illustrated in Figure 10.24, sorted by primary method of decoration, the Nicholas
Gibbs assemblage primarily contains painted ceramics. A generation later, the
Daniel Gibbs decorated sample contains mostly painted ceramics followed by a
noticeable increase in printed and molded wares. This trend increases with the
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Rufus Gibbs household, that mainly used painted wares, but also possessed
increasing amounts of printed, molded, and decal wares, in comparison to the
Daniel Gibbs household.
As discussed previously, due to a very short occupation period of only
eight years, the John Gibbs assemblage is underrepresented archaeologically.
Extant data suggest this household used painted wares and a lesser proportion of
decal decorated ceramics. Due to the very small assemblage of decorated
ceramics associated with the John Gibbs family, this household is not considered
in further detail in this discussion.
Several prominent, diachronic trends emerge from consideration of the
decorated ceramic assemblages subdivided by households. Overall, the ceramic
assemblage for the entire extended family illustrates an additive process of
ceramic acquisition through time. The initial assemblage used by the first
household was composed of a small range of moderately priced painted wares.
Through time, these same decorative types continued to be used, but other,
newer and more expensive ceramic types were added to the family's cupboard
and dinner table. For example, since Nicholas Gibbs owned a large set of pewter,
the decorated ceramics used by the first site residents were mainly moderately
priced painted wares. However, since the pewter was sold by the family during
the estate settlement in 1817, it appears that the Daniel Gibbs family also used
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moderately priced painted wares in addition to a substantial proportion of more
expensive transfer printed wares, followed by a small amount of molded
ceramics, which started to become popular at mid-century as transfer printed
wares became less fashionable. This trend, characterized by a predominance of
painted wares but an appreciable amount of more expensive printed, molded,
and decal decorated ceramics, continued with the Rufus Gibbs household.
Recovered information therefore suggests that each household possessed
very similar painted ceramics, perhaps for everyday use, followed by a lesser
amount of more expensive ceramics or tableware, that were likewise possibly
reserved for more special occasions. During the Nicholas Gibbs tenure at the
site, the more expensive tableware was pewter, which served as prestige objects
during the 18th and early 19th century (Martin 1989). During the Daniel and
Rufus Gibbs periods of site occupation, transfer printed ceramics probably
served as prestige objects during special occasions.
To provide further information about the decorated ceramics used by the
Gibbs family, the sample was subsequently sorted according to specific ceramic
decoration types (Figure 10.25). This exercise, paralleling the results generated
from time sequence analysis discussed in the previous section, demonstrates that
the Nicholas Gibbs household mainly used edge decorated, polychrome, and
underglaze blue handpainted wares. A smaller amount of thin banded, spatter,
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printed, molded, and decal wares were also present in the Nicholas Gibbs
assemblage.
A noticeable amount of later ceramics, such as decal decorated ware, was
present in the temporal distribution for the Nicholas, Daniel, and Rufus Gibbs
sequences. Hence, the important distinction must be emphasiz.ed between the
ceramics that were present archaeologically in the temporal sequence for each
household and what wares were actually used by the household members. For
example, a small amount of decal decorated ceramics is present in the Gibbs
family subassemblages. It is assumed they used some of these wares, since they
initially date to the 1890s. However, many of these ceramics were probably
discarded during the Tenant Period of site occupation. It is assumed that the
small proportions of later wares in earlier deposits were introduced by
stratigraphic disturbances, such as vertical artifact migration caused by
bioturbation, tree roots, or burrowing rodents. Rather than edit later (or earlier)
artifacts from the samples that were temporally sorted by households, these
items were left in the subassemblage to illustrate the important fact that, rather
than being an exact science, a minor amount of temporal mixing or
contamination is an intrinsic characteristic of the archaeological record and time
sequence an�lysis, even at undisturbed sites that possess stratigraphic integrity,
like the Gibbs site. Further, it is expected that a small proportion of later items
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introduced by disturbances in predominantly earlier deposits does not
significantly influence or invalidate time sequence analysis, especially for
contexts that possess large artifact sample sizes.
As mentioned above, the same general decorative types used by the
Nicholas Gibbs family persist among the Daniel Gibbs household. However, due
to a much larger household, many more ceramics were discarded by the second
household. Moreover, the Daniel Gibbs family, in addition to using a greater
proportion of thin banded and annular/ mocha wares than the Nicholas Gibbs
family, also purchased more expensive printed and molded wares. During the
Rufus Gibbs period of site occupation, this trend, characterized by a shift from
less expensive to more expensive ceramic use, apparently continues. Edge
decorated ceramics decline appreciably and are replaced with a substantial
increase in more expensive printed, molded, and decal decorated ceramics. The
amounts of polychrome, underglaze blue, thin banded, annular, and spatterware
ceramics discarded by the Rufus Gibbs family likewise apparently increases
compared to the Daniel Gibbs household.
In summary, consideration of the decorated ceramics by individual
households indicates that ceramic use and acquisition is certainly not a static
consumer behavior and can change dramatically over the course of a few
decades or even between adjacent, successive generations. At the Gibbs site,
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moderately priced painted wares, such as edge decorated plates and polychrome
teaware, appear to have been used for everyday situations by all households. In
contrast, however, beginning with the Daniel Gibbs family, an increasing level of
consumerism is demonstrated by the use of more expensive transfer printed
ceramics. This trend, which focused upon the use of more expensive tableware
through time, culminated with the Rufus Gibbs household. Inte�estingly, the
Rufus Gibbs family, although containing a smaller number of total household
members compared to the Daniel Gibbs family, used twice as many transfer
printed ceramics. Thus, although the Gibbs family frugally chose to use
modestly priced redware throughout the operation of the farm, it appears that
they were also not averse to purchasing more expensive tableware as the century
unfolded. Perhaps paralleling trends identified in the diachronic analysis of
Knox County newspaper advertisements, archaeological data thus suggest that
consumerism probably influenced the residents of the Gibbs family during the
second half of the 19th century, resulting in increased acquisition of expensive
tableware and other nonessential items. The substantial redware assemblage
recovered from the Gibbs site is now discussed in the remainder of this chapter.
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The Redware Assemblage

Between approximately 1780 and 1820, East Tennessee was settled by
groups from the Middle Atlantic region, Virginia, and the Carolinas (Otto 1985;
Fischer 1989). After the close of the frontier period, the Ridge and Valley
Province's cultural landscape was composed predominantly of farmsteads
engaged in production for both household consumption and commercial trade.
During the antebellum and postbellum periods, much of the agricultural surplus
produced in the region was exported to the lower South to supply foodstuffs for
cotton farms and plantations. Food and household goods not produced in East
Tennessee's rural homes were usually acquired within an informal economy
based on the barter of staples and livestock. From initial settlement, East
Tennessee residents were also articulated with the larger world economy and
obtained items manufactured in Europe (Baker 1991; Faulkner 1993; Kulikoff
1992; Winters 1994; Dunaway 1996). However, residents also depended upon
locally manufactured goods, particularly in rural settings. Red bodied, lead
glazed earthenware, or redware, is a relevant example of locally manufactured
material culture that is often encountered archaeologically at rural domestic sites
in East Tennessee.
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The results from analysis of the large redware assemblage recovered from
excavations at the Gibbs site are presented in the following section. The redware
assemblage discussed in this section was recovered from the Feature 16 pit-cellar
associated with the smokehouse located in the rear yard of the houselot and the
sheet midden located throughout the rear lot
Redware is important archaeologically and historically since it represents
a distinctive regional craft tradition in East Tennessee during the 19th century.
Red.ware was also a typical material component of foodways in most of the
homes of the region during the 19th century. In this discussion, I first present a
brief culture history of redware manufacture in the middle South and East
Tennessee. Archaeological data and interpretations are then discussed.
Lead glazed earthenware appeared in central Europe by the 14th century,
was prevalent in Britain by the 16th century, and was a dominant coarse,
utilitarian ware throughout the post-medieval period (Crossley 1990; Fehring
1991:210-214). Between the 16th and 19th centuries, settlers established
earthenware potteries in North America (e.g., South 1967; Barka 1973; Smith and
Rogers 1979; DePratter and South 1993; Straube 1995; South I.P.). Early redware
potteries, for example, were established at Santa Elena along the South Carolina
coast during the second half of the 16th century (DePratter and South 1993:1-6)
and at Jamestown during the 1620s (Guilland 1971:14-15; Straube 1995). The
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European pottery tradition was not merely transplanted in the colonies but was
transformed, due to cultural conditions, economic constraints, and technological
developments, into a uniquely American tradition during the 18th and 19th
centuries (Guilland 1971:1-2, 29-30).
Redware potteries were located throughout the North American colonies.
However, redware manufacture in the middle South originated principally from
the stream of settlement that occurred along the Great Valley of the Appalachian
Allegheny Mountain system (Figure 10.26). The Great Valley extends from
southern Pennsylvania to northern Alabama and includes the Shenandoah
Valley in southern Pennsylvania and Virginia and the Ridge and Valley
Province in East Tennessee. The Great Valley, and particularly the Great Wagon
Road, served as a migration corridor into the South during the 18th and 19th
centuries (Wiltshire 1975:21, 23; Otto 1985:185).
The cultural hearth for redware manufacture in the Great Valley during
the 18th and 19th centuries was the upper reaches of the Shenandoah Valley,
encompassing portions of southern and eastern Pennsylvania and northern
Virginia. German potters began manufacturing earthenware in eastern
Pennsylvania during the first quarter of the 18th century. The Pennsylvania
German ceramic tradition spread with settlement as potters migrated into
Virginia, West Virginia, North Carolina, and East Tennessee (Clement 1947:13-14;
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Figure 10.26. Migration Path Along the Great Valley.
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South 1967; Barber 1970:11; Guilland 1971:26-28; Bivins 1972, 1973:255-253; Rice
and Stoudt 1974:3-5; Wiltshire 1975:10; Smith and Rogers 1979:34-35; Willett and
Brackner 1983:10-11; Zug 1986:4-9; Russ and McDaniel 1987; Levin 1988:17, 20;
Comstock 1994; Russ 1995; Russ et al. N.D.; South I.P.) (Figures 10.26 and 10.27).
Although the lead glazed earthenware tradition that developed in the
upper and lower Great Valley is typically attributed to the Pennsylvania
Germans, this ceramic type was produced widely throughout Europe (Schwartz
1969:37) and the Southeast (Burrison 1983:64-65) by many cultural groups. Zug
advances a cautionary note regarding redware manufacture in the North
Carolina Piedmont Although the Moravians in Wachovia were renowned for
their ceramics, non-German groups also produced earthenware in the region
(Zug 1986:3-26). Therefore, in addition to the Pennsylvania Germans, other
cultural groups, such as English (e.g., Brears 1971) and Scots-Irish settlers,
contributed to the development of folk pottery in the Great Valley (Willett and
Brackner 1983:10).

Development of Redware Potteries in East Tennessee

The Great Valley of the Appalachian-Allegheny mountain system,
particularly the northern area encompassing the Shenandoah Valley of
Pennsylvania and Virginia, was the principal cultural hearth for early red.ware
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manufacture in the middle South. The Piedmont of North Carolina was a
secondary source region for redware production in the interior South (Figure
10.27). These areas were also the source regions for the subsequent development
of potteries in East Tennessee. As Smith and Rogers (1979:20) emphasize in
detailed study of pottery manufacture in Tennessee,

Virginia and North Carolina can be shown to have exerted the most
influence on the development of pottery making in East Tennessee.
Of 45 East Tennessee potters or pottery owners listed on the 1850
census, most (71.1 % ) were born in Tennessee. However, the next
most common group was composed of individuals born in Virginia
(11.1 % ), followed by North Carolina (6.6% ).

Although the above information was obtained from the 1850 census,
the proportion of East Tennessee settlers originating from Virginia and North
Carolina was probably more pronounced during the late 18th and early 19th
centuries.
Additional data collected by Smith and Rogers (1979:9, 20, 31-32) indicate
upper East Tennessee, and specifically Greene County, was the center of redware
manufacture in the Ridge and Valley Province during the early 19th century. By
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1820, four potteries had been established in Greene County, and "throughout the
1800s the basic redware pottery-making tradition seems to have been more
actively practiced in this county than any other location in the state" (Smith and
Rogers 1979:31).
The diffusion of the Pennsylvania German earthenware tradition into East
Tennessee, and particularly Greene County, is aptly illustrated by John Click's
family operated pottery shop. John Click was born in Tennessee in 1795, yet
other members of the Click family had migrated to East Tennessee from
Pennsylvania. The Old World origin of the family was Germany. Information
from the manufacturer's censuses indicates lead glazed earthenware was
produced at the shop between 1820 and the 1890s. Since John Click was born in
East Tennessee in 1795, it is not unlikely that his immediate family was
manufacturing lead glazed earthenware in Greene County during the 1790s, or
possibly as early as the late 1780s.
Ceramic sherds recovered from the John Click pottery site (40GN25)
confirm census information and demonstrate that reddish brown, dark green,
and black glazed redware were the primary ceramics manufactured at the
pottery. Further, as enumerated in the 1820 census, the types and distribution of
red.ware vessels produced at the shop consisted of crocks (65 percent, n= l,600),
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jugs (13 percent, n=320), dishes (8 percent, n=200), pitchers (8 percent, n= l92),
and honey pots (6 percent, n=144) (Smith and Rogers 1979:35).
One of the Click family potteries was featured in a 1943 Greenville Sun
newspaper article that stated the kiln at the shop consisted of a "furnace ... built
round like an Eskimo hut with one door and a small hole in the top" (Smith and
Rogers 1979:34-35). As Smith and Rogers (1979:20) note, this type of kiln is
described by various authorities as an above-ground circular updraft kiln, a
Greek updraft kiln, or a round beehive kiln. This type of kiln was prevalent in
medieval Germany by the 13th century (Fehring 1991:210). In North America,
the beehive kiln was present among the Pennsylvania German potters (Barber
1970:59; Guilland 1971:36-37), in Virginia (Wiltshire 1975:20), and among the
Moravians in North Carolina (Bivins 1972:86). The persistence of the beehive
kiln among the Click potters in East Tennessee potentially demonstrates
continuity with the German earthenware tradition.
Redware manufacture was concentrated in Greene County, yet during the
19th century other potteries were established throughout the Ridge and Valley
Province. The distribution of known red.ware potteries and probable redware
potteries by county for East Tennessee consists of Carter County (n=l), Greene
County (n=12), Hamilton County (n=4), Jefferson County (n=l), Marion County
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(n=l), Roane County (n=2), and Sullivan County (n= l) (Smith and Rogers
1979:15-16).
The development of red.ware manufacture in East Tennessee parallels the
settlement history within the region. The Ridge and Valley Province was
principally settled by groups from Virginia and North Carolina and these groups
likewise established red.ware potteries. Further, the redware tradition in East
Tennessee largely originated from the Shenandoah region of the Great Valley
that encompasses southeastern Pennsylvania and northern Virginia. Secondary
influences emanated from the North Carolina Piedmont which in tum were
derived from the northern reaches of the Great Valley.
During the 1770s, upper East Tennessee was the earliest area settled in the
state. This region was initially inhabited by groups from Virginia and the area
was apparently a cultural hearth for redware production in East Tennessee.
From this perspective, Pennsylvania and Virginia were core areas for the middle
South redware tradition during the 18th and 19th centuries and East Tennessee
was a peripheral area beginning with settlement during the late 18th century.
During the ensuing 19th century upper East Tennessee developed into a cultural
core area for redware pottery in the Ridge and Valley Province while the area
comprising northern Georgia and northern Alabama represents the periphery of
this redware tradition. As settlement stabilized during the first quarter of the
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19th century in the lower portion of the Great Valley, encompassing portions of
Georgia and Alabama, development of the redware tradition among some
potters was attenuated and supplanted by the manufacture of salt-glazed
stoneware (Faulkner 1982; Willett and Brackner 1983:21; Levin 1988:29; Baldwin
1993).

Historical Context of Comparative Sites

The following section presents a brief comparison of archaeological data
from seven East Tennessee sites in order to explore the functional aspects of
redware during the 19th century. This study principally focuses upon the Gibbs
farmstead. However, the ceramic assemblages from six additional East
Tennessee sites are also compared. The comparative site sample consists of Fort
Southwest Point, Tellico Blockhouse, Sharp's Fort, the James White farmstead,
the Gibbs site, Blount Mansion, and Ramsey House. The following section
provides a brief historical overview of the study sites. Relevant information for
the sites is summarized in Table 10.4.
Fort Southwest Point (Smith 1993), located in Roane County at the
confluence of the Tennessee and Clinch rivers, was occupied between circa 1792
and 1811. The fort served initially as a militia post that was subsequently
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Table 10.4. Information Summary for Seven East Tennessee Sites.

:::1
�

Site

Function/Context

Occupation Period

Fort Southwest Point

Military Post/Rural

1792-1811

Tellico Blockhouse

Military Post/Rural

1794-1807

Sharp's Fort

Farm, Station/Rural

1789-20th Century

James White

Farm/Rural

1788-1850

Nicholas Gibbs

Farm/Rural

1792-20th Century

Blount Mansion

Gentry Residence/Rural

1792-20th Century

Ramsey House

Gentry Residence/Urban

1797-20th Century

transformed into a federal facility for the United States War Department Agent to
the Cherokees. Intensive excavation was conducted at the site by the
Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee in 1977 and by the
Division of Archaeology, Tennessee Department of Environment and
Conservation in 1986, 1988, and 1995. During the federal period of occupation
the fort contained a pallisaded, rectangular complex composed of four comer
blockhouses and eight log structures.
Tellico Blockhouse (Polhemus 1977), occupied between 1794 and 1807, is
located adjacent to the Little Tennessee River in Monroe County. Like Fort
Southwest Point, Tellico Blockhouse was a federal military facility designed to
regulate trade and maintain treaty stipulations with the Cherokee. The site was
extensively excavated by the Department of Anthropology, University of
Tennessee in 1972 and 1973. Tellico Blockhouse was a square, pallisaded
complex that contained numerous structures on the perimeter of the compound.
A significant aspect of Tellico Blockhouse and Fort Southwest Point is that both
of these facilities were occupied for brief periods (approximately 13 and 20 years,
respectively) and hence provide compar�tive information related exclusively to
East Tennessee's frontier era.
Sharp's Fort (Faulkner and Andrews 1994), located in Union County near
the Clinch River, was a frontier station during the late 18th century and a family
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operated farmstead during the 19th century. Frontier stations in East Tennessee
were multifunctional facilities that often served as residences, inns for travelers,
and locations of refuge for the local community during frontier conflict
Intensive testing of the fort was conducted by students with the Department of
Anthropology, University of Tennessee in 1993 under the direction of Charles
Faulkner. This research effort revealed the fort was square in configuration,
pallisaded, and contained dwellings at each corner of the compound. Following
the end of the frontier era, a farmstead was operated at the site by the Sharp
family throughout the 19th century.
As discussed previously in Chapter 3, members of the Sharp family
migrated from Orange County, North Carolina to East Tennessee with the
Nicholas Gibbs family. Consequently, the Nicholas Gibbs family appears to have
possibly resided at this station or in the community for a short period between
the end of 1791 and the spring of 1792 before establishing the Beaver Creek
homeplace in Knox County. The Gibbs family was also related to the Sharps by
marriage and some of the elder children of Mary and Nicholas Gibbs resided in
what later became the Andersonville community in Union County throughout
the remainder of their lives (Faulkner and Andrews 1994).
The White farmstead (Faulkner 1984) was established by James White,
founder of Knoxville, in approximately 1788. In addition to farming, James
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White was a successful politician, merchant, and land speculator. The farmstead
remained in the White family until 1838. The farmhouse was last occupied in
1850 by the Samuel McCammon family. Excavation at the site, conducted by the
Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee in 1981, focused upon the
remains of a double-pen log house and adjacent sheet midden.
The Gibbs farmstead (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b, 1989, 1991, 1992; Groover
1994a, 1994b, 1995a, 1995b, 1995c, 1995d, 1995e, 1996a, 1996b, 1996c, 1996d, N.D.;
Lev-Tov 1994; Young 1991, 1994a, 1994b), occupied between 1792 and 1913 by the
Gibbs family, is located in north Knox County adjacent to Beaver Creek. The
farmstead was settled by Nicholas Gibbs, an immigrant from Germany. The
original log cabin, constructed in the early 1790s, and houselot are maintained as
a community museum by the Nicholas Gibbs Historical Association. Excavation
was conducted at the site between 1987 and 1996 by the Department of
Anthropology, University of Tennessee and concentrated upon a sheet midden
and the remains of a cellared structure in the rear yard.
Blount Mansion (Faulkner 1985, 1988c; Faulkner and German 1990), the
home of territorial Governor William Blount, was occupied between 1792 and the
early 1920s. The site, located in downtown Knoxville, is maintained by the
Blount Mansion Association as a house museum, and contains a wooden, timber
frame house and several outbuildings in the rear yard. Between the late 18th and
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early 19th centuries the site was an urban gentry residence. Excavation at the
site, conducted by the Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee in
1984, 1987, 1989, 1993, and 1995 has centered upon defining the landscape history
and original configuration of outbuildings in the rear service yard.
Ramsey House (Roberts 1986; Young and Faulkner 1989; Faulkner 1994a,
1994b, 1995; Faulkner and Owens 1995), located in Knox County, was the
country estate of Francis Alexander Ramsey, an early settler influential in politics
and business within the region. The site contains a standing, two-story
Georgian-style stone house. Excavations between 1985 and 1997, conducted by
the Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee, have located the
remains of several outbuildings within the inner and outer house lot The site
was occupied from 1797 to the early 20th century.

Analysis Results

Archaeological analysis in this section relies upon two main data sets to
explore the role of lead glazed earthenware use among 19th_century households
in East Tennessee. The first data set consists of ceramic information obtained
from the seven previously introduced East Tennessee sites that contain
components dating between the late 18th and 20th centuries. The ceramic
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assemblages from these sites are compared to determine the general extent of
utilitarian ceramic use among East Tennessee households.
The second data set, and the primary focus of this analysis, consists of a
large redware sample from the Gibbs site. As discussed previously, the redware
sample was recovered from the sheet midden in the rear houselot and the pit
cellar that was located beneath the smokehouse. Results generated from time
series analysis, indicates the pit-cellar feature fill was deposited between circa
1790 and 1850. The deposition of redware around the feature appears to have
substantially decreased after 1880. Redware was also recovered from the sheet
midden in the rear yard. This redware sample is now examined to generate
specific information concerning the role of coarse earthenware use within a well
documented and firmly dated East Tennessee context The redware sample from
the Gibbs site is analyzed according to minimum number of vessels (MNV),
vessel form, function, and the proportion of hollowware to flatware vessels.
The seven East Tennessee sites were occupied during the frontier period,
yet most of the domestic sites were also occupied during the 19th century and in
some instances as late as the 20th century. The function and location of these
sites are dissimilar. Three functional categories are represented within this site
sample, consisting of farmsteads (the Gibbs, White, and Sharp sites), formal
military posts (Fort Southwest Point, and Tellico Blockhouse), and gentry
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residences (Blount Mansion and Ramsey House). Although Sharp's Fort served
as a defensive post for frontier residents in Union County, it was ultimately a
rural residence and has been included within the farmstead functional category.
Two geographic contexts are present within the site sample, consisting of rural
contexts (Gibbs, White, Ramsey, Sharp's Fort, Fort Southwest Point, and Tellico
Blockhouse) and urban contexts (Blount Mansion).
Ceramic information was abstracted from the excavation reports for the
above seven sites. The ceramic data were tabulated according to sherd counts for
the analysis categories of tableware and utilitarian ware (e.g., Smith 1980). The
proportion of redware at each site was also calculated. The tableware category
consists of ceramics used for the consumption of meals (e. g., plates, bowls, and
serving containers) and the consumption of beverages (e. g., teacups, saucers,
teapots, and mugs). Further, the tableware category is composed of imported
refined ceramics, such as creamware, pearlware, whiteware, and porcelain and
locally manufactured redware. In contrast, the utilitarian ware category consists
exclusively of ceramics used for the storage of foodstuffs and the preparation of
meals (e. g., crocks, and large bowls). Ware types within this category consist
exclusively of lead glazed earthenware and salt glazed stoneware. These wares
were produced regionally and locally.
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The distribution of these two analysis categories within the site sample
was calculated as both a percentage and a ratio. Ceramic data expressed by
percentage provide a general measure of the proportion of these two ware
categories within the ceramic assemblages. Conversely, the ceramic data
expressed as a ratio provide a more expedient means of describing the
proportion of table and utilitarian wares within the site sample. 1,'he ware ratio
for the site sample is referred to as the table ware to utilitarian ware ratio.
In addition to percentage and ratio distributions, a third analysis method
is used in this study consisting of the number of ceramic types within each site
sample (Crass and Penner 1992:53). This measure, determined by tabulating the
number of ware and decorative ceramic types at a given site, represents an
effective method of determining the range of ceramic types within a household
and the extent of variation between households. More importantly for the
present study, the number of ceramic types provides a general measure of the
extent that households participated in local and international markets. For
example, when several sites are compared, ceramic assemblages composed of
only a few types suggest limited participation within the market economy,
whereas ceramic assemblages containing many types indicate extensive
consumerism and participation within the market economy. This measure is
particularly relevant for archaeologically identifying the persistence of local
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markets and the penetration of international markets within a formative region,
such as East Tennessee during the frontier period.
Table 10.5 presents the ceramic distributions by percentage and frequency,
the tableware to utilitarian ware ratios, and the type frequency for the site
sample. The results from this cursory comparison suggest that on average,
ceramic assemblages from sites occupied during the late 18th and 19th centuries
in East Tennessee typically exhibit a 4:1 table ware to utilitarian ware ratio. Table
ware on average comprises 81 percent and utilitarian ware represents 19 percent
of the ceramic assemblages from East Tennessee sites. Further, lead glazed
earthenware on average comprises 13 percent of ceramic assemblages. The
average type frequency is 32. These observations are drawn from a small site
sample and ideally a larger sample could clarify and refine these distributions.
Nonetheless, the above information provides general information concerning the
character of ceramic assemblages in the region.
In addition to the above descriptive data, several other trends are
immediately apparent from this comparison. Specifically, a relationship appears
to exist between the attributes of site function and geographic context as
expressed through the proportions of ceramics used in various households.
Conversely, the relationship between the attributes of site function and
geographic context and the ceramic type frequency, indicating market access, is
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Table 10.5.

Ceramic Data for Seven East Tennessee Sites.

Site

Ref. Ware

Util. Ware

Redware

RW-UW Ratio

Types

FSWP
TB
SF

90 (4,454)*
83 (13,523)
79 (908)
84 (3,631)
42 (1,123)
92 (1,414)
80 (1,092)

10 (470)
17 (2,762)
21 (248)
14 (612)
58 (1,525)
8 (122)
20 (266)

9 (37)
10 (1,684)
20 (234)
9 (379)
46 (1,222)
3 (47)
3 (34)

9:1
5:1
4:1
6:1
1:2
12:1
4:1

32
34
20
48
30
28
35

4:1

32

JW

NG
BM

RH

Sample Average

81 (3,735)

19 (858)

13 (577)

*Percent (Number)

KEY:
FSWP
TB
SF

JW

NG
BM
RH

Fort Southwest Point
Tellico Blockhouse
Sharp's Fort
James White
Nicholas Gibbs
Blount Mansion
Ramsey House
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more tenuous.
Simply put, the ceramic data suggest the use of utilitarian wares is
principally related, although not exclusively, to farmsteads and rural contexts.
The Gibbs, White, and Sharp farmsteads aptly illustrate this observation by the
relatively high proportion of utilitarian wares, and particularly coarse
earthenware, within the ceramic assemblages from these sites. Ramsey House, a
rural residence, likewise exhibits a large proportion of utilitarian ceramics.
Further, the two military sites, and particularly Tellico Blockhouse, also possess
relatively high proportions of utilitarian wares. The similarities between the
farmstead and military assemblages are probably due to the similar foodways
activities that were conducted at these locations. The Blount Mansion
assemblage, derived from an urban context, possesses the highest proportion of
tableware and the lowest proportion of utilitarian wares within the site sample.
The variation in ceramic use at Blount Mansion is attributed principally to the
nonrural or urban and nonagricultural contexts of this residence.
Concerning frequency of types within the site sample, this measure
suggests that overall, site function and geographic isolation did not significantly
influence the acquisition of ceramics by East Tennessee residents during the 18th
and 19th centuries. The site sample exhibits an average of 32 ceramic types. The
Sharp, Gibbs, and White farmsteads exhibit considerable variation in the number
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of ceramic types recovered from these sites. The Sharp ceramic sample suggests
moderate participation within the international market economy, whereas the
White and Ramsey ceramic samples exhibits the highest frequency of types and
suggest extensive market participation. Interestingly, the two military sites _also
possess a relatively high number of ceramic types and surprisingly, the Blount
Mansion sample, derived from a gentry residence, exhibits the second lowest
number of ceramic types.
The intersite comparison indicates that East Tennessee households
typically used imported ceramics for a large proportion of foodways activities,
yet an appreciable amount of utilitarian ware was also used, particularly within
rural contexts. Sites occupied during the frontier period exhibit a larger
proportion of redware than stoneware and the converse is expected for sites
occupied during the antebellum and postbellum periods. This distribution
would reflect the production history of these wares. Consideration of type
frequency for the site sample suggests that East Tennessee frontier residences,
either rural or urban, cannot be regarded as geographically and culturally
isolated households characterized by limited market access. On the contrary, the
range of ceramic types present within the sample suggests that frontier residents
actively participated in local, regional, and international markets. This
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interpretation has likewise been proposed by Faulkner (1998) based on the extent
of imported items typically recovered from East Tennessee frontier residences.
The intersite comparison results demonstrate that on average, utilitarian
ware comprises 19 percent of the ceramics from East Tennessee sites. Further,
redware typically comprises 13 percent of the ceramic samples. Interestingly, the
Gibbs site exhibits the highest proportion of utilitarian (58 percent) and redware
(46 percent) ceramics within the site sample. The above distributions indicate the
Gibbs site is a particularly appropriate example for ascertaining the range of
redware forms used by rural East Tennessee residents.
Redware from the Gibbs site was analyzed according to minimum vessel
count (MVC), vessel form, vessel function, and the proportion of hollowware
and flatware vessels. The minimum vessel analysis focused upon identifying the
vessels present in the redware sample based on the attribute of similar and
dissimilar vessel rims. Vessel body sherds were not included in this analysis.
The identification of vessel form and function relied upon folk vessel typologies
developed by South (1967), Bivins (1972, 1973), Barka (1973), and Beaudry et al.
(1991).
The MVC analysis resulted in the identification of 50 redware vessels and
five vessel forms. The MVC results are presented in Tables 10.6 and 10.7. Plates
were the most prevalent vessel form followed by crocks, bowls, cups, and
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Table 10.6. Minimum Vessel Count, Redware Vessels by Form.

Vessel Form

Vessel Count
Number

Percent

Plates

24

48

Crocks

18

36

Bowls

3

6

Cups

3

6

Pitchers

2

4

50

100

Total
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Table 10.7. Minimum Vessel Count, Redware Vessels by Function.

Vessel Function

Vessel Count
Number

Percent

Storage
(crocks, pitchers)

20

40

Preparation, Consumption
(bowls, plates, cups)

30

60

Total

50

100
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pitchers. The general vessel forms identified in this study are illustrated in
Figures 10.28, 10.29, 10.30, and Plate 10.1
Plates are "eating vessel[s] from 7 in. to 10 in. in diameter, with or without
a footring. Plates were made in shallow and deep (i.e., soup) forms" (Beaudry et
al. 1991:26). Plates in the 18th and 19th centuries were used as baking dishes for
the preparation of breads and pies, as serving vessels, and for the consumption
of solid foods (Beaudry et al. 1991:22). Plates are the predominant vessel form
identified in the minimum vessel analysis. Twenty-four plates, comprising 48
percent of the identified vessels, are present in the redware sample. Using a
. plate diameter template, the diameters for six of the plates were estimated to be
6.5, 8, 9, 9.5, and 11 inches. These plate sizes, with two exceptions, correspond to
the minimum, average, and maximum diameters for 18th and 19th-century
redware plates based on the average diameter calculated for twenty-six
Moravian examples (Bivins 1972:113-271). Two of the plates from the Gibbs site
are smaller than the Moravian plates whereas the other three examples fall
within the size range of the Moravian examples. The range of sizes suggests
plates used for food preparation, serving, and consumption are represented in
the Gibbs sample.
Bivins (1972:283) presents a chronology of Moravian plates based on form.
The three plates from the Gibbs site illustrated in Figure 10.28 appear to
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Figure 10.28. Redware Plates, Gi�bs Site.
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Figure 10.2 9. Redware Crocks, Gibbs Site.
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Plate

Pan

Cup

Crock

Bowl

Pitcher

Figure 10.30. General Examples of Vessel Forms Identified in the
Redware Assemblage from the Gibbs Site (South 1967:42-45) .
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Plate 10.1. Photograph of Reconstructed Redware Crock
Recovered from the Gibbs Site, Feature 16.
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correspond to the 1789-1829 period defined by Bivins. Within this chronology,
the temporally sensitive attributes are the foot, rim, and booge. All of the Gibbs
plates, with one exception, correspond to the general forms illustrated by Bivins
(1972:283). A Moravian origin for the Gibbs redware plates is not implied but
rather this comparison illustrates the general redware plate forms typical of the
18th and early 19th centuries. However, one example of a decorated redware,
molded plate manufactured in the royal pattern was recovered from the Gibbs
site. The plate was decorated with a mottled, yellow-green underglaze. This
example was undoubtedly acquired from the Moravian potters in North
Carolina, who were well known for copying industrially produced English
ceramic forms, particularly the potters Aust and Christ (Bivins 1972). The royal
pattern plate may be related to the Moravian master potter Rudolph Christ, who
produced pottery in Bethabara (1786-1789) and Salem (1789-1821) (Bivins
1972:30-38). Between the 1760s and early 1790s the Nicholas Gibbs family
resided in Orange County, North Carolina, located circa 80 miles east of the
above Moravian towns. It is not unlikely that the Gibbs family purchased
Moravian wares while they resided in North Carolina and brought examples of
these ceramics to East Tennessee. They would have likewise probably passed
through Winston-Salem on their way to East Tennessee in the final months of
1791.
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Concerning the analysis athibute of glaze, all of the Gibbs plates were
glazed on the vessel interiors and rim exteriors. The exterior bodies were
unglazed. The glaze colors range from clear to deep red to brown. The
undecorated plates (n= 17) typically exhibit a clear lead glaze. The decorated
plates (n= 7) possess greater glaze variation than the undecorated plates. The
glazes for the decorated plates consist of clear lead glaze (n=5), deep red glaze
(n= l), and brown glaze (n= l).
Utilitarian ceramics were rarely or only minimally decorated during the
18th and early 19th centuries. With the exception of incised bands on a few
crocks, plates are the only decorated redware vessel forms recovered from the
Gibbs site. The elaborately decorated redware plates familiar to antique
collectors were an atypical utilitarian ceramic type. These plates, called
presentation pieces by the potters that made them, usually commemorated
important life events such as marriage, and were intended for display rather than
household use (Bivins 1972:263). The most prevalent plate decoration in the
Gibbs sample is trailed slip (n=S) executed in a horizontal "S" pattern on the plate
marley. The trailed slip colors are represented by green (n=3), yellow (n=l), and
yellow and green (n= l). One plate from the Gibbs site, possessing a deep red
mottled glaze and yellow and green slip decoration, was the only example that
possessed multiple decoration techniques. Other represented decorations consist
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of copper swirl on the marley (n=l) and the previously mentioned royal pattern
plate (n=l) that possessed a yellow-green mottled underglaze decoration. In
addition to the above noted plate characteristics, two of the Gibbs plates
exhibited extensive lid wear around the rims and may have possessed lids or
covers.
Crocks/pots are "large, cylindrical or slightly convex-sided vessel[s], taller
than wide, used for souring cream or storing butter, fat or lard," (Beaudry et al.
1991:29) and milk (South 1967:34, 42; Zug 1986:311-315). Crocks, used
predominantly for food and liquid storage, are distinguished by the large vessel
opening that is approximately equal in size to the vessel width (Beaudry et al.
1991:29; Zug 1986:311-315). Jars, conversely, exhibit a constricted neck, a
prominent shoulder, and a vessel opening that is smaller than the vessel width
(Beaudry et al. 1991:29).
Crocks are the second most prevalent redware vessel -form at the Gibbs
site (n=18 vessels, 36 percent). Excavation produced one reconstructable crock
(Figure 10.29, top vessel; Plate 10.1). The vessel rim is 7.25 inches in diameter
and the height is 9.5 inches. The vessel's liquid capacity is approximately five
quarts or 1 gallon and 1 quart During the middle and late 19th century crocks
were typically manufactured in standardized sizes, such as 1 or 2 gallon
capacities (Zug 1986:295-296, 312). The reconstructed vessel's volume suggests
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that capacity standardization was not practiced among red.ware potters in East
Tennessee during the 19th century. In addition to the reconstructed vessel, three
other crocks possessed measurable rim diameters of 5.5, 7, and 8 inches. The
reconstructed crock's dimensions and the rim diameters of the above three
vessels in general correspond to the dimensions of milk pots documented
archaeologically by South (1967:42) at the Moravian pottery in Bethabara. Again,
a Moravian origin for the crocks from the Gibbs site is not implied, but rather,
comparison with extant examples demonstrate general correspondence in vessel
sizes during the 18th and 19th centuries.
All of the crocks identified during minimum vessel analysis exhibit glazed
interiors and rims and plain exteriors. The vessel glazes range from clear lead to
deep red to brown. The crocks also possessed everted and folded rims. Everted
and folded rims are typical functional features of utilitarian vessels, particularly
crocks, milk pans, and deep bowls. Cloth covers were tied around the rims of
storage containers to protect the contents when the vessels were placed in spring
houses and storage cellars (Zug 1986:291). The crocks from the Gibbs site, like
most utilitarian vessels, possessed little or no decoration. The only decoration
present in the sample was incising or tooling placed around the vessel body
directly below the rim. Two redware vessels were incised. One crock contained
a single incised band and another example exhibited a double incised band.
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Bowls are "open vessel[s] with convex sides terminating in either a plain
or everted rim or brim. Bowls were used primarily in the kitchen and dairy"
(Beaudry et al. 1991:26) and for food consumption (Bivins 1972:134-140). Three
bowls are represented in the minimum vessel analysis and comprise six percent
of the vessel sample. One rim sherd of either a large bowl or milk pan was
identified. Large bowls have convex sides and milk pans have straight sides
(Bivins 1972:140). The large bowl sherd has clear glaze on the interior and the
exterior is eroded. The two other bowls are represented by a rim-body sherd and
a large basal sherd. The rim-body sherd possesses a diameter of 10 inches, has a
flanged rim, and exhibits extensive lid wear around the rim. The vessel has a
clear glazed interior and unglazed exterior. This bowl was possibly used for
food preparation, serving, and consumption. A similar example from Bethabara
(South 1967:44) possesses a diameter of nine inches. The third bowl in the vessel
sample is represented by a large basal sherd that exhibits a deep red lead glaze
on the interior and exterior. The paste is compact and well fired. The glaze is
thicker than the glaze on most of the other vessels. This vessel is well made,
characteristic of refined earthenware, and may have been manufactured at a later
date than the other vessels or was possibly imported.
Cups are "small handled drinking vessel[s], usually bulbous, but
sometimes cylindrical in form" (Beaudry et al. 1991:22). Cups are used for the
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consumption of liquids. The identification of cups in the Gibbs house vessel
sample was problematic due to small sherd siz.e. However, three cups are
possibly represented in the sample and comprise 6 percent of the minimum
number of vessels. A pint cup glaz.ed olive green on the vessel interior and
exterior was identified. This vessel is represented by six rim sherds and one
body sherd that contained a handle base. The vessel's rim diameter is 4.75 inches
and corresponds to two pint cups at Bethabara (South 1967:44) that possessed
rim diameters of 4.5 and 5 inches. A second cup is possibly represented by an
everted rim sherd with a deep brown glaze on the vessel interior and exterior. A
third cup rim sherd possessed a clear lead glaz.e on the vessel interior and
exterior.
Pitchers were used to store and serve liquids such as milk. Pitchers are
handled vessels of bulbous form "used primarily in the kitchen and dairy"
(Beaudry et al. 1991:24). The vessel openings are ovoid and usually possess
spouts (South 1967:45). What appears to be very large storage pitchers,
comprising 4 percent of the minimum number of vessels, were identified in the
Gibbs house redware sample. The two vessels are represented by two rim-body
sherds that were recovered from Feature 16. Both sherds also possess portions of
the spout The sherds are glazed on the interior and rim exterior. The exterior of
the vessels is unglazed. One sherd has a brown glaze and the other sherd has a
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green glaze on the interior and rim exterior. The rim diameters of the vessels are
approximately 10 inches and correspond in size to milk jugs recovered from
Bethabara (South 1967:45). Due to the size of the pitchers identified by South
(1967:45), which was about one foot in height, it is assumed the two large
examples of pitchers from the Gibbs site were used for dairy storage rather than
table service. Consequently, the pitchers were placed in the food storage
category for this analysis.
The minimum vessel analysis results indicate that plates, crocks, bowls,
cups, and pitchers are represented in the Gibbs house vessel sample {Tables 10.6
and 10.7). Based on vessel function, food storage containers (crocks and pitchers)
comprise 40 percent of the vessel sample (n=20 vessels) and food preparation
and consumption vessels comprise 60 percent of the sample (n=30 vessels). The
functional categories of food preparation and consumption were combined since
vessels such as bowls and plates were often multifunctional. For example, the
same bowl could have been used to prepare and serve food. Likewise, plates
were probably used as baking, serving, and consumption dishes.
In addition to the minimum vessel analysis that focused upon the
identification of vessel form and function, the Gibbs house red.ware sample was
also analyzed according to the criteria of hollowware and flatware based on
sherd count The main attribute for hollowware-flatware analysis was sherd
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curvature. Hollowware typically produces curved sherds and flatware vessels
are characterized by flat sherds. Hollowware vessels are associated with
containers (e.g., crocks, bowls, cups, and jugs) whereas flatware usually consists
of plates.
Hollowware comprises 87 percent (n=244 sherds) of the Gibbs house
redware sherd sample (Table 10.8). Flatware comprises 13 percent of the sample
(n=37 sherds). The hollowware to flatware ratio for the redware sample is 7:1.
This information suggests that hollowware comprised a larger proportion of the
redware vessels used by the Gibbs household than the minimum vessel analysis
results indicate. For example, within the MVC sample, hollowware (crocks,
bowls, cups, and pitchers) comprises 52 percent of the sample (n=26 vessels) and
flatware comprises 48 percent of the sample (n=24 vessels). The discrepancy
between the minimum vessel analysis and hollowware-flatware results is
undoubtedly related to the fact that minimum vessel analysis is a conservative
estimate of represented vessels based on a small proportion of the sample.
Conversely, hollowware-flatware analysis is based on the entire sample.
Considered together, the minimum vessel analysis and hollowware-flatware
results indicate that hollowware comprised the bulk of the redware vessels used
at the Gibbs house. Moreover, the majority of these vessels, based on the
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Table 10.8. Hollowware to flatware Disbibution for Redware.

Hollowware

Flatware

87 (244)*

13 (37)

HW-FW Ratio

7:1

*Percent (Number)
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minimum vessel analysis distribution, were probably crocks used as storage
containers.
In addition to the analysis of vessel form and function, the types of glazes
present in the Gibbs house redware sample were also tabulated. Five glazes
were identified, consisting of clear mottled glaze (49 percent, n= 175 sherds), clear
glaze (21 percent, n=74 sherds), brown glaze (18 percent, n=64 sherds), green
glaze (9 percent, n=33 sherds), and yellow glaze (3 percent, n= ll sherds).
As discussed by South (1%7:36-38), a number of materials were combined
by the Bethabara potters to produce different glazes and the same techniques
were probably used by the potters that manufactured the ceramics from the
Gibbs site. Mottled clear glaze has a clear lead glaze and is mottled with small
black specks. The mottling is due to natural manganese inclusions in the clay.
Clear glazed redware has a clear lead glaze and manganese mottling is not
present The glaze for brown ware was produced by combining lead and iron.
Lead and copper were combined to produce green ware. Lead and manganese
were combined to create yellow ware (South 1967:36-38).
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Conclusions

Redware from the Gibbs site is important because it provides a detailed
example of the domestic context in which this locally produced ceramic was used
in East Tennessee households. The functional context in which the material was
recovered is remarkably consistent with rural practices documented through
written sources. This observation is illustrated by the structure and feature that
contained the redware assemblage. Concerning the pit-cellar and associated
structure, Burrison (1983:19) notes that "The domain of folk pottery on the
southern farm was the smokehouse, the hearth or kitchen, and the springhouse."
As indicated by faunal material and ash deposits within the feature and
additional confirmation by informants, the structure containing the redware
assemblage was a smokehouse and hence the location of activities associated
with food processing and storage. Foodways activities associated with the
feature probably consisted of butchering, meat processing, and possibly the
storage of dairy products, since the Gibbs family produced considerable amounts
of cheese and butter during the first half of the 19th century.
Concerning cellars, Zug (1986:311) notes that crocks were typically placed
"in a cool place such as a springhouse or cellar." In addition to the feature that
contained the deposits, the lead glazed ceramics and the faunal material from the
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feature possibly illustrates the persistence of German influenced cultural
practices (Faulkner 1988). Pig bones comprise the majority of the faunal remains
from the pit-cellar (Lev-Tov 1994). Pork was important within the diets of both
Germans (Barrick 1987:151) and residents of the South (Hilliard 1972). Barrick
(1987:151-153), a folklorist, states that among the Pennsylvania-Germans, pork fat

was usually processed in an iron kettle over a fire. The resulting liquid was then
poured into crocks and placed in a cellar to solidify. The pork was then later
used for food and cooking. Interestingly, this storage practice appears to
possibly parallel some of the foodways activities associated with the smokehouse
at the Gibbs site.
Summary

Due to the predominance of Kitchen Group items within the artifact
assemblage, and particularly ceramics, the preceding chapter explored in detail
the topics of foodways and ceramic use associated with the Gibbs farmstead.
Several important trends were identified by this effort The foodways complex,
considered in its entirety, is characterized by a substantial degree of continuity
during the 19th century. Extant historical records combined with archaeological
data indicate a grain-livestock-dairy-vegetable foodways complex was practiced
at the site. Faunal remains indicate the majority of animal protein obtained by
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the farm residents was supplied by pork, followed by diminishing proportions of
beef, chicken, and wild game (Lev-Tov 1994). Analysis of information drawn
from archaeological and archival sources pertaining to ceramics identified the
use of a dual tableware assemblage among the family. Based on these sources, it
appears that through time the family possessed dishes for everyday, mundane
use. A core suite of painted wares formed the everyday assemblage and other
ceramic types were added to the cupboard for mundane use as the century
progressed. The Gibbs family also owned more expensive tableware,
represented initially by pewter and later transfer printed wares that were
probably reserved for special occasions.
Most of the daily meals prepared by the Gibbs family were consumed as
portions from moderately priced painted flatware, consisting predominantly of
blue shell edge plates and red.ware plates. Beverages were served in polychrome
and underglaze blue decorated tea and coffee wares. Food was processed,
stored, prepared, served, and consumed in red.ware vessels. The utilitarian
ceramics at the site, representing over half of the total ceramic sample by sherd
count, consisted of a large assemblage of inexpensive redware vessels, composed
principally of crocks and a smaller amount of red.ware plates. Stoneware, a
substantially more expensive utilitarian ceramic than redware, appears to have
been used much less by the Gibbs family in comparison to redware.
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Interestingly, painted tableware and redware fragments discarded at the
site, in addition to faunal fragments, exhibited a significant relationship with the
successive household cycles associated with the Gibbs family, as demonstrated
by correlation tests. In addition to inexpensive, everyday ceramics, during the
Nicholas Gibbs period of site occupation the family also dined from a large set of
pewter, probably during special occasions. When pewter was no longer
fashionable as a prestige item, from the 1820s and through the remainder of the
19th century, the family acquired progressively larger amounts of expensive,
transfer printed ceramics.
In conclusion, consideration of foodways and ceramics associated with the
Gibbs farmstead illustrates the complex character of middle class, rural
households during the 19th century in Southern Appalachia. The economically
conservative emphasis placed upon the acquisition of utilitarian ceramics and
everyday tableware combined with a tenacious diet dominated by pork
underscores the substantial and persistent folk-oriented substrate that provided
the foundation for daily material life among the Gibbs family. In contrast, the
residents of the farm were also influenced by consumerism throughout the
century as indicated by the prevalence of nonessential pewter, teaware, and
transfer printed tableware. Consequently, beginning in the 1790s and continuing
throughout the 19th century, the adults in the family were not averse to
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purchasing teaware, an amenity that all households in Knox County did not
possess at mid-century, or upon the arrival of friends and family, setting the
dinner table with a spread of expensive pewter or transfer printed ceramics.
The composite portrait that emerges from these seemingly trivial details of
daily household life, rather than sketching a one-dimensional, static, simplistic,
and stereotypical caricature of an isolated, fossilized folk culture, illustrates the
fascinating, complex, and seemingly contradictory material dynamic exercised
by a Southern Appalachian farm family during the 19th century. Juxtaposed
against the contrasting backdrop of their regional culture and the influence of
larger national trends, it is apparent that the Gibbs family adroitly maintained
traditional economic and material ideals embedded in rural conservatism that
stressed hard work, frugality, and maintenance of the lineal family above all
concerns, while at the same time embraced living standards and material
elements typical of the nation's expanding middle class, that originated with the
first stirrings of industrially based consumer culture.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The Gibbs Farmstead in Retrospect:
Results and Conbibutions

In the preceding chapters, the themes of rural economy, material life, and
temporal process were explored through consideration of the archaeology and
history associated with the Gibbs site, a 19-century farmstead in Southern
Appalachia. A recapitulation of the main conclusions from this dissertation is
presented in the following chapter. The first half of the chapter focuses upon the
topics of rural economy and material life at the Gibbs farmstead. Ethnicity and
its role at the Gibbs site are also discussed in this section. In the concluding half
of this chapter, several recommendations for future research are offered to the
historical archaeology community. These research suggestions pertain to
constructing regional models of material life �or rural contexts and developing an
archaeology of temporal dynamics. Within the archaeology of temporal
dynamics, it is recommended that future studies should attempt to identify
generational or household imprints and replicate time sequence analysis at other
sites.
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A Southern Appalachian Family:

,,

Economy and Material Priorities

Drawing upon interpretive theory from the Annales School of French
social historians (Braudel 1974, 1977, 1981) and concepts developed by historical
sociologists within the world systems perspective (Wallerstein 1974, 1984, 1989;
Dunaway 1996), this dissertation attempted to reconstruct the medium-duration
temporal process that transpired among four generations of the Gibbs family.
Temporal motion and culture change were explored in the domains of the rural
economy and material life at multiple spatial levels (Orser 1996). Primacy was
placed upon identifying diachronic economic trends among the Gibbs family,
determining linkages between the rural economy practiced by the Gibbs family
and the larger global economy, ascertaining whether a subsistence-level or
commercial strategy was implemented (Dunaway 1996), and defining the
material life and standard of living practiced by four successive households over
the course of the

19th century.

Through reference to county, community, and household-level contexts,
consideration of the rural economy and material life demonstrated that this
corner of Southern Appalachia was characterized by pronounced wealth
disparity and material inequality. During the 19th century, half of the adult white
males did not own their own farmland or the rural means of production, and
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hence did not benefit or accrue profits from the products of their l�bor. Analysis
of trends among landowners in the 5th Civil District of Knox County between
1850 and 1900 demonstrated the existence of substantial disparity even among
the half of the population that owned their own farms. Tax records revealed that
two-thirds of the land in the district was controlled by a minority segment
composed of a third of the district's landowners. Conversely, the remaining
third of farmland in the district was held by two-thirds of the landowners in the
district Analysis of estate inventories likewise revealed an even more
pronounced asymmetrical concentration of portable material wealth among a
minority segment of the population in Knox County between 1800 and 1850.
Multiple data sets indicated a small proportion of the population in the county
during the 19th century apparently controlled most of the resources in the form of
land and portable wealth or household goods. Conversely, the remaining
material resources were sparsely distributed among the county's rural majority.
Research conducted by Dunaway (1996) and Salstrom (1991) suggests
that the unequal division of resources and material disparity in Southern
Appalachia during the 19th century was exacerbated by two interrelated
processes. First, many of the natural resources in the region, from the beginning
of settlement, were controlled by external interests. From this perspective,
Southern Appalachia, due to the absence of a fully developed industrial
manufacturing and distribution infrastructure, has always been a resource
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extraction zone, or internal periphery, in North America and the larger global
system. Historically, the region's surplus value represented by natural resources
and other unprocessed commodities has been funneled to core areas, such as
urban centers in North America and Europe, where resources were processed
and remarketed, exponentially increasing their value (Dunaway 1996). This
process has contributed to the material impoverishment of the region that
persists to the present in many areas of Southern Appalachia.
In addition to the loss of surplus value due to infrastructure
underdevelopment, lack of capital, and the region's role in the global economy as
an internal periphery or resource extraction zone in North America, material
disparity in Southern Appalachia among the rural population has also been
severely aggravated by perpetual population growth and rural infilling. As
demonstrated by the Gibbs example, by the second and especially the third
generation of extended settler families, this process typically became a dilemma,
especially among rural families that attempted to allocate land and other
resources to sons and daughters. The fact that much of the prime farmland had

long since been acquired by earlier households also made land acquisition
among more recent residents of a rural community exceedingly difficult
(Salstrom 1991). Interestingly, the process of infilling and population pressure
upon available farmland is not unique to Southern Appalachia but probably
occurs in all agricultural areas that have been occupied for long periods.
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Critically questioning the romantic idea of the frontier as an idyllic, sylvan
refuge where land and opportunities were abundantly available to all families,
David Fischer (1989), in Albion's Seed: Four British Folkways in America,
emphasizes that in reality, the southern backcountry was characterized by
pronounced material disparities. Interestingly, Fischer reconstructed
landholding trends for several East Tennessee counties that are similar to the
patterns identified in this study, which serves to support and reinforce
conclusions pertaining to Knox County generated in this dissertation.
Nicholas Gibbs, the patriarch of the Gibbs family, came of age on the
frontier in the Middle Atlantic colonies during the French and Indian War. He
apparently was very much aware of the long-term material implications
associated with owning land and passing on the means of production to sons
and daughters. It is likewise possible that Gibbs possessed first hand experience
with the importance of land as a young adult, and may have originally been
compelled to leave Germany due to rural infilling, which was a prevalent
catalyst in Europe for immigration to the colonies in North America.
The ideology or economic philosophy that Gibbs practiced during the
final third of his life in East Tennessee probably structured and guided much of
the everyday activities at the farm in addition to long-range goals and priorities.
Analysis of the historical record, especially the land records associated with
Nicholas Gibbs, suggests that much of the economic activities conducted on the
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farm were probably intended to secure land and other resources for the future
economic security of his sons and daughters when they reached maturity. Rural
infilling in Orange County, North Carolina and the quest for unoccupied,
inexpensive land were likewise probably some of the main reasons that
compelled Gibbs to originally move his large family to East Tennessee in the
early 1790s.
Drawing upon the interpretive concept of rural patrimony effectively
developed by Salamon (1992) brings the seemingly acquisitive and aggressive
economic strategy implemented by Nicholas Gibbs and perpetuated by his
progeny over the course of the 19th century into clearer focus. Rural patrimony,
as articulated by Salamon (1992) and aptly illustrated by the Gibbs example,
placed primacy upon partible inheritance or equal distribution of resources
among heirs, maintenance of the lineal family and homeplace through time, and
transmitting the means of production to sons and economic resources to
daughters. This ideology, prevalent among many, but not all, rural households in
North America, was practiced by Nicholas Gibbs, instilled in his children, and
partially persisted to the middle 20th century when the remaining acreage of the
original family farm was equally divided among the heirs of John Gibbs.
Concerning the influence of this philosophy upon material life at the site, rural
patrimony was largely responsible for the houselot actually surviving intact to
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the present era and explains the substantial material continuity that was
encountered archaeologically.
To maintain and socially reproduce the rural, lineal family, many yeoman
households, like the Gibbs family, typically chose to produce agricultural
surplus. Upon making this decision, perhaps unknowingly, these households
became enmeshed in the formative global economy by participating in regional,
national, and international commodity markets. Considered from a regional
perspective, the exhaustive research conducted by Dunaway (1996) demonstrates
that during the antebellum period, rather than being a sluggish, economic eddy,
Southern Appalachia, representing an important link in the regional and national
economy, was the "bread basket of the South," and provided much of the
foodstuffs, such as wheat, pork, and com, required to feed enslaved laborers on
plantations in the lower South. Food surpluses from the region were also
shipped to urban, industrial centers in the North and Europe. According to
Dunaway, the region produced twice the global average of agricultural products
during the middle 19th century.
The frenetic output of agricultural production characteristic of Southern
Appalachia during the boom cycle of the antebellum period is aptly illustrated in
miniature by the agricultural history associated with the Gibbs farm during the
second half of the century. Although the landholdings associated with the
family in many respects were typical compared to most of their neighbors,
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overall, the farm residents raised a suite of diversified commodities that
exceeded, in some instances doubling or tripling, the production averages for
community, county, regional, and national levels. Paralleling the production
history for much of the region and nation, the Gibbs farm experienced a
substantial production upswing beginning in the second quarter of the 1800s that
peaked shortly after mid-century in the 1860s. Coincidentally, this upswing also
occurred during the period immediately before and during household fissioning
of the Daniel Gibbs household when many of the children were young adults
and could provide the optimum labor necessary to produce substantial
agricultural surplus.
By the close of the 19th century, due to the restructuring of agricultural
markets, the recession associated with the aftereffects of the Civil War, and the
shift from grain and livestock farming to dairying and tobacco production that
was occurring in East Tennessee, a major agricultural and economic transition in
the region was broached. At the same time, perhaps prophetically heralding the
end of an era and way of life that had germinated in the frontier era and
flourished during the 19th century in East Tennessee, the tempo of agricultural
production on the Gibbs farm gradually diminished to subsistence levels until
the last members of the family moved from the homeplace in 1913.
Land and agricultural records demonstrate that the concept of rural
patrimony substantially influenced long-term agricultural decisions and
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economic priorities at the Gibbs farm for three generations during the 19th
century. Consideration of material culture enumerated in the estate inventory of
Nicholas Gibbs and encountered archaeologically, however, clearly suggests that
unlike some of his former German-American neighbors in Pennsylvania and the
Middle Atlantic colonies, Gibbs and his successors at the farm did not practice a
standard of living that approximated monastic asceticism. Rather, material life at
the farmstead in the domestic sphere is perhaps best interpreted as reflecting the
mediation between an economically conservative folk orientation and formative
consumerism characteristic of national level popular culture.
The dichotomy between a folk orientation and the influence of popular
culture is reflected in several areas of material culture at the farmstead. In the
built environment, Nicholas Gibbs and his son Daniel chose to live in a modest
single pen log dwelling like most of their neighbors during the first half of the
19th century. However, paralleling larger, national-level popular trends in
domestic architecture, during the 1850s and 1860s when log architecture was
increasingly considered to be out of step or backward among the rural middle
class in East Tennessee (Morgan 1990), Daniel or his son Rufus decided to
enlarge the log house with frame additions and divide the dwelling into several
separate rooms according to function.
In addition to this important juncture within the built environment that
appears to parallel larger trends in popular culture, household items used by the
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family from the beginning of the farm's history, especially within the foodways
complex, reflect both the persistence of folkways typical of both German and
Southern Appalachian families and the adoption of consumerism associated with
popular culture. Economic conservatism that was apparently informed by a folk
orientation is prominently visible in the pork-redware foodways complex that
persisted at the site during most of the 19th century. Much of the family's diet
centered upon the consumption of pork, a distinguishing hallmark of both
German-American (Yoder 1971; Weaver 1993) and southern foodways (Hilliard
1972). Moreover, inexpensive, lead glazed earthenware, or red.ware, was used
for practically all of the food processing and storage activities conducted by the
Gibbs family for a 100-year interval. Redware tableware was also used during
the first half of the 19th century. The pork-redware foodways complex that was
reconstructed archaeologically, paralleling its importance as a primary
subsistence practice, mirrored the household cycles associated with the Gibbs
family.
Although the use of inexpensive redware for utilitarian foodways
activities exhibits very tenacious persistence at the farm, members of the Gibbs
family also chose to purchase expensive consumer goods, thus illustrating the
frugal mediation between folk and popular based material elements in the
household during the 19th century. Nicholas Gibbs owned a substantial set of
pewter. Quantitative analysis of estate inventories demonstrated that the
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amount of money expended on kitchen and dining furnishings by the Nicholas
Gibbs household paralleled the cost of kitchen and dining goods owned by
Francis Alexander Ramsey. One of the first settlers in the county, Ramsey was a
very affluent, frontier entrepreneur and was a contemporary of Nicholas Gibbs.
Further, during the subsequent occupation of the farmstead by the Daniel and
Rufus Gibbs households, ceramic analysis identified the substantial increase
through time of transfer printed tableware when pewter was no longer used by
the family. Besides the acquisition and less frequent use of expensive transfer
printed tableware, the Gibbs family also intensively used an everyday set of less
expensive tableware composed of blue and green shell edge plates. Tea and
coffee were also consumed from polychrome and underglaze blue handpainted
wares. This very similar suite of moderately priced, decorated ceramics
persisted throughout the 19th century and closely paralleled the household cycles
associated with the family.
In summary, like most people, consideration of the Gibbs family, their
economic strategies, and material priorities during the 19th century illustrate that
they were complex, dynamic, and sometimes seemingly contradictory
individuals. Further, the concept of continuity perhaps best describes and
captures the overarching character of material life practiced by the successive
households at the farmstead. For over a century, they aggressively raised a
broad and bountiful range of farm products, often in substantial excess of their
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neighbors. Viewed in the larger context of rural pammony and priorities, it
becomes apparent that the long-term purpose of this acquisitive behavior was
not unbridled materialism, but served to sustain the lineal family, maintain the
homeplace, and provide security and a start for the children in the family when
they came of age and established their own households and farms. This ideology
appears to have persisted in largely unmodified form for over a century among
three generations and nurtu�ed approximately 40 people at the Gibbs farmstead.
In the domain of material culture and continuity, the Gibbs family also
tenaciously maintained several household practices for nearly a century,
revealing the underlying folk orientation that informed and provided structure
and meaning to daily life. In tum, members of the family were also aware of
larger material trends beyond their doorstep that were associated with popular
culture, such as dwellings with multiple rooms divided by function, and
expensive dinner ware that was used to serve friends and family on special
occasions.
At the beginning of this dissertation, it was emphasized that a primary
goal of this study was to clarify and bring into focus, through a case study
approach, the characteristics and priorities associated with a typical, rural family
in Southern Appalachia during the 19th century. The example provided by the
Gibbs family illustrates long-term concerns and motivations that have always
been paramount to most people. As a case study, this dissertation also
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attempted to dispel and question the pejorative, pernicious stereotypes that
continue to be projected upon the people of the region in the past and present
Contrary to popular sentiment, consideration of the Gibbs site effectively
illustrates that from the beginning of settlement, most residents of the region,
rather than being living anachronisms, were cognizant of popular material
trends, were economically linked to the larger world beyond their homes, and,
perhaps unknowingly, were vigorous, active participants within regional,
national, and international economies that stretched beyond their doorsteps,
crossroad communities, and towns in a weblike, dendritic manner.
However, this study also attempted to emphasize that far from being an
idyllic setting for all households, many of the popular, negative impressions
associated with the region in the past- such as the pronounced, asymmetrical
concentration of resources and the presence of a large, landless segment within
the rural population - unfortunately, were based in fact. From a reflexive
perspective, it is relevant to note in closing, as Dunaway (1996) and Salstrom
(1991) emphasize, that the 19th-century economic system itself, coupled with
finite farmland, rural infilling, and persistent population growth, were important
contributing factors to this unfortunate situation in the past
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Ethnicity and Regionalism Reconsidered

The preceding discussion of rural priorities among the Gibbs family
emphasized that the concept of continuity best summarizes many aspects of
material life at the farmstead during the 1gth century. Although the Gibbs family .
was apparently very cognizant of, and partially influenced by popular trends
associated with domestic architecture and household furnishings, several very
noticeable traditions, encompassing both ideological and material aspects of
household life, persisted throughout all or part of the farmstead's operation by
the Gibbs family. Historical and archaeological data were scrutinized in detail to
identify these traditions, yet the mere identification of enduring trends does not
explain their origin, their function in an anthropological sense, and why they
persisted for approximately a century. Moreover, it is also relevant that many of
the cultural practices present at the Gibbs site, quite possibly possessing German
origins, later became hallmark cultural characteristics of the South in general and
Southern Appalachia in particular. Consequently, in the culturally pluralistic
setting of the South, the ethnic origin of cultural practices probably became less
important or prominent through time, while a set of regionally specific cultural
practices eventually emerged that represented an amalgam of elements from
different ethnic and racial groups. Those elements tha� were adopted and shared
by several groups, such as log architecture, reliance on pork, and a grain and
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livestock economy, eventually came to be regional characteristics of Southern
Appalachia and the Southeast in general.
With these thoughts in mind, in the following section the
multigenerational persistence of cultural practices that endured over the course
of the 19th century at the Gibbs site are briefly reconsidered through the lens of
ethnicity. Importantly, ethnicity was one of the first topics that guided
archaeological inquiry at the site (Faulkner 1988a, 1988b). In addition to the topic
of ethnicity, the Gibbs site also aptly illustrates how cultural practices that
originally possessed an ethnic origin or basis subsequently became incorporated
into the cultural tapestry of Southern Appalachia. Through this process, the
cultural attribution and origins of ethnic practices were redefined and eventually
became transformed into general regionally-based cultural characteristics.
The Gibbs family effectively illustrates the concept of cultural continuity
and the diachronic process associated with the intergenerational persistence of
ethnically based practices. For example, the generational persistence of 10
relevant cultural practices associated with the Gibbs site that probably possess a
German origin are presented in Table 11.1. Nonmaterial cultural elements are
represented by German language, intra-ethnic migration, intra-ethnic residence,
and intra-ethnic marriage. Probable ethnic elements with a material basis consist
of cheese manufacture, redware ceramic use, a diet characterized by heavy
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Table 11.1. Multigenerational Persistence of Possible German-Derived Cultural Practices at the Gibbs Site.
Cultural
Practices

i

First
Generation

Second
Generation

Third
Generation

Fourth
Generation

German Language

X

Intra-Ethnic Migration

X

Intra-Ethriic Residence

X

Intra-Ethnic Marriage

X

X

Cheese Manufacture

X

X

Redware Use

X

X

X

Pork Diet

X

X

X

X

Diversified Agriculture

X

X

X

X

Partible Inheritance

X

X

X

X

Maintenance of the
Family Homeplace

X

X

X

X

Fifth
Gen.

X

reliance on pork, diversified agriculture, parti.ble inheritance, and long-term
maintenance of the family homeplace.
All of the above elements appear to have been originally practiced by
Nicholas Gibbs and his family. Nicholas Gibbs spoke both German and English.
After arriving from Europe, he resided in German immigrant communities for a
decade in the Middle Atlantic colonies. Although North Carolina was composed
largely of English settlers, Gibbs nonetheless sought out and resided in a district
inhabited mainly by German settlers in Orange County, North Carolina. This
observation is supported by the fact that he located and married a German
American wife in Orange County, whose family had likewise originally migrated
from Europe to the German immigrant communities in the Middle Atlantic
colonies. Nicholas Gibbs and his wife Mary appear to have had very similar
early life experiences, since they were both colonists of German descent that
came of age in the same frontier-era, German-American communities of the
Middle Atlantic colonies. Almost thirty years after their marriage, when the
family first started to fission, Nicholas, Mary, and their large family, including
several second generation families with their own children, apparently migrated
to Tennessee en masse among predominantly German neighbors and kin from
Orange County, North Carolina (Irwin 1973; Graves and McDonald 1976; Neal
1986; Housely 1996; Stark 1997; MC n.d.).
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Upon arriving in Knox County during the final months of 1791 or the first
months of 1792, the Nicholas Gibbs family constructed a single pen, one-and-a
half-story log dwelling very similar to structures inhabited by many of the
German settlers in the Delaware Valley (Long 1972; Swank 1983; McAlester and
McAlester 1984). Paralleling German and German-American agriculture (Klees
1958; Jordan 1966; Jones 1992), the Gibbs family practiced diversified farming,
raising a broad range of farm products (USBC 1850; USDI 1864, 1872, 1883, 1895,
1902; USDC 1914). The family manufactured cheese, as indicated by wooden
tubs listed in the Nicholas Gibbs inventory (KCA 1817a, 1817b; McMurry 1988).
A substantial amount of cheese was later listed in the agriculture census for
Daniel Gibbs (USBC 1850). Cheese was a standard staple of rural Germans and
many German Americans (Yoder 1971; Long 1972; McMurry 1988). Conversely,
the food was produced by very few households in Knox County or the South in
general. In addition to the anomaly of cheese production that probably had an
ethnic basis, the Nicholas Gibbs family also relied heavily on a pork-redware
foodways complex. A diet emphasizing pork (Schneider 1971; Robacker 1973;

Gehris 1985; Fegley 1987; Weaver 1993) and the use of redware for food
preparation, storage, and consumption are often associated with German and
German-American cultural characteristics (Smith and Rogers 1979; Schwind
1983; Crossley 1990; Baldwin 1993; Comstock 1994). Finally, Nicholas Gibbs
practiced partible inheritance, which was likewise prevalent both in Germany
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and among many settlers in America of German descent (Salamon 1992; Effland
et al. 1993; Roeber 1993; Fogleman 1996; Gross 1996)
Interestingly, by the second generation of the Gibbs family, the
nonmaterial elements of German language, intra-ethnic migration, and intra
ethnic residence had been cast aside (fable 11.1). However, seven of the original
cultural elements endured, consisting of intra-ethnic marriage, cheese
manufacture, redware use, the prevalence of pork, diversified agriculture, patible
inheritance, and maintenance of the family homeplace. During the third
generation, intra-ethnic marriage was no longer practiced, and cheese was not
listed in any later agricultural censuses after 1850. However, five elements listed
in Table 11.1, consisting of red.ware use, pork consumption, diversified
agriculture, partible inheritance, and loyalty to the homeplace, were maintained
by the Rufus Gibbs household. The latter four elements listed above also appear
to have continued among the John Gibbs household during the brief, 8-year
interval that he operated the farm. However, it is also expected that these
practices were also familiar to him as a child and young adult before he inherited

the homeplace. During the second half of the 20th century, loyalty to the family
homeplace continued among Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown, the fifth and last
generation of the Gibbs family to own the Nicholas Gibbs house. Although Mrs.
Brown eventually sold the house in 1971, probably due to the fact that advancing
age rendered maintenance of the historic residence economically difficult, she
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nevertheless dutifully maintained the dwelling for many years and apparently
never considered razing the structure. Finally, in light of the rural priorities that
guided life at the Gibbs farmstead during the 19th century, it is perhaps fitting
that the dwelling has survived to the present period due to the efforts of Gibbs
descendants that felt an obligation, based on kinship, to preserve the log house.
In summary, numerous scholars emphasize that the above-discussed
cultural practices were prevalent among Germans and recent German
immigrants to America during the 18th and 19th centuries. As a cautionary note,
it was also previously emphasized in Chapter 3 that most of these practices were
also prevalent among many people of European origin in North America
between the 18th and early 20th centuries. However, the tenacious persistence of
approximately half of these elements for over a century at the Gibbs site
reinforces the somewhat obvious conclusion that there was probably an ethnic
basis, intertwined with economic considerations, to these practices that initially
contributed to their endurance.
Interestingly, the Gibbs example demonstrates that the nonmaterial
elements of language and intra-ethnic marriage apparently were less durable
than other practices and did not survive the passage of time. However, the
custom of partible inheritance and the philosophy of rural patrimony were
maintained intergenerationally, as were the material practices of red.ware use,
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intensive pork consumption, diversified agriculture, and maintenance of the
family homeplace.
Through time, ethnic identity among the Gibbs family appears to have
diminished and the ethnic origin of household practices was probably forgotten
or became less important, yet the cultural elements persisted. Acknowledging
the importance of generational imprints discussed previously, several material
elements possibly endured because they were regarded to be "the right way of
doing things," or represented "the way things have always been" among the
senior heads of the households. J'he presence of two middle generations at the
Gibbs site possessing extended families composed of elder family mabiarchs and
patriarchs undoubtedly conbibuted to the long-term survival of many of these
ethnically based material practices, particularly in the domain of foodways.
Concerning cultural process, the Gibbs family diachronically illustrates
conscious acculturation (Parrillo 1990), where some ethnic practices were
abandoned and others persisted over time. The long term persistence of several
ethnically based elements at the farmstead also illustrates in miniature the
subsequent development of regional cultural traditions from ethnic origins in
Southern Appalachia. For example, some ethnic elements were abandoned and
others were stubbornly maintained among the Gibbs family. In East Tennessee,
the family chose to reside in a community largely inhabited by English and
Scots-Irish settlers. The second generation of Gibbs children undoubtedly spoke
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English, and the third generation married outside of their ethnic group out of
necessity due to community ethnic demographics. However, many of the
original material characteristics originally practiced by the Nicholas Gibbs family
persisted among the third and fourth generations.
From an anthropological perspective, although the ethnic significance of
these practices eventually diminished, possibly after two generations, the
cultural elements nevertheless endured among the Gibbs family and many other
rural households. Consequently, within a few generations, log architecture, a
taste for pork, the use of locally manufactured redware ceramics, and the
importance of family, kin, and the homeplace subsequently became prominent
regional patterns in the cultural fabric of Southern Appalachia during the 19th
century (Hilliard 1972; Smith and Rogers 1979; Morgan 1990; Comstock 1994).

Future Directions

The preceding dissertation is not intended to be the final or definitive
pronouncement on any of the topics addressed in this archaeological study of the
Gibbs site. Rather, this study presented the results of several exploratory
analyses and new interpretive methods that I thought might prove useful to
archaeological and anthropological interpretation. Consequently, the findings
generated from the study of the Gibbs site are merely a starting or departure
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point and it is anticipated that other individuals might be interested in pursuing
or further developing some of the ideas initially explored in this study. This final
portion of Chapter 11 therefore offers a few suggestions for future research based
on issues initially examined in the Gibbs study. The topics addressed in the
following discussion consist of constructing regionally based models of material
life and more fully developing an archaeology of temporal dynamics and
process. It is proposed that fully evaluating the concept of generational imprints
at other sites and conducting additional time sequence analyses are some of the
topics that might prove productive within an historical archaeology of temporal
process.

Consbucting Regional Models of Material Life

Cultural geographers interested in the topic of agricultural geography
(e.g., Anderson 1973; Tarrant 1974; Symons 1979) emphasize that the distinctive
character of rural material life in the various regions of North America is

significantly influenced by regionally-specific environments, crop regimes, and
agricultural economies. Some historical archaeologists, especially those
individuals that study the archaeology of plantations, have likewise
acknowledged the substantial influence of different crop regimes upon
production strategies, plantation spatial organization, and social relations (e.g.,
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Orser 1988). In contrast, as emphasiz.ed in Chapter 2, historical archaeologists
studying farmsteads have not yet fully articulated a set of central, organizing
goals and an explicitly formulated research design that are broadly applicable to
a wide range of historical situations and rural production types in North
America.
Consequently, it is proposed that individuals interested in exploring the
medium duration temporal process associated with farmstead archaeology
should attempt to construct regionally based models that examine the
interrelated topics of agricultural production types and material life within
specific physiographic zones. A few studies, including this dissertation, have
applied this method with promising results. For example, in a recent study of
cotton farms on the Aiken Plateau in South Carolina (Cabak and Inkrot 1987;
Cabak et al. 1988), a large sample of operator and tenant farmsteads inhabited
between 1875 and 1950 was examined using the concept of modernization as a
theoretical interpretive theme. Interestingly, by looking at domestic architecture
preserved within archival records and household material culture recovered
archaeologically, it was determined that architecture lagged considerably in the
realm of modernization whereas most people were using modem consumer
products and household items by the early 20th century. The surprising
endurance of architectural forms into the middle 20th century that first appeared
during the colonial and antebellum periods in the study area was attributed to
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the debilitating effects of the tenant system and cotton cultivation upon the rural
population. These findings were unexpected, and seriously question the broad
generalizations concerning the beneficial and transformative effects that
modernization exerted upon the rural landscape of the lower South that have
been advanced by several historical studies of 20th century rural life.
The above-discussed study focused on cotton farms within the Aiken
Plateau of South Carolina in the lower South. In the present study of the Gibbs
farmstead, agricultural life among farm families in East Tennessee's Ridge and
Valley Province, a portion of Southern Appalachia, was the specific regional
context In this dissertation, an attempt was made to identify the long-term
economic strategies implemented by the Gibbs family and reconstruct the
production history of diversified agriculture practiced by the household between
1850 and 1900. This information in tum was compared to agricultural data from
multiple spatial levels, encompassing the surrounding community, Knox
County, the state of Tennessee, the Middle South, and the nation. In addition to
production history, landholding and wealthholding trends were also
reconstructed.
At the regional level, inquiry demonstrated that diversified farming,
characterized by a grain and livestock complex originally introduced during the
frontier era, predominated. Agricultural production accelerated during the
second quarter of the 19th century, peaked in output by the middle 19th century,
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coinciding with the boom cycle of the plantation system in the lower South, and
then gradually diminished and leveled off during the remainder of the 19th
century. At the turn of the 20th century, the diversified rural economy of East
Tennessee and Knox County was replaced by an agricultural regime focusing
upon commercial, capital intensive dairy and tobacco farming. Many farmers at
this critical juncture, like John Gibbs, perhaps recognized the new difficulties
confronting the former diversified, family operated farm. At this point, many
individuals probably chose to get out of farming and take up new careers due to
the capital and risk involved with raising new and potentially unfamiliar
agricultural products.
Several important trends and findings were revealed by the analytical
strategy that was used to examine agricultural history. At the microscale level of
the household, consideration of economic practices implemented by the Gibbs
family demonstrated that the concepts of subsistence and commercial producers
typically invoked by rural historians (Kulikoff 1992) and historical sociologists
(Dunaway 1996) are relative terms. Importantly, these categories usually
fluctuate through time within a given household, depending upon the size and
location or maturation point of the family within the household cycle. Thus,
production, consumption, and surplus levels for a given household were
typically not rigid variables, suggesting that researchers should remember that
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the interpretive concepts of commercial and subsistence producers were fluid in
the past, often oscillating from decade to decade within the same farm family.
Concerning landholding trends in the region, this study demonstrated
that through time, approximately half of the population did not own their own
farms, and farmstead size among owners steadily decreased during the 19th
century due to population growth and rural infilling. Due to the high rate of
landlessness, some farm households in the study area, like the Gibbs household,
practiced a philosophy called rural patrimony in which primacy was placed
upon socially reproducing the lineal family, maintaining the original homeplace,
and providing a financial start for children in the family when they reached
maturity.
In the domain of material life at the household level, archaeologically, the
effects of rural patrimony and multigenerational persistence at the Gibbs
homeplace translated into very distinctive and unexpected artifact distributions,
particularly in the subsistence and clothing artifact categories, that were
statistically linked to the household cycles associated with the Gibbs family. The
persistence of the pork-redware foodways complex at the site is probably a
textbook example of a folk tradition, as is the long term, rural economic strategy
implemented by the family. The influence of rural patrimony was also identified
in the domestic landscape by successive modification episodes to the dwelling
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and houselot, called generational imprints, which consistently corresponded to
household succession and critical junctures in the family cycle.
Concerning domestic architecture, based on detailed architectural research
conducted by Morgan (1990) in Blount County, located adjacent to Knox County,
the majority of first generation settlers in the study area during the early 19th
century, like the Gibbs family, resided in single pen log dwellings. By the second
or third generation, frame additions and clapboard siding were added to earlier
dwellings during the middle part of the century, as occurred at the Gibbs house.
These changes in architecture probably reflected the eventual economic
differentiation implemented by the Gibbs family and were possibly due to larger
trends at the national level that were influenced by popular culture. Most rural
families in the study area resided in log or frame dwellings that possessed only a
few rooms for much of the 19th century. A few prosperous households lived in
two-story log houses or dwellings of stone construction, like the Ramsey House
in east Knox County, that were badges of rural affluence.
Concerning the topic of consumerism, analysis of probate inventories and
newspaper advertisements demonstrated that from the beginning of settlement,
households in Knox County, far from being disinterested in store bought goods,
provided a brisk market for a diverse range of consumer items, as demonstrated
by the operation of numerous stores during the 19th century. Diachronically,
consumerism in the county appears to have reached critical mass during the
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1860s and 1870s with the appearance of multistory department stores on Gay
Street similar to department stores that predominate in our own time. Although
many stores catered to Knoxville patrons, the results of probate analysis suggest
that for the first half of the 19th century, portable wealth was disproportionately
concentrated among a very small minority of the population. At death, this
population segment in Knox County held most of the portable wealth
represented by expensive consumer goods.
At the Gibbs farmstead, the acquisition of relatively costly consumer items
was effectively illustrated by a large set of pewter in the Nicholas Gibbs
inventory and numerous fragments of expensive transfer printed tableware that
were recovered archaeologically. Interestingly, the acquisition of these
expensive, nonessential consumer items appears to have been offset within the
household by the use of modestly priced refined and utilitarian ceramics. The
use of these less expensive ceramics persisted throughout most of the occupation
of the site by the Gibbs family. illustrating the intensive use of these wares by
the site residents, the modestly priced refined and utilitarian ceramic
assemblages, composed of painted tableware and red.ware vessels, respectively,
were linked statistically to fluctuations in the Gibbs household cycles between
circa 1800 and 1880.
By focusing upon the topics of agricultural production, land and wealth
holding trends, inheritance customs, domestic architecture, and consumerism,
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the examples presented in this study illustrate the interpretive potential of a
strategy that attempts to diachronically reconstruct these economic, cultural, and
material trends at household, community, and regional levels. As emphasized
previously, however, this study represents a first step, and is not a final
pronouncement in any way upon these topics. For example, to fully
operationalize the research design constructed in this dissertation, the rural
economic groups or class structure defined through land and tax records should
be systematically sampled through the archaeological record, to define the
material variation that existed between different economic groups or classes.
Further, returning to the pronounced wealth disparity that existed in rural
contexts in Knox County, one goal of future inquiry would be to define how this
disparity translates to the archaeological record and the built environment This
task could be accomplished by systematically investigating sites associated with
firmly documented households from different economic groups in the county,
based on land, tax, and probate records. An effort of this extent, which has yet to
be attempted in historical archaeology, would eventually result in an
archaeological data base composed of cases representing all economic segments
of a past rural population for a defined interval of time. The material differences
and similarities that existed between different population segments and
economic classes could then be defined with a reliable level of quantitative
precision.
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In summary, the relevance of this research design, directed at
reconstructing regional models of agricultural production and material life, is not
only applicable to Knox County where it was initially developed, but rather,
could be duplicated in practically any geographic context in North America. The
main steps in replicating the research design involves first reconstructing
medium-duration temporal process within the previously discussed domains of
rural economy and material life that are characteristic of a specific region, and
then intensively examining the particulars represented by sites, or individual
case studies. At the intra-regional level, the long-term information return from
this endeavor would certainly justify the initial effort required in constructing an
interpretive model of this extent
Having initially implemented the research design, then newly
encountered or excavated archaeological sites could be quickly placed or
contextually grounded within the model through consideration of the previously
discussed analysis variables. Moreover, an effort of this scope, conducted in
concert by several research�rs located in different geographic regions, such as the
South, the Northeast, the Midwest, and the Great Plains, could potentially result
in a national-level synthesis of rural economy and material life in North America
based on analysis of specific production types and material characteristics
associated with different regions.
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Toward an Archaeology of Temporal Dynamics

The development of a research effort devoted to the study of temporal
dynamics and process is the final topic discussed in this dissertation. Two main
issues are included within this topic, consisting of identifying generational
imprints and conducting time sequence analysis at additional sites. As discussed
initially in Chapter 2, interpretation of the archaeological record encountered at
the Gibbs site was accomplished through reference to temporal theory drawn
from the research of Braudel and the Annales School of French social historians
(Braudel 1974, 1989; Smith 1992). Additional interpretive theory was also
appropriated from the research of social historians and rural sociologists
focusing upon household cycles and the history of the family (e.g., Greven 1970;
Hareven 1974; Henretta 1978; Goody 1978; Conzen 1980, 1985; Gordon 1983;
Colman and Elbert 1984; Salamon 1985, 1992; Demos 1986; Harari 1989; Ulrich
and Tuma 1990; Hawes and Nybakken 1991; Strauss and Howe 1991; Vinovskis
and McCall 1991; Craig 1993; Gross 1996). This corpus of theory was in tum
fused with two new archaeological concepts called generational imprints and
time sequence analysis. In addition to generational imprints, a new method of
analyzing artifact assemblages called time sequence analysis was also
introduced. Along with the idea of generational imprints, this quantitative.
method was also developed independently in this dissertation.
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Applied to the Gibbs site, the main conbibutions from the synthesis of
these theoretical and analytical perspectives consist of the concepts of medium
duration temporal process, the quantitative reconstruction of serial history and
temporal process, and the identification of the material interplay between
household cycles and material consumption as revealed through the historical
and archaeological records. The time scale that was used as a point of reference
in this study consisted of medium-duration history or temporal process.
Medium-duration temporal process encompasses the time interval that unfolds
over the course of several live� or generations. Inquiry was also aimed at
reconstructing serial history and ternporal process by assembling diachronically
based, quantitative data associated with rural economy and material life.
Temporal process associated with the rural economy was reconstructed
largely via historical records. Material life was reconstituted through data
obtained from the archaeological record and historical sources. To reduce
medium-duration temporal process into culturally meaningful and
quantitatively manageable chronological units, the theoretical concept of
household cycles was applied to the economic and material record associated
with the Gibbs family. The household cycle represents the normal growth cycle
associated with families. In this study, a three part family model, developed by
Goody (1978) was used. This model divides the typical family into early, middle,
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and late phases, represented quantitatively by a simple frequency curve based on
household size.
The concepts of the household cycle and life course events developed in
sociology and social history were also synthesized to develop a new
archaeological concept called generational imprints. The idea of generational
imprints was developed to interpret diachronic change and continuity within the
domestic landscape, the built environment, and household material culture at the
Gibbs farmstead. Generational imprints, considered to represent the distinctive
material remains from successive households, are potentially preserved in the
archaeological record and can reveal a time sequence of landscape events at a
site. In tum, landscape events, such as the razing or renovation episodes
associated with dwellings or shifts in the function of outbuildings and activity
areas, often correspond to important transitions in the life course of the family.
These important junctures typically occur during household succession when an
adult son or daughter assumes management of a dwelling or farm from their
parents. The transitions are also influenced by occupational shifts between
unrelated households at a dwelling.
In addition to generational imprints, the new method called time sequence
analysis was used to operationaliz.e and link interpretive theory to the
archaeological record at the Gibbs site. Seemingly simplistic, the family growth
cycle defined by Goody (1978), when combined with time sequence analysis,
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proved to be very analytically productive in reconstructing the multigenerational
consumption cycles associated with the Gibbs family and linking these
distributions to household cycles. At the Gibbs site, the dwelling was occupied
by four successive, biologically related households between 1792 and 1913.
Consequently, the concept of multigenerational household cycles was used to
fully interpret material life at the farmstead over the duration of the 19th century.
Attention now turns briefly to the archaeological topics of generational imprints
and time sequence analysis.

Identifying Generational Im prints

The idea of generational imprints was particularly applicable to the Gibbs
site in several situations and demonstrated that landscape change and
modifications to dwellings often correspond to important transitions in the life
course of the family. For example, a shift in function of the Feature 16 pit cellar
appears to have occurred a few years after the death of Nicholas Gibbs in 1817
when his son, Daniel Gibbs, assumed operation of the farm. Sometime in the
early 1820s, it appears that the pit cellar was no longer used as a storage facility,
but rather became a receptacle for butchering debris. It is also possible that the
entire function of the outbuilding may have shifted from a storage building that
contained a cold cellar, to a smokehouse. The size of the pit cellar, that was
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subsequently filled in with butchering debris, supports this interpretation of the
shift in building function, since the cellar is relatively large.
In addition to functional shifts in outbuildings, household transitions can
also exert considerable influence upon the architecture associated with
dwellings. The correspondence between life course events within the family and
episodes of landscape modification further serve to illustrate the concept of
generational imprints. Several important renovation episodes associated with
the Gibbs house occurred during household succession. For example, during the
transition from the second to the third generation at the Gibbs farm, a series of
dwelling expansions occurred that resulted in the construction of two braced
frame additions to the log dwelling. This architectural event occurred between
the 1850s and 1860s and corresponds to the period of household succession
between Daniel and Rufus Gibbs. Later, in the 1950s, Mrs. Ethel Gibbs Brown
had these additions removed, replacing them with newer rooms, and outfitted
the dwelling with electricity. These architectural events occurred a few years
after she inherited the old family homeplace from her father, John Gibbs.
The relevance of these examples and the idea of generational imprints to
future archaeological research is fairly clear, especially for sites that possess
appreciable time depth and were occupied by several successive biologically
related or unrelated households. When confronted with archaeological and
architectural features that appear to represent major landscape or architectural
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modifications, then the example of the Gibbs site suggests that these
modifications in tum may correspond to important household events. One
household event that consistently appears to set major landscape modifications
in motion is household succession between related or unrelated households. A
quick comparison of the historically known occupation sequence associated with
a dwelling or houselot and the chronology of features and landscape events
generated from artifacts can serve to determine the degree of correspondence
between these two data sets.
The idea of generational imprints therefore potentially illustrates the
significant influence of family transitions and household succession that often
punctuate the domestic landscape with major architectural modifications or
material events. However, through reference to the Gibbs site, it was also
emphasized that the concept might also be productively applied to the detailed
diachronic sequencing of more mundane features and minor landscape elements
at a site, such as the location of outbuildings, postholes, fencelines, middens, and
walkways. The generated landscape chronology can in turn be used to assemble
a composite representation of both diachronic landscape change, which often
occurred during interhousehold transitions, and the particular landscape
configuration associated with chronologically specific intrahousehold occupation
periods. All said, it is anticipated that at many sites inhabited by several
households, each occupation period or episode will often leave a distinctive
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material imprint upon the immediate domestic landscape that can potentially be
reconstructed through careful attention to archaeological chronology and
detailed historical, household-level context
Again, as stressed previously, these thoughts are not intended as final,
authoritative pronouncements concerning the concept of generational events and
their material imprints upon the cultural landscape at a site. Rather, these
suggestions embody an informal hypothesis that could guide interpretation and
be potentially tested at additional sites. The idea of generational imprints might
be an especially useful interpretive tool at sites, like the Gibbs house, that possess
above average historical documentation and landscape chronology. The final
section of this chapter now turns to the topic of time sequence analysis.

Replicating Time Sequence Analysis

The new quantitative method called time sequence analysis is this study' s
most substantial contribution to historical archaeology. Drawn from basic
statistical methods, the technique was developed with the purpose of
quantitatively reconstructing medium duration temporal process and defining
the diachronically based consumption dynamics associated with successive
households in the past Based upon the fine-grained dating and temporal
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sequencing of all excavation proveniences, the technique offers the potential of
introducing a diachronic element to assemblage analysis that is currently lacking
in historical archaeology. As stated previously, in contrast to a static,
photographic portrayal of material consumption and deposition provided by
standard functional analysis, the method of time series analysis is analogous to a
segment of video tape that effectively captures in minute, chronological detail
the motion, dynamic, and tempo associated with material life and artifact
deposition at a given site.
Time sequence analysis reveals that the past depositional character of the
material record at historic sites, rather than being static, contains a distinctive,
dynamic tempo. The diachronic, materially based tempo embedded in the
archaeological record and revealed through time sequence analysis has not been
previously considered, identified, or explored in historical archaeology. Time
sequence analysis reveals that material deposition possesses both quantitative
and temporal characteristics that exhibit cycles or phases. Interestingly, a battery
of statistically significant correlation tests demonstrated that the source for some,

but not all, of the depositional motion within the archaeological record is the
household cycle.
The Gibbs site is very atypical -since it contains the material record
generated during a century of habitation by four successive, biologically related
households. The multigenerational character of the site, coupled with the very
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detailed historical record from genealogical sources, offered an exceptionally
unique archaeological laboratory for identifying the influence of household
cycles upon the material record. In these models, household cycles served as an
absolute chronology. Material consumption cycles generated from
archaeological data and time sequence analysis, a sophisticated form of seriation
or relative dating technique, developed in this dissertation, were in tum
chronologically synchronized with the household cycles. In addition to serving
as absolute chronological anchors, the household cycles were also used as
analysis variables in correlation tests. Several of the material consumption cycles
generated from analysis of archaeological data using time sequence analysis
exhibited a strong, statistical relationship with the household cycles. A battery of
correlation tests using Spearman' s r were subsequently conducted, producing
statistically significant results for archaeological data recovered from midden
and feature contexts.
The statistically significant analysis results indicate that faunal fragments,
ceramic sherds, and clothing artifacts possessed a strong relationship with
household cycles among the Gibbs family (Table 11.2). Translated to the past
systemic context of the Gibbs family, household demography appears to have
exerted the greatest material influence on meat consumption, the use and discard
of painted table and teaware, and the manufacture and maintenance of clothes.
To varying degrees, these domains were closely associated with day-to-day
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Table 11.2 Summary of Spearman's r Correlation Tests by Recovery Context.
Context

Variable 1

Variable 2

P-Value

Total Site
Sample

Time
Time
Household Cycle
Household Cycle
Household Cycle

.0001
. 01
.01
.02
.02

+10 years
+10 years
-20 years
-20 years
-20 years

1800-1900
1800-1900
1800-1900
1800-1900
1800-1900

.0099

-20 years

1800-1900

Faunal Fragments
Household Cycle

Total Functional Groups
Kitchen Group
Combined Variable 1 '*
Combined Varibale 2....
Edge Decorated
Ceramics
Handpainted
Ceramics
Redware
Oothing Group

.005
.04

+10 years
+10 years

1810-1910
1810-1910

Midden
Sample

Faunal Fragments
Time
Household Cycle

Redware
Total Functional Groups
Redware

.001
.0001
.08

-10 years
-10 years
-10 years

1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910

Feature 16,
Smokehouse
Pit Cellar

Household Cycle
Faunal Fragments
Household Cycle

Faunal Fragments
Redware
Oothing Group

.06
.03
.04

+10 years
+10 years
+10 years

1810-1910
1810-1910
1810-1910

Household Cycle

"°�

Mean Artifact
Date Deviation

'*Combined Variable 1: edge decorated, polychrome, and underglaze blue handpainted ceramic sherds.
'*'*Combined Variable 2: edge decorated and polychrome ceramic sherds.

Time
lpteryal

material consumption among the successive households. Concerning faunal
fragments, the depositional disbibution in several examples was a close visual
match to the Gibbs household cycles, and produced encouraging correlation
results with the midden sample. In contrast, although the visual similarity was
less pronounced, ceramic and clothing artifacts also quantitatively mirrored the
ebb and flow of household cycles. Within the ceramic assemblages, the use and
deposition of redware and handpainted table and teaware exhibited a significant
relationship with the household cycles. Although the consumption curve was
not as visually sleek as other artifact categories, such as the faunal distribution,
clothing artifacts likewise significantly paralleled the demographic history of the
Gibbs family.
It is not surprising that through time the consumption of food, the use of
storage and table ceramics, and the manufacture of clothes were significantly
influenced by h�usehold size among the Gibbs family. However,
archaeologically demonstrating the relationship between household cycles and
material consumption through fine-grained quantitative detail is a new
development Consequently, further replication and refinement of this new
method is contingent upon its future use by historical archaeologists and
application to a diverse range of contexts. A few suggestions for the future
refinement and use of time sequence analysis in other archaeological contexts are
now briefly presented.
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Defining Household and Consumption Cycles

Defining household and consump�on cycles at different sites represent
the most productive research areas that could be further pursued within an
archaeology of temporal process. The study of household cycles refers to the
actual demographic and contextual information associated with specific sites that
is preserved in the historic record. The topic of consumption cycles refers to the
investigation of the temporal dynamics associated with the archaeological
record. In ideal situations, household cycles should serve as an absolute
chronology and be linked to consumption cycles preserved in the archaeological
record and accessible via time sequence analysis. In the absence of adequate
historical documentation, consumption cycles associated with a specific site can
still be reconstructed through time sequence analysis using archaeological data.
Concerning future research pertaining to household cycles, this effort
should examine different demographic situations at the household level.
Relevant examples of different demographic situations consist of large and small
households that were composed of only one or several families through time,
situations that did not possess any demographic movement, such as households
without children, residences that were abandoned or destroyed in the middle of
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the family cycle, and dwellings occupied by several successive, biologically
unrelated households.
In addition to different demographic situations, the household cycles
associated with different temporal intervals of varying sizes could also be
investigated. For example, in this study of the Gibbs site, the temporal dynamics
associated with an approximately 100-year interval between 1800 and 1900 were
scrutinized. The next logical step might consist of investigating a site inhabited
between 1700 and 1800. Incidentally, 18th.century sites might produce even
stronger analysis results than the Gibbs example, since many of the temporally
diagnostic artifacts associated with the 18th century possess much smaller date
ranges and chronological resolution (e.g., South 1977). Acknowledging the
larger purpose of reconstructing medium duration temporal process, a
particularly interesting situation that might be examined in the future by
historical archaeologists would be to investigate through time sequence analysis
adequately documented sites continuously inhabited for very large intervals of
time, such as two centuries between 1700 and 1900. Although undoubtedly rare,
such archaeological examples probably exist in eastern North America.
Paralleling the analysis strategy implemented in this study, the purpose of
quantitatively scrutinizing a diverse range of demographic and temporal
situations via time sequence analysis would be to conduct exploratory data
analysis and attempt to define the influence that these situations exert upon
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material life and the quantitative character of the archaeological record at
different sites revealed through consumption cycles. Paralleling the goals of a
regionally based research design or program, several researchers using time
sequence analysis as a standard analysis method could potentially assemble a
catalog or detailed data base of different demographic situations from different
sites in a broad range of regions. A collective research effort of this magnitude
could result in the future synthesis of tern poral dynamics derived from the study
of a large number of sites.
As might be anticipated, locating sites that represent examples of the
above-described demographic and temporal situations would require careful
historical research before field investigations. Put another way, the historical
record would have to be consulted first as part of the research design, and
several sites or standing structures that possess different demographic situations
would have to be isolated or identified. Initially, this task sounds very difficult
and time consuming. However, county level planning documents often exist
that contain listings of standing historic structures that could serve as study sites.

Likewise, regarding the further study of farmsteads operated by
multigenerational families in Tennessee, the Tennessee Century Farms Program,
implemented in 1986 as part of the state's bicentennial, provides an invaluable
source for locating potential study sites (West 1986). The program involved
awarding certificates of recognition to all farms in the state that had been
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occupied for over a century. To receive the award, the current farm residents
had to produce family records that demonstrated continuous ownership and
operation of the farm for over 100 years by their family. Hence, family history
records outlining the basic occupation sequence of the farm, information
essential for reconstructing household cycles, apparently is preserved for all of
the farms included in the program. Interestingly, many of the farms in the
program were occupied for over a century. In addition, the landscape integrity
at many of these farms appears to be preserved, since many contain original
dwellings and outbuildings. Consequently, in Tennessee, future time sequence
studies might be conducted through reference to resources included in the book,
Tennessee Agriculture: A Century Farms Perspective (West 1986).
The above discussed situation, in which sites are specifically selected for
research based on a set of criteria drawn from a formal research design, is well
suited for excavations conducted as part of thesis or dissertation research and
archaeological field schools. In addition to study sites that are investigated
because they satisfy required analysis criteria within a preexisting and active
research design, cultural resource management studies also provide another
relevant vehicle for further developing and refining time sequence studies.
Many different demographic and historical contexts are encountered at sites
investigated for cultural resource management studies, so a diverse range of
situations could be potentially examined in public archaeology. As a
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consequence, within cultural resource studies, _time sequence analysis would be
an appropriate standard analysis technique for sites occupied more than 30 or 40
years. All said, the reconstruction of household cycles from a diverse range of
contexts would be a necessary part of future time sequence analyses and a
central element of an historical archaeology of temporal process. The discussion
now focuses upon defining consumption cycles at different sites.
The main purpose of investigating sites with well-documented
occupational histories would be to define the quantitative and qualitative
character of consumption cycles associated with a diverse range of historical
contexts. As will be recalled, a main goal of pattern recognition (South 1977) was
to define general artifact patterns that were thought to be associated with
culturally similar sites. In contrast, the main goal of conducting time sequence
analysis and defining different consumption cycles would be to identify the
historically specific and presumably distinct consumption cycles associated with
different sites and contexts. For example, the Gibbs site exhibits quantitatively
temporally distinct consumption cycles, composed of a rather archaeologically
unique faunal and redware foodways complex. It is not anticipated that this
household specific consumption cycle embodies a broadly applicable pattern or
that it will be routinely encountered at other sites. Put another way, material life
reconstructed via time series analysis at the farmstead is historically specific to
the Gibbs site, although some sites that exhibit general qualitative similarities to
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this example, such as reliance on pork and intensive use of redware, could
potentially be encountered in the future.
To further qualify this generalization, it is expected that at other
residences in the past, household cycles quantitatively influenced consumption
revealed archaeologically in the same uniform manner. Hence, the influence of
household cycles upon the use of domesticated animals and the deposition of
specific ceramic categories and clothing items might be fairly prevalent at most
domestic sites. However, although the influence of household cycles might
represent the same uniform catalyst at all sites, the specific qualitative
composition of consumption cycles and general artifact assemblages at various
sites will always be different For example, the qualitative composition of
consumption cycles produced by a large, very affluent household that dined only
on mutton and beef from transfer printed tableware would be very different
from the cycles associated with the Gibbs assemblage. Thus, the distinctiveness
of different artifact assemblages reflects the specific consumption trends
associated with different households.

Consequently, recognizing the interrelated roles of consumer preferences
and economic constraints, future research using time sequence analysis, it is
predicted, will demonstrate that each household typically possesses qualitatively
unique material consumption cycles, although the basic family growth model
driving consumption in most situations will probably be similar. As an analogy,
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it is often said that all individuals are unique. Likewise, it is expected that the
consumption dynamics and qualitative composition of household assemblages
will always be different between different sites, although the household cycle
itself is a similar and uniform process of human biology that possesses material
implications.
Conversely, it is expected that similar, general trends might emerge from
comparison of the temporal dynamics associated with a data set composed of
many archaeological sites that satisfy a statistically valid sample size. The
definition of general material trends based upon time sequence analysis with a
valid sample size, such as a 30-case site sample, however, would require a
substantial amount of future effort by numerous individuals using standardized
and comparable analysis methods. An effort of this extent, however, would
certainly produce new archaeological knowledge concerning material
consumption and temporal dynamics.

Exploring Inadequately Documented Contexts

In the two previous sections, discussion focused on applying time
sequence analysis to contexts that possess adequate historical documentation. In
the concluding section of this chapter, it is proposed that time sequence analysis,
in the absence of historical records, might be especially applicable to the
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archaeology of inadequately documented contexts, or those historic sites where
very little is known about the actual demographic history of the occupants, such
as slave quarters, tenant farmsteads, and urban sites occupied by renters. For
these situations, by using reverse extrapolation, household cycles might be
reconstructed or estimated from archaeologically assembled consumption cycles.
To construct consumption cycles, time sequence analysis requires artifact
assemblages from stratified deposits that were excavated in small levels,
optimally, no larger than .20 feet Previous analyses in this dissertation
demonstrate that accurate models influenced by household cycles can be
constructed with archaeological data obtained from formal excavation of midden
and features. Results from the Gibbs site suggest that sealed features associated
with subsistence activities and used for long time intervals are one of the best
contexts for conducting time sequence analysis and produce strong analysis
results. At sites possessing stratigraphic integrity, the method could probably be
used to reconstruct or estimate historically unknown household cycles through
reference to archaeologically assembled consumption cycles.
Further research is certainly required to accomplish this application of
time sequence analysis, but initial results of this study suggest it is potentially
possible. As stated in the preceding section, household cycles appear to posses
uniform quantitative-temporal characteristics. As illustrated by the Gibbs
family, large households possess tall and wide cycles, and small families produce
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short and narrow growth curves. These characteristics in tum influence the
archaeological record, especially within the artifact categories of faunal
resources, ceramics, and clothing items. Once time series distributions have been
constructed with these artifact categories, then the distributions from
inadequately documented sites could be compared to consumption and
household cycles associated with historically documented contexts.
For example, artifacts recovered from a dwelling inhabited by enslaved
African Americans could be analyzed via time sequence analysis. If
consumption cycles are present, then this finding suggests that a biologically
productive household-a family-resided in the dwelling. In tum, the
consumption cycles from the slave site could then be compared to cycles
associated with the Gibbs site. The Gibbs site is useful as an analog or reference
point because it produced consumption cycles associated with a medium or
average size household, the Rufus Gibbs family, and also exhibited consumption
cycles associated with a large family, represented by the Daniel Gibbs family.
Since it was an extended household, the Rufus Gibbs family possessed two
growth cycles. Rufus's nuclear family consisted of six people at its maximum
extent The family of his son, James, contained seven people when Rufus was in
his senior years.
Returning to the hypothetical comparison of two artifact assemblages, if
the consumption cycles from the slave residence appear to be short and narrow
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and more closely match in configuration the consumption cycles associated with
the Rufus Gibbs nuclear family, then this correspondence would suggest that the
slave dwelling was inhabited by an average sized family of approximately five
individuals. Conversely, if the consumption cycle from the slave dwelling was
tall and wide, like the distributions associated with the Daniel Gibbs family, then
a large family composed of approximately ten or more people probably occupied
the dwelling within a specific temporal interval.
In addition to the household and consumption cycles associated with the
Gibbs site, information from other studies that possess abundant historical
docu�entation could also be used as comparative analogs for sites lacking
adequate historical records. Consequently, to conduct future comparisons and
fully develop an historical archaeology of temporal dynamics it would be
analytically productive, through a collective effort within the historical
archaeology community, to eventually assemble a data base or catalog
containing time sequence data from numerous sites. In dosing, exploring the
archaeology and temporal dynamics of inadequately documented contexts thus
represents one potential and promising use of time sequence analysis. All said,
further research, future replication in various contexts, and time itself will
ultimately test the applicability of the method.
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